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Better Market Street Draft Section 4(f) Evaluation 

1 Introduction 
Section 4(f) of the U.S. Department of Transportation Act of 1966, codified in federal law at 49 
United States Code (USC) 303, declares that “it is the policy of the United States government 
that special effort should be made to preserve the natural beauty of the countryside and public 
park and recreation lands, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, and historic sites.” Section 4(f) 
specifies that the Secretary of Transportation may approve a transportation program or project 
requiring the use of publicly owned land of a public park, recreation area, or wildlife and 
waterfowl refuge of national, state, or local significance, or land of a historic site of national, 
state, or local significance (as determined by the federal, state, or local officials having 
jurisdiction over the park, area, refuge, or site), only if:  

 There is no prudent and feasible alternative to using that land, and  

 The program or project includes all possible planning to minimize harm to the park, 
recreation area, wildlife and waterfowl refuge, or historic site resulting from the use.  

Section 4(f) further requires coordination among the Department of the Interior and, as 
appropriate, the involved offices of the Department of Agriculture and the Department of 
Housing and Urban Development in developing transportation projects and programs that use 
lands protected by Section 4(f). If historic sites are involved, then coordination with the State 
Historic Preservation Officer is also needed.  

The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) is the federal lead agency for National 
Environmental Policy Act and Section 4(f), pursuant to 23 USC 326 and 23 USC 327 and the 
Memorandum of Understanding dated December 23, 2016, and executed by the Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA) and Caltrans. Responsibility for compliance with Section 4(f) 
has been assigned to Caltrans, including determinations and approval of Section 4(f) 
evaluations as well as coordination with those agencies that have jurisdiction over a Section 
4(f) resource that may be affected by a project action. 

This document is the Draft Section 4(f) Evaluation. It is being circulated for comment at the 
same time as circulation of a Draft Environmental Assessment on the project. Caltrans will 
review comments made during the circulation period, and input received by the Officials with 
jurisdiction over the Section 4(f) resource (i.e., the State Historic Preservation Officer [SHPO]) 
and take them into account in the preparation of the Final Section 4(f) Evaluation.  

The Draft Section 4(f) Evaluation compares the one build alternative presented in the Draft 
Environmental Assessment with other alternatives as required by 23 Code of Federal 
Regulations (CFR) 774. The analysis and identification of the alternative that has the least 
overall harm will be documented in the Final Section 4(f) Evaluation. 
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2 Project Description 
San Francisco Public Works, in coordination with the Citywide Planning Division of the 
San Francisco Planning Department, the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency 
(SFMTA), the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC), and the San Francisco County 
Transportation Authority (SFCTA), proposes to redesign and provide various transportation 
and streetscape improvements to Market Street.  

The project includes changes to or replacement/modification of:  

 Roadway configuration and private vehicle access 

 Traffic signals 

 Surface transit, including transit-only lanes, stop spacing, service, transit-stop location, 
transit-stop characteristics, and infrastructure 

 Bicycle facilities 

 Pedestrian facilities 

 Commercial and passenger loading 

 Vehicular parking 

 Utilities 

 Sewer Line Replacement 

 Water Line Replacement 

 Traction Power System Improvement 

 PUC Power System Installation 

 DT Fiber Conduit Installation 

 Overhead Contact System Replacement 

 Track Replacement 

 F-loop Installation 

 Streetlight improvement 

 Irrigation System Improvement 

 Fire Hydrant Improvement 

 Curb Ramps and Accessibility Improvement 

 Streetscape Improvement 

All of the various proposed project elements will be constructed within the public right-of-way; 
the majority of these elements will be implemented within the operational public right-of-way. 
The project will require a temporary encroachment permit for construction activities and a 
permanent encroachment permit (for modifications within the Van Ness Avenue and Central 
Freeway rights-of-way) from Caltrans.  
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The total area of disturbance is approximately 40 acres. Excavations to approximately 3 to 15 feet 
will be necessary for underground utility rehabilitation/replacement. At one location, 691 Market 
Street, the depth of soil disturbance could be as much as 35 feet because of an existing two-story 
sub-sidewalk basement. No roadway cut-and-fill work is anticipated to be required.  

The project will be entirely within the area served by San Francisco’s combined 
sewer/stormwater system. It will not entail any new or intensified land uses that could increase 
the amount of wastewater. Therefore, the project will not require environmental regulatory 
approvals from state or federal regulatory agencies concerning wastewater. 

The project corridor consists primarily of the 2.2 miles of Market Street between Octavia 
Boulevard and the Embarcadero in the city and county of San Francisco, spanning the 
Downtown/Civic Center, South of Market, and Financial District neighborhoods. The project 
corridor also includes the following street segments/intersections:  

 Valencia Street between Market and McCoppin streets 

 McAllister Street between Market Street and Charles J. Brenham Place 

 Charles J. Brenham Place between Market and McAllister streets 

 Four off-corridor intersections (see Figure 1-1 in the environmental assessment) 

 Portions of adjacent Caltrans facilities that intersect Market Street on its north and south sides  

 Immediate intersection area of South Van Ness Avenue (U.S. 101) 

 Portion of the Market Street/Octavia Boulevard intersection (U.S. 101/I-80 eastbound 
connector) 

2.1 Purpose and Need 

The principal purpose of the project is to make Market Street safer and more efficient for all 
modes of transportation by reducing conflicts between transit, paratransit, taxis, commercial 
vehicles, cyclists, and pedestrians. Ancillary purposes of the project are to replace 
infrastructure in the corridor that is reaching the end of its operational design life, and to 
improve the accessibility of the corridor and quality of its streetscape environment.  

Need 

Capacity, Transportation Demand, and Safety 

Market Street is the main artery of the San Francisco Municipal Railway (Muni), with the majority 
of routes operating on or crossing Market Street. Market Street is among the slowest corridors in 
the Muni system, with average speeds of approximately 5.1 mph on Market Street between Larkin 
and First streets because of conflicts between different modes of transportation, stop spacing, and 
heavy passenger volumes. In addition to an average of approximately 250,000 transit boardings 
per day and private-vehicle traffic, Market Street sees substantial pedestrian use (approximately 
85,000 pedestrians per weekend day on Market Street between Fourth and Fifth streets) and has 
experienced a substantial increase in the number of bicyclists. (At Market Street and Van Ness 
Avenue during the p.m. peak hour, there were approximately 165 bicyclists in 1995 compared to 
467 bicyclists in 2015, a 183 percent increase.)  
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Market Street is located on a high-injury network, with 166 reported pedestrian collisions along 
the project corridor, consisting of 137 collisions between vehicles and pedestrians and 29 
collisions between pedestrians and bicyclists between January 2012 and December 2016. Market 
Street’s collision rate (67 Muni/auto collisions and 53 bicycle/pedestrian or pedestrian/auto 
collisions total on Market Street for the period 2012–2013, the most recent data available) is 
higher than the statewide average for an urban four-lane undivided road (see Table 1). 

Table 1. Collisions per Million Vehicle Miles Traveled 

Market Street 32.0 

Statewide average for urban four-lane undivided road 1.53 

Caltrans District 4 average 0.58 

San Francisco County 4.7 

Mission Street 6.9 

Collision data: SFMTA, 2015; Caltrans, 2014.	  

 

The entire length of Market Street is approximately 0.4 percent of San Francisco’s total street 
miles but the site of 11 percent of the city’s severe/fatal bicyclist injuries and 6 percent of the 
city’s severe/fatal pedestrian injuries. On average, one person is killed each year along the 
corridor. Market Street has three of the top-five intersections for bicyclist-involved injury 
collisions (at Octavia, Gough and Fifth streets) and two of the top-five intersections for 
pedestrian-involved injury collisions (at Fifth and Seventh streets).1 A 2015 study (San 
Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency 2015; Perkins and Will et al. 2011) by SFMTA 
concluded that the nature of the collisions suggests that the mixing of automobiles on a street 
that carries a large volume of bicyclists, pedestrians, and transit buses is contributory because 
shared facilities pose conflicts between modes of transportation. 

Roadway Deficiencies 

Design deficiencies that contribute to a higher-than-average collision rate and pose potential 
hazards for all modes of transportation are outlined below. 

 Shared vehicle, transit, and bicycle facilities pose potentially hazardous conditions for all 
modes of transportation. 

 High demand for parking and loading by private vehicles and the low availability of non- 
commercial parking spaces in the area lead to conflicts between vehicles, double parking, 
and parking on the sidewalk and create pinch zones at commercial on-street loading areas. 

 Congestion results from limited opportunities for vehicles to pass in center lanes, 
particularly when vehicles are queued while making right turns. 

 Curbside lane blockages at right-turn areas or commercial loading areas lead to conflicts 
between traffic and loading vehicles 

 
1 San Francisco Department of Public Health, using San Francisco Police Department records and the Statewide 

Integrated Traffic Records System, 2012 to 2016. 
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 The lack of existing dedicated bicycle facilities east of Eighth Street leads to bicyclists, 
transit, and vehicles competing for the same space; vehicles weaving in bus lanes; and 
pinch zones in lanes due to encroachment from boarding islands. 

 Left turns are not defined for bicyclists at several intersections, which can make bicyclists 
unsure of where and how to cross 

 Lack of intersection waiting space for bicyclists leads to unsafe conditions when waiting 
to turn 

 Rails for Muni streetcars and ventilation grates for the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) 
system can be hazards for bicyclists 

 Market Street’s considerable width requires extended time for pedestrians to navigate 
across crosswalks. 

 For low-vision and mobility-impaired pedestrians, existing non-standard brick sidewalks 
do not comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). The frequency with which 
joints in the surface occur tends to cause the front end of a wheelchair to vibrate or 
bounce, which can cause pain or muscle spasms, possibly leading to a loss of control and 
maneuvering ability. In addition, brick has a tendency to buckle, which can create 
changes in level and tripping hazards for people with visual impairments as well as 
ambulatory pedestrians with mobility impairments, and which can also catch wheelchair 
casters. 

 For transit users, boarding islands have limited capacity (i.e., narrow width) and are not 
ADA compliant. United States Access Board Guidelines require bus boarding and alighting 
areas to provide a clear length of 96 inches measured perpendicular to the curb or vehicle 
roadway edge, and a clear width of 60 inches measured parallel to the vehicle roadway, in 
order to provide sufficient clearance.  

Logical Termini and Independent Utility 

The logical termini for the project are the aggregates of the logical termini for each of the 
principal modes of transportation which the project addresses. The purpose of the project is 
safer and more efficient for all modes of transportation, but each mode has different logical 
termini, which are presented in Table 2. 

As shown in Table 2, no additional projects are required to establish the utility of the Better 
Market Street project. The work will extend from the ends of all lines to the end of the four-
lane segment of Market Street where the reduction of roadway capacity impacts transit and 
traffic, and captures the largest transfer point (Market Street and Van Ness Avenue). For 
bicycles, the project will complete the existing Class IV facility for Market Street. For 
pedestrians, the project will capture the entire area with non-ADA-compliant pavers and 
ramps. 
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Table 2. Logical Termini for Each Mode of Transportation  

Mode	of	
Transportation	 Eastern	Terminus	of	Mode	 Western	Terminus	of	Mode	
Transit Market	Street	&	Steuart	Street		

All bus lines terminate at Market 
Street and Steuart Street  

Market	Street	&	Van	Ness	Avenue	
Market Street at Van Ness Avenue is the 
biggest transfer point between regular buses, 
Bus Rapid Transit, and the Metro. It is also the 
point at which the density of bus lines 
drastically increases (from 16 lines west of 
Van Ness to 30 east of Van Ness).  

Traffic Market	Street	&	Steuart	Street		
Market Street terminates at 
Steuart Street 

12th	Street/Franklin	Street	&	Market	Street	
This is the point at which the number of lanes 
on Market Street reduces from six to four, 
correspondingly reducing capacity and 
increasing congestion. 

Bicycles Embarcadero		
The Embarcadero is the end 
destination on Market Street and 
provides connections to the 
waterfront. Currently, cyclists 
can dismount and walk their 
bicycles through the existing 
plaza between Steuart Street and 
the Embarcadero.  

Octavia	Street	&	Market	Street	
The existing Class IV facility ends here.  

Pedestrians Embarcadero		
The Embarcadero is the end 
destination on Market Street and 
provides connections to the 
waterfront. 

Octavia	Street	&	Market	Street		
This is the western limit of the brick pavers; 
the area east of here contains all the non-
compliant curb ramps.  

 

2.2 Existing Conditions 
Market Street is a major city street and a significant regional destination, functioning as the 
backbone to San Francisco’s local and regional (Bay Area Rapid Transit [BART]) transportation 
systems, a significant bicyclist commuter route, and a major retail portal, serving a population 
both within and outside the city. The project corridor crosses or is adjacent to several distinct 
districts and neighborhoods. The land use distribution along Market Street is primarily 
commercial and office, with few residential uses but several hotels. 

In general, there are four travel lanes on Market Street between 12th Street and Main Street. The 
blocks between Main and Steuart streets have three travel lanes. West of 12th Street, Market 
Street widens to seven travel lanes to allow left turns onto northbound Franklin Street and 
southbound Valencia Street. Market Street has traffic signals at most intersections. 

As of January 29, 2020, private vehicles are not permitted on Market Street eastbound (outbound) 
between 10th and Main streets and westbound (outbound) between Steuart Street and Van Ness 
Avenue. Where permitted to travel on Market Street, vehicles are restricted from using transit-
only lanes at all times. Eastbound private vehicles are required to turn right at 10th Street.  
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Market Street’s center transit-only lanes permit use by public transit, taxis, and emergency 
vehicles 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Existing transit-only lanes are located in the 
westbound (outbound) direction between Third Street and Van Ness Avenue and between 12th 
and Third streets in the eastbound (inbound) direction. Streetcar tracks run in both directions 
on Market Street in the center lanes between Octavia Boulevard and Steuart Street. 

The San Francisco Municipal Railway (Muni) operates 23 bus routes and one streetcar line (the 
F line, on a tie-and-ballast track) along the surface of Market Street during the evening peak 
hour within the project corridor. Of these, five trolleybuses and 10 motor coaches travel on 
Market Street for more than one block (the remainder cross Market Street, travel only a short 
distance, or do not stop on Market Street). Most of these routes operate throughout the day and 
serve at least one of 17 curbside stops (eight inbound, nine outbound) and 23 center boarding 
island stops (12 inbound, 11 outbound) within the project corridor.  

In addition to the daytime bus routes, Muni operates two late-night bus routes on Market Street. 
Amtrak Thruway coaches also travel eastbound on Market Street, serving a stop between 
Powell and Fourth streets. During late-night hours, SamTrans route 397 and AC Transit route 
800 also run on Market Street between Van Ness Avenue and 11th Street and Octavia Boulevard 
and Beale Street, respectively. 

Existing bicycle facilities consist of dedicated lanes or shared lanes that are marked with 
sharrows, depending on location. There is a protected cycle track with plastic safe-hit posts as 
well as partially raised bikeways between Gough Street and halfway between Ninth and Eighth 
streets in the eastbound direction and between Eighth Street and Octavia Boulevard in the 
westbound direction. Sharrows are painted in the curb lanes at all other locations on Market 
Street to indicate that bicycles and vehicles share these lanes. Valencia Street has an existing 
road-level bikeway in each direction between Market and McCoppin streets. Nine Ford Go-Bike 
pods are located along Market Street. Bicycle racks are also located at a number of locations 
along Market Street. 

Existing sidewalks on Market Street are generally wider east of Van Ness Avenue (between 25 
and 35 feet) than they are west of Van Ness Avenue (closer to 15 feet).  

Market Street’s sidewalks are constructed of red bricks set in a herringbone pattern, with 18-
inch-wide granite curbs separating sidewalks from the roadway. The brick paving does not 
meet federal standards regarding traction or joints for pedestrian access routes. The numerous 
joints associated with the existing brick paving have been found to cause vibration for some 
people who use wheelchairs as well as visually impaired persons and individuals with mobility 
impairments who use canes.2 The requirement related to joints in the surface of the pedestrian 
access route is intended to eliminate, to the greatest extent possible, surfaces that tend to cause 
the front end of a wheelchair to vibrate or bounce as it travels across the surface. For many 
people who must use wheelchairs, this vibration can cause pain or muscle spasms, possibly 

 
2 Conclusions in this discussion are drawn from the Access Board’s Guidelines and Standards, Advisory Committee 

Report, n.d., https://www.access-board.gov/guidelines-and-standards/streets-sidewalks/public-rights-of-way/ 
background/access-advisory-committee-final-report/x02-new-construction-minimum-requirements-x02-1-
public-sidewalks, accessed December 12, 2018. 
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leading to loss of control of the wheelchair. Moreover, the existing herringbone pattern, with its 
wide joints, poses challenges for visually impaired persons. Joints between bricks can be wide 
enough to catch the tip of a cane and thus be dangerous for those with walking aids. In addition, 
brick has a tendency to buckle over time, creating tripping issues for people with visual 
impairments as well as pedestrians with mobility impairments. Moreover, many sidewalk 
crossings lack ADA-compliant curb ramps. 

A number of objects are located on the existing sidewalks, including bus shelters, trees, signage, 
newspaper kiosks and boxes, flower stands, public art, bicycle racks, self-cleaning bathrooms, 
advertising signs, bollards with chains at several intersection crossings, Auxiliary Water Supply 
System (AWSS) hydrants, and two sets of light standards (the Path of Gold light standards and 
the Golden Triangle light standards, described below).  

The AWSS is a high-pressure fire suppression water supply system that was instituted after the 
1906 earthquake to create redundancies in the city’s system. It includes the Twin Peaks 
Reservoir, two water pump stations, two storage tanks, approximately 1,600 water hydrants, 
sub-surface distribution pipes, gate valves, and approximately 200 underground cisterns. 
Approximately 65 AWSS hydrants, as well as the associated sub-surface distribution pipes and 
gate valves, line both sides of Market Street within the project corridor.  

The Path of Gold light standards are decorative light poles with a trident-shaped top; each top 
part supports a light globe. The Path of Gold light standards are a City and County of 
San Francisco (City) historic landmark, as defined under article 10 of the San Francisco 
Planning Code (Landmark No. 200). A total of 327 Path of Gold light standards are located 
between 1 Market Street and 2490 Market Street (near Castro Street); 236 Path of Gold light 
standards are located within the 2.2. miles of the project corridor (Steuart Street to Octavia 
Boulevard). 

The Golden Triangle light standards are also decorative light poles but with a two-part top with 
two light globes. A total of 189 Golden Triangle light standards remain standing, generally 
between Mason, Market, and Sutter streets.  

As of a 2017 survey, there were 767 trees within the project’s limit of work, of which 93 percent 
were various cultivars of London plane tree. Of the total, 360 trees, or 47 percent, were 
evaluated as “fair to healthy,” and 407 trees, or 53 percent, were evaluated as “declining to 
dead,” with contributing factors that included scant soil quantities, poor soil quality, poor 
drainage, limited water, and underground constraints, such as sub-sidewalk basements and 
utilities (San Francisco Bureau of Urban Forestry 2017). 

Market Street has a limited number of designated on-street commercial and passenger loading 
bays. However, a limited number of curb cuts exists on Market Street, allowing access to off-
street parking and loading facilities. 

Existing utilities along Market Street include a brick sewer line beneath Market Street, electrical 
components for the streetcar overhead contact system (OCS), electrical conduits for the Path of 
Gold light standards and traffic signals, and other subsurface utilities beneath the Market Street 
right-of-way. Fire hydrants, in addition to the large AWSS hydrants, are also located within the 
project corridor.  
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2.3 Proposed Build Alternative and Design Option 

The Build Alternative includes changes to, or replacement/modification of, the various 
elements listed in Section 2, Project Description. Figure 1, Sheets 1 through 10, pp. A-11 
through A-20, show the Build Alternative’s proposed improvements.  

The design option reflects differences in emphasis with respect to prioritizing different 
modes of transportation, principally transit and bicycles, and refers to the approximately 0.6-
mile portion of Market Street between Octavia Boulevard and a point approximately 300 feet 
east of the intersection of Hayes and Market streets. This design option also includes a 
portion of 11th Street south of Market Street. There are fewer transit lines west of the 
9th/Hayes/Larkin/Market intersection—only Muni routes 6, 7, 9 and the F-line remain. Also, 
substantial high-density residential development is underway in this area known as The Hub, 
with the majority concentrated within one block of the Market/Van Ness intersection. Several 
thousand new residents are expected to move into the new residential towers. As part of the 
public outreach for the Hub Area Plan, the community asked for a design option for Better 
Market Street that provided more space for pedestrians and further reduced conflicts with 
vehicles. As a result, this design option between the intersections of Ninth/Hayes/Larkin/ 
Market and Gough/Market is being considered. It differs from the Build Alternative in that 
there are additional turn restrictions, only one vehicle lane in each direction, and wider 
sidewalks. Only transit, paratransit, taxis, and emergency vehicles will be allowed to use the 
roadway in this area. Delivery vehicles westbound on Market will be detoured onto Hayes or 
Larkin streets. Eastbound, all private and delivery vehicles will be detoured before reaching 
12th Street. Figures 2 and 3, pp. A-21 and A-22, show the differences between the Build 
Alternative and the design option.  

The design option will not materially increase construction costs. The proposed project, with 
or without the design option will cost approximately $603.7 million.  

2.3.1 Project Elements – Measures to Increase the Efficiency of the 
Facility for Transit, Bicyclists, Pedestrians, and Commercial 
Vehicles 

The project proposes to increase the efficiency of the corridor for transit, bicyclists, 
pedestrians, and commercial vehicles and, consequently, make the facility safer for all modes 
of transportation. In addition, the project proposes to bring elements of city infrastructure in 
the corridor that are reaching the ends of their operational design lives into a state of good 
repair. The project elements as well as construction of staging are described below. 

Roadways 

The project will continue to provide four travel lanes on Market Street, with two center lanes 
and two curb lanes between Franklin and Beale streets but with the following exceptions: up 
to seven lanes will be provided west of Franklin Street; only three lanes will be provided east 
of Main and Beale streets and two lanes east of Spear Street. The project will generally 
convert the existing center lanes on Market Street from transit-only to Muni-only lanes. These  
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lanes will permit only Muni buses, streetcars, and emergency vehicles at all times. The Muni-
only lanes will also extend from Gough to Main in the eastbound direction and from Beale 
Street to 12th Street in the westbound direction. 

The width of the center travel lanes will remain about the same as under existing conditions 
(approximately 10.5 to 12 feet wide). Existing outer lanes (curb lanes) are 11 to 13 feet wide; 
the project will reduce these to 11 feet. Although the two center lanes will remain at 
approximately the same location, curbside lanes will deviate from their current alignment to 
allow for the inclusion of four new center boarding islands and widening of the existing center 
boarding islands that remain. 

Some intersections will be reconfigured. Intersection reconfigurations will include, but are not 
limited to, curb extensions for bulb-out construction to minimize crossing distances, curb pull-
back for sidewalk-level bikeway coordination, relocation or modification of existing traffic 
islands, addition of small islands for sidewalk-level bikeway protection, raised crosswalks at 
alleyways, updated curb radii to accommodate bus movements, and updated curb ramps to 
meet the latest ADA requirements and align with proposed crosswalks. Major intersection 
reconfigurations include: 

 Modification of track and curb alignments at the Market/Charles J. Brenham Place/Seventh 
Street and Market Street/McAllister Street/Jones Street intersections. 

 Conversion of existing roadway to plaza space at northwest corner of Market and Bush 
streets. 

 Reconfiguration of Market Street/Kearny Street/Geary Street intersection to accommodate 
proposed traffic island. 

The project will include signal timing changes, control modifications, and signal relocations at 
all existing signal locations. Traffic signal modifications will occur at eight intersections (Golden 
Gate Avenue/Jones Street, Eddy Street/Mason Street, Turk Street/Taylor Street, McAllister 
Street/Charles J Brenham Place, Ellis Street/Powell Street, Ellis Street/Cyril Magnin Street, 
Drumm Street/California Street, and Eddy Street/Cyril Magnin Street) to accommodate new 
two-way/one-way changes. In addition, the project will install two new signals at 11th and 
Market streets and at Steuart and Market streets. 

Design Option 

This design option will modify the design of the Build Alternative to include additional sidewalk 
widening to provide a 14-foot-wide two-way bikeway along Page Street between Franklin and 
Market Street. The number of westbound (outbound) travel lanes on Market Street will be 
reduced from two to one between Hayes and 12th streets. The number of eastbound (inbound) 
travel lanes on Market Street will be reduced from two to one between 12th and 11th streets. 
These will be 12.5 to 13.5 feet wide to provide, at a minimum, a 26-foot clear width for fire 
department access. These lanes will be accessible only to Muni, taxis, paratransit, and 
emergency vehicles. Furthermore, as with the proposed project, the design option will create a 
new northbound Muni-only lane on 11th Street, extending approximately 155 feet south of 
Market Street. 
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Figure 1
Proposed Project Transportation and Streetscape Improvements (Sheet 1 of 10)

Source: San Francisco Public Works, 2020.
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Proposed Project Transportation and Streetscape Improvements (Sheet 2 of 10)

Source: San Francisco Public Works, 2020.
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Proposed Project Transportation and Streetscape Improvements (Sheet 3 of 10)

Source: San Francisco Public Works, 2020.
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Proposed Project Transportation and Streetscape Improvements (Sheet 4 of 10)

Source: San Francisco Public Works, 2020.
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Figure 1
Proposed Project Transportation and Streetscape Improvements (Sheet 5 of 10)

Source: San Francisco Public Works, 2020.
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Proposed Project Transportation and Streetscape Improvements (Sheet 6 of 10)

Source: San Francisco Public Works, 2020.
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Proposed Project Transportation and Streetscape Improvements (Sheet 7 of 10)

Source: San Francisco Public Works, 2020.
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Figure 1
Proposed Project Transportation and Streetscape Improvements (Sheet 8 of 10)

Source: San Francisco Public Works, 2020.
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Figure 2
Proposed Project and Design Option Conceptual Plans

Better Market Street Project

Notes: 

• This figure illustrates proposed transportation and streetscape improvements 
that will occur in the project corridor in the vicinity of Market Street and Van 
Ness Avenue. It does not show the full extent of the project corridor. The 
project’s proposed transportation and streetscape improvements outside of the 
design option also apply to the design option.

• See Figure 3 for cross sections A, B, and C shown in this figure. 

Source: San Francisco Public Works, 2020.
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Figure 3
Proposed Project and Design Option Cross Sections

Better Market Street Project

Source: San Francisco Public Works, 2020.

Note: See Figure 2 for the locations of cross sections A, B, and C.
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The signal phase for the eastside Market Street crosswalk will be modified so that pedestrians 
cross the intersection at the same time that northbound 12th Street traffic turns left onto Market 
Street. This design option will also include reconfiguration of the intersection at 11th and 
Market streets, which will maintain the stop sign for 11th Street traffic, create a northbound 11th 
Street Muni-only lane for approximately 155 feet, and shift the northbound bus stop to 
midblock to create a 65-foot-long bus boarding island. In addition to the improvements 
described for the proposed project, the design option will also include a new F Market & 
Wharves streetcar line turnout on Market Street at 11th Street to allow westbound F Market & 
Wharves streetcars to turn directly onto southbound 11th Street. 

Access Control Restrictions 

No additional private vehicle restrictions will be implemented with the proposed project. 

Design Option 

The design option will modify the design of the Build Alternative to include additional private 
vehicle restrictions beyond those currently in effect. These modifications will extend private 
vehicle access restrictions for all westbound (outbound) private vehicles from Van Ness Avenue 
to 12th Street. The design option will also require a right turn for eastbound (inbound) Market 
Street vehicles at 12th Street. The design option will require that northbound 12th Street traffic 
only be allowed to turn left onto westbound Market Street. Commercial vehicles will not be 
permitted to travel westbound on Market Street between Ninth and 12th streets and eastbound 
between 12th and Ninth streets (with the exception of the general purpose curb lane between 
11th and 10th streets). 

Sidewalks 

All existing sidewalks within the project footprint will be removed from the property line to 
the curb and replaced. Existing brick sidewalk surfaces will be replaced with paving 
materials consistent with federal accessibility requirements.3 Replacement sidewalk 
surfaces will meet current City standards for traction (a minimum coefficient of friction of 
0.65 for a relatively flat sidewalk and 0.80 for sloped surfaces greater than 1:20) and be 
consistent with the requirements of San Francisco’s 1995 Downtown Streetscape Plan for 
special sidewalk surfaces, which are applicable elsewhere in the downtown area. The new 
surface will consequently comply with the United States Access Board’s Public Rights-of-Way 
Access Advisory Committee Final Report, part III, section X02.1.6, and its minimum 
requirements for public sidewalks (discussed in the section that follows titled Americans	
with	Disabilities	Act), which call for pedestrian routes on new sidewalk surfaces to be as free 
of jointed surfaces and visually uniform as possible. All new sidewalks will comply with 
federal accessibility requirements regarding minimum widths and allowable materials for an 
accessible pedestrian route.4  

 
3  Public Works Order 200369 sets forth numerous regulations regarding allowable paving materials, shapes, and 

dimensions; it also describes the installation requirements.  
4  See Public Works Order 200369.  
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Sidewalks east of 12th Street will generally provide a 15-foot-wide “through” (i.e., walking) 
zone for pedestrians. West of 12th Street, the sidewalk through zone will be approximately 
10 feet wide. 

In addition to the pedestrian through zone, sidewalks will generally include a furnishing zone 
that will be between 4 and 10 feet wide, depending on whether a curbside transit island, center 
boarding island, or loading zone is proposed at a particular location. The furnishing zone will 
include trees, landscaping, street furniture, and public art elements. In locations where curbside 
transit stops, center transit boarding islands, or loading zone are present, the furnishing zone 
will generally be 4 to 5 feet wide. Wherever there is a sidewalk without proposed transit stops 
or loading zones, the furnishing zone will be approximately 10 feet wide. The majority of the 
sidewalks along Market Street between Van Ness Avenue and Steuart Street will include these 
wider 10-foot furnishing zones. 

Bulb-outs will be installed at crosswalks where possible. Most bulb-outs will shorten the side-
street crossings, not the Market Street crossing. Corner curb radii along Market Street will 
typically be 12 to 15 feet, depending on the angle of the intersecting street, with a 33-foot 
radius at the intersection with Taylor Street. Bulb-outs will extend 4 to 8 feet into the street 
and typically be 20 to 25 feet long. 

Crossing distances at Market Street will depend on whether a boarding island is present and 
the angle of the intersecting street. Crosswalk distances at Market Street will vary from 54 
feet (typical right-angle, 90-degree crossing) to 115 feet (54-degree crossing at South Van 
Ness Avenue). Crossing distances at side streets also will vary (typically between 40 and 50 
feet). 

As feasible, straight pieces of granite curb will be reused within the proposed project. The 
project is still in the design phase, but at this time, it is estimated that approximately 20 
percent of the existing granite curb on Market Street is straight enough for reuse. The 
remainder of the existing granite curb is likely to be irreparably damaged during removal and 
therefore assumed to be not suitable for reuse. 

Americans with Disabilities Act 

“Alterations” that affect or could affect the usability of all or part of the Market Street corridor, 
as proposed under the project, must comply with the ADA. The ADA is a federal civil rights 
law that prohibits discrimination against people with disabilities. Under this law, people with 
disabilities are entitled to all rights, privileges, advantages, and opportunities that others have 
when participating in civic activities. Title II of the ADA applies to all state and local 
governments as well as all departments, agencies, special purpose districts, and other 
instrumentalities of state or local government (“public entities”). It applies to all programs, 
services, or activities of public entities. The City has broad obligations under Title II of the 
ADA, providing its programs, services, and activities in a manner that is accessible to persons 
with disabilities. 

New facilities and additions or alterations to existing facilities require compliance with 
federal, state and local design standards for accessibility. According to the Joint	Technical	
Assistance	on	the	Title	II	of	the	Americans	with	Disabilities	Act	Requirements	to	Provide	Curb	
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Ramps	when	Streets,	Roads,	or	Highways	are	Altered	through	Resurfacing (U.S. Department of 
Justice and U.S. Department of Transportation 2013), public-rights-of-way are to be upgraded 
to current ADA standards whenever a facility is altered. Alterations of streets, roads, or 
highways include activities such as reconstruction, rehabilitation, resurfacing, widening, and 
projects of similar scale and effect (U.S. Department of Justice 2010).5 

The proposed project constitutes an alteration of the transportation facility provided by Market 
Street in the project area, as the scope of the project includes substantial renovation and 
upgrading of the transportation, transit, cycling, and pedestrian infrastructure.  

For an alteration that affects or could affect the usability of or access to an area of a facility 
containing a primary function, the entity shall make the alteration in such a manner that, to the 
maximum extent feasible, the path of travel to the altered area is readily accessible to and 
usable by individuals with disabilities, including individuals who use wheelchairs (28 CFR § 
35.151(b)(4); 49 CFR § 37.43(a)(2)). Therefore, for a facility such as Market Street, accessible 
routes are required from site arrival points such as transit stops, public streets and sidewalks, 
from accessible passenger loading zones, and from accessible parking spaces. It is essential to 
provide continuous accessible routes that connect a City facility with the pedestrian and 
transportation network of the City in the public right-of-way.  

The brick surfacing of the existing sidewalk, installed using 4-inch by 8-inch by 2-inch 
(Figure 4) standard brick in a herringbone pattern, does not comply with the standards set by 
the United States Access Board (Access Board), the federal agency that produces the de facto 
standards and guidelines and standards for the built environment and transportation. The 
Access Board produced its Public	Rights‐of‐Way	Access	Advisory	Committee	Final	Report in 
January 2001 (United States Access Board 2001a), with a supplement published in the Federal	
Register on July 26, 2011 (United States Access Board 2011). Section X02.1 presents New 
Construction: Minimum Requirements: Public Sidewalks (Table 3). General provisions relating 
to the proposed replacement of the existing herringbone-pattern brick sidewalk surface are as 
follows: 

 

Figure 4. From Contract Drawings for Market Street Reconstruction: Herringbone Brick Pattern 

 
5 Maintenance activities on streets, roads, or highways, such as filling potholes, are not alterations.  
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Table 3. Pedestrian Route Accessibility Requirements from the United States Access Board 

Chapter	 Requirement	

X02.1.1 General. Where provided, public sidewalks shall comply with this section. 

X02.1.2 Pedestrian Access 
Route X02.1.2.1 General.  

Where public sidewalks are provided, they shall contain a pedestrian 
access route. The pedestrian access route shall connect to elements 
required to be accessible in Section X02.3 and shall meet the 
requirements set forth in Section X02.1.1 through Section X02.1.7. 

X02.1.2.2  General Reduced Vibration Zone. Within the pedestrian access route, 
there shall be an unobstructed reduced vibration zone meeting the 
requirements of this section. The reduced vibration zone shall be a 
contiguous part of the pedestrian access route that connects to 
elements required to be accessible in Section X02.3, and shall meet 
the requirements set forth in Section X02.1.1 through Section X02.1.7. 

X02.1.6.1  General. The surfaces of the pedestrian access route shall comply with 
proposed ADAAG Section 302 and shall be as free of jointed surfaces 
and as visually uniform as possible. The accessible route should be 
the same, or be located in the same area as, the general route used by 
people without mobility disabilities.  

 

The number of perpendicular joints encountered in a representative section of the sidewalk along 
Market Street along a line drawn down the path of travel surfaced with the herringbone brick 
pattern is a minimum of two per foot. This density of perpendicular joints results in a rough 
surface that is a barrier to accessibility. The following extract from the “Discussion” for X02.1.6.1 
in the 2001 Public Rights-of-Way Access Advisory Committee Final Report (United States Access 
Board 2001a) explains why this is so: 

The requirement related to joints in the surface of the pedestrian access route is intended to eliminate, 
to the greatest extent possible, surfaces that tend to cause the front end of a wheelchair to vibrate or 
bounce as one travels across the surface. For many people, this vibration can cause pain or muscle 
spasms, possibly leading to a loss of control and maneuvering ability of the wheelchair. Allowances 
need to be made for expansion and contraction of the sidewalk material. This smooth surface would 
also serve as a reliable, uniform surface for the placement of crutches, free of unpredictable surface 
anomalies. The ADAAG [ADA Accessibility Guidelines] Manual, developed by the Access Board in July 
1998, states in Section 4.5.4, "Irregular paved surfaces, where jointed surfaces may be recessed below 
the level of the paving unit, can disrupt wheelchair maneuvering even if the differences in level are less 
than 1/4 inch." As stated on page 20 of FHWA's Designing Sidewalks and Trails for Access, "Surface 
quality significantly affects ease of travel for walking aid users. Grates and cracks wide enough to catch 
the tip of a cane can be potentially dangerous for walking-aid users. Icy or uneven surfaces can also be 
hazardous because they further reduce the already precarious stability of walking-aid users." The 
FHWA document further states, in Section 6.3.3.1.4, "Although asphalt and concrete are the most 
common surfaces for sidewalks, many sidewalks are designed using decorative materials such as bricks 
or cobblestones. Although these materials improve the aesthetic quality of the sidewalk, they may 
increase the amount of work required for mobility. For example, tiles that are not spaced tightly 
together can cause grooves that catch wheelchair casters. These decorative surfaces may also create a 
bumpy ride that can be uncomfortable to those in wheelchairs. In addition, brick and cobblestone have 
a tendency to buckle creating changes in level and tripping hazards for people with visual impairments 
as well as ambulatory pedestrians with mobility impairments. For these reasons, brick and cobblestone 
sidewalks are not recommended."  
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San Francisco Public Works’ Order No. 200369, “Standard Paving Materials in San Francisco’s 
Public Right of Ways,” incorporates these standards for use on San Francisco streets, so any new 
sidewalk installed by the City will meet the Access Board Standards (City and County of San 
Francisco n.d.). Current City standards for an ADA compliant sidewalk using pavers rather than 
concrete require the minimum paver length to be 36 inches, with a range of widths from 6 to 12 
inches. Pavers must be placed with the longest dimension parallel with the direction of travel. 
Additional standards are provided for warpage, lippage, and roughness.6 Replacement of the 
existing brick with new pavers will reduce the number of perpendicular joints encountered to one 
per yard, producing a much smoother surface. 

In addition to replacing the sidewalk, the project proposes “Streetlife Zones” to maximize the 
reuse of underutilized street space to encourage the activation of public spaces. Streetlife Zones 
will be extra-wide furnishing zones adjacent and complementary to the pedestrian through zone 
and the sidewalk-level bikeway. These Streetlife Zones will allow the installation of features such 
as street furniture, benches, moveable tables and chairs, small retail stands (e.g., flower sellers, 
food carts), public restrooms, wayfinding signs, real-time transit information, and newsstands.  

The Access Board Public Rights-of-Way Access Advisory Committee Final Report additionally 
states that street furniture provided for pedestrian use or operation, installed on or adjacent to a 
public sidewalk, and accessed from the public right-of-way shall be provided access to the same 
standards as the for the sidewalk (United States Access Board 2001b). Accordingly, compliance 
with the ADA would mean that no brick sidewalk surface could be used where it would interfere 
with access to these Streetlife Zones.  

This herringbone brick that presents a barrier to accessibility is considered a contributing 
element to a historic landscape, specifically the Market Street Cultural Landscape District. In 
California, the application of ADA standards to historic resources is the remit of the Division of the 
State Architect and is addressed in the State Historical Building Code. The ADA mandates 
standards for application of the ADA by the Department of Justice, which devolves the process of 
setting processes and standards for application of ADA to historic properties to the state. This 
delegation of authority for implementing the ADA to the state is memorialized in California in the 
State Historical Building Code, Part 8, Title 24, of the California Code of Regulations.7  

In general, retaining the historic features of a cultural property where these features present 
barriers to access would require some form of equivalent facilitation (Chapter 8 of the California 
Historic Building Code). “Equivalent facilitation” means the use of alternatives that provide 
“substantially equivalent or greater accessibility and usability” (United States Access Board n.d.). 

This could include, for example, a video presentation provided in a historic structure where there 
is no ramp or elevator to convey visitors in wheelchairs to the upper stories of a building, when the 
historic fabric of the building would be irreparably harmed by the installation of ramps and/or 

 
6 Warpage is the variation in the planarity of the walking surface of an individual paver. Lippage is the variation in 

the height of the walking surface of adjacent installed pavers and adjoining materials, defined in ANSI (American 
National Standards Institute) Standards A108/A118/A136. Roughness, in the context of accessibility for persons 
with disabilities, is a measurement of whole-body vibrations caused by traveling over a surface in a wheelchair. 

7 California Government Code commencing with Section 4450 incorporates the federal accessibility requirements 
and the California Building Requirements for all state and local jurisdictions in California.  
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elevators. In this case, equivalent facilitation would mean restriction of access to the upper stories 
of the building, but with provision for an alternative experience. Equal treatment is a fundamental 
purpose of the ADA. People with disabilities must not be treated in a different or inferior manner.  

The terms under which the California Division of the State Architect would consider an 
equivalent-facilitation request are the following:  

1. Such alternatives shall be applied only on an item-by-item or a case-by-case basis.  

2. Access provided by experiences, services, functions, materials and resources through 
methods including, but not limited to, maps, plans, videos, virtual reality and related 
equipment, at accessible levels. The alternative design and/or technologies used will 
provide substantially equivalent or greater accessibility to, and usability of, the facility.  

3. The official charged with the enforcement of the standards shall document the reasons for 
the application of the design and/or technologies and their effect on the historical 
significance or character-defining features. Such documentation shall be in accordance with 
Section 8-602.2, Item 2, and shall include the opinion and comments of state or local 
accessibility officials, and the opinion and comments of representative local groups of 
people with disabilities. Such documentation shall be retained in the permanent file of the 
enforcing agency. Copies of the required documentation should be available at the facility 
upon request (California State Historic Building Code Section 8-604).  

In the case of the proposed project, any attempt to provide equivalent facilitation would entail 
restricting access to the public right-of-way from people with disabilities. However, persons 
with disabilities must be able to participate equally in basic civic activities such as using the 
public transportation system, traveling along sidewalks and crosswalks, enjoying a public park, 
and attending or participating in park events individually or with family and friends. The 
integration of people with disabilities into the mainstream of American life is a fundamental 
purpose of the ADA (Jensen 2019). In the case of a public route such as along Market Street, 
either a pedestrian has access, or they do not; there is no half measure.  

The U.S. Department of the Interior addresses accessibility issues for cultural landscapes in its 
Preservation Brief No. 32, Making Historic Properties Accessible (U.S. Department of the 
Interior 1993). This brief does not address a situation comparable to that of Market Street. 
While “[f]ull access throughout a historic landscape may not always be possible,” as the authors 
state (p.10), restricting access to the public right-of-way on San Francisco’s pre-eminent 
ceremonial street and the main artery of the Muni transit system is not consistent with the 
intent of the ADA because equivalent facilitation is not feasible.  

That alternative design and/or technologies could provide substantially equivalent or greater 
accessibility to Market Street is improbable. Also improbable would be the support of 
representative local groups of people with disabilities for retaining the bricks and accepting 
some of equivalent facilitation. Members of these groups have regularly made complaints to 
Public Works about the barriers to mobility posed by the bricks. A pedestrian realm focus group 
was convened to gather opinions from persons with disabilities on the performance of various 
possible surfaces to be used in the Better Market Street improvements (San Francisco Public 
Works, Better Market Street Project, and Mayor’s Office on Disability 2013). This focus group 
advised that the Market Street brick does not meet the goals of accessibility for the Better 
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Market Street project. Other paving materials and design schemes would provide better 
accessibility, usability, safety, durability, and maintainability, especially for those with mobility 
disabilities and visual and sensory disabilities. Choices for paving materials should have texture 
for slip resistance and color for visual cues. The group also advised that current Market Street 
design patterns, include location, size, and misalignment of granite curb ramps, are in conflict 
with good design for accessibility, safety, and maintainability. 

In conclusion, in order to comply with the ADA, it is not possible to make alterations to the 
Market Street facility and at the same time retain the existing herringbone brick. It must be 
replaced with a surface meeting current ADA standards. This replacement will comply with the 
San Francisco Public Works Order No. 200369 (City and County of San Francisco n.d.) that 
incorporates these standards. 

Design Option 

The design option will modify the design of the Build Alternative to include widened 
sidewalks, approximately 37 to 48 feet wide (with a 25-foot pedestrian through zone), in 
most of the affected areas (Market Street between Octavia Boulevard and a point 
approximately 300 feet east of the Hayes and Market street intersection). There will be an 
approximately 8-foot-wide sidewalk area at the following three locations where there will be 
a proposed loading bay:  

 North side of Market Street between 12th Street and the proposed Van Ness Avenue 
outbound stop location 

 North side of Market Street between 11th and 10th streets 

 North side of Market Street between 10th Street and proposed Ninth Street curbside 
transit stop 

The design option will retain the existing crosswalk on the eastern portion of 12th Street at 
Market Street, unlike the Build Alternative. The design option will also provide raised 
crosswalks at Rose, Brady, and 12th streets and include public art at all four corners of the Van 
Ness Avenue and Market Street intersection.  

Loading Areas 

The 23 existing loading bays on Market Street between Octavia Boulevard and Steuart Street 
(20 for commercial loading, three for both passenger and commercial loading) will be 
removed and replaced by 22 loading zones, either near or at the same location as the existing 
loading bays. Most of the loading zones will be located at sidewalk level. The curb within the 
loading zones will be mountable, allowing loading vehicles to cross through the bikeway and 
access the loading area. During off-peak hours when a loading zone could be in use, the 
bikeway will narrow at loading zone locations; during peak hours when loading will not 
occur, loading zones will be used as additional bikeway space. 

New commercial and passenger loading zones will be established where possible on adjacent 
cross streets and along nearby alleys by converting general on-street parking spaces to 
commercial loading spaces, white loading passenger zones, or blue accessible parking spaces. 
Commercial zones will accommodate truck loading and promote more use of the alleyways 
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for access to the rear of the buildings along Market Street. Nearby alleys could include 
Angelo’s Alley as well as Jessie, Stevenson, and Annie streets. Up to 198 new cross-street and 
alleyway commercial loading spaces will be created to provide alternative commercial 
loading options off of Market Street. In addition, up to 46 proposed new passenger loading 
zones and nine new blue accessible zones will be created on cross streets. In addition, the 
project will remove one passenger loading zone on the east side of 11th Street. 

Design Option 

The design option will modify the design of the Build Alternative to restrict three proposed 
loading zones on the north side of Market Street, between Hayes and 12th streets, to 
paratransit and taxi use.  

Bicycle Facilities 

The project will provide physically separated bicycle lanes. A sidewalk-level bikeway will be 
constructed on Market Street in each direction between the curb lanes and the sidewalk. The 
new sidewalk-level bikeway will be immediately adjacent to the sidewalk and include buffers 
on both sides of the lane as well as a distinct paving pattern or material to help identify the 
designated space for bicyclists. The sidewalk-level bikeways will meet Caltrans’ standard for 
class IV separated bikeways. 

The sidewalk-level bikeway will generally be separated from the adjacent curb lane by a 1- to 4-
foot-wide buffer between the roadway curb lane and sidewalk-level bikeway. The buffer will 
include a standard 6-inch curb (providing grade separation) and regulatory signage, fire 
hydrants, planted areas, and other vertical obstructions to prevent vehicles from pulling into 
the sidewalk-level bikeway. On the sidewalk side of the sidewalk-level bikeway, furnishings, 
signage, bicycle racks, and other vertical obstructions will act as buffers between the sidewalk 
and the sidewalk-level bikeway. This will include a 1- to 3-foot-wide ADA-compliant feature for 
separating the pedestrian through zone from the bikeway and ensuring that people with limited 
vision will not accidentally cross into the bikeway.  

At curbside transit stops, the new sidewalk-level bikeway will be placed between the transit 
island and the sidewalk. Pedestrians will have designated places to cross the sidewalk-level 
bikeway when walking from the transit stop to the sidewalk. 

The project will also include construction of new sidewalk-level bicycle parking, protected 
bicycle lanes on Valencia Street between Market and McCoppin streets, and a new buffered 
street-level bicycle lane between two vehicular travel lanes on the south side of Market Street, 
between South Van Ness Avenue and 10th Street. In addition, there will be improved or new 
bicycle connections to other proposed and existing bicycle facilities at Sansome, Second, 
McAllister, Seventh, Eighth, 10th, 11th, Page, and Valencia streets. 

Bicycle signals will be installed at most intersections to maintain the separation of vehicle 
traffic and bicycles. Two-stage turn-queue bicycle boxes will allow bicyclists to make two-point 
left turns from a designated waiting area at the far right corner of an intersection. At some 
locations, bicycle boxes will allow bicyclists to queue at the front of the vehicle queue during 
red lights. 
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Design Option 

The design option will modify the design of the Build Alternative to include a sidewalk-level 
bikeway between 11th and 12th streets. At 11th Street, bicyclists will be directed to make the 
westbound left turn onto 11th Street by going all the way to Van Ness Avenue, making a U-turn, 
then making a right turn onto 11th Street. As part of this design option, the northbound 11th 
Street bicycle lane will serve only bicyclists going to eastbound Market Street. 

Transit 

The project will modify transit stop spacing. New stop locations will accommodate surface-
running streetcars, local bus routes (both rapid and local service), and regional buses. The 
length and width of existing transit boarding islands will be increased to meet ADA standards. 
Some existing transit boarding islands will be removed or relocated. Wheelchair ramps will be 
constructed to serve the F Market & Wharves historic streetcar (F-Line). Access to the proposed 
transit boarding islands will continue to be provided from marked crosswalks. Replacement 
stops will be provided with transit information signs as well as advertisements; transit shelters 
will be included at all transit stops along the corridor. 

A new bidirectional track loop (F-loop) will be constructed in the roadway to give the surface-
running F-Line streetcar the ability to switch from running westbound (outbound) to running 
eastbound (inbound) or from running eastbound (inbound) to running westbound (outbound). 
The F-loop will consist of approximately 1,000 linear feet of track along McAllister Street and 
Charles J. Brenham Place.  

All F-loop movements will be controlled by a traffic signal; therefore, F-loop turns will have 
dedicated signal phases, which will hold all conflicting traffic while the streetcar completes its 
movement. The F-loop intersections will have special train signals that will tell F-Line operators 
which way the track switch is set and whether they have the right-of-way. There will also be 
bicycle signals and “TRAIN COMING” signs to emphasize F-loop movements and warn other 
street users about the train.  

Design Option 

The design option will modify the design of the Build Alternative to integrate transit boarding 
islands at Van Ness Avenue into the widened sidewalks. The outbound F, 6, and 7 stops will 
move from east to west of Van Ness Avenue, and the northbound 9/9R stop at 11th and Market 
streets will be shifted south to incorporate a northbound Muni-only lane on 11th Street.  

The design option will also include new F-line track alignments on Market and 11th streets, 
allowing for increased service flexibility and better Muni operator safety when using the 11th 
Street track wye8. Westbound trains will be able to turn directly into the southbound 11th Street 
track (westernmost track), and trains in the northbound 11th Street track (easternmost) will be 
able to turn directly into the eastbound Market Street track. The easternmost tail track will be 
removed south of the existing track switch to accommodate a northbound 65-foot-long bus 
boarding island. 

 
8 A wye is a triangle of railroad track used for turning trains.  
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Other Elements 

Fire hydrants, including components of the historic AWSS, will be relocated to accommodate 
changes in curb lines; the existing AWSS cisterns below Market Street will be preserved in 
place. 

Stormwater catch basins will be relocated or reconstructed as required by curb movements 
or the introduction of transit islands. Sewer/stormwater lines will be relocated because of 
SFPUC facility proximity restrictions for rail. All sewer laterals within the project limits will 
be replaced and reconnected. SFPUC water lines, Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) 
lines, NRG steam lines, AT&T lines, other communication lines, conduits and wiring for 
streetlights and signals, and structural reinforcement elements of the sub-sidewalk 
basements will also be relocated to accommodate project improvements. OCS pole locations 
will be adjusted to accommodate sidewalk widening. 

All existing street trees, the majority of which are in the path of construction, will be removed, 
and new street trees will be planted in a new alignment within the (previously described) 
furnishing zone. Tree selection and planting will follow best arboricultural practices to 
increase diversity and avoid disease, which has affected the current monoculture of London 
plane trees. 

The project includes the relocation of a BART/Muni elevator at the Civic Center station on the 
north side of Market Street, near United Nations Plaza, to the current location of a staircase 
entrance to the Civic Center station within United Nations Plaza.  

The 236 Path of Gold light standards within the project corridor will be partially restored (the 
tridents), reconstructed (base and poles), and realigned. Specifically, the existing poles will be 
replaced with larger poles, the tridents will be salvaged and reinstalled, and the clamshell 
bases will be recast and modified to accommodate the larger poles. The standards will be 
reinstalled in a consistent alignment to create a visible linear edge to the pedestrian zone. 
Although some individual standards may need to be located out of alignment with adjacent 
standards or removed to accommodate conflicts in the furnishing zone or sub-sidewalk 
basements, no more than 24.6 percent of the 236 standards will be removed or located out of 
alignment with other standards. This percentage translates to an estimated 58 of the 236 light 
standards in the project corridor, less than 18 percent of the total number of standards (327) 
within the entire article 10 landmark. At the currently available level of project design, the 
project sponsor cannot conclude at this time with certainty exactly how many standards will 
need to be relocated out of alignment or permanently removed.  

All street lighting will be provided by the Path of Gold light standards, which will be located 
within the furnishing zone. A photometric study will be performed to meet current SFPUC 
lighting standards for pedestrian and traffic safety. Lighting installed as part of the project 
will be required to conform to American National Standard Practice for Roadway Lighting 
(ANSI/IESNA RP-8-00) and the Caltrans Roadway Classification.  
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2.3.2 Project Elements – “State of Good Repair” Upgrades 

Transit 

The project will replace almost all components of the F-line streetcar, including the in-street 
tracks, the OCS, OCS support poles, the underground traction-power duct banks that power the 
OCS, and both of the power substations that feed the duct.  

Track Replacement 

The project will replace all track from Octavia to Steuart streets with track that will be fixed 
directly to a concrete plinth. Track will be realigned by approximately 3 feet at the following 
locations: 

 Drumm Street to Steuart Street (because of curb realignment) 

 Davis Street to Fremont Street (known location of BART grates) 

 Octavia Street to 12th Street (because of curb realignment) 

Overhead Contact System Replacement 

The proposed project will also replace existing OCS-only trolley poles with new steel poles 
along Market Street and cross streets as needed to accommodate the OCS trolley wire 
alignment; the poles will be relocated to the furnishing zone.  

The project will replace all feeder/equalizer/tangent spans along Market Street from Octavia 
Street to Steuart Street, including approximately 100,000 feet of trolley wire. Trolley wire will 
largely be replaced within its existing alignment. Additional OCS wires between Eighth and 10th 
streets will be included to accommodate curb-lane trolleybus operations. 

Traction‐Power System Replacement 

Existing traction-power duct banks consist of continuous runs of electrical conduits that have 
been encased in cast concrete, forming a rectangular block in cross section that extends the 
length of Market Street in the project area, generally outside the curbs on the south side and in 
the public right-of-way under Second and Stevenson streets at depths of 6 to 25 feet below the 
surface. Existing duct banks will be excavated and removed or abandoned in place. Two new 
duct banks will be constructed through the project corridor in the same alignment so as not to 
conflict with other project elements. 

Roadway 

The entire roadway and roadway base throughout the project area will be removed. The sub-
base will be compacted, and a new concrete street base will be placed and topped with an 
asphalt surface. Utility castings such as manhole covers, catch basins, and similar street iron 
will be protected and adjusted to meet the new street surface. After resurfacing, pavement 
markings will be reapplied. 
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Utilities 

The project will relocate or rehabilitate wastewater lines, water lines, AWSS lines, SFPUC power 
lines, and fiber optic conduits to maintain a state of good repair. Some rehabilitated utility lines 
will occupy a new joint trench for a number of the “dry” utilities. All “wet” utilities will be the 
same size as the existing lines; no additional capacity will be provided.  

Electrical 

There will be a complete upgrade of all the existing signal infrastructure on Market Street 
between Octavia and Steuart streets, which will include new poles, conduits, accessible pedestrian 
signal buttons, vehicle/pedestrian/bicycle signals, signal cabinets, and interconnects. 

2.4 Construction and Staging 

Construction will begin in 2020, with work divided between up to seven separate multiple-
block segments of Market Street. Work will continue for at least a six-year period (and, 
potentially, up to 14 years), including inactive periods. Construction will proceed in both 
directions along up to two segments simultaneously. Active construction is expected to last a 
minimum of one year per segment. 

Areas of active construction on Market Street will vary in size but always be separated from 
traffic and pedestrians by a buffer that will include a temporary barrier. All openings in the 
street and sidewalk will be closed by backfilling and paving or plating over to provide a safe and 
adequate passageway for bicyclists, motorists, transit, and pedestrians. Adjacent to the 
construction zone, transit speeds will be reduced. Loading spaces will be relocated away from 
active construction zones. Depending on local conditions, there may be opportunities to allow 
loading when a construction zone is inactive. 

Construction will typically be restricted to 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. seven days a week. Work hours and 
days will be adjusted to accommodate transit operations, bike movement, pedestrian needs, 
and local businesses along the corridor during different stages of construction. Further study of 
each block and side streets will be performed during the detailed design phase to finalize the 
work hours. 

Some night work and weekend work may be required in areas where land uses are primarily 
commercial. An example of an activity that may require both nighttime and weekend work is 
the construction of tracks at intersections. Tracks will be constructed at each intersection over 
the course of one weekend to minimize potential impacts on transit riders. In addition to day-
to-day hourly restrictions, the City’s holiday construction moratorium (Thanksgiving to January 
1) places additional restrictions on construction work in the public right-of-way. Market Street 
between Fremont and Eighth streets falls under the moratorium, as does any city block where 
at least 50 percent of the frontage is devoted to business. 

Vehicles and bicycles will be rerouted from Market Street during some stages. For utilities, 
limited construction may need to take place over multiple stages; any excavation will be plated. 
Some of the deeper excavations will be required for minor changes to existing stormwater 
collection infrastructure. 
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The following construction stages will occur in different orders within different segments: 

 Closure of center lanes for track replacement as well as demolition and installation of new 
center transit islands. Curbside lanes will remain open to public transit. F-Line streetcar 
service will be maintained as much as possible but will require bus substitutions when travel 
in the center lane is not possible. 

 Closure of curbside lanes for relocation and reconstruction of the curb, along with 
accompanying removal and replanting of trees; relocation of fire hydrants, light poles, catch 
basins, and other utilities; and demolition and installation of center transit islands. The center 
lanes will remain open to public transit. 

 Closure of sidewalks for reconstruction; access to buildings and businesses will be maintained 
with the use of temporary walkways. Curbside lanes and United Nations Plaza will be 
available for pedestrian detours, while the center lanes will be available to public transit. 

 Closure of intersections for demolition, relocation, and installation of utilities that cross 
Market Street. All pavement work will occur in quadrants (each one-quarter of the 
intersection) to accommodate cross traffic and transit along Market Street. Construction for 
each stage and sub-stage will generally proceed in the following order: 

 Mobilization of contractor equipment, facilities, materials, and personnel into 
construction staging areas 

 Installation of construction area signs, circulation of construction announcements 

 Establishment of work zone and perimeter buffers 

 Installation of temporary street lighting, OCS lines, and traffic signals. 

 Local de-energizing of OCS lines, as needed 

 Execution of removal work, including bus platforms, pavement, streetlights, signals, OCS 
lines, and interfering underground utilities, to prepare the work zone for construction of 
new infrastructure 

 Construction of infrastructure within the work zone, including underground utilities, pole 
foundations, pavement, tracks, tree trenches, curbs, sidewalks, bike lanes, boarding 
islands, hydrants, streetlights, OCS systems, traffic signals and poles, and streetscape 
features, followed by lane resurfacing 

 Installation of transit stop amenities and landscaping, signage, lane striping, and lane 
coloring 

 Demobilization 

2.4.1 Construction Staging 

All construction and staging will occur within the operational public right-of-way. The 
mobilization of personnel and materials will require areas for field offices and trailers, parking, 
material delivery, storage, and handling. These areas will need to be in proximity to active 
construction areas, ideally no more than 200 feet away. Staging areas will be located on Market 
Street or adjacent side streets, within 200 feet of active construction areas, and able to move in 
tandem with the shifting work zone.  
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Temporarily stockpiled materials will include excavated soil, crushed concrete, reinforcing 
steel, imported soil, pipe, appurtenances, streetcar tracks, OCS lines and poles, and other 
building materials that are customary of street and utility construction. Material delivery and 
removal, as well as onsite handling, will, in some cases, involve platoons of vehicles. 

Temporary lighting, OCS lines, and signals will be needed. Temporary poles will most likely 
have above- grade foundations, such as large reinforced-concrete cylinders. Some temporary 
poles for the OCS will be timber direct-burial poles; others could be placed within new 
foundations. The poles will be within the street right-of-way or construction staging areas, 
depending on the available space. 

Construction equipment will include track-mounted vehicles, including, but not limited to, 
excavators, asphalt cold planers, asphalt pavers, dozers, and earth-compacting rollers. 
Conventional equipment that can be transported on street-legal rubber-tires will make up the 
remainder of the construction vehicles. 

Demolition of bus platforms, curbs, and sidewalks will require hammers, hydraulic breakers, 
demolition shears, pulverizers, grapples, brooms, and similar equipment.  

2.4.2 Transportation Conditions during Construction 

Vehicular traffic on the Market Street corridor will be restricted to public transit vehicles, 
including paratransit, but may be interrupted periodically. Emergency vehicles will be 
allowed at all times. At least one transit travel lane will be maintained in each direction on 
Market Street, with a minimum temporary width of 11 feet. 

Transit access will be preserved, but some stops may be temporarily relocated and the 
number of stops temporarily reduced. Detours along some transit routes (e.g., to Mission 
Street) may be required for the duration of the construction period, as described in the 
coordinated construction management plan or focused construction transit plan that will be 
developed prior to final design and construction. Enhanced transit priority features will be 
provided on Mission Street during detours. 

Pedestrian access throughout the corridor will be preserved, including access to transit stops 
and land uses along or near the project corridor. However, periodic sidewalk, plaza, or 
crosswalk closures will occur during sidewalk reconstruction and utility work. Sidewalk 
improvements will be completed over multiple stages of construction to maintain access. 
During each stage, pedestrian access to portions of the sidewalks and United Nations Plaza 
will be limited or narrowed but not completely restricted. Some intersection crosswalks may 
need to be closed, with pedestrians detoured to the nearest intersection. For all pedestrian 
facilities, the alternate path of travel will meet the minimum width required to maintain ADA 
compliance and ensure that pedestrian overcrowding does not occur at busier corridor 
locations. 

Bicycles will be temporarily detoured at some locations, or along the entire corridor, to 
Mission Street, Howard Street, and/or Folsom Street. Bicycle facility changes will be 
completed in multiple stages to maintain access where possible. 
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Commercial loading activities will take place on adjacent side streets and/or during restricted 
hours along Market Street (e.g., staggered hours for loading and construction). Loading within an 
active construction zone will not be permitted at any time. Loading areas within active 
construction zones will be relocated as close to the construction zone as is practical. Temporary 
loading zones (within a mixed- flow lane adjacent to an inactive construction zone) may be 
possible in some circumstances. 

Parking along adjacent side streets will be subject to restrictions, beyond existing restrictions, to 
accommodate construction staging. When feasible, temporary alternative access may be provided 
at a location outside the construction zone or within an acceptable location within the 
construction zone. 

In addition to construction-related effects on transit service along Market Street, transit lines that 
run perpendicular to Market Street will be subject to temporary changes. In general, bus access 
along the Market Street corridor and transit lines that cross the corridor will be maintained during 
construction. However, some bus stops or routes will be changed during the course of 
construction. Potentially affected transit routes and services include 1AX California A Express, 1BX 
California B Express, 3 Jackson, 8 Bayshore, 8AX Bayshore A Express, 8BX Bayshore B Express, 10 
Townsend, 12 Folsom-Pacific, 19 Polk, 27 Bryant, 30 Stockton, 30X Marina Express, 31AX Balboa A 
Express, 31BX Balboa B Express, 38AX Geary A Express, 38BX Geary B Express, 41 Union, 45 
Union-Stockton, 47 Van Ness, 49 Van Ness-Mission, 81X Caltrain Express, 82X Levi Plaza Express, 
83X Mid-Market Express, 90 San Bruno Owl, 91 Third Street-19th Avenue Owl, the PresidiGo 
Downtown Shuttle, Golden Gate Transit routes, SamTrans routes, and privately operated shuttles. 

2.5 No‐Build Alternative 

The No-Build (No-Action) Alternative consists of those transportation projects that are already 
planned for construction by or before the 2020 opening year and 2040 design year. 
Consequently, the No-Build Alternative represents future travel conditions on Market Street 
without the Build Alternative. Reasonably foreseeable land use projects, plans, and 
transportation projects are included in the No-Build Alternative analysis, based on inputs from 
the City. These projects include development projects (e.g., residential, commercial, mixed-use 
projects), area plans (e.g., Market and Octavia Area Plan, Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and 
Area Plans) that will amend land use designations (e.g., plus zoning, height, bulk, etc.), and 
transportation/streetscape projects. 

3 Section 4(f) Properties 
This document discusses potential impacts to 173 Section 4(f) properties, including 
10 historic districts, 135 individual historic properties, and 28 recreational properties. These 
properties and their Section 4(f) determinations are listed below in Table 4. The sole resource 
for which an impact greater than de	minimis is proposed is the Market Street Cultural 
Landscape District, illustrated in Figure 5, p. A-43. The Market Street Cultural Landscape 
District is located within the Market Street roadway as well as adjacent parcels along 
Market Street between Embarcadero Plaza and Castro Street in San Francisco, California.  
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The Market Street Cultural Landscape District comprises a vehicular roadway, adjacent pedestrian 
sidewalks, and associated elements, which include trees, transit infrastructure, street furniture, 
and other small-scale features that support Market Street’s function as a transportation corridor. 
The resource comprises related physical characteristics and spatial relationships that change over 
its course between its limits at Embarcadero Plaza and Castro Street. It occupies approximately 
147 acres and exists entirely within the public right-of-way in the city and county of San Francisco. 

Table 4. Section 4(f) Properties and Section 4(f) Determinations 

Name	of	Section	4(f)	Property	
Section	4(f)	
Determination	

NRHP‐Listed,	NRHP‐Eligible,	and	Assumed	NRHP‐Eligible	Historic	Districts	

Market Street Cultural Landscape District Section 4(f) use	

Market Street Masonry Landmark District No Section 4(f) use	

San Francisco Auxiliary Water Supply System De	minimis	impact 

BART District De	minimis	impact 

Civic Center Landmark District (encompassing the Civic Center National 
Historic Landmark District) 

De	minimis	impact 

LGBTQ Tenderloin Historic District  De	minimis	impact	

Uptown Tenderloin Historic District No Section 4(f) use 

Market Street Theatre and Loft National Register District No Section 4(f) use 

Kearny-Market-Mason-Sutter Conservation District De	minimis	impact 

New Montgomery Mission-2nd Street Conservation District De	minimis	impact 

NRHP‐Listed,	NRHP‐Eligible,	and	Assumed	NRHP‐Eligible	Individual	Historic	Properties	

Hotel Andree, 1661–1667 Market Street No Section 4(f) use	

Wilson Brothers Company Building, 1632 Market Street No Section 4(f) use	

8 buildings within the Market Street Masonry Landmark District: 
 20 Franklin Street 
 1666–1668 Market Street 
 1670–1680 Market Street 
 64–78 Gough Street 
 1649–1655 Market Street 
 1693–1695 Market Street 
 1687 Market Street 
 1657 Market Street 

No Section 4(f) use	

Lesser Brothers Building, 1629–1637 Market Street No Section 4(f) use	

Civic Center Hotel, 1605 Market Street No Section 4(f) use	

Fillmore West, 10–12 South Van Ness Avenue De	minimis	impact	

17 buildings within the Civic Center Landmark District: 
 2 Hyde Street 
 79 McAllister Street 
 35 Fulton Street 
 40 Leavenworth Street 
 1170 Market Street 
 83–91 McAllister Street 
 30 Grove Street 

No Section 4(f) use	
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Name	of	Section	4(f)	Property	
Section	4(f)	
Determination	

 11 Grove Street 
 25–29 Grove Street 
 37–39 Grove Street 
 1240–1242 Market Street 
 1244–1254 Market Street 
 1256–1266 Market Street 
 1272–1276 Market Street 
 1278–1298 Market Street 
 1200 Market Street 
 99 Grove Street 

Western Furniture and Merchandise Mart, 1301–1363 Market Street No Section 4(f) use	

Whitcomb Hotel, 1215–1231 Market Street No Section 4(f) use	

United Nations Plaza De	minimis	impact	

Francesca Theater, 1127 Market Street No Section 4(f) use	

37 buildings within the LGBTQ Tenderloin Historic District: 
 982–988 Market Street 
 982–988 Market Street 
 42 Golden Gate Avenue 
 1 Jones Street 
 1000–1108 Market Street 
 1028–1056 Market Street 
 1066 Market Street 
 20 Jones Street 
 1100–1112 Market Street 
 6–26 7th Street 
 6–12 6th Street 
 1011 Market Street 
 1035 Market Street 
 25 7th Street 
 1089 Market Street 
 1083–1087 Market Street 
 1073–1081 Market Street 
 1067–1071 Market Street 
 1063 Market Street 
 1059–1061 Market Street 
 1053–1055 Market Street 
 1049–1051 Market Street 
 1041–1045 Market Street 
 1035 Market Street 
 1023 Market Street 
 1017–1019 Market Street 
 1007 Market Street 
 1025–1029 Market Street 
 993 Market Street 
 979–989 Market Street 
 973 Market Street 

No Section 4(f) use	
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Name	of	Section	4(f)	Property	
Section	4(f)	
Determination	

 1 6th Street 
 101–127 Eddy Street 
 2–16 Turk Street 
 44 McAllister Street 
 60 Leavenworth Street 
 54–70 McAllister Street 

Golden Triangle light standards No Section 4(f) use	

925 Market Street No Section 4(f) use	

32 buildings within the Kearny-Market-Mason-Sutter Conservation District: 
 2 Geary Street 
 37–45 Geary Street 
 744 Market Street 
 47–55 Geary Street 
 1–31 Geary Street 
 1 Grant Street 
 120–150 Cyril Magnin Street 
 17–25 Stockton Street 
 18 Ellis Street 
 750–780 Market Street 
 790 Market Street 
 800–830 Market Street 
 41 Ellis Street 
 840–842 Market Street 
 844–846 Market Street 
 856 Market Street 
 870–898 Market Street 
 119–139 Ellis Street 
 1 Powell Street 
 934–936 Market Street 
 944–948 Market Street 
 83 Eddy Street 
 25 Cyril Magnin Street 
 938–940 Market Street 
 901 Market Street 
 825–833 Market Street 
 845 Market Street 
 801 Market Street 
 799 Market Street 
 783–785 Market Street 
 735 Market Street 
 725–731 Market Street 

No Section 4(f) use	

San Francisco Cable Cars National Historic Landmark No Section 4(f) use	

Samuels Clock No Section 4(f) use	

Kamm Building, 715–719 Market Street No Section 4(f) use	

Call Building, 701–703 Market Street No Section 4(f) use	
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Name	of	Section	4(f)	Property	
Section	4(f)	
Determination	

Lotta’s Fountain No Section 4(f) use	

Chronicle Building, 690 Market Street No Section 4(f) use	

648–660 Market Street No Section 4(f) use	

Admission Day Monument No Section 4(f) use	

44 and 2–8 Montgomery Street No Section 4(f) use	

Hobart Building, 582–590 Market Street No Section 4(f) use	

Finance Building, 576–580 Market Street No Section 4(f) use	

Chancery Building, 562–566 Market Street No Section 4(f) use	

Flatiron Building, 540–548 Market Street No Section 4(f) use	

9 buildings within the New Montgomery-Mission-2nd Street Conservation 
District: 
 601–605 Market Street 
 20–30 2nd Street 
 609 Market Street 
 36 2nd Street 
 681–685 Market Street 
 643–665 Market Street 
 1–29 3rd Street 
 625 Market Street 
 615 Market Street 

No Section 4(f) use	

Standard Oil Building/Chevron Towers, 555–575 Market Street No Section 4(f) use	

Crown Zellerbach Complex, One Bush Street De	minimis	impact 

Postal Telegraph Building, 2–22 Battery Street No Section 4(f) use 

Mechanics Monument No Section 4(f) use 

Pacific Gas & Electric General Office Building and Annex, 245 Market Street No Section 4(f) use 

Matson Building and Annex, 215 Market Street No Section 4(f) use 

Hyatt Regency, 22 Drumm Street No Section 4(f) use 

Southern Pacific Building, 1 Market Street No Section 4(f) use 

Parks	and	Recreational	Resources	

Mark Twain Plaza De	minimis	impact	

Mechanics Monument Plaza De	minimis	impact	

Robert Frost Plaza De	minimis	impact	

Embarcadero Plaza De	minimis	impact	

United Nations Plaza De	minimis	impact	

Debose Avenue Bike Path No Section 4(f) use 

Koshland Park No Section 4(f) use 

Page and Laguna Mini Park No Section 4(f) use 

SoMa West Dog Park No Section 4(f) use 

SoMa West Skate Park No Section 4(f) use 

Patricia’s Green in Hayes Valley No Section 4(f) use 

Joseph L. Alioto Performing Arts Piazza No Section 4(f) use 

Helen Diller Civic Center Playgrounds No Section 4(f) use 
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Name	of	Section	4(f)	Property	
Section	4(f)	
Determination	

Howard and Langton Mini Park No Section 4(f) use 

Turk and Hyde Mini Park No Section 4(f) use 

Father Alfred E. Boeddeker Park No Section 4(f) use 

Hallidie Plaza No Section 4(f) use 

Union Square No Section 4(f) use 

Yerba Buena Gardens No Section 4(f) use 

Jessie Square No Section 4(f) use 

St. Mary’s Square No Section 4(f) use 

Transit Center Park No Section 4(f) use 

Maritime Plaza No Section 4(f) use 

Sue Bierman Park (formerly Ferry Park) No Section 4(f) use 

Harry Bridges Plaza/Ferry Building Square No Section 4(f) use 

Bay Trail No Section 4(f) use 

Rincon Park No Section 4(f) use 

Ferry Plaza No Section 4(f) use 
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3.1 Attributes and Function of the Section 4(f) Property  
The Market Street Cultural Landscape District (district) is a major transportation facility and 
transit thoroughfare. It has traditionally been the major access route from the rest of the city to the 
San Francisco central business district (CBD), and the commercial retail uses lining Market Street 
in the vicinity of the intersection with Powell Street, which connects to Union Square, for transit 
and motor vehicles. Regionally, it also historically provided access by being a major local route in 
proximity to the U.S. 101 and I-280, and I-80, which along with SR-1 are the regional-access routes 
that serve San Francisco. The district is the site of all downtown MUNI metro and Bay Area Rapid 
Transit (BART) stations, and within the district, there are 23 bus routes, the F-line surface 
streetcars, and 40 bus and streetcar stops to serve them. As such, the district serves as a major link 
to areas of commerce, employment and housing. It provides bicycle access to the CBD by a 
combination of Class II, III, and IV bicycle facilities. The pedestrian facilities provide connectivity to 
commerce, employment and housing, in addition to multiple public agency programs, services and 
activities that rely on the pedestrian network along the Market Street Corridor for access. 
Approximate numbers of users are provided in the Purpose and Need statement, above.  

The Market Street Cultural Landscape District has been evaluated as eligible for listing in the 
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) under Criteria A and C.9 The district, which was 
evaluated for this project, is nationally significant under NRHP Criterion A for its historic role as 
San Francisco’s main circulation artery and facilitator of urban development, based on its 
association with the early urban and economic growth of San Francisco, as well as its historic role 
as a venue for civic engagement in San Francisco, based on its association with public 
demonstrations that elevated issues of LGBTQ rights to national attention beginning in the 1960s 
through 1979 (ICF 2016). The district is significant under NRHP Criterion C for its association 
with the Market Street Redevelopment Plan, designed by master architects John Carl Warnecke 
and Mario J. Ciampi and master landscape architect Lawrence Halprin. The Market Street Cultural 
Landscape District retains contributing elements through the following landscape characteristics: 
natural systems and features, spatial organization, cluster arrangements, circulation, vegetation, 
topography, buildings and structures, views and vistas, constructed water features, and small-
scale features. These are presented in Table 5, below. 

 
9 The Market Street Cultural Landscape District has significance under NRHP Criterion A for its role as San Francisco’s 

Main Circulation Artery and Facilitator of Urban Development (significance area 1) and for its role as a Venue for 
Civic Engagement in San Francisco (significance area 2). In addition, the Market Street Cultural Landscape District 
also has significance under NRHP Criterion C for its association with the work of master architects Mario J. Ciampi 
and John Carl Warnecke and master landscape architect Lawrence Halprin (significance area 3). The Market Street 
Cultural Landscape District retains sufficient historical integrity to convey these three areas of significance and, in 
the case of significances 2 and 3 (which have periods of significance that include end dates of less than 50 years), 
meet the NRHP Criteria Consideration G threshold. Thus, the Market Street Cultural Landscape District meets the 
criteria for listing in the NRHP for all three of its areas of significance. 
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Table 5. Contributing Features of the Market Street Cultural Landscape District 

Contributing	Feature	 Area(s)	of	Significance	

Natural	Systems	and	Features 

Sunlight channeled through northern diagonal street grid into 
triangular plazas 

NRHP Criterion C 

Spatial	Organization 

Verticality of streetscape (including buildings adjacent to the Market 
Street corridor) 

NRHP Criterion A 

Alignment as axis NRHP Criterion A	

Grid alignment NRHP Criterion A	

Linear plan NRHP Criterion A 

Alignment of 120-foot-wide street, diagonally from east to west NRHP Criterion C 

Pedestrian-oriented separation of foot, vehicle, and rail traffic NRHP Criterion C 

Large plazas (Embarcadero Plaza, Hallidie Plaza, UN Plaza) NRHP Criterion C 

Small plazas (Robert Frost Plaza, Mechanics Monument Plaza, One Post 
Plaza, Mark Twain Plaza) 

NRHP Criterion C 

Cluster	Arrangements 

Presence of multi-modal transportation systems NRHP Criterion A 

Plaza arrangement along Market Street NRHP Criteria A and C	

North-south intersections NRHP Criterion A	

Repeating pattern of BART/Muni subway entrances along length of 
Market Street 

NRHP Criterion C 

Repeating pattern of street signage (square and circular) NRHP Criterion C 

Repeating pattern of traffic lights and traffic signage NRHP Criterion C 

Arrangement of street trees in double and single rows down sidewalks NRHP Criterion C 

Circulation	

Sidewalks NRHP Criterion A 

Roadway NRHP Criterion A 

Rails, including California Street cable car turnaround NRHP Criterion A 

Electric catenary wire system NRHP Criterion A 

Red brick paving in herringbone pattern that distinguishes pedestrian 
from vehicular space 

NRHP Criterion C 

Granite curbs NRHP Criterion C 

Tree allées (double and single rows) NRHP Criterion C 

Vertical circulation features (elevator, escalator, and stairs) of 
BART/Muni stations (Civic Center, Embarcadero, Montgomery, and 
Powell) and Muni-only station (Van Ness) 

NRHP Criterion C 

Vegetation	

Street trees NRHP Criterion C 

Topography 

Grade NRHP Criterion A 
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Contributing	Feature	 Area(s)	of	Significance	

Buildings	and	Structures 

Landmark buildings NRHP Criterion A 

BART/Muni station street entrances (Embarcadero Station, 
Montgomery Station, Powell Station, Civic Center Station) 

NRHP Criterion C 

Van Ness Muni station street entrance NRHP Criterion C 

Views	and	Vistas	

Line of sight from east to west NRHP Criterion A 

Line of sight from west to east NRHP Criterion A 

View of Market Street from Twin Peaks NRHP Criterion A 

Broad view of streetscape NRHP Criterion A 

Vista of City Hall from UN Plaza and Market Street NRHP Criteria A and C 

Embarcadero Plaza open space NRHP Criterion A 

Broad view of Market Street width NRHP Criterion C 

Constructed	Water	Features 

Lotta’s Fountain NRHP Criteria A and C 

Small‐Scale	Features 

Replica Path of Gold light standards NRHP Criteria A and C 

AWSS fire hydrants NRHP Criteria A and C 

Samuels Clock NRHP Criteria A and C 

Mechanics Monument NRHP Criteria A and C 

California Admission Day Monument NRHP Criteria A and C 

Emergency call boxes NRHP Criteria A and C 

Traffic control boxes NRHP Criterion C 

Granite bollards with chain links NRHP Criterion C 

Bronze BART/Muni street-level elevators NRHP Criterion C 

Bronze four-sided clocks NRHP Criterion C 

Street signage NRHP Criterion C 

Semaphore-style traffic signage and traffic lights NRHP Criterion C 

Bronze tree grates NRHP Criterion C 

 

The non-contributing elements of the Market Street Cultural Landscape District include features 
that were installed following the district’s periods of significance, including Muni high-low 
loading platforms, bicycle parking of a variety of styles, bollards in a variety of styles, bike lanes 
and pavement markings in some portions of the roadway, waste receptacles in a variety of 
styles, advertising billboards, wayfinding signage, newspaper vending machines, the Liberty 
Bell Slot Machine monument, vendor kiosks, public restroom facilities, BART/Muni elevator 
structures, transit shelters, flower stands, newsstands, vending machines, and BART/Muni 
station entrance canopies. 

Other planned transportation facilities in the project area which could result in streetscape and 
transportation system improvements similar to the Build Alternative include the Van Ness Bus 
Rapid Transit Project/Van Ness Improvement Project, Geary Rapid Project/Geary Boulevard 
Improvement Project, Active Beale Street Project, and Vision Zero, amongst others.  
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3.2 Unusual Characteristics of the Section 4(f) Property  

The most prominent unusual characteristic of the district is that it is a transportation facility 
and transit corridor undergoing uninterrupted, continuous use and that several of the design 
characteristics that underlie the district’s historic status also constitute the design deficiencies 
that the proposed project will address. The widening of the sidewalk as part of the Market 
Street Redevelopment Plan has condensed all vehicular traffic, including rail, buses, and cyclists, 
into four travel lanes. This has left no space for consistent, dedicated bicycle facilities and has 
increased the conflict between the various transportation modes. This apportioning of public 
space is a direct result of the design decisions imposed on Market Street by the Market Street 
Redevelopment Plan. Character-defining features of the Market Street Redevelopment Plan 
streetscape, notably the brick sidewalk in a herringbone bond, are also barriers to mobility to 
the disabled to access on Market Street.  

There are no clauses affecting ownership (including lease, easement, covenants, restrictions, or 
conditions, including forfeiture) applicable to the Section 4(f) resource.  

3.3 Consultation with the SHPO 

Consultation with the SHPO is under way. A Historic Resource Evaluation Report (HRER) was 
completed for this project (ICF 2020b), which evaluated the Market Street Cultural Landscape 
District for the National Register of Historic Places. The HRER was submitted to SHPO for 
concurrence on the determination of eligibility. On April 23, 2020, SHPO concurred with 
Caltrans’ NRHP eligibility determinations for 21 resources and requested edits to the 
evaluations of two others, including splitting one evaluation into two. On May 6, 2020, Caltrans 
sent edited determinations of eligibility to SHPO. On May 22, 2020, SHPO concurred with 
Caltrans' NRHP eligibility determinations of three resources. Therefore, the Market Street 
Cultural Landscape District is considered a Section 4(f) property. 

4 Use of the Section 4(f) Property 
This section discusses the concept of “use” in relation to the Market Street Cultural Landscape 
District. Per 23 CFR 774.17, a Section 4(f) “use” occurs when: 

1. Land is permanently incorporated into a transportation facility; 

2. There is a temporary occupancy of land that is adverse in terms of the Section 4(f) statute's 
preservation purposes; or 

3. There is a constructive use of a Section 4(f) property. 

When Section 4(f) applies to historic sites, it relies on analysis carried out under Section 106. 

Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act and Section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act (NHPA) both require federal agencies to consider a project’s effect on cultural 
resources. The Section 106 process is the method by which historic properties are identified, 
project effects on historic properties are determined, and measures to avoid, minimize, or 
mitigate adverse effects on historic properties are developed. Section 4(f) uses the results of the 
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Section 106 process to analyze whether the project will result in a use of a historic property 
under Section 4(f). The most important difference between the two statutes is the way in which 
each measures impacts on cultural resources. Section 106 is concerned with adverse effects, 
while Section 4(f) is concerned with use of protected properties. This distinction is important 
for the proposed project because implementation of the project will result in changes to 
multiple cultural resources in the area of potential effects (APE) but proposes an adverse effect 
on only one resource, the Market Street Cultural Landscape District, by changing the 
characteristics that qualify it for listing on the NRHP. 

As the Market Street Cultural Landscape District includes land affected by the project which is 
permanently incorporated into a transportation facility, there is a Section 4(f) “use.” FHWA has a 
long-standing policy for applying Section 4(f) in historic districts, namely that Section 4(f) applies 
to those properties that are considered contributing to the eligibility of the historic district to the 
NRHP, as well as any individually eligible property within the district.10 Further discussion on 
what contributes to the eligibility of the Market Street Cultural Landscape District is provided in 
Section 3.1, above. 

As listed in Section 3, above, the project also proposes 14 de	minimis impact determinations on 
resources protected under Section 4(f), and that there are 159 resources where there is no 
Section 4(f) use. Per 23 CFR 774.17, a de	minimis impact is where no historic property is affected 
by the project or where the project will have “no adverse effect” on the historic property in 
question. For parks, recreation areas, and wildlife and waterfowl refuges, a de	minimis impact is 
one that will not adversely affect the features, attributes, or activities qualifying the property for 
protection under Section 4(f). When there is a de	minimis impact finding, no individual 4(f) 
evaluation is required.  

The 14 de	minimis impacts identified in Section 3, above, contribute to the analysis contained 
within this Appendix. However, because the Market Street Cultural Landscape District is the only 
4(f) resource for which an individual 4(f) evaluation is required, the reasoning for the de	minimis 
impact or no use determinations is provided separately in Appendix B.  

4.1 Market Street Cultural Landscape District 
The project corridor runs along a portion of Market Street within the Market Street Cultural 
Landscape District, encompassing 35.2 acres of the Market Street roadway and extending 
approximately 2.2 miles in length (Figure 5, p. A-43). The proposed project will not involve 
acquisition of any property because construction will occur within the public right-of-way and 
ownership will not change. 

All project features are proposed to be constructed in the public right-of-way and will not affect 
any contributing buildings within the Market Street Cultural Landscape District (Table 6). 
However, aspects of the project will demolish or alter the following contributing streetscape 
elements of the cultural landscape district. Additional details on the project’s effects on these 
elements are described below. 

 
10 This guidance is provided under Question 2B of the FHWA’s Section 4(f) Policy Paper (Federal Highway 

Administration 2012). 
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Table 6. Contributing Features of the Market Street Cultural Landscape District Altered by the Project 

Contributing	Feature	 Area(s)	of	Significance	

Spatial	Organization 

Small plazas (Robert Frost Plaza, Mechanics Monument Plaza, One Post 
Plaza, Mark Twain Plaza) 

NRHP Criterion C 

Cluster	Arrangements 

Repeating pattern of street signage (square and circular) NRHP Criterion C 

Repeating pattern of traffic lights and traffic signage NRHP Criterion C 

Arrangement of street trees in double and single rows down sidewalks NRHP Criterion C 

Circulation	

Red brick paving in herringbone pattern that distinguishes pedestrian 
from vehicular space 

NRHP Criterion C 

Granite curbs NRHP Criterion C 

Elevator at BART/Muni Civic Center station NRHP Criterion C 

Vegetation	

Street trees NRHP Criterion C 

Small‐Scale	Features 

Replica Path of Gold light standards NRHP Criteria A and C 

AWSS fire hydrants NRHP Criteria A and C 

Granite bollards with chain links NRHP Criterion C 

Street signage NRHP Criterion C 

Semaphore-style traffic signage and traffic lights NRHP Criterion C 

Bronze tree grates NRHP Criterion C 
 

The project will include sidewalk demolition and replacement within the small plazas (Robert 
Frost Plaza, Mechanics Monument Plaza, One Post Plaza, Mark Twain Plaza), and replace any 
lighting and furnishings. The project will preserve the monument associated with Mechanics 
Monument Plaza in place and will not alter the physical dimensions of the small plazas. 

The project will include demolition and replacement of all existing paving materials within the 
public right-of-way; the project does not include replacement of existing paving materials 
within large plazas adjacent to Market Street. The project will widen the sidewalk area and 
completely replace existing surface pavement and curbing. Existing red brick paving in 
herringbone patterns will be replaced with unit pavers, according to the City’s standard paving 
material palette and consistent with ADA standards and the San Francisco Downtown 
Streetscape Plan. (For more information on the requirements that make removal of the brick 
necessary, see the section titled Americans	with	Disabilities	Act.) Although the new pavement 
will differentiate the pedestrian sidewalk area from the vehicular space, paver sizes, materials, 
and finishes may differ in various locations within the sidewalk area. For example, a paver used 
in the pedestrian through zone may be different from what is used in the furnishing 
zone/Streetlife Zone. The project will include detectable warnings in the paving between the 
sidewalk through zone and the proposed bikeway to prevent people with limited vision from 
accidentally crossing into the bikeway.  
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Changes in paving for sidewalks and small plazas will also result in a lack of uniformity across 
the entire range of design components for the Market Street Redevelopment Plan, given that 
existing original paving for the large plazas (Embarcadero Plaza, Hallidie Plaza, United Nations 
Plaza) will not be altered as part of the project. In addition, a raised sidewalk-level bikeway will 
be constructed immediately adjacent to the sidewalk and include buffers on both sides of the 
bikeway as well as a distinct paving pattern or material to help identify the designated space for 
bicyclists. This will change the setting of the sidewalk, which is now immediately adjacent to the 
roadway and separated by the granite curb. 

The project will include removal of London plane trees (Platanus	acerifolia) that were installed 
as part of the Market Street Redevelopment Plan. Because the existing trees have experienced 
an approximately 60 percent mortality rate, the project will install replacement trees of an 
alternative type. When the London plane trees were selected for the Market Street 
Redevelopment Plan, they were chosen for scale and canopy size (40 feet tall, with a spread of 
30 feet) relative to the planned sidewalk width and height of the Path of Gold light standards, as 
well as quick rate of growth to maturity. The deciduous species was perceived as preferable 
because the canopy will shade pedestrians from the sun in summer and allow sunlight through 
the bare branches when the tree was leafless in the winter. In addition, the lowest tree branches 
grow about 12 feet from the base of the trunk and will not obscure views of storefronts from 
the street.  

Trees will be replaced or relocated in areas where sidewalks will be reconfigured to 
accommodate wider and longer transit boarding islands and the new sidewalk-level bikeway. 
The tree selection will not be a single species, as was the case with the historic design, and that 
not all of the trees in the new planting palette will be consistent in height, canopy size, canopy 
shape, leaf size, color, etc. Trees will be selected from the following list of genera: Ginkgo 
(selections), Lophostemon (L.	confertus, Brisbane box), Magnolia (selections of M.	grandiflora, 
southern magnolia), Pittosporum (P.	undulatum, Victorian box), Platanus (plane trees, 
sycamores, and selected hybrids), Quercus (evergreen “live oak” species), and Ulmus 
(U.	parviflora selections and hybrids). 

The proposed street tree alignment will be a single-row arrangement, unlike the Market Street 
Redevelopment Plan design, which included double rows of trees in some locations along the 
corridor. Some street trees are currently missing in locations throughout the streetscape. In 
some cases, only single rows are present where double rows were originally designed and 
installed. In other locations, no trees are present where single rows were originally designed 
and installed. In places where the original design featured a single row of street trees, the 
proposed cluster arrangement will be consistent with the historic design. However, in places 
where the historic design included double rows of streets, the project will not be consistent 
with the historic cluster arrangement. In multiple locations along the corridor where the project 
includes reduced sidewalk width, street trees will not be included because of the lack of 
clearance to adjacent building façades. 

The project will either retain or relocate the existing BART/Muni elevator at the Civic Center 
station on the north side of Market Street near United Nations Plaza. This elevator has already 
been substantially altered and no longer retains its bronze exterior. However, the location of 
the extant elevator contributes to the significance of the Market Street Cultural Landscape 
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District. The potential relocation site is within an existing staircase and escalator area in United 
Nations Plaza, approximately 80 feet to the west. The escalator and stairs associated with this 
character-defining feature will not be altered by the relocation of the elevator at Civic Center 
station (see below). 

The project will remove the existing granite bollards with chain links, which are in the path of 
planned bicycle and streetscape improvements.  

The project will remove all of the square and circular pole-mounted street signs associated with 
the Market Street Redevelopment Plan design and replace them with new pole-mounted street 
signs, consistent with contemporary traffic safety standards. 

The project will remove all of the square and circular regulatory, street name, and guide signs 
that were designed specifically for Market Street. This change will also include removal of the 
traffic lights and semaphore-design signal assemblies, which are unique to Market Street, where 
the signs and signals are mounted. The project will replace these features with new traffic signs, 
signals, and mounting structures, consistent with contemporary traffic safety standards. 

The project will remove all of the existing bronze tree grates associated with the Market Street 
Redevelopment Plan design. Consistent with contemporary horticultural standards, no new tree 
grates will be introduced as part of the project. 

The 236 replica Path of Gold light standards that intersect the project corridor will be removed, 
partially restored (the tridents and globes), reconstructed (base and poles), and realigned. 
Specifically, the existing replica poles will be replaced with larger poles; the tridents will be 
salvaged, restored, and reinstalled with new interior lighting systems; and the clamshell bases 
will be recast and modified to accommodate the larger poles. The standards will be reinstalled 
in a new alignment to maintain the visible linear edge along the pedestrian zone.11 

Additionally, the character-defining AWSS will be altered by project activities. These features 
include portions of the underground AWSS pipes, which will be relocated or replaced within the 
project corridor to maintain a state of good repair or match curb movements. In addition, the 
majority of AWSS fire hydrants within the project corridor will be shifted to accommodate 
proposed traffic lanes, a pedestrian through zone, and other project elements. Utility covers on 
the three AWSS cisterns within the project corridor will be retained or replaced in kind. 

Caltrans proposes a finding of adverse effect under Section 106, because the project will 
adversely affect the Market Street Cultural Landscape Historic District, as the district will no 
longer be able to convey its National Register significance under Criterion C (ICF 2020a). 
However, the Market Street Cultural Landscape Historic District will continue to convey its 
significance under Criterion A of the National Register; and as such will continue to be eligible 
for the National Register following the completion of the project.  

11 The 236 replica Path of Gold light standards, which will experience change as a result of the project, are 
contributing elements to the Market Street Cultural Landscape District. However, these replica light standards 
are geographically separate from the 92 original Path of Gold light standards, which are eligible for listing in the 
NRHP but are not contributing elements to the district because they were installed in their current locations 
following the district’s period of significance. The project does not propose to alter the individually NRHP-eligible 
original Path of Gold light standards, which are located outside the project APE. 
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As there is a proposed finding of adverse effect under Section 106, there cannot be a de	minimis	
impact finding under Section 4(f) for the Market Street Cultural Landscape Historic District and 
so an individual 4(f) evaluation is required.  

5 Avoidance Alternatives 
Section 4(f) requires the selection of an alternative that completely avoids the use of Section 
4(f) properties if that alternative is deemed feasible and prudent. A “feasible and prudent” 
avoidance alternative is one that “avoids using Section 4(f) property and does not cause other 
severe problems of a magnitude that substantially outweigh the importance of protecting the 
Section 4(f) property.” (23 CFR 774.17). An avoidance alternative is not feasible if it “cannot be 
built as a matter of sound engineering judgment.” (Ibid.) An alternative is not prudent if: (1) It 
compromises the project to a degree that it is unreasonable to proceed with the project in light 
of its stated purpose and need; (2) It results in unacceptable safety or operational problems; (3) 
After reasonable mitigation, it still causes: (A) Severe social, economic, or environmental 
impacts; (B) Severe disruption to established communities; (C) Severe disproportionate 
impacts to minority or low income populations; or (D) Severe impacts to environmental 
resources protected under other Federal statutes; (4) It results in additional construction, 
maintenance, or operational costs of an extraordinary magnitude; (5) It causes other unique 
problems or unusual factors; or (6) It involves multiple factors listed above, that while 
individually minor, cumulatively cause unique problems or impacts of extraordinary 
magnitude. (Ibid.) 

This section discusses a total of 4 avoidance alternatives. These alternatives include the No-
Build Alternative, an Accelerated Repair and Maintenance Alternative, a Mission Street with Bus 
Lanes Alternative, and a Mission Street with Cycle Tracks Alternative. These alternatives 
originated from two sources, early design concepts prepared in collaboration with numerous 
members of the public and stakeholders throughout the city of San Francisco and the 
environmental review process conducted pursuant to the California Environmental Quality 
Act (CEQA), which led to preparation of the Better	Market	Street	Draft	Environmental	Impact	
Report (San Francisco Planning Department 2019). These alternatives were the result of more 
than a decade of consultation with stakeholders and the public. A more complete description 
of the public engagement process is provided in Section 1.7.3, Alternatives	Considered	but	
Eliminated	from	Consideration, in Chapter 1 of the draft environmental assessment prepared 
for the Better Market Street project.  

Seventeen design concepts were developed during the early part of the formal public 
engagement process, beginning in 2011, and evaluated by the interagency team at that time 
(San Francisco Public Works, SFMTA, the San Francisco Planning Department, SFCTA, and 
SFPUC), based on their consistency with the proposed project’s goals and compatibility with 
community-identified design priorities. Most of these design concepts were determined to be 
either infeasible or incompatible with the project purpose and need. Three of the design 
concepts developed through the early formal engagement process were refined and carried 
forward for environmental analysis as alternatives in the Better	Market	Street	Initial	Study (San 
Francisco Planning Department 2016). Following preparation of the Better	Market	Street	
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Initial	Study	(San Francisco Planning Department 2016), the three alternatives evaluated in 
that document were dismissed from further consideration because they were determined to 
not meet the project purpose and need. Various components of those three alternatives were 
refined to develop the one proposed project that was evaluated in the Better	Market	Street	
Draft	Environmental	Impact	Report (San Francisco Planning Department 2019).  

In addition to the proposed project, the Better	Market	Street	Draft	Environmental	Impact	
Report (San Francisco Planning Department 2019) considered five other build alternatives. 
One of these, discussed below as the Accelerated Repair and Maintenance Alternative, would 
minimize impacts on the Market Street Cultural Landscape Historic District by reducing the scope 
of proposed project such that several priority 1 character-defining features of the Market Street 
Cultural Landscape District would remain intact. The four other build alternatives evaluated in 
the Better	Market	Street	Draft	Environmental	Impact	Report (San Francisco Planning 
Department 2019) are not considered avoidance alternatives because they would affect 
Section 4(f) resources and therefore are discussed in Section 6, Other	Project	Alternatives.  

In addition to the Accelerated Repair and Maintenance Alternative, the 17 early design concepts 
were re-evaluated in light of the need to identify potential feasible and prudent avoidance 
alternatives. This re-evaluation resulted in the identification of the Mission Street with Bus 
Lanes Alternative and the Mission Street with Cycle Tracks Alternative as potential avoidance 
alternatives. The following sections explain the factors considered in the analysis of the four 
avoidance alternatives evaluated in this document and the basis on which they were eliminated. 

5.1 No‐Build Alternative 

Under the No-Build Alternative, generally, the roadway configuration; access for private 
vehicles; surface transit, such as Muni service; streetscapes; commercial and passenger loading; 
vehicular parking; and utilities would remain in their current condition. Limited physical 
changes would be made on Market Street (e.g., regularly scheduled or emergency repairs, 
electrification of the two track switches on Market Street at 11th Street, replacement/repair of 
BART/Muni ventilation grates, additional concrete protection to bike lanes, refreshing existing 
crosswalk and other pavement markings, minor signal timing changes to improve vehicle 
progression, other minor physical changes to respond to maintenance or operational needs). 
The No-Build Alternative also includes other planned land-use projects, plans, and 
transportation projects. These projects include development projects (e.g., residential, 
commercial, mixed-use projects), area plans (e.g., Market and Octavia Area Plan, Eastern 
Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans) that would amend land use designations (e.g., plus 
zoning, height, bulk, etc.), and transportation/streetscape projects. Transportation projects that 
would overlap some portion of the project corridor include:  

 Muni Forward 

 Van Ness Improvement Project 

 Geary Rapid Project 

 Electrification of the two existing track switches on Market Street at 11th Street 

 Replacement/repair of BART/Muni ventilation grates 
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 Addition of concrete protection to bike lanes 

 Refreshing of existing crosswalk and other pavement markings 

 Minor signal timing changes to improve vehicle progression 

Because such activities are routinely implemented on city streets, the No-Build Alternative 
could be constructed and operated from a technical point of view. While some of the 
improvements associated with the No-Build Alternative could impact Section 4(f)-protected 
properties, no FHWA funds are anticipated to be used to fund such improvements therefore 
the provisions of Section 4(f) do not apply.  

The principal purpose of the project is to make Market Street safer and more efficient for all 
modes of transportation by reducing conflicts between transit, paratransit, taxis, commercial 
vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians. The No-Build Alternative would not relieve existing transit 
capacity constraints on Market Street because the planned and emergency repairs and 
replacements under this alternative would not be sufficient to address the existing conflicts 
that occur between pedestrians, bicyclists, and different types of vehicles in shared lanes on 
Market Street. In addition, this alternative would not provide a fully separated bicycle route 
along the Market Street corridor and bicycle access would be the same as under existing 
conditions. Therefore, the efficiency of the corridor for bicyclists would not be increased. 
Based on the above, the No-Build Alternative would not meet the principal purpose of the 
project.  

An ancillary purpose of the project is to bring elements of city infrastructure in the Market 
Street corridor that are reaching the ends of their operational design lives into a state of good 
repair, and to improve the accessibility of the corridor and quality of its streetscape 
environment. The No-Build Alternative would not include the large-scale corridor-wide 
repairs proposed under the Build Alternative for aging infrastructure on Market Street, and 
this alternative would not address existing accessibility issues or quality of its streetscape 
environment. Rather, the No-Build Alternative would only include regularly scheduled or 
emergency repairs. Therefore, the No-Build Alternative would not meet the ancillary purpose 
of the project. 

One of the needs of the project is related to safety, as Market Street is located on a high-injury 
network and has a higher than statewide average rate of injuries for an urban four-lane 
undivided road. The No-Build Alternative would not provide a fully separated bicycle route 
and would not address the existing conflicts that occur between pedestrians, bicyclists, and 
different types of vehicles in shared lanes on Market Street. In addition, the alternative would 
not address other existing roadway deficiencies that contribute to the higher-than-average 
collision rate on Market Street. As a result, the No-Build Alternative would not address this 
project need. 

One of the needs of the project related to roadway deficiencies is that existing non-standard 
brick sidewalks that do not comply with the ADA with respect to slip resistance, surface 
smoothness, and surface visual uniformity can present substantial challenges to low-vision 
and mobility impaired pedestrians. As described in the section titled Americans	with	
Disabilities	Act, the existing red brick paving on Market Street sidewalks does not meet 
federal standards regarding traction or joints for pedestrian access routes, which cause 
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vibration for some people who use wheelchairs as well as visually impaired persons and 
individuals with mobility impairments who use canes.12. Furthermore, existing joints between 
bricks on Market Street sidewalks can be wide enough to catch the tip of a cane and thus be 
dangerous for those with walking aids, and the brick creates tripping issues for people with 
visual impairments as well as pedestrians with mobility impairments. Lastly, many sidewalk 
crossings on Market Street lack ADA-compliant curb ramps. The No-Build Alternative would 
retain existing red brick sidewalks along Market Street and therefore would not address this 
project need. Furthermore, another need of the project related to roadway deficiencies is that 
for transit users, boarding islands have limited capacity (i.e., narrow width) and are not ADA 
compliant. The No-Build Alternative would not address current ADA requirements for 
boarding island width for the boarding islands on Market Street and so would not address 
this project need. 

The above analysis indicates that the No-Build Alternative compromises the project to a 
degree that it is unreasonable to proceed with the project in light of the project purpose and 
need. 

The No-Build Alternative would also result in unacceptable safety and operational problems 
as follows:  

 Under the No-Build Alternative, transit, taxis, commercial vehicles, and bicyclists would 
continue to utilize shared lanes within the project corridor, potentially posing hazardous 
conditions for all modes of transportation. Specifically, high demand for commercial and 
taxi loading areas would continue, resulting in pinch points. Congestion from limited 
opportunities for vehicles to pass in center lanes would continue, particularly when 
vehicles are queued while making right turns. Curbside lane blockages at right-turn areas 
or commercial loading areas would continue to lead to conflicts between traffic and 
loading vehicles. Pinch zones will also occur where transit boarding islands encroach on 
the flow of traffic, resulting in vehicles weaving in bus lanes. While the No-Build 
Alternative could include the future addition of limited concrete protection for bike 
lanes, this protection would only partially address the conflicts between bicycles and 
vehicles. 

 Under the No-Build Alternative, the width of Market Street would not change. Market 
Street’s considerable width requires extended time for pedestrians to navigate across 
crosswalks, leading to conflicts between vehicle traffic and pedestrians. 

 For low-vision and mobility-impaired pedestrians, existing non-standard brick sidewalks 
that do not comply with the ADA present safety concerns. The frequency with which joints 
in the surface occur tends to cause the front end of a wheelchair to vibrate or bounce, 
which can cause pain or muscle spasms, possibly leading to a loss of control and 

 
12 Conclusions in this discussion are drawn from the U.S. Access Board’s Guidelines and Standards, Advisory 

Committee Report, n.d., https://www.access-board.gov/guidelines-and-standards/streets-sidewalks/public-
rights-of-way/ background/access-advisory-committee-final-report/x02-new-construction-minimum-
requirements-x02-1-public-sidewalks?highlight=WyJ2aWJyYXRpb24iLCJ2aWJyYXRlIiwidmlicmF0aW5 
nIiwidmlicmF0b3IiLCJ2aWJyYXRpb 25zIiwidmlicmF0ZXMiLCJ3aGVlbGNoYWlyIiwid2hlZWxjaGFpcnMiLCJ3a 
GVlbGNoYWlyJ3MiLCJ3aGVlbGNoYWlyJyJd, accessed December 12, 2018. 
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maneuvering ability. In addition, brick has a tendency to buckle, which can create changes 
in level and tripping hazards for people with visual impairments as well as ambulatory 
pedestrians with mobility impairments, and which can also catch wheelchair casters. The 
No-Build Alternative would not replace the non-ADA-compliant sidewalk surface. 
Accordingly, this alternative would not improve safety for low-vision and mobility-
impaired users of the corridor. 

 For transit users, boarding islands have limited capacity (i.e., narrow width) and are not 
ADA-compliant. Therefore, boarding islands, which are in the middle of vehicle traffic, can 
become overloaded with users that exceed the boarding islands’ safe capacity. 

By allowing traffic congestion to continue, not addressing bicyclist/vehicle conflicts, not 
narrowing Market Street pedestrian crossings, and allowing sidewalk conditions that are not 
ADA compliant to continue, the No-Build Alternative would facilitate a continuation of the 
Market Street corridor as a high-injury network, and its higher than statewide average rate of 
injuries would very likely continue. Therefore, the No-Build Alternative results in 
unacceptable safety and operational problems.  

The anticipated cost to implement this alternative, additional to costs of ongoing maintenance 
and an allowance for emergency repairs, is $0. Therefore, this alternative does not result in 
additional construction, maintenance, or operational costs of an extraordinary magnitude.  

The No-Build Alternative would not, after reasonable mitigation, cause severe social, 
economic, or environmental impacts; severe disruption to established communities; severe 
disproportionate impacts to minority or low income population; or severe impacts to 
environmental resources protected under other Federal statutes. 

The No-Build Alternative does not cause other unique problems or unusual factors. 

The No-Build Alternative does not involve multiple of the above factors that, that while 
individually minor, cumulatively cause unique problems or impacts of extraordinary 
magnitude. As discussed above, this alternative is not prudent because it compromises the 
project to a degree that it is unreasonable to proceed with the project in light of the project 
purpose and need and results in unacceptable safety and operational problems. 

As described above, the No-Build Alternative would not meet the project purpose or need to 
make the Market Street corridor safer and more efficient for all modes of transportation. 
Further, this alternative would not meet the ancillary project purpose to bring elements of the 
city infrastructure on Market Street to a state of good repair and to improve the accessibility 
of the corridor and quality of its streetscape environment. Therefore, for the reasons 
discussed above, the No-Build Alternative is not prudent, as it compromises the project to a 
degree that it is unreasonable to proceed with the project in light of its stated purpose and 
need. Further, the No-Build Alternative would result in unacceptable safety and operational 
problems by allowing existing vehicle congestion, bicycle/vehicle conflicts, excessive 
pedestrian crossing width, and lack of ADA compliance on Market Street sidewalks to 
continue. 
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5.2 Accelerated Repair and Maintenance Alternative 

The Accelerated Repair and Maintenance Alternative13 would include all the activities under the 
No-Build Alternative as well as some features of the Build Alternative. Specifically, the 
Accelerated Repair and Maintenance Alternative would include, but is not limited to, the 
following maintenance and operational activities:  

 Replacing existing trees with new trees to preserve the Platanus monoculture, although 
healthy trees in locations that do not conflict with the design of the alternative would be 
retained  

 Utility relocation or rehabilitation activities that can be accommodated beneath the existing 
roadway and thus avoid excavation into the sidewalk  

 Revising time restrictions on loading zones  

 Extension of the Muni-only lanes 

The Accelerated Repair and Maintenance Alternative would not include most of the elements of 
the Build Alternative. The following elements associated with the Build Alternative are not 
included in this alternative:  

 Changes to curb alignments 

 Intersection reconfiguration to minimize pedestrian crossing distances, accommodate the 
sidewalk-level bikeway, or relocate and modify traffic islands 

 Signal timing changes, control modifications, and signal relocations 

 Replacement of existing sidewalks with paving materials consistent with federal 
accessibility requirements 

 Construction of pedestrian furnishing zones 

 Removal and replacement of existing loading bays on Market Street and establishment of 
new commercial and passenger loading zones on adjacent cross streets 

 Construction of physically separated bicycle lanes 

 Modifications to transit stop spacing 

 Construction of a new bidirectional F-loop 

 Relocation of AWSS fire hydrants and stormwater catch basins  

 Relocation of a BART/Muni elevator at the Civic Center station 
 

13 The activities described for the Accelerated Repair and Maintenance Alternative, considered together, essentially 
comprise the “Full Preservation Alternative” that the City of San Francisco included for local procedural reasons in its 
California Environmental Quality Act Environmental Impact Report (San Francisco Planning Department 2019). The 
local procedural reasons are included in the following resolution: San Francisco Planning Department, “Historic 
Preservation Commission Resolution No. 0746: Adoption Of A Policy Statement To Clarify Historic Preservation 
Commission Expectations For The Development And Evaluation Of Preservation Alternatives In Environmental 
Impact Reports For The Purposes Of The California Environmental Quality Act.” March 18, 2015. Accessed January 3, 
2020, from http://sfmea.sfplanning.org/HPC%20EIR%20Pres%20Alts%20Reso%20746.pdf. 
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 Partial restoration, reconstruction, and realignment of the Path of Gold light standards 

 State-of-good-repair upgrades to replace components of the F-line streetcar (tracks, OCS, 
OCS support poles, and underground traction-power duct banks) 

 Roadway and roadway subbase replacement 

 Relocation or rehabilitation of wastewater lines, water lines, AWSS lines, SFPUC power 
lines, and fiber optic conduits to maintain a state of good repair 

 Upgrade of all the existing signal infrastructure 

The Accelerated Repair and Maintenance Alternative includes all currently required repair and 
maintenance for facilities in and under the roadway, which would be carried out as a single 
project, but avoiding any alteration of the sidewalks. The Accelerated Repair and Maintenance 
Alternative would not result in any alterations to plazas along the project corridor. Necessary 
incremental modification of sidewalks, tree wells and grates, and similar features would still be 
carried out as needed, but as maintenance activities separate from the Accelerated Repair and 
Maintenance Alternative. Compared to the No-Build Alternative, the Accelerated Repair and 
Maintenance Alternative would carry out the repairs within a more compressed time frame 
with more planned scheduling and siting of work. As with the No-Build Alternative, based on 
historical funding streams, improvements associated with the Accelerated Repair and 
Maintenance Alternative are not anticipated to be federally funded, thus the provisions of 
Section 4(f) do not apply to this alternative.  

Any construction that constitutes an alteration for purposes of the ADA in the Market Street 
corridor would require the removal of the greater part of the historic material (e.g., sidewalk 
surfaces and granite curbs) that in turn contribute to the district’s significance as a designed 
landscape associated with the Market Street Redevelopment Plan.  

Because this alternative includes the same actions as the No-Build Alternative, the Accelerated 
Repair and Maintenance Alternative could be constructed and operated from a technical point 
of view. The Accelerated Repair and Maintenance Alternative is therefore feasible. However, for 
the reasons outlined below, this alternative is not considered prudent. 

The Accelerated Repair and Maintenance Alternative was designed to avoid most impacts on 
the Market Street Cultural Landscape District. Therefore, this alternative would omit many 
project-related alterations to the physical features of Market Street. Accordingly, transit stop 
spacing and service, bicycle facilities, and commercial and passenger loading facilities would 
remain similar to existing conditions.  

The principal purpose of the project is to make Market Street safer and more efficient for all 
modes of transportation by reducing conflicts between transit, paratransit, taxis, commercial 
vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians. The Accelerated Repair and Maintenance Alternative would not 
relieve existing transit capacity constraints on Market Street because transit operations would be 
generally similar to existing conditions. This alternative would include the same extension of the 
Muni-only lanes as the proposed project; however, this change would not be sufficient to address 
the existing conflicts that occur between pedestrians, bicyclists, and different types of vehicles in 
shared lanes on Market Street. For example, this alternative would not include construction of 
physically separated sidewalk-level bicycle lanes, which are necessary to encourage bicyclists to 
avoid the vehicle travel lanes, and thus would not avoid conflicts between cyclists and transit, 
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paratransit, taxis, and commercial vehicles operating within the project corridor. In addition, this 
alternative would not include changes to loading zones to avoid conflicts between vehicles 
entering/exiting loading zones and cyclists. This alternative would also not include the 
intersection reconfiguration changes necessary to reduce pedestrian crossing distances, which, in 
turn, would not reduce conflicts between pedestrians and transit, paratransit, taxis, and 
commercial vehicles operating within the project corridor. Lastly, because this alternative would 
not provide a fully separated bicycle route along the Market Street corridor and bicycle access 
would be the same as under existing conditions, the efficiency of the corridor for bicyclists would 
not be increased. Based on the above, the Accelerated Repair and Maintenance Alternative would 
not meet the principal purpose of the project.  

An ancillary purpose of the project is to bring elements of city infrastructure in the Market Street 
corridor that are reaching the ends of their operational design lives into a state of good repair. 
The Accelerated Repair and Maintenance Alternative would partially replace infrastructure that is 
nearing the end of its useful life on this section of Market Street. Specifically, this alternative 
would only allow replacement of utilities that are below the roadway portion of Market Street but 
would not replace curbs, sidewalk areas, or the Path of Gold light standards. Therefore, this 
alternative would not fully meet the ancillary purpose of the project. 

One of the needs of the project is related to safety, as Market Street is located on a high-injury 
network and has a higher than statewide average rate of injuries for an urban four-lane 
undivided road. As discussed above, this alternative would not provide a fully separated bicycle 
route along the Market Street corridor and would not address the existing conflicts that occur 
between pedestrians, bicyclists, and different types of vehicles in shared lanes on Market Street. 
This alternative also does not address existing roadway deficiencies, including poorly defined 
left-turn movements for bicyclists at some intersections, which leads to confusion about where 
and how to cross; a lack of intersection waiting space for bicyclists, which leads to unsafe 
conditions when waiting to turn; and rails for Muni streetcars and ventilation grates for the 
BART system, which can pose hazards for bicyclists. These existing roadway deficiencies 
contribute to the higher-than-average collision rate on Market Street.  

Based on the above, the Accelerated Repair and Maintenance Alternative would not address this 
project need. 

One of the needs of the project related to roadway deficiencies is that existing non-standard 
brick sidewalks that do not comply with the ADA with respect to slip resistance, surface 
smoothness, and surface visual uniformity can present substantial challenges to low-vision and 
mobility impaired pedestrians. As described in the section titled Americans	with	Disabilities	Act, 
the existing brick paving on Market Street sidewalks does not meet federal standards regarding 
traction or joints for pedestrian access routes, which cause vibration for some people who use 
wheelchairs as well as visually impaired persons and individuals with mobility impairments who 
use canes.14 Furthermore, existing joints between bricks on Market Street sidewalks can be wide 

 
14 Conclusions in this discussion are drawn from the U.S. Access Board’s Guidelines and Standards, Advisory 

Committee Report, n.d., https://www.access-board.gov/guidelines-and-standards/streets-sidewalks/public-
rights-of-way/ background/access-advisory-committee-final-report/x02-new-construction-minimum-
requirements-x02-1-public-sidewalks?highlight=WyJ2aWJyYXRpb24iLCJ2aWJyYXRlIiwidmlicmF0aW5 
nIiwidmlicmF0b3IiLCJ2aWJyYXRpb 25zIiwidmlicmF0ZXMiLCJ3aGVlbGNoYWlyIiwid2hlZWxjaGFpcnMiLCJ3a 
GVlbGNoYWlyJ3MiLCJ3aGVlbGNoYWlyJyJd, accessed December 12, 2018. 
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enough to catch the tip of a cane and thus be dangerous for those with walking aids, and the brick 
creates tripping issues for people with visual impairments as well as pedestrians with mobility 
impairments. Lastly, many sidewalk crossings on Market Street lack ADA-compliant curb ramps. 
The Accelerated Repair and Maintenance Alternative would retain existing red brick sidewalks 
and therefore would not address this project need.  

Another need of the project related to roadway deficiencies is that for transit users, boarding 
islands have limited capacity (i.e., narrow width) and are not ADA compliant. This alternative 
would retain all curbside boarding stops and maintain center boarding islands as they exist today 
and this alternative would not address this project need.  

The above analysis indicates that the Accelerated Repair and Maintenance Alternative 
compromises the project to a degree that it is unreasonable to proceed with the project in light of 
the project purpose and need. 

The Accelerated Repair and Maintenance Alternative would also result in unacceptable safety and 
operational problems. 

 Under the Accelerated Repair and Maintenance Alternative, transit, taxis, commercial 
vehicles, and bicyclists would continue to utilize shared lanes within the project corridor, 
potentially posing hazardous conditions for all modes of transportation. While this alternative 
would include the same extension of the Muni-only lanes as the proposed project, this change 
would not be sufficient to address the existing conflicts that occur between pedestrians, 
bicyclists, and different types of vehicles in shared lanes on Market Street. Specifically, high 
demand for commercial and taxi loading areas would continue, resulting in pinch points. 
Congestion from limited opportunities for vehicles to pass in center lanes would continue, 
particularly when vehicles are queued while making right turns. Curbside lane blockages at 
right-turn areas or commercial loading areas would continue to lead to conflicts between 
traffic and loading vehicles. Pinch zones would also occur where transit boarding islands 
encroach on the flow of traffic, resulting in vehicles weaving in bus lanes. 

 Under the Accelerated Repair and Maintenance Alternative, the width of Market Street would 
not change. Market Street’s considerable width requires extended time for pedestrians to 
navigate across crosswalks, leading to conflicts between vehicle traffic and pedestrians. 

 For low-vision and mobility-impaired pedestrians, existing non-standard brick sidewalks that 
do not comply with the ADA present safety concerns. The frequency with which joints in the 
surface occur tends to cause the front end of a wheelchair to vibrate or bounce, which can 
cause pain or muscle spasms, possibly leading to a loss of control and maneuvering ability. In 
addition, brick has a tendency to buckle, which can create changes in level and tripping 
hazards for people with visual impairments as well as ambulatory pedestrians with mobility 
impairments, and which can also catch wheelchair casters. The Accelerated Repair and 
Maintenance Alternative would not replace the non-ADA-compliant sidewalk surface. 
Accordingly, this alternative would not improve safety for low-vision and mobility-impaired 
users of the corridor. 

 For transit users, boarding islands have limited capacity (i.e., narrow width) and are not ADA-
compliant. Therefore, boarding islands, which are in the middle of vehicle traffic, can become 
overloaded with users that exceed the boarding islands’ safe capacity. 
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By allowing traffic congestion to continue, not addressing bicyclist/vehicle conflicts, not 
narrowing the Market Street pedestrian crossings, and allowing sidewalk conditions that are not 
ADA compliant to continue, the Accelerated Repair and Maintenance Alternative would facilitate 
the continuation of the Market Street corridor as a high-injury network, and its higher than 
statewide average rate of injuries for an urban four-lane undivided road would likely continue. 
Therefore, the Accelerated Repair and Maintenance Alternative results in unacceptable safety and 
operational problems. 

The anticipated cost to implement this alternative, additional to costs of ongoing maintenance and 
an allowance for emergency repairs, is $0. The anticipated cost for all currently required 
maintenance and repair of the roadway and facilities within and beneath the roadway, if 
completed as a single project (exclusive of maintenance and repair of sidewalks and other 
Criterion C contributory features), is approximately $20 million to $26 million. Therefore, this 
alternative does not result in additional construction, maintenance, or operational costs of an 
extraordinary magnitude. 

The Accelerated Repair and Maintenance Alternative would not, after reasonable mitigation, 
result in severe social, economic, or environmental impacts; severe disruption to established 
communities; severe disproportionate impacts to minority or low income population; or 
severe impacts to environmental resources protected under other Federal statutes.  

The Accelerated Repair and Maintenance Alternative does not cause other unique problems or 
unusual factors. The Accelerated Repair and Maintenance Alternative does not involve multiple 
of the above factors that while individually minor, cumulatively cause problems or impacts of 
extraordinary magnitude. As discussed above, this alternative is not prudent because it 
compromises the project to a degree that it is unreasonable to proceed with the project in 
light of the project purpose and need and results in unacceptable safety and operational 
problems. 

The Accelerated Repair and Maintenance Alternative would avoid impacts on Section 4(f)-
protected resources. However, it would not meet project purpose to make the Market Street 
corridor safer and more efficient for all modes of transportation. Further, this alternative would 
not meet the ancillary project purpose to bring elements of the city infrastructure on Market 
Street to a state of good repair and to improve the accessibility of the corridor and quality of its 
streetscape environment. Therefore, for the reasons discussed above, the Accelerated Repair and 
Maintenance Alternative is not prudent, as it compromises the project to a degree that it is 
unreasonable to proceed with the project in light of its stated purpose and need. Further, the 
Accelerated Repair and Maintenance Alternative would result in unacceptable safety and 
operational problems by allowing existing vehicle congestion, bicycle/vehicle conflicts, excessive 
pedestrian crossing width, and lack of ADA compliance on Market Street sidewalks to continue.  

5.3 Mission Street with Bus Lanes Alternative 

The only way to build a project intended to improve safety and efficiency for transportation in 
the area of Market Street without triggering the need for an ADA upgrade on Market Street, and 
affecting the Market Street Cultural Landscape District by so doing, is to avoid Market Street 
altogether by moving the project to the closest major arterial street. The closest major arterial 
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street is Mission Street, one block south of Market Street. The right-of-way on Mission Street is 
more constricted than that of Market Street, so there is not enough space both for dedicated 
transit lanes and for a protected bicycle facility. With 52 feet of existing roadway width, and 
narrow existing 9.5-foot-wide travel lanes, reapportionment and the removal of all parking still 
would result in cycle lanes being a maximum of 4 feet wide. For this reason, either transit 
improvements or bicycle improvements would be possible, but not both.  

Unlike the Build Alternative, which would be constructed on Market Street, the Mission Street 
with Bus Lanes Alternative would be constructed on Mission Street. A Mission Street with Bus 
Lanes Alternative would construct two 24-hour bus lanes, either center-running (Figure 6) or 
side-running (Figure 7). Bikes would share the travel lanes or shoulders. Center-running bus 
lanes would allow for new boarding islands serving these lanes to be constructed and to 
introduce queue jumps that would allow buses to get ahead of other vehicles at stop lights. For 
both lane configurations, signal priority would be given to transit, and existing bus zones would 
be extended, select stops would be consolidated, and a new boarding island at Transbay Transit 
Center (inbound) would be provided. Parking restrictions would be required: curbside parking 
only from 7 p.m. to 7 a.m. for side-running lanes, or no parking 24 hours a day between 
Fremont and Sixth for center-running lanes. No circulation improvements would be provided as 
there would be insufficient space for turn pockets.  

 

Figure 6. Mission Street Alternative with Center‐running Bus Lanes. Bus lanes would be 13 feet wide, 
the outer lanes would be 13 feet, 3 inches wide. The illustration shows the condition outside of the 
Sixth Street to Fremont Street corridor (within which where there would be no space for parking). 

 

 

Figure 7. Mission Street Alternative with Side‐running Bus Lane. Inner traffic lanes would be 9 feet 
wide; outer transit lanes with parking would be 17 feet, 3 inches wide.  
 

With respect to avoidance of resources protected by Section 4(f), there are four historic 
districts on Mission Street between South Van Ness Avenue and Steuart Street, three of which 
are outside the built environment Area of Potential Effects (APE) of the Build Alternative. The 
historic district within the APE (New Montgomery-Mission-2nd Street Conservation District) is 
locally designated and has been assumed NRHP eligible for the purpose assessing the impacts 
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of the Build Alternative, but has not been formally evaluated for NRHP eligibility. The 
remaining districts have been locally designated or found eligible for listing in the California 
Register of Historical Resources (CRHR), but have not been previously evaluated or found 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP. However, for the purposes of assessing the potential 
impacts of the Mission Street Alternatives, it is anticipated that these four historic districts 
would formally meet the NRHP eligibility criteria. It is also anticipated that the SHPO would 
concur with the existing designations stating that all four of these historic districts are 
comprised solely of contributing features that are outside of the right-of-way, shown in 
Table 7. Therefore, it is expected that there would be no Section 4(f) use to any of these four 
historic districts. In regard to potential individual historic properties, the density of historic 
properties along Mission Street, which have not yet been evaluated, is anticipated to be 
roughly equivalent to the density of historic properties along Market Street. Unlike Market 
Street, however, Mission Street is not known to contain individual historic properties such as 
monuments in the right-of-way, therefore there would be no Section 4(f) use to individual 
historic properties. 

Table 7. Historic Districts Potentially Affected by the Mission Street Alternatives 

District	Name	 Designation	Status	
No.	of	Contributing	

Features	in	Right‐of‐Way	

Mint-Mission Conservation District 1  Locally designated 0 

Western SoMa Light Industrial and 
Residential Historic District1 

CRHR-Eligible 0 

Sixth Street Lodginghouse District1 CRHR-Eligible 0 

New Montgomery-Mission-2nd Street 
Conservation District1 

Locally designated 0 

1 These districts are locally designated or have been found eligible for listing in the California Register of 
Historical Resources. They have not been previously evaluated for inclusion in the National Register of Historic 
Places but, for the purposes of assessing impacts of the Mission Street alternatives, they are anticipated to meet 
the NRHP eligibility criteria at the local level of significance. Furthermore, it is anticipated that SHPO would 
concur that none of these districts will have contributing features within the right-of-way. 

 

The Mission Street with Bus Lanes Alternative would reapportion only the right-of-way and 
remove and introduce structures and materials common to urban commercial streets, such as 
light poles, traffic signals, and similar, which would not be expected to interfere with views of 
any contributing structures composing the district or otherwise result in some form of 
constructive use. The continuous incremental alteration of the Market Street transportation 
facility and contributing features through repair and maintenance would continue. 

The dimensions of Mission Street would make it infeasible to construct the Mission Street with 
Bus Lanes Alternative and comply with SFMTA’s guidance related to lane widths for bus lanes 
and vehicle lanes. In addition, Mission Street provides loading zones that offset the loading 
demands on Market Street and nearby side streets; substantial amounts of loading zones on 
Mission Street would need to be removed under this alternative to comply with SFMTA’s lane 
width guidance. There are also more residential uses and vehicle traffic on Mission Street 
compared to Market Street, which would require shorter construction hours and, thus, a longer 
construction schedule. Any ground disturbance associated with the Mission Street with Bus 
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Lanes Alternative would be required to avoid the existing subsurface traction power system. 
The locations of much of the utilities along Mission Street are unknown and substantial 
interagency coordination with the various utilities would need to be completed. 

The principal purpose of the proposed project is to make Market Street safer and more efficient 
for all modes of transportation by reducing conflicts between transit, paratransit, taxis, 
commercial vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians. Currently, Mission Street serves to provide backup 
transit capacity for Market, particularly in the event of parades, protests, and other times at which 
the transit facility on Market Street is inaccessible. This alternative would formalize the use of this 
backup capacity. It is reasonable to assume that this would have a positive effect on the collision 
rate on Mission Street, which experiences a high rate of side-swipe collisions due to the narrow 
lanes and resultant close proximity of on-street parking, but there would be no positive effect on 
bicycle and pedestrian traffic on Market Street.  

The Mission Street with Bus Lanes Alternative would not relieve existing transit capacity 
constraints on Market Street because transit operations would remain as under existing 
conditions. Therefore, existing conflicts that occur between pedestrians, bicyclists, and different 
types of vehicles, including transit, in shared lanes on Market Street would not be addressed. In 
addition, the Mission Street with Bus Lanes Alternative would not provide a fully separated 
bicycle route at all, either along the Market Street corridor or on Mission Street. Therefore, the 
efficiency of the corridor for bicyclists would not be increased. Based on the above, the Mission 
Street with Bus Lanes Alternative would not meet the principal purpose of the project.  

An ancillary purpose of the project is to bring elements of city infrastructure in the corridor that 
are reaching the ends of their operational design lives into a state of good repair. The Mission 
Street with Bus Lanes Alternative would not include planned repairs for aging infrastructure on 
Market Street and this alternative would not meet the ancillary purpose of the project. 

One of the project needs is related to safety. Market Street is part of a high-injury network. The rate 
of injuries is higher than the statewide average for an urban four-lane undivided road. As discussed 
above, the Mission Street with Bus Lanes Alternative would not provide a fully separated bicycle 
route or address existing conflicts that occur between pedestrians, bicyclists, and different types of 
vehicles in shared lanes on Market Street. In addition, the design concept would not address other 
existing roadway deficiencies that contribute to the higher-than-average collision rate on Market 
Street. Based on the above, this alternative would not address this project need. 

One of the needs of the project related to roadway deficiencies is that existing non-standard brick 
sidewalks that do not comply with the ADA with respect to slip resistance, surface smoothness, and 
surface visual uniformity can present substantial challenges to low-vision and mobility impaired 
pedestrians. As described in the section titled Americans	with	Disabilities	Act, the brick paving on 
Market Street sidewalks does not meet federal standards regarding traction or joints for 
pedestrian access routes, which cause vibration for some people who use wheelchairs as well as 
visually impaired persons and individuals with mobility impairments who use canes.15 

 
15 Conclusions in this discussion are drawn from the U.S. Access Board’s Guidelines and Standards, Advisory 

Committee Report, n.d., https://www.access-board.gov/guidelines-and-standards/streets-sidewalks/public-
rights-of-way/ background/access-advisory-committee-final-report/x02-new-construction-minimum-
requirements-x02-1-public-sidewalks?highlight=WyJ2aWJyYXRpb24iLCJ2aWJyYXRlIiwidmlicmF0aW5 
nIiwidmlicmF0b3IiLCJ2aWJyYXRpb 25zIiwidmlicmF0ZXMiLCJ3aGVlbGNoYWlyIiwid2hlZWxjaGFpcnMiLCJ3a 
GVlbGNoYWlyJ3MiLCJ3aGVlbGNoYWlyJyJd, accessed December 12, 2018. 
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Furthermore, existing joints between bricks on Market Street sidewalks can be wide enough to 
catch the tip of a cane and thus be dangerous for those with walking aids, and the brick creates 
tripping issues for people with visual impairments as well as pedestrians with mobility 
impairments. Lastly, many sidewalk crossings on Market Street lack ADA-compliant curb ramps. 
The Mission Street with Bus Lanes Alternative would retain existing red brick sidewalks in a 
herringbone pattern along Market Street; therefore, this alternative would not address this project 
need.  

Another need of the project related to roadway deficiencies is that, for transit users, boarding 
islands have limited capacity (i.e., narrow width) and are not ADA compliant. Design Concept XIV 
would not address current ADA requirements for boarding island width for boarding islands on 
Market Street; the Mission Street with Bus Lanes Alternative would not address this project need.  

The above analysis indicates that the Mission Street with Bus Lanes Alternative compromises 
the project to a degree that it is unreasonable to proceed with the project in light of the 
project purpose and need. 

The Mission Street with Bus Lanes Alternative would also result in unacceptable safety and 
operational problems. 

 While the Mission Street with Bus Lanes Alternative will result in less transit on Market 
Street than under current conditions, some transit will remain on Market Street and will 
utilize shared lanes on Market Street, along with taxis, commercial vehicles, and bicyclists. 
Therefore, conflicts between transit, taxis, commercial vehicles, and bicyclists will continue 
in the Market Street corridor, potentially posing hazardous conditions for all modes of 
transportation. Specifically, high demand for commercial and taxi loading areas will 
continue, resulting in pinch points. Congestion from limited opportunities for vehicles to 
pass in center lanes will continue, particularly when vehicles are queued while making right 
turns. Curbside lane blockages at right-turn areas or commercial loading areas will continue 
to lead to conflicts between traffic and loading vehicles. Pinch zones will also occur where 
transit boarding islands encroach on the flow of traffic, resulting in vehicles weaving in bus 
lanes.  

 Under the Mission Street with Bus Lanes Alternative, the width of Market Street will not 
change. Market Street’s considerable width requires extended time for pedestrians to 
navigate across crosswalks, leading to conflicts between vehicle traffic and pedestrians. 

 For low-vision and mobility-impaired pedestrians, existing non-standard brick sidewalks 
that do not comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) present safety concerns. 
The frequency with which joints in the surface occur tends to cause the front end of a 
wheelchair to vibrate or bounce, which can cause pain or muscle spasms, possibly leading 
to a loss of control and maneuvering ability. In addition, brick has a tendency to buckle, 
which can create changes in level and tripping hazards for people with visual impairments 
as well as ambulatory pedestrians with mobility impairments, and which can also catch 
wheelchair casters. The Mission Street with Bus Lanes Alternative would not replace the 
non-ADA-compliant sidewalk surface. Accordingly, this alternative would not improve 
safety for low-vision and mobility-impaired users of the corridor. 
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 For transit users, boarding islands have limited capacity (i.e., narrow width) and are not 
ADA-compliant. Therefore, boarding islands, which are in the middle of vehicle traffic, can 
become overloaded with users that exceed the boarding islands’ safe capacity. 

By allowing traffic congestion to continue, not addressing bicyclist/vehicle conflicts, not 
narrowing the Market Street pedestrian crossings, and allowing sidewalk conditions that are 
not ADA compliant to continue, the Mission Street with Bus Lanes Alternative would facilitate 
the continuation of the Market Street corridor as a high-injury network, and its higher than 
statewide average rate of injuries for an urban four-lane undivided road will likely continue. 
Therefore, the No-Build Alternative results in unacceptable safety and operational problems. 

The Mission Street with Bus Lanes Alternative would not, after reasonable mitigation, result in 
severe social, economic, or environmental impacts; severe disruption to established 
communities; severe disproportionate impacts to minority or low income population; or 
severe impacts to environmental resources protected under other Federal statutes. 

The anticipated cost to implement this alternative is approximately $30 million. This alternative 
does not result in additional construction, maintenance, or operational costs of an extraordinary 
magnitude.  

This alternative does not cause other unique problems or unusual factors.  

The Mission Street with Bus Lanes Alternative does not involve multiple of the above factors that 
while individually minor, cumulatively cause problems or impacts of extraordinary magnitude. 
As discussed above, this alternative is not prudent because it compromises the project to a 
degree that it is unreasonable to proceed with the project in light of the project purpose and 
need and results in unacceptable safety and operational problems.  

The Mission Street with Bus Lanes Alternative would not meet the project purpose to make the 
Market Street corridor safer and more efficient for all modes of transportation. Further, this 
alternative would not meet the ancillary project purpose to bring elements of the city 
infrastructure on Market Street to a state of good repair and improve the accessibility of the 
corridor and quality of its streetscape environment. In conclusion, the Mission Street with Bus 
Lanes Alternative is not prudent because it compromises the project to a degree that it is 
unreasonable to proceed with the project in light of the project purpose and need. Further, the 
Mission Street with Bus Lanes Alternative would result in unacceptable safety and operational 
problems by allowing vehicle congestion, bicycle/vehicle conflicts, excessive pedestrian 
crossing width, and lack of ADA compliance to continue. 

5.4 Mission Street with Cycle Tracks Alternative 
Similar to the Mission Street with Bus Lanes Alternative, the Mission Street with Cycle Tracks 
Alternative would be constructed on Mission Street because the only way to build a project 
intended to improve safety and efficiency for transportation in the area of Market Street without 
affecting the Market Street Cultural Landscape District is to avoid Market Street altogether. The 
right-of-way on Mission Street is more constricted than that of Market Street, so there is not 
enough space both for dedicated transit lanes and for a protected bicycle facility. For this reason, 
either transit improvements or bicycle improvements would be possible, but not both.  
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A Mission Street with Cycle Tracks Alternative would include no bus lanes, and would reduce 
transit capacity on Mission Street in order to provide adequate space to construct the cycle tracks 
(Figure 8 and Figure 9). As a consequence, existing transit lines – the Muni 14-Mission line, 
Golden Gate Transit buses, and SamTrans lines would be moved to Market Street. Either two 6.0- 
to 8.0-foot-wide bikeways on each side of Mission Street, with 2.0- to 5.0-foot painted buffers, or 
one 12.0- to 16.0-foot-wide bikeway on the north side of Mission Street would be constructed. 
Two-stage left-turn bike boxes would be constructed to connect bike lanes to bike routes on 
cross-streets. Floating parking (that is, located between the bikeway and vehicle traffic) would be 
provided on one side of the street. Traffic signals would be timed to prioritize bicycle progression 
along Mission Street. The absence of transit lanes allows for the introduction of left turns (turn 
pockets) from Mission at some locations. This would make circulation more efficient, as less 
circling would be needed. This would require new signals at these locations.  

 

Figure 8. Mission Street Bikeway with Two‐way Cycle Track on One Side. Parking strips are 8 feet wide, 
travel lanes for vehicles are 12 feet wide, and the bikeway is 16 feet wide with a 4.5‐foot buffer.  

 

 

Figure 9. Mission Street Bikeway with One‐way Cycle Track on Each Side. Bikeways are 6 feet wide, 
buffers are 4.5 feet wide, floating parking strip is 8 feet wide, and travel lanes are 12 feet wide.  

 

The dimensions of Mission Street would make it infeasible to construct the Mission Street with 
Cycle Tracks Alternative and comply with SFMTA’s guidance related to lane widths for bus 
lanes and vehicle lanes. In addition, Mission Street provides loading zones that offset the 
loading demands on Market Street and nearby side streets; substantial amounts of loading 
zones on Mission Street would need to be removed under this alternative to comply with 
SFMTA’s lane width guidance. There are also more residential uses and vehicle traffic on 
Mission Street compared to Market Street, which would require shorter construction hours and, 
thus, a longer construction schedule. Any ground disturbance associated with the Mission Street 
with Cycle Tracks Alternative would be required to avoid the existing subsurface traction 
power system. In addition, the proposed cycle tracks under this alternative would require 
construction of concrete boarding islands, which could encounter underground utilities. The 
locations of much of the utilities along Mission Street are unknown and substantial 
interagency coordination with the various utilities would need to be completed. 
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The principal purpose of the proposed project is to make Market Street safer and more efficient 
for all modes of transportation by reducing conflicts between transit, paratransit, taxis, 
commercial vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians. The purpose of the Mission Street with Cycle 
Tracks Alternative is to resolve the conflict of having to share the crowded Market Street 
transit facility with bicycles by providing and promoting an alternative, protected (and so 
safer) route. This can reasonably be assumed to reduce the Market Street collision rate. 
However, there would be no means of requiring cyclists to use Mission Street, so there would 
be no guarantee that cycle traffic would migrate to the new facility and so bring down the 
collision rate.  

The Mission Street with Cycle Tracks Alternative would not relieve existing transit capacity 
constraints on Market Street because some transit service (14-Mission, all Golden Gate Transit 
and all SamTrans bus routes) would shift from Mission Street to Market Street, thus increasing 
the number of transit vehicles operating on Market Street and therefore potentially increasing 
the number of conflicts that occur between pedestrians, bicyclists, and different types of 
vehicles in shared lanes on Market Street. The shift of transit service from Mission Street to 
Market Street would also result in more crowding on the existing undersized boarding 
platforms on Market Street. In addition, the Mission Street with Cycle Tracks Alternative would 
not provide a fully separated bicycle route along the Market Street corridor. Therefore, the 
efficiency of the corridor for bicyclists would not be increased. Based on the above, this 
alternative would not meet the principal purpose of the project.  

An ancillary purpose of the project is to bring elements of city infrastructure in the Market 
Street corridor that are reaching the ends of their operational design lives into a state of good 
repair. The Mission Street with Cycle Tracks Alternative would not include planned repairs for 
aging infrastructure on Market Street, and this alternative would not meet the ancillary purpose 
of the project. 

One of the needs of the project is related to safety, as Market Street is located on a high-injury 
network and has a higher than statewide average rate of injuries for an urban four-lane 
undivided road. The Mission Street with Cycle Tracks Alternative would not provide a fully 
separated bicycle route along the Market Street corridor and would not address the existing 
conflicts that occur between pedestrians, bicyclists, and different types of vehicles in shared 
lanes on Market Street. In addition, the Mission Street with Cycle Tracks Alternative would not 
address other existing roadway deficiencies that contribute to the higher-than-average collision 
rate such on Market Street. Based on the above, this alternative would not address this project 
need. 

One of the needs of the project related to roadway deficiencies is that existing non-standard 
brick sidewalks that do not comply with the ADA with respect to slip resistance, surface 
smoothness, and surface visual uniformity can present substantial challenges to low-vision and 
mobility impaired pedestrians. As described in the section titled Americans	with	Disabilities	Act, 
the existing brick paving on Market Street sidewalks does not meet federal standards regarding 
traction or joints for pedestrian access routes, which cause vibration for some people who use 
wheelchairs as well as visually impaired persons and individuals with mobility impairments who 
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use canes.16 Furthermore, existing joints between bricks on Market Street sidewalks can be wide 
enough to catch the tip of a cane and thus be dangerous for those with walking aids, and the brick 
creates tripping issues for people with visual impairments as well as pedestrians with mobility 
impairments. Lastly, many sidewalk crossings on Market Street lack ADA-compliant curb ramps. 
The Mission Street with Cycle Tracks Alternative would retain existing red brick sidewalks 
along Market Street in a herringbone pattern and therefore this alternative would not address 
this project need.  

Another need of the project related to roadway deficiencies is that for transit users, boarding 
islands have limited capacity (i.e., narrow width) and are not ADA compliant. The Mission Street 
with Cycle Tracks Alternative would not address current ADA requirements for boarding island 
width for the boarding islands on Market Street and this alternative would not address this 
project need.  

The above analysis indicates that the Mission Street with Cycle Tracks Alternative compromises 
the project to a degree that it is unreasonable to proceed with the project in light of the project 
purpose and need.  

This alternative also presents safety and operational problems by not addressing deficiencies. 
The Mission Street with Cycle Tracks Alternative would result in unacceptable safety and 
operational problems. 

 Under the Mission Street with Cycle Tracks Alternative, transit, taxis, and commercial 
vehicles would continue to co-exist in the corridor, potentially posing hazardous conditions 
for all modes of transportation. Specifically, high demand for commercial and taxi loading 
areas will continue, resulting in pinch points. Congestion from limited opportunities for 
vehicles to pass in center lanes would continue, particularly when vehicles are queued 
while making right turns. Curbside lane blockages at right-turn areas or commercial loading 
areas would continue to lead to conflicts between traffic and loading vehicles. Pinch zones 
would also occur where transit boarding islands encroach on the flow of traffic, resulting in 
vehicles weaving in bus lanes. In addition, while the bulk of the bicycle traffic would move 
to Mission Street, some bicycle traffic is expected to remain on Market Street because it is 
the principal corridor through this part of the city. 

 Under the Mission Street with Cycle Tracks Alternative, the width of Market Street would 
not change. Market Street’s considerable width requires extended time for pedestrians to 
navigate across crosswalks, leading to conflicts between vehicle traffic and pedestrians. 

 For low-vision and mobility-impaired pedestrians, existing non-standard brick sidewalks 
that do not comply with the ADA present safety concerns. The frequency with which joints 
in the surface occur tends to cause the front end of a wheelchair to vibrate or bounce, 
which can cause pain or muscle spasms, possibly leading to a loss of control and 

 
16 Conclusions in this discussion are drawn from the U.S. Access Board’s Guidelines and Standards, Advisory 

Committee Report, n.d., https://www.access-board.gov/guidelines-and-standards/streets-sidewalks/public-
rights-of-way/ background/access-advisory-committee-final-report/x02-new-construction-minimum-
requirements-x02-1-public-sidewalks?highlight=WyJ2aWJyYXRpb24iLCJ2aWJyYXRlIiwidmlicmF0aW5 
nIiwidmlicmF0b3IiLCJ2aWJyYXRpb 25zIiwidmlicmF0ZXMiLCJ3aGVlbGNoYWlyIiwid2hlZWxjaGFpcnMiLCJ3a 
GVlbGNoYWlyJ3MiLCJ3aGVlbGNoYWlyJyJd, accessed December 12, 2018. 
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maneuvering ability. In addition, brick has a tendency to buckle, which can create changes 
in level and tripping hazards for people with visual impairments as well as ambulatory 
pedestrians with mobility impairments, and which can also catch wheelchair casters. The 
Mission Street with Cycle Tracks Alternative would not replace the non-ADA-compliant 
sidewalk surface. Accordingly, this alternative would not improve safety for low-vision and 
mobility-impaired users of the corridor. 

 For transit users, boarding islands have limited capacity (i.e., narrow width) and are not 
ADA-compliant. Therefore, boarding islands, which are in the middle of vehicle traffic, can 
become overloaded with users that exceed the boarding islands’ safe capacity. 

By allowing traffic congestion to continue, not narrowing the Market Street pedestrian 
crossings, allowing conditions that are not ADA compliant to continue, and not completely 
addressing bicyclist/vehicle conflicts, the Mission Street with Cycle Tracks Alternative would 
allow the Market Street corridor to remain a high-injury network, and its higher than statewide 
average rate of injuries for an urban four-lane undivided road would likely continue. Therefore, 
the Mission Street with Cycle Tracks Alternative results in unacceptable safety and operational 
problems.  

The Mission Street with Cycle Tracks Alternative would not, after reasonable mitigation, result 
in severe social, economic, or environmental impacts; severe disruption to established 
communities; severe disproportionate impacts to minority or low income population; or severe 
impacts to environmental resources protected under other Federal statutes. 

The anticipated cost to implement this alternative is approximately $27 million. This alternative 
does not result in additional construction, maintenance, or operational costs of an 
extraordinary magnitude.  

The Mission Street with Cycle Tracks Alternative does not cause other unique problems or 
unusual factors. 

This alternative does not involve multiple of the above factors that, that while individually 
minor, cumulatively cause unique problems or impacts of extraordinary magnitude. As 
discussed above, this alternative is not prudent because it compromises the project to a degree 
that it is unreasonable to proceed with the project in light of the project purpose and need 
and results in unacceptable safety and operational problems. The Mission Street with Cycle 
Tracks Alternative would not meet project purpose to make the Market Street corridor safer 
and more efficient for all modes of transportation. Further, this alternative would not meet the 
ancillary project purpose to bring elements of the city infrastructure on Market Street to a state 
of good repair and improve the accessibility of the corridor and quality of its streetscape 
environment. In conclusion, the Mission Street with Cycle Tracks Alternative is not prudent, as 
it compromises the project to a degree that it is unreasonable to proceed with the project in 
light of the project purpose and need. Further, the Mission Street with Cycle Tracks 
Alternative would result in unacceptable safety and operational problems by allowing vehicle 
congestion, bicycle/vehicle conflicts, excessive pedestrian crossing width, and lack of ADA 
compliance to continue. 
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5.5 Summary of Avoidance Alternatives 

Table 8 summarizes the avoidance alternatives, and whether such alternatives are prudent as 
defined in 23 CFR 774.17.  

As Table 8 shows, all four avoidance alternatives would avoid Section 4(f) resources, but are not 
prudent because they would compromise the project to a degree that it is unreasonable to 
proceed with the project in light of the project purpose and need and would result in 
unacceptable safety and operational problems.  

6 Other Project Alternatives 
The alternatives that follow originated in two reports prepared pursuant to the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA): the Better	Market	Street	Initial	Study (San Francisco Planning 
Department 2016) and the Better	Market	Street	Draft	Environmental	Impact	Report (San Francisco 
Planning Department 2019). The alternatives included in these CEQA reports were the result of 
more than a decade of consultation with stakeholders and the public. A more complete 
description of this process can be found in Section 1.7.3, Alternatives	Considered	but	Eliminated	
from	Consideration, in Chapter 1 of the environmental assessment. All of the alternatives 
described in this section would require physical modification of Market Street constituting an 
“alteration” for the purposes of the ADA. Any construction that constitutes an alteration for 
purposes of the ADA in the Market Street corridor would require the removal of the greater part 
of the historic material (e.g., sidewalk surfaces and granite curbs) that in turn contribute to the 
Market Street Landscape District’s significance as a designed landscape associated with the 
Market Street Redevelopment Plan. Therefore, these alternatives would not avoid use of Section 
4(f) resources, and accordingly do not constitute avoidance alternatives. 

6.1 Complete Street and Transit Priority Improvements 
Alternative and Complete Street and Moderate Transit 
Priority Improvements Alternative 

The Complete Street and Transit Priority Improvements Alternative and the Complete Street and 
Moderate Transit Priority Improvements Alternative differ from each other in operational 
changes, specifically changes to private vehicle access and commercial and passenger loading.17 
From the standpoint of construction, the two alternatives are the same. Both alternatives include 
changes in roadway configuration; transit stop spacing, service, and characteristics; bicycle 
facilities; and sidewalk width and streetscapes; removal or relocation of street trees; partial 
renovation of Path of Gold light standards; and replacement and relocation of existing sewer lines 
and water lines, fire hydrants, AWSS lines, including AWSS fire hydrants, and electrical and other 
infrastructure. Both alternatives include two design options for bicycle paths. 

 
17 The Complete Street and Transit Priority Improvements Alternative and the Complete Street and Moderate 

Transit Priority Improvements Alternative are essentially the same as Alternatives 1 and 2, respectively, that the 
City of San Francisco included in its Better	Market	Street	Initial	Study (San Francisco Planning Department 2016).  
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Table 8. Summary of Avoidance Alternatives Analysis 

Factor	 No‐Build	Alternative	

Accelerated	Repair	and	
Maintenance	
Alternative	

Mission	Street	with	Bus	
Lanes	Alternative	

Mission	Street	with	Cycle	
Tracks	Alternative	

Avoidance of Section 4(f) 
Resources? 

Yes - Avoids Section 4(f) 
Resources 

Yes - Avoids Section 4(f) 
Resources 

Yes - Avoids Section 4(f) 
Resources 

Yes - Avoids Section 4(f) 
Resources 

Does it compromise the 
project to a degree that it 
is unreasonable to proceed 
with, in light of its stated 
purpose and need?  

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Does it result in 
unacceptable safety or 
operational problems? 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

After reasonable 
mitigation, does it still 
cause severe impacts18 or 
severe disruption to 
established communities?  

No No No No 

Does it result in additional 
construction, maintenance, 
or operational costs of an 
extraordinary magnitude? 

No No 
(Cost is $20–26 million) 

No 
(Cost is $30 million) 

No 
(Cost is $27 million) 

Does it cause other unique 
problems or unusual 
factors? 

No No No No 

Does it involve multiple 
factors that cumulatively 
cause unique problems or 
impacts of extraordinary 
magnitude?  

No No No No 

 
18 Severe impacts are defined as 1) Severe social, economic or environmental impacts; 2) Severe disproportionate impacts to minority or low income 
populations; or 3) Severe impacts to environmental resources protected under other Federal statutes (23 CFR 774.17)  
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The first design option would include a dedicated street-level bicycle facility on Market Street, 
and at locations where a dedicated facility does not currently exist, the existing shared lane 
painted with sharrows would be widened to 15 feet where feasible. Under the second design 
option, a new, approximately 5- to 9-foot-wide raised cycle track would be constructed on 
Market Street in each direction between the curb lanes and sidewalk. The new raised cycle 
track would be slightly raised above the adjacent curb lanes and could have different paving 
patterns or material to help identify the designated space for bicycles. At curbside transit stops, 
the new raised cycle track would be placed between a curbside transit boarding island and the 
sidewalk. A new protected cycle track also would be constructed on Valencia Street between 
Market and McCoppin streets. 

The majority of transportation and streetscape improvements associated with the Complete 
Street and Transit Priority Improvements Alternative and Complete Street and Moderate 
Transit Priority Improvements Alternative would be implemented within the operational public 
right-of-way. Some of these improvements, such as roadway configuration, transit stop spacing, 
and transit stop characteristics, would be an alteration as defined under the ADA (see section 
titled Americans	with	Disabilities	Act), requiring upgrades of contributing features of the district 
to comply with ADA requirements. These include replacing sidewalk surfaces and some granite 
curbs with materials that are ADA compliant. This change to the Market Street Cultural 
Landscape District would be a use under Section 4(f), similar to that described for the Build 
Alternative.  

6.2 Complete Street and Transit Priority Improvements on 
Market plus Bicycle Facility Improvements on Mission 
Alternative 

The Complete Street and Transit Priority Improvements on Market plus Bicycle Facility 
Improvements on Mission Alternative would have the same changes on Market Street as the 
Complete Street and Transit Priority Improvements Alternative with the first design option to 
construct a dedicated street-level bicycle facility on Market Street.19 However, this alternative 
would also include construction of a protected bicycle path on Mission Street. 

This alternative would implement the same improvements on Market Street as the Build 
Alternative including changes in roadway configuration; transit stop spacing, service, and 
characteristics; sidewalk width and streetscapes; removal or relocation of street trees; partial 
renovation of Path of Gold light standards; and replacement and relocation of existing sewer 
lines and water lines, fire hydrants, AWSS lines, including AWSS fire hydrants, and electrical and 
other infrastructure. As a result, this alternative would also result in a Section 4(f) use of the 
Market Street Cultural Landscape District by altering the same contributing streetscape 
features necessary for ADA compliance.  

 
19 The Complete Street and Transit Priority Improvements on Market plus Bicycle Facility Improvements on 

Mission Alternative is essentially the same as Alternative 3 that the City of San Francisco included in its Better	
Market	Street	Initial	Study (San Francisco Planning Department 2016).  
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6.3 Market Street Partial Build Alternative‐1 

The Market Street Partial Build Alternative-120 differs from the Build Alternative in the tree 
species proposed to replace the existing Platanus monoculture and the choice of paving and 
paving pattern to replace the existing sidewalk paving materials that are non-ADA compliant. 
Specifically, this alternative would replace the existing Platanus monoculture with trees of three 
to five genera that would have similar canopy shape and height as the existing Platanus. In 
addition, this alternative would completely replace the existing red brick in a herringbone 
pattern in order to better meet safety and mobility objectives of the proposed project while 
lessening the aesthetic change in color and pattern of the sidewalk materials. The color of the 
paving material for this alternative would be as close as possible to the existing red brick, 
consistent with Order 200369’s stipulations on color. This alternative would also seek to 
implement the same uniformity of existing sidewalk paving material as exists to the maximum 
allowable extent of the order, including its exception process.  

The Market Street Partial Build Alternative-1 would implement other improvements that are 
proposed as part of the Build Alternative including: changing lane and intersection 
configurations as well as some signal timing, control, and locations; constructing furnishing 
zones and bulb-outs; changing pedestrian crossing distances, and replacing some portions of 
granite curb; replacing loading areas; constructing physically separated bicycle lanes; 
modifying transit stop spacing, constructing a new bidirectional track loop, and upgrading 
transit stops for ADA compliance; relocating fire hydrants, including components of the historic 
AWSS, relocating or reconstructing stormwater catch basins, replacing street trees, relocating a 
BART/Muni elevator near United Nations Plaza, and partially restoring Path of Gold light 
standards within the project corridor.  

Any physical modification of Market Street required to meet the project purpose and need 
would require removal of the greater part of the historic material, for example, sidewalk 
surfaces and granite curbs, that in turn contribute to the Market Street Cultural Landscape 
District’s significance as a designed landscape associated with the Market Street 
Redevelopment Plan. Thus, Market Street Partial Build Alternative-1 would not avoid the use of 
Section 4(f) resources.  

6.4 Market Street Partial Build Alternative‐2 

The Market Street Partial Build Alternative-221 differs from the Build Alternative in the 
geographic extent of modifications. Specifically, in blocks of Market Street where no 
modifications to center boarding islands or curbside transit stops are needed, those blocks 
would generally retain streetscapes similar to existing conditions, with no changes to modify 
the facility for ADA compliance. In contrast, blocks of Market Street where modifications to 

 
20 The Market Street Partial Build Alternative-1 is essentially the same as the “Partial Preservation Alternative 1” 

that the City of San Francisco included for local procedural reasons in its Better	Market	Street	Draft	
Environmental	Impact	Report (San Francisco Planning Department 2019).  

21 The Market Street Partial Build Alternative-2 is essentially the same as the “Partial Preservation Alternative 2” 
that the City of San Francisco included for local procedural reasons in its Better	Market	Street	Draft	
Environmental	Impact	Report (San Francisco Planning Department 2019).  
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center boarding island and/or curbside transit stops are needed would see streetscape 
improvements similar to the Build Alternative, including modifications for ADA compliance, as 
discussed in the section titled Americans	with	Disabilities	Act.  

For those blocks where there would be no changes to curbside or center boarding island stops, 
the loading locations would remain the same as existing conditions, however, the proposed 
project’s time restrictions would apply to these existing loading zones. For all other blocks, 
including side street locations where parking would be removed, the loading locations and time 
restrictions would be the same as the Build Alternative. Bicycle access would be the same as 
under existing conditions for the blocks where no transit stop changes are proposed, which 
comprise Class II facilities (bicycle lanes) west of Eighth Street and Class III facilities (bicycle 
route markings in a mixed-flow lane) east of Eighth Street. Notably, these facilities would 
continue to operate alongside curbside bus stops. At locations where transit stop changes are 
proposed, a Class IV facility would be built at sidewalk level. 

Market Street Partial Build Alternative-2 would not include utility relocation or rehabilitation 
activities associated with the Build Alternative in blocks that would retain the existing brick 
material because those activities generally require excavation into the sidewalk.22 Utility 
relocation or rehabilitation activities that could be conducted within the blocks that would have 
the sidewalk material replaced or could be located entirely within the roadway right-of-way may 
occur under this alternative, including portions of some wastewater lines, water lines, and Muni 
traction power duct banks.23 It can be assumed/expected that, over time, existing infrastructure 
that is not upgraded as part of this alternative would continue to decay past its useful life, 
potentially resulting in the need for future ad hoc/emergency repairs and/or replacements. Such 
repairs and replacements would be expected to require as-needed removal and reconstruction of 
existing red brick sidewalk material. In addition, existing tree wells would be replanted with new 
trees to preserve the Platanus	monoculture, selecting from one of two varieties24 similar in 
character to the trees that would be removed but with greater disease tolerance.  

Because the Market Street Partial Build Alternative-2 involves many of the same transportation 
improvements as the Build Alternative, which in turn would result in changes to the streetscape 
in those blocks where the improvements are constructed, this alternative would result in 
impacts on contributing features of the Market Street Cultural Landscape District. These 
impacts would result from required upgrades to make these portions of the facility ADA 
compliant and result in a Section 4(f) use of the district.  

 
22 Excavation beneath the sidewalk would require removal of the existing brick material which would likely damage 

some or most of the existing bricks that would need to be removed to access the areas to be excavated. In addition, 
the activity of removing the existing bricks triggers compliance with ADA standards, which in turn require 
replacement of enough material to maintain a pedestrian through corridor of at least ten feet in width. Therefore, 
this alternative does not include any utility work that would need to occur beneath the sidewalks on blocks that 
would not have any changes to curbside or boarding island stops. 

23 Because the entire corridor would not be opened to utility replacement, the Market Street Partial Build 
Alternative-2 would likely need to forego any utility upsizing, but instead repair/replace existing infrastructure 
on affected blocks.  

24 These two varieties are 1) Platanus	x acerfolia	Bloodgood	“Columbia”	and 2)	Platanus	x	acerfolia	“Liberty.” 
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6.5 Core Elements Alternative  

The Core Elements Alternative would implement the same roadway configuration, transit 
facilities and operations, and pedestrian and bicycle facilities as the Build Alternative.25 
However, this alternative would not implement the following “state of good repair” 
infrastructure upgrades: 

 Relocation/rehabilitation of SFMTA signals 

 Full upgrade of all existing signal infrastructure on Market between Octavia Boulevard and 
Steuart Street 

 Full track replacement 

 Replacement of traction power system duct banks 

 Roadway and roadway subbase replacement 

 Relocation/rehabilitation of the following: 

 Fiber optic conduits 

 Wastewater facilities (sewer lines, manholes, catch basins) 

 Water facilities (water lines, low-pressure fire hydrants) 

 AWSS line/cisterns/hydrants 

 Muni traction power duct banks 

 Electrical lines serving traffic signals/streetlights 

 SFPUC power lines 

 Fire alarm call boxes 

This alternative also includes the following transportation elements, which would necessitate 
ADA-compliant upgrades for sidewalk brick and granite curbs during construction (see the 
section titled Americans	with	Disabilities	Act):  

 Roadway configuration (e.g., curb extensions for bulb-out construction to minimize crossing 
distances, curb pull-back for sidewalk-level bikeway coordination, relocation or 
modification of existing traffic islands, addition of small islands for sidewalk-level bikeway 
protection, raised crosswalks at alleyways, updated curb radii to accommodate bus 
movements, updated curb ramps, and major intersection reconfigurations) 

 Surface transit facilities (Muni-only lanes, stop spacing and service, stop characteristics, 
track and OCS locations, overhead catenaries and trolley poles, other surface infrastructure, 
and minor realignments of existing F-line tracks) 

 
25 The Core Elements Alternative is essentially the same as the Core Elements Alternative that the City of San 

Francisco included for local procedural reasons in its Better	Market	Street	Draft	Environmental	Impact	Report 
(San Francisco Planning Department 2019).  
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 Bicycle facilities (constructing physically separated bicycle lanes) 

 Pedestrian facilities (removing and replacing of all sidewalks in the project corridor) 

 Path of Gold (partial restoration, reconstruction, and realignment) 

The above changes would result in alterations in those blocks where the improvements are 
constructed, and therefore this alternative would result in impacts on contributing features of 
the Market Street Cultural Landscape District. These impacts would result from required 
upgrades to make these portions of the facility ADA compliant and would result in a Section 4(f) 
use of the district. 

7 Measures to Minimize Harm 
Per 23 CFR 774.3, an individual Section 4(f) evaluation must include all possible planning to 
minimize harm to the 4(f) property. 23 CFR 774.17 states that all possible planning means that 
all reasonable measures identified in the Section 4(f) evaluation to minimize harm or mitigate 
for adverse impacts and effects must be included in the project. 

With regard to all possible planning for historic sites, 23 CFR 774.17 specifically identifies the 
measures which serve to preserve the historic activities, features, or attributes of the site as 
those agreed by the Administration and the official(s) with jurisdiction over the Section 4(f) 
resource in accordance with the consultation process under 36 CFR part 800.  

The official with jurisdiction over the Market Street Cultural Landscape District is the State 
Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO). At the time of the Draft Section 4(f) Evaluation, Section 
106 consultation with SHPO on the project’s effects, and Section 106 consultation on the 
mitigation measures for the proposed adverse effect on the Market Street Cultural Landscape 
District have not been concluded.  

Table 9, below, indicates a preliminary set of measures which will inform the consultation with 
SHPO. In accordance with Section 106, Caltrans and San Francisco Public Works will consult 
with stakeholders as well as SHPO on the mitigation for the proposed adverse effect, and the 
final set of mitigation measures will be memorialized in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) 
between Caltrans and SHPO along with other interested parties as necessary. The mitigation 
measures in the MOA will be included in the Final 4(f) Evaluation.  

Per 23 CFR 774.17, in evaluating the reasonableness of measures to minimize harm, Caltrans 
will consider the preservation purpose of the 4(f) statute, along with: 

 The views of the official(s) with jurisdiction over the Section 4(f) property; 

 Whether the cost of the measures is a reasonable public expenditure in light of the adverse 
impacts of the project on the Section 4(f) property and the benefits of the measure to the 
property; 

 Any impacts or benefits of the measures to communities or environmental resources 
outside of the Section 4(f) property. 
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Table 9. Measures to Minimize Harm 

Resource	 Impact	 Measures	to	Minimize	Harm1	

Market Street 
Cultural Landscape 
District 

Demolition of character-
defining features that 
convey historic 
significance 

AMM‐CUL‐3:	Prepare	and	Submit	a	Historic	
Preservation	Treatment	Plan: Prepare a 
Historic Preservation Treatment Plan for the 
following contributing elements of the Market 
Street Cultural Landscape District: Embarcadero 
Plaza, Hallidie Plaza, and United Nations Plaza. 
AMM‐CUL‐4:	Develop	and	Implement	
Community‐led	Programs: Public Works will 
administer a selection of three community-led 
public programs to celebrate and commemorate 
the history of Market Street.  

8 Least Overall Harm Analysis  
When there is no feasible and prudent avoidance alternative to using Section 4(f) resources, the 
Lead Agency must approve the alternative that causes the least overall harm to Section 4(f) 
resources, taking into consideration the preservation purpose of the statute. To ascertain which 
alternative that uses Section 4(f) properties would cause the overall least harm under 23 CFR 
774.3(c)(1), the following seven factors will be considered:  

 Ability to mitigate adverse impacts on each Section 4(f) property (including any measures 
that result in benefits to the property)  

 Relative severity of the remaining harm, after mitigation, to the protected activities, 
attributes, or features that qualify each Section 4(f) property for protection  

 Relative significance of each Section 4(f) property  

 Views of the official(s) with jurisdiction over each Section 4(f) property  

 Degree to which each alternative meets the Purpose and Need for the project  

 After reasonable mitigation, the magnitude of any adverse impacts on resources not 
protected by Section 4(f)  

 Substantial differences in costs among the project alternatives  

The first four factors relate to the net harm that each project alternative would cause to the 
Section 4(f) property, and the remaining three factors take into account concerns with the 
project alternatives that are not specific to Section 4(f).  

In order to determine the alternative that has least overall harm, a balancing test is undertaken. 
The draft Section 4(f) evaluation discloses the various impacts to the different Section 4(f) 
properties, thereby initiating the balancing process, and contains a preliminary assessment of 
how the alternatives compare to one another. This initiation of the balancing process and 
preliminary assessment is contained in Table 10 below. However, the full analysis and 
identification of the alternative that has the overall least harm is not documented until the final 
Section 4(f) evaluation. In other words, this happens after the draft 4(f) evaluation has been 
circulated for public comment and the views of the officials with jurisdiction over each 4(f) 
property have been obtained. 
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9   Coordination with Agencies Having Jurisdiction 
SHPO is the official with jurisdiction for all Section 4(f) historic properties affected by the 
project. Six resources in the project area were identified as listed on the NRHP, an additional 
nine resources were identified as eligible for the NRHP, and 14 as not eligible. A letter was sent 
to the SHPO on March 9, 2020, to confirm the eligibility determinations of the properties in the 
APE. On April 22, 2020, and May 22, 2020, the SHPO concurred with the determinations, 
confirming that the evaluated properties are or are not eligible for the NRHP. Furthermore, 131 
resources are assumed eligible for listing in the NRHP for the purposes of the project. 

The following agencies serve as an official with jurisdiction over parks and recreational 
resources within the project corridor: San Francisco Public Works, San Francisco Recreation 
and Parks Department, San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency, Office of Community 
Investment and Infrastructure, Transbay Joint Powers Authority, Port of San Francisco, 
Association of Bay Area Governments and the Metropolitan Transportation Commission. The 
National Park Service (NPS) serves as an additional official with jurisdiction for any Section 4(f) 
property that is also designated a National Historic Landmark (NHL). Two NHLs are among the 
Section 4(f) properties identified for the current project: the Civic Center National Historic 
Landmark District (which is encompassed within the boundary of the locally designated Civic 
Center Landmark District) and the San Francisco Cable Cars National Historic Landmark.  

Further coordination with the officials with jurisdiction following the public comment period 
will be reported in the final 4(f) evaluation. 
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Table 10. Least Harm Analysis 

Factor	 Build	Alternative	

Complete	Street	and	Transit	
Priority	Improvements	
Alternative	and	Complete	Street	
and	Moderate	Transit	Priority	
Improvements	Alternative	

Complete	Street	and	Transit	
Priority	Improvements	on	
Market	plus	Bicycle	Facility	
Improvements	on	Mission	
Alternative	

Market	Street	Partial	Build	
Alternative‐1	

Market	Street	Partial	Build	
Alternative‐2	 Core	Elements	Alternative	

Ability	to	mitigate	adverse	
impacts	on	each	Section	4(f)	
property	(including	any	
measures	that	result	in	
benefits	to	the	property)		

The ability of the Build Alternative 
to mitigate adverse impacts is low. 
The Build Alternative would 
eliminate the Market Street 
Cultural Landscape District’s 
eligibility under Criterion C by 
removing the bulk of the physical 
features contributing under that 
criterion. Recordation is proposed 
to preserve a permanent record of 
the resources that would be 
destroyed. All other impacts on 
Section 4(f) properties would be 
de	minimis	(see Table 4, p. A-38); 
therefore, there would be no other 
adverse effects under Section 4(f) 
to mitigate. The Build Alternative 
would not result in any measures 
that would result in benefits to 
Section 4(f) properties. 

The ability of the Complete Street 
and Transit Priority Improvements 
Alternative and Complete Street 
and Moderate Transit Priority 
Improvements Alternative to 
mitigate adverse impacts is low. 
The alternative would eliminate 
the Market Street Cultural 
Landscape District’s eligibility 
under Criterion C by removing the 
bulk of the physical features 
contributing under that criterion. 
Recordation is proposed to 
preserve a permanent record of 
the resources that would be 
destroyed.  
All other impacts on Section 4(f) 
properties would be de	minimis	
(see Table 4); therefore, there 
would be no other adverse effects 
under Section 4(f) to mitigate. 
This alternative would not result 
in any measures that would result 
in benefits to Section 4(f) 
properties. 

The ability of the Complete Street 
and Transit Priority 
Improvements on Market plus 
Bicycle Facility Improvements on 
Mission Alternative to mitigate 
adverse impacts is low. The 
alternative would eliminate the 
Market Street Cultural Landscape 
District’s eligibility under 
Criterion C by removing the bulk 
of the physical features 
contributing under that criterion. 
Recordation is proposed to 
preserve a permanent record of 
the resources that would be 
destroyed.  
All other impacts on Section 4(f) 
properties would be de	minimis	
(see Table 4); therefore, there 
would be no other adverse effects 
under Section 4(f) to mitigate. 
This alternative would not result 
in any measures that would result 
in benefits to Section 4(f) 
properties. 

The ability of the Market Street 
Partial Build Alternative-1 to 
mitigate adverse impacts is low. 
The alternative would eliminate 
the Market Street Cultural 
Landscape District’s eligibility 
under Criterion C by removing the 
bulk of the physical features 
contributing under that criterion. 
Recordation is proposed to 
preserve a permanent record of 
the resources that would be 
destroyed.  
All other impacts on Section 4(f) 
properties would be de	minimis	
(see Table 4); therefore, there 
would be no other adverse effects 
under Section 4(f) to mitigate. 
This alternative would not result 
in any measures that would result 
in benefits to Section 4(f) 
properties. 

The ability of the Market Street 
Partial Build Alternative-2 to 
mitigate adverse impacts is low. 
The alternative would eliminate 
the Market Street Cultural 
Landscape District’s eligibility 
under Criterion C by removing the 
bulk of the physical features 
contributing under that criterion. 
Recordation is proposed to 
preserve a permanent record of 
the resources that would be 
destroyed.  
All other impacts on Section 4(f) 
properties would be de	minimis	
(see Table 4); therefore, there 
would be no other adverse effects 
under Section 4(f) to mitigate. 
This alternative would not result 
in any measures that would result 
in benefits to Section 4(f) 
properties. 

The ability of the Core Elements 
Alternative to mitigate adverse 
impacts is low. The alternative 
would eliminate the Market Street 
Cultural Landscape District’s 
eligibility under Criterion C by 
removing the bulk of the physical 
features contributing under that 
criterion. Recordation is proposed 
to preserve a permanent record of 
the resources that would be 
destroyed.  
All other impacts on Section 4(f) 
properties would be de	minimis	
(see Table 4); therefore, there 
would be no other adverse effects 
under Section 4(f) to mitigate. 
This alternative would not result 
in any measures that would result 
in benefits to Section 4(f) 
properties. 

Relative	severity	of	the	
remaining	harm,	after	
mitigation,	to	the	protected	
activities,	attributes,	or	
features	that	qualify	each	
Section	4(f)	property	for	
protection		

Moderate overall. The harm to the 
features that qualify the Market 
Street Cultural Landscape District 
under Criterion C would be 
severe, but the facility would still 
qualify for Section 4(f) protection 
under Criterion A, as the features 
contributing it would remain 
unaffected. Section 4(f) protection 
for these would remain in place. 
All other Section 4(f) impacts 
would be de	minimis, resulting in 
no remaining harm (see Table 4). 

Same as the Build Alternative: 
Moderate overall severity. The 
harm to the features that qualify 
the Market Street Cultural 
Landscape District facility under 
Criterion C would be severe, but 
the facility would still qualify for 
Section 4(f) protection under 
Criterion A, as the features 
contributing it would remain 
unaffected. Section 4(f) protection 
for these would remain in place. 
All other Section 4(f) impacts 
would be de	minimis, resulting in 
no remaining harm (see Table 4). 

Same as the Build Alternative: 
Moderate overall severity. The 
harm to the features that qualify 
the Market Street Cultural 
Landscape District facility under 
Criterion C would be severe, but 
the facility would still qualify for 
Section 4(f) protection under 
Criterion A, as the features 
contributing it would remain 
unaffected. Section 4(f) protection 
for these would remain in place. 
All other Section 4(f) impacts 
would be de	minimis, resulting in 
no remaining harm (see Table 4). 

Same as the Build Alternative: 
Moderate overall severity. The 
harm to the features that qualify 
the Market Street Cultural 
Landscape District facility under 
Criterion C would be severe, but 
the facility would still qualify for 
Section 4(f) protection under 
Criterion A, as the features 
contributing it would remain 
unaffected. Section 4(f) protection 
for these would remain in place. 
All other Section 4(f) impacts 
would be de	minimis, resulting in 
no remaining harm (see Table 4). 

Same as the Build Alternative: 
Moderate overall severity. The 
harm to the features that qualify 
the Market Street Cultural 
Landscape District facility under 
Criterion C would be severe, but 
the facility would still qualify for 
Section 4(f) protection under 
Criterion A, as the features 
contributing it would remain 
unaffected. Section 4(f) protection 
for these would remain in place. 
All other Section 4(f) impacts 
would be de	minimis, resulting in 
no remaining harm (see Table 4). 

Same as the Build Alternative: 
Moderate overall severity. The 
harm to the features that qualify 
the Market Street Cultural 
Landscape District facility under 
Criterion C would be severe, but 
the facility would still qualify for 
Section 4(f) protection under 
Criterion A, as the features 
contributing it would remain 
unaffected. Section 4(f) protection 
for these would remain in place. 
All other Section 4(f) impacts 
would be de	minimis, resulting in 
no remaining harm (see Table 4). 
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Factor	 Build	Alternative	

Complete	Street	and	Transit	
Priority	Improvements	
Alternative	and	Complete	Street	
and	Moderate	Transit	Priority	
Improvements	Alternative	

Complete	Street	and	Transit	
Priority	Improvements	on	
Market	plus	Bicycle	Facility	
Improvements	on	Mission	
Alternative	

Market	Street	Partial	Build	
Alternative‐1	

Market	Street	Partial	Build	
Alternative‐2	 Core	Elements	Alternative	

Relative	significance	of	each	
Section	4(f)	property		

The Market Street Cultural 
Landscape District is nationally 
significant for two of its three 
areas of significance. Additional 
nationally significant Section 4(f) 
properties altered by the Build 
Alternative include the Civic 
Center Landmark District, LGBTQ 
Tenderloin Historic District, San 
Francisco Cable Cars National 
Historic Landmark, and United 
Nations Plaza (which is nationally 
significant for one of its two areas 
of significance). One Section 4(f) 
property significant at the state 
level and 13 Section 4(f) 
properties significant at the local 
level would experience a Section 
4(f) use. However, the only 
Section 4(f) property affected by 
any alternative above a de	minimis 
level of impact is the Market 
Street Cultural Landscape District, 
so no relative valuation can be 
performed. 

The Market Street Cultural 
Landscape District is nationally 
significant for two of its three 
areas of significance. Additional 
nationally significant Section 4(f) 
properties expected to be altered 
by the Market Street Alternatives 
include the Civic Center Landmark 
District, LGBTQ Tenderloin 
Historic District, San Francisco 
Cable Cars National Historic 
Landmark, and United Nations 
Plaza (which is nationally 
significant for one of its two areas 
of significance). One Section 4(f) 
property significant at the state 
level and 13 Section 4(f) 
properties significant at the local 
level would be expected to 
experience a Section 4(f) use. 
However, the only Section 4(f) 
property affected by any 
alternative above a de	minimis 
level of impact is the Market 
Street Cultural Landscape District, 
so no relative valuation can be 
performed.  

The Market Street Cultural 
Landscape District is nationally 
significant for two of its three 
areas of significance. Additional 
nationally significant Section 4(f) 
properties expected to be altered 
by the Market Street Alternatives 
include the Civic Center Landmark 
District, LGBTQ Tenderloin 
Historic District, San Francisco 
Cable Cars National Historic 
Landmark, and United Nations 
Plaza (which is nationally 
significant for one of its two areas 
of significance). One Section 4(f) 
property significant at the state 
level and 13 Section 4(f) 
properties significant at the local 
level would be expected to 
experience a Section 4(f) use. 
However, the only Section 4(f) 
property affected by any 
alternative above a de	minimis 
level of impact is the Market 
Street Cultural Landscape District, 
so no relative valuation can be 
performed.  

The Market Street Cultural 
Landscape District is nationally 
significant for two of its three 
areas of significance. Additional 
nationally significant Section 4(f) 
properties expected to be altered 
by the Market Street Alternatives 
include the Civic Center Landmark 
District, LGBTQ Tenderloin 
Historic District, San Francisco 
Cable Cars National Historic 
Landmark, and United Nations 
Plaza (which is nationally 
significant for one of its two areas 
of significance). One Section 4(f) 
property significant at the state 
level and 13 Section 4(f) 
properties significant at the local 
level would be expected to 
experience a Section 4(f) use. 
However, the only Section 4(f) 
property affected by any 
alternative above a de	minimis 
level of impact is the Market 
Street Cultural Landscape District, 
so no relative valuation can be 
performed.  

The Market Street Cultural 
Landscape District is nationally 
significant for two of its three 
areas of significance. Additional 
nationally significant Section 4(f) 
properties expected to be altered 
by the Market Street Alternatives 
include the Civic Center Landmark 
District, LGBTQ Tenderloin 
Historic District, San Francisco 
Cable Cars National Historic 
Landmark, and United Nations 
Plaza (which is nationally 
significant for one of its two areas 
of significance). One Section 4(f) 
property significant at the state 
level and 13 Section 4(f) 
properties significant at the local 
level would be expected to 
experience a Section 4(f) use. 
However, the only Section 4(f) 
property affected by any 
alternative above a de	minimis 
level of impact is the Market 
Street Cultural Landscape District, 
so no relative valuation can be 
performed.  

The Market Street Cultural 
Landscape District is nationally 
significant for two of its three 
areas of significance. Additional 
nationally significant Section 4(f) 
properties expected to be altered 
by the Market Street Alternatives 
include the Civic Center 
Landmark District, LGBTQ 
Tenderloin Historic District, San 
Francisco Cable Cars National 
Historic Landmark, and United 
Nations Plaza (which is nationally 
significant for one of its two areas 
of significance). One Section 4(f) 
property significant at the state 
level and 13 Section 4(f) 
properties significant at the local 
level would be expected to 
experience a Section 4(f) use. 
However, the only Section 4(f) 
property affected by any 
alternative above a de	minimis 
level of impact is the Market 
Street Cultural Landscape District, 
so no relative valuation can be 
performed.  

Views	of	the	official(s)	with	
jurisdiction	over	each	Section	
4(f)	property		

SHPO concurred with the NRHP 
eligibility determinations on April 
22, 2020 and May 22, 2020, but 
their views on effects findings are 
yet to be determined. 
Coordination with the NPS and 
officials with jurisdiction over 
parks and recreation resources is 
pending. 

SHPO concurred with the NRHP 
eligibility determinations on April 
22, 2020 and May 22, 2020, but 
their views on effects findings are 
yet to be determined. 
Coordination with the NPS and 
officials with jurisdiction over 
parks and recreation resources is 
pending. 

SHPO concurred with the NRHP 
eligibility determinations on April 
22, 2020 and May 22, 2020, but 
their views on effects findings are 
yet to be determined. 
Coordination with the NPS and 
officials with jurisdiction over 
parks and recreation resources is 
pending. 

SHPO concurred with the NRHP 
eligibility determinations on April 
22, 2020 and May 22, 2020, but 
their views on effects findings are 
yet to be determined. 
Coordination with the NPS and 
officials with jurisdiction over 
parks and recreation resources is 
pending. 

SHPO concurred with the NRHP 
eligibility determinations on April 
22, 2020 and May 22, 2020, but 
their views on effects findings are 
yet to be determined. 
Coordination with the NPS and 
officials with jurisdiction over 
parks and recreation resources is 
pending. 

SHPO concurred with the NRHP 
eligibility determinations on April 
22, 2020 and May 22, 2020, but 
their views on effects findings are 
yet to be determined. 
Coordination with the NPS and 
officials with jurisdiction over 
parks and recreation resources is 
pending. 
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Factor	 Build	Alternative	

Complete	Street	and	Transit	
Priority	Improvements	
Alternative	and	Complete	Street	
and	Moderate	Transit	Priority	
Improvements	Alternative	

Complete	Street	and	Transit	
Priority	Improvements	on	
Market	plus	Bicycle	Facility	
Improvements	on	Mission	
Alternative	

Market	Street	Partial	Build	
Alternative‐1	

Market	Street	Partial	Build	
Alternative‐2	 Core	Elements	Alternative	

Degree	to	which	each	
alternative	meets	the	Purpose	
and	Need	for	the	project		

The Build Alternative fully meets 
the project purpose and need 
because it will: make Market 
Street safer and more efficient for 
all modes of transportation by 
reducing conflicts between 
transit, paratransit, taxis, 
commercial vehicles, cyclists, and 
pedestrians through changes to 
the roadway configuration and 
pedestrian facilities, and the 
addition of new dedicated bicycle 
facilities; it will replace 
infrastructure reaching the end of 
its operational design life; it will 
improve the accessibility of the 
corridor through replacement of 
existing pavement materials that 
do not meet ADA standards and 
upgrades to boarding islands; and 
it will improve the quality of the 
Market Street streetscape 
environment through the use of 
new pavement materials, new 
street trees, and other streetscape 
furnishings.  

The Complete Street and Transit 
Priority Improvements 
Alternative and Complete Street 
and Moderate Transit Priority 
Improvements Alternative 
partially meets the project 
purpose and need because they 
would: partially reduce conflicts 
between transit, paratransit, taxis, 
commercial vehicles, bicyclists, 
and pedestrians through changes 
to the roadway configuration and 
pedestrian facilities, and the 
addition of new bicycle facilities; 
they would replace infrastructure 
reaching the end of its operational 
design life; they would improve 
the accessibility of the corridor 
through replacement of existing 
pavement materials that do not 
meet ADA standards and 
upgrades to boarding islands; and 
they would improve the quality of 
the Market Street streetscape 
environment through the use of 
new pavement materials, new 
street trees, and other streetscape 
furnishings. However, these 
alternatives fail to meet the 
project purpose and need fully 
because they would result in the 
construction of bicycle facilities 
that would pose safety conflicts 
with transit, paratransit, taxis, and 
commercial vehicles either as a 
result of continued use of shared 
lanes or through conflicts 
between bicycle lanes and loading 
zones. 

The Complete Street and Transit 
Priority Improvements 
Alternative and Complete Street 
on Market plus Bicycle Facility 
Improvements on Mission 
Alternative partially meets the 
project purpose and need because 
it would: partially reduce conflicts 
between transit, paratransit, taxis, 
commercial vehicles, bicyclists, 
and pedestrians through changes 
to the roadway configuration and 
pedestrian facilities, and the 
addition of new bicycle facilities; 
it would replace infrastructure 
reaching the end of its operational 
design life; it would improve the 
accessibility of the corridor 
through replacement of existing 
pavement materials that do not 
meet ADA standards and 
upgrades to boarding islands; and 
it would improve the quality of 
the Market Street streetscape 
environment through the use of 
new pavement materials, new 
street trees, and other streetscape 
furnishings. However, this 
alternative fails to meet the 
project purpose and need fully 
because it would result in the 
construction of bicycle facilities 
that would pose safety conflicts 
with transit, paratransit, taxis, and 
commercial vehicles either as a 
result of continued use of shared 
lanes or through conflicts 
between bicycle lanes and loading 
zones; and it would cause a 
substantial delay to several Muni 
routes thereby negating the 
project purpose to increase the 
efficiency of different 
transportation modes. 

The Market Street Partial Build 
Alternative-1 partially meets the 
project purpose and need because 
it would: make Market Street 
safer for all modes of 
transportation by reducing 
conflicts between transit, 
paratransit, taxis, commercial 
vehicles, cyclists, and pedestrians 
through changes to the roadway 
configuration and pedestrian 
facilities, and the addition of new 
bicycle facilities; it would replace 
infrastructure reaching the end of 
its operational design life; and it 
would partially improve the 
accessibility of the corridor 
through upgrades of existing 
boarding islands to meet ADA 
standards. However, this 
alternative would not fully meet 
the ancillary project purpose of 
improving the accessibility of the 
corridor because it would replace 
existing sidewalk with materials 
that seek to replicate the color 
and pattern of the existing 
sidewalk materials, which would 
make it difficult for people with 
vision disabilities to identify and 
navigate the various sidewalk 
zones. 

The Market Street Partial Build 
Alternative2 partially meets the 
project purpose and need because 
it would: partially reduce conflicts 
between transit, taxis, commercial 
vehicles, cyclists, and pedestrians 
through changes to the roadway 
configuration and pedestrian 
facilities and the addition of new 
bicycle facilities on select blocks; 
replace infrastructure reaching 
the end of its operational design 
life on some blocks; it would 
improve the accessibility of the 
corridor through replacement of 
existing pavement materials that 
do not meet ADA standards and 
upgrades to boarding islands on 
some blocks; and it would 
improve the quality of the Market 
Street streetscape environment 
through the use of new pavement 
materials, new street trees, and 
other streetscape furnishings on 
some blocks. However, this 
alternative fails to meet the 
project purpose and need fully 
because it would not construct a 
bicycle facility on all blocks in the 
corridor and thus would not avoid 
existing conflicts with transit, 
paratransit, taxis, and commercial 
vehicles; it would not replace 
infrastructure the full length of 
the corridor; and it would not 
replace existing pavement 
materials and upgrade boarding 
islands the full length of the 
corridor to meet ADA standards.  

The Core Elements Alternative 
partially meets the project 
purpose and need because it 
would: reduce conflicts between 
transit, taxis, commercial vehicles, 
cyclists, and pedestrians through 
changes to the roadway 
configuration and pedestrian 
facilities, and the addition of new 
bicycle facilities; it would improve 
the accessibility of the corridor 
through replacement of existing 
pavement materials that do not 
meet ADA standards and 
upgrades to boarding islands; and 
it would improve the quality of 
the Market Street streetscape 
environment by planting new 
street trees, and installing 
streetscape furnishings. However, 
this alternative fails to replace 
infrastructure reaching the end of 
its operational design life. 
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Factor	 Build	Alternative	

Complete	Street	and	Transit	
Priority	Improvements	
Alternative	and	Complete	Street	
and	Moderate	Transit	Priority	
Improvements	Alternative	

Complete	Street	and	Transit	
Priority	Improvements	on	
Market	plus	Bicycle	Facility	
Improvements	on	Mission	
Alternative	

Market	Street	Partial	Build	
Alternative‐1	

Market	Street	Partial	Build	
Alternative‐2	 Core	Elements	Alternative	

After	reasonable	mitigation,	
the	magnitude	of	any	adverse	
impacts	on	resources	not	
protected	by	Section	4(f)		

The Build Alternative would 
result in construction-period 
impacts related to parks and 
recreational facilities, community 
impacts, traffic and 
transportation, visual 
quality/aesthetics, cultural 
resources, water quality and 
storm runoff, air quality, noise 
and vibration. Operation of the 
Build Alternative would result in 
beneficial effects on parks and 
recreational facilities, community 
character and cohesion, traffic and 
transportation, visual 
quality/aesthetics, and air quality. 

The magnitude of the impacts of 
the Complete Street and Transit 
Priority Improvements 
Alternative and Complete Street 
and Moderate Transit Priority 
Improvements Alternative would 
roughly be the same as the Build 
Alternative. This alternative 
would involve the sequential 
closure and reconstruction of 
major arterial streets and similar 
impacts of construction over 
similar lengths of Market Street. 

The magnitude of the impacts of 
the Complete Street and Transit 
Priority Improvements 
Alternative and Complete Street 
and Moderate Transit Priority 
Improvements Alternative would 
roughly be the same as the Build 
Alternative. This alternative 
would involve the sequential 
closure and reconstruction of 
major arterial streets and similar 
impacts of construction over 
similar lengths of Market Street. 
In addition, major construction 
activities and roadway closures 
would be required on Mission 
Street.  

The magnitude of the impacts of 
the Market Street Partial Build 
Alternative-1 would roughly be 
the same as the Build Alternative. 
This alternative would involve the 
sequential closure and 
reconstruction of major arterial 
streets and similar impacts of 
construction over similar lengths 
of Market Street. 

The magnitude of the impacts of 
the Market Street Partial Build 
Alternative-2 would roughly be 
the same as the Build Alternative. 
This alternative would involve the 
sequential closure and 
reconstruction of major arterial 
streets and similar impacts of 
construction over similar lengths 
of Market Street. 

The magnitude of the impacts of 
the Core Elements Alternative 
would be slightly less than the 
Build Alternative due to fewer 
infrastructure and utility 
upgrades. This alternative would 
involve the sequential closure and 
reconstruction of major arterial 
streets and similar impacts of 
construction over similar lengths 
of Market Street. 

Substantial	differences	in	
costs	among	the	project	
alternatives	

$603.7 million $535 million Complete Street and 
Moderate Transit Priority 
Improvements Alternative 

$560 million for the Complete 
Street and Transit Priority 
Improvements on Market plus 
Bicycle Facility Improvements on 
Mission Alternative  

$200 million $160 million $160 million 
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Appendix B 
Section 4(f) De Minimis and No Use Determinations 

Appendix B discusses cultural and recreational resources where project implementation will result 
in de	minimis impacts (Section 1) or no use (Section 2) under Section 4(f). In both sections, cultural 
resources are discussed first and parks and recreational facilities discussions follow.  

1 Section 4(f) De Minimis Determinations 
This section discusses de	minimis impact determinations under Section 4(f). Section 6009(a) of 
SAFETEA-LU amended Section 4(f) legislation at 23 United States Code (USC) 138 and 49 USC 303 to 
simplify the processing and approval of projects that have only de	minimis impacts on lands 
protected by Section 4(f). This amendment provides that once the U.S. Department of 
Transportation determines that a transportation use of Section 4(f) property, after consideration of 
any impact avoidance, minimization, and mitigation or enhancement measures, results in a de	
minimis impact on that property, an analysis of avoidance alternatives is not required and the 
Section 4(f) evaluation process is complete. FHWA’s final rule on Section 4(f) de minimis findings is 
codified in 23 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 774.3 and CFR 774.17.  

Responsibility for compliance with Section 4(f) has been assigned to the California Department of 
Transportation (Caltrans) pursuant to 23 USC 326 and 327, including de	minimis impact 
determinations, as well as coordination with those agencies that have jurisdiction over a Section 4(f) 
resource that may be affected by a project action. 

1.1 Historic Properties 

The study area for historic properties is referred to as the Area of Potential Effects (APE). The APE 
was established to include all potential direct and indirect effects on cultural resources that may 
result from the project. An APE was delineated for the built environment and one was delineated for 
archaeological resources. Historic properties in the APE, including archaeological resources, where 
no use will occur are discussed in Section 2.1. 

One hundred and forty-five NRHP-listed, NRHP-eligible, or assumed eligible built historic properties 
are located within the built environment APE. Six built properties located in the built environment 
APE are already listed in the NRHP, and eight built properties within the built environment APE 
were evaluated in the current study as appearing to meet the NRHP eligibility criteria. Pursuant to 
Section 106 PA Stipulation VIII.C.4, Caltrans assumed 131 additional built properties as eligible for 
listing in the NRHP for the purposes of this project. Ten of these NRHP-listed, NRHP-eligible, and 
assumed eligible built properties are historic districts, and 135 are individual resources (ICF 2020a).   

FHWA guidance for determining use under Section 4(f) differs subtly for historic districts that are 
NRHP-listed and NRHP-eligible with concurrence from the State Historic Preservation Officer 
(SHPO), and historic districts that are assumed eligible for NRHP listing for the purposes of a single 
project and have not received SHPO concurrence. In all cases, Section 4(f) takes into consideration 
changes to contributing elements of a historic district. If the historic district is NRHP-listed or -
eligible with SHPO concurrence, its contributing elements generally have been identified as part of 
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the NRHP listing process or SHPO review of the NRHP eligibility determination. Because the process 
for assuming an historic district as eligible for NRHP listing under the Section 106 PA does not 
necessarily involve the identification of the district’s contributing elements, however, then elements 
within the boundaries are assumed to be contributing elements of the district “unless they are 
determined by FHWA in consultation with the SHPO/THPO not to contribute” (FHWA 2012). 

All 145 NRHP-listed, NRHP-eligible, or assumed eligible built historic properties within the built 
environment APE qualify for protection under Section 4(f). The Market Street Cultural Landscape 
District, an NRHP-eligible landscape district, is evaluated under Section 4(f) in Appendix A because 
the project would have an adverse effect on the district under Section 106 and accordingly a use 
under Section 4(f). The use of this resource requires an individual Section 4(f) evaluation and which 
is provided in Appendix A. This Appendix B addresses the remaining 144 NRHP-listed, -eligible, or 
assumed eligible built properties within the built environment APE. Of these, 9 are proposed to have 
a de	minimis use under the proposed project, because the project would result in changes to 
contributing elements of these historic resources. These include 3 individual properties and 6 
historic districts. The remaining 135 built properties, inclusive of 132 individual properties and 3 
historic districts, do not contain contributing elements that would be changed as a result of the 
project and are analyzed only for their potential to experience a constructive use.  

Table 1 lists the 9 properties in the built-environment APE that are protected by Section 4(f) and 
that are proposed to have a de	minimis impact. The subsections following Table 1 provide a 
description of the proposed changes to the properties and their existing setting, along with an 
explanation for why a finding of de	minimis is appropriate for each property. The locations of all the 
built properties that qualify for protection under Section 4(f) are shown in Figure 1 (overview and 
sheets 1–8). 

Table 1. Historic Properties with Proposed De Minimis Impact Determinations 

APE	
Map	ID	 Name	of	Historic	Property	and	Location	

Period	of	Significance	and	
Evaluation	Criteria	

NRHP‐Eligible	and	Assumed	NRHP‐Eligible	Historic	Districts	

MR-29 San Francisco Auxiliary Water Supply System (AWSS), 
roadways throughout the city and county of San 
Francisco 

Period	of	Significance: 1908 to 1913 
Evaluation	Criteria: A and C 

MR-36 BART District, San Francisco, the East Bay, and 
portions of the San Francisco Peninsula 

Period	of	Significance: 1972 
Evaluation	Criteria: A and C 

MR-11 Civic Center Landmark District, bounded by Golden 
Gate Avenue to the north, Franklin Street to the west, 
Market Street to the south, and Jones Street to the 
east, SF, CA (Note: A portion of this district is already 
listed in the NRHP and as an NHL; a larger land area is 
eligible for the purposes of this report.) 

Period	of	Significance: 1896 to 1975 
Evaluation	Criteria: A and C 

MR-26 Kearny-Market-Mason-Sutter Conservation District, 
bounded by Bush Street to the north, Kearny Street to 
the east, Market Street to the south, and Taylor Street 
to the west, SF, CA  

Period	of	Significance: 1906 to 1930 
Evaluation	Criterion:	C 

MR-17 LGBTQ Tenderloin Historic District, bounded by Geary 
Street to the north, Taylor Street to the east, Market 
Street to the south, and Larkin Street to the west, SF, 
CA  

Period	of	Significance: 1933 to 1990 
Evaluation	Criterion: A 
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APE	
Map	ID	 Name	of	Historic	Property	and	Location	

Period	of	Significance	and	
Evaluation	Criteria	

MR-44 New Montgomery Mission-2nd Street Conservation 
District, bounded by Market Street to the north, 
Second Street to the east, Howard Street to the south, 
and Third Street to the west, SF, CA 

Period	of	Significance: 1906 to 1933 
Evaluation	Criterion: C 

NRHP‐Eligible	and	Assumed	NRHP‐Eligible	Individual	Historic	Properties	

MR-45 Crown Zellerbach Complex, One Bush Street, SF, CA Period	of	Significance: 1959 
Evaluation	Criterion: C 

MR-16 United Nations Plaza, San Francisco City Center, in the 
block bounded by Market, Hyde, McAllister, and 
Seventh streets, SF, CA 

Period	of	Significance: 1977 to 1978 
and 1985 to 1995 
Evaluation	Criteria: A and C 

MR-9 Fillmore West, 10–12 South Van Ness Avenue, SF, CA Period	of	Significance: 1968 to 1971 
Evaluation	Criteria:	A and B 

Notes: 
A = Association with “events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history.” 
B = Association with “the lives of persons significant in our past.” 
C = Resources “that embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction; represent the 
work of a master; possess high artistic values; or represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components 
may lack individual distinction.” 
D = Resources “that have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important to history or prehistory.” 
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Auxiliary Water Supply System (MR-29)
BART District (MR-36)
Hotel Andree (MR-4)

Wilson Brothers Company Building (MR-5)
Lesser Brothers Building (MR-7)

Civic Center Hotel (MR-8)
Market Street Masonry Landmark District (MR-6)

Better Market Street Project Figure 1
Section 4(f) Historic Properties 

(Sheet 1 of 8)

Federal Project Number: STPL-5934(180)

Note: The project corridor and the vicinity of the corridor include several historic and conservation districts, linear resources, and multi-component resources, including the Auxiliary Water Supply System, BART,
 and the San Francisco Cable Cars National Historic Landmark. Portions of these resources extend outside the vicinity of the corridor and are not mapped to their full extent to maintain legibility. 
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Federal Project Number: STPL-5934(180)

Note: The project corridor and the vicinity of the corridor include several historic and conservation districts, linear resources, and multi-component resources, including the Auxiliary Water Supply System, BART,
 and the San Francisco Cable Cars National Historic Landmark. Portions of these resources extend outside the vicinity of the corridor and are not mapped to their full extent to maintain legibility. 
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Federal Project Number: STPL-5934(180)

Note: The project corridor and the vicinity of the corridor include several historic and conservation districts, linear resources, and multi-component resources, including the Auxiliary Water Supply System, BART,
 and the San Francisco Cable Cars National Historic Landmark. Portions of these resources extend outside the vicinity of the corridor and are not mapped to their full extent to maintain legibility. 
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Federal Project Number: STPL-5934(180)

Note: The project corridor and the vicinity of the corridor include several historic and conservation districts, linear resources, and multi-component resources, including the Auxiliary Water Supply System, BART,
 and the San Francisco Cable Cars National Historic Landmark. Portions of these resources extend outside the vicinity of the corridor and are not mapped to their full extent to maintain legibility. 
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Note: The project corridor and the vicinity of the corridor include several historic and conservation districts, linear resources, and multi-component resources, including the Auxiliary Water Supply System, BART,
 and the San Francisco Cable Cars National Historic Landmark. Portions of these resources extend outside the vicinity of the corridor and are not mapped to their full extent to maintain legibility. 
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Note: The project corridor and the vicinity of the corridor include several historic and conservation districts, linear resources, and multi-component resources, including the Auxiliary Water Supply System, BART,
 and the San Francisco Cable Cars National Historic Landmark. Portions of these resources extend outside the vicinity of the corridor and are not mapped to their full extent to maintain legibility. 
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Note: The project corridor and the vicinity of the corridor include several historic and conservation districts, linear resources, and multi-component resources, including the Auxiliary Water Supply System, BART,
 and the San Francisco Cable Cars National Historic Landmark. Portions of these resources extend outside the vicinity of the corridor and are not mapped to their full extent to maintain legibility. 
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1.1.1 San Francisco Auxiliary Water Supply System  

The San Francisco Auxiliary Water Supply System (AWSS) (MR-29) is a discontiguous, gravity-fed 
fire-suppression system with numerous buildings, other structures, and infrastructural features 
throughout San Francisco (Figure 1). This property was evaluated as eligible for listing in the NRHP 
in the Historic Resources Evaluation Report (HRER) prepared for the proposed project, and SHPO 
concurrence was received on April 22, 2020. 

The contributing elements of the AWSS within the project corridor include the iron pipes below 
Market Street, lying inside the project boundaries; however, in many areas, these pipes were 
replaced in the 1970s with ductile iron. Therefore, their contributing status is related primarily to 
their role in supporting the overall function of the AWSS rather than the materials. In addition, the 
project corridor has three AWSS cisterns (near the Market Street intersections at Battery Street, Van 
Ness Avenue, and Valencia Street) and approximately 65 AWSS fire hydrants, which line both edges 
of Market Street and are in many cases contributing elements. Some of the contributing elements of 
the AWSS will be altered by project activities. This includes relocating or replacing portions of the 
underground AWSS pipes within the project corridor to maintain a state of good repair or match 
curb movement and shifting the majority of AWSS fire hydrants within the project corridor to 
accommodate proposed traffic lanes, pedestrian through zones, and other project elements. Utility 
covers on the three AWSS cisterns within the project corridor will be retained or replaced in kind. In 
addition, one AWSS hydrant along the northern edge of Market Street, between Front and Pine 
streets, may be removed as a result of the project; this hydrant was installed after the period of 
significance for the resource and is not a contributing element of the AWSS.  

The project prioritizes updating the AWSS to maintain functionality within the project corridor 
through replacement of existing pipes with new pipes that are consistent with respect to 
functionality, although not consistent with respect to a specific material (cast iron was used in the 
original system). In areas where the proposed project may remove original cast iron AWSS pipes, 
the replacement pipes will support the system’s fire suppression function and withstand the force of 
pressurized water. None of the three AWSS cisterns in the project corridor will be altered during the 
project. Furthermore, the only AWSS hydrant proposed for removal under the project does not date 
to the property’s period of significance; therefore, the project will not lessen its historic integrity. 
The approximately 64 AWSS hydrants within the project corridor will remain at or near their 
current locations within the Market Street streetscape and maintain the overall spatial relationships 
that characterize the property. In summary, the proposed project would maintain the overall 
characteristics that allow the property to convey its historical significance.  

Permanent changes to the AWSS, including replacing or relocating pipes, shifting the location of the 
AWSS fire hydrants, removing one fire hydrant, and replacing the cistern utility covers, will result in 
a finding of no adverse effect with standard conditions on the historic property, pending 
consultation with the SHPO. Because these changes will result in a finding of no adverse effect on the 
property under Section 106, Caltrans has preliminarily determined that the impacts on the AWSS 
are de	minimis and will inform SHPO if its intent to make the de	minimis finding during the Section 
106 consultation process. 
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1.1.2 BART District 

The BART District (MR-36) is a multi-component regional transit system, consisting of sub-surface 
tunnels, passenger stations, and light-rail trains that traverse San Francisco, the East Bay, and 
portions of the San Francisco Peninsula (Figure 1). Construction of the BART segment within the 
APE, including the Embarcadero, Montgomery Street, Powell Street and Civic Center/United Nations 
Plaza stations, was completed and opened to the public in 1973. Each of these stations has multiple 
entrance portals that provide access from Market Street to the station concourse level. The BART 
District is assumed to be eligible for listing in the NRHP as a historic district for the purpose of the 
current project. Accordingly, elements within this district’s boundaries are assumed to be 
contributing elements. 

While the BART District is primarily located underground, some elements within the boundaries of 
the BART District extend above ground and are within the project corridor. The project may result 
in relocation of the BART/Muni elevator at the Civic Center station to a new location within United 
Nations Plaza. However, the relocation of this BART District element to a nearby location represents 
a minor change that will not diminish the district’s overall historic character or function as the Bay 
Area’s public transit system. The proposed project will not introduce other visual, atmospheric, or 
audible elements that have potential to diminish the integrity of the BART District’s elements that 
qualify the historic district for protection under Section 4(f). 

Construction in the vicinity of the BART district will alter paving materials, traffic-lane 
configurations, infrastructure, and small-scale features along Market Street as well as McAllister 
Street between Market Street and Charles J. Brenham Place. However, these project activities 
represent a continuation of streetscape improvements that have been implemented along Market 
Street since the nineteenth century. The project will introduce new rail spurs from Market Street to 
McAllister Street and Charles J. Brenham Place to create the new F-loop. These alterations also 
represent a continuation of transit improvements that have been implemented within the Market 
Street streetscape since the nineteenth century. 

In addition to the relocation of the BART/Muni elevator, streetscape and transit improvements will 
permanently change the historic district’s setting, resulting in a Section 106 finding of no adverse 
effect on the historic property, pending consultation with the SHPO. These improvements will result 
in a permanent change to assumed contributing elements. Because these changes will result in a 
finding of no adverse effect on the property under Section 106, Caltrans has preliminarily 
determined that the impacts on the BART District are de	minimis and will inform SHPO of its intent 
to make the de	minimis finding during the Section 106 consultation process.  

1.1.3 Civic Center Landmark District 

The Civic Center Landmark District (MR-11) is located along the north side of Market Street and 
adjacent to the project corridor, generally between Larkin Street and Charles J. Brenham Place 
(Figure 1). The locally designated Civic Center Landmark District fully encompasses, and is larger 
than, the Civic Center National Historic Landmark District (which also includes United Nations Plaza 
– see Section 1.1.8 below). The Civic Center Landmark District contains a collection of striking 
Beaux-Arts civic institutional buildings, including the landmark city hall, public library, state 
administrative and court buildings, and Exposition Auditorium, which are arranged around the 
landscaped Civic Center Plaza and formal approach axis provided by Fulton Street. In addition to 
grand civic buildings and public plazas, the Civic Center Landmark District also encompasses 
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numerous small-scale landscape features that help the district convey its historic character as an 
early twentieth-century master-planned civic center, designed according to City Beautiful planning 
principles. The Civic Center Landmark District is assumed eligible for NRHP listing for the purpose 
of the current project. Accordingly, elements within this district’s boundaries, including elements in 
the public right-of-way, are assumed to be contributing elements. 

A portion of the district, 2.9 acres, lies within the boundaries of the project corridor along Market 
Street between 9th Street and 7th Street, and along 7th Street between Market Street and McAllister 
Street. Construction in the district will involve the removal and replacement of public sidewalks at 
Market Street and McAllister Street, introduction of furnishing zones, addition of curb ramps, 
removal and replacement and/or reuse and reinstallation of granite curbs, relocation of AWSS 
hydrants and emergency call boxes, removal/relocation of some Path of Gold light standards, and 
relocation of some associated historic utility boxes. However, these modifications will not change 
the ability of these elements to convey the character of the district.  

The proposed project will include upgrades to the power traction substation at United Nations 
Plaza, which will include the removal of a portion of the brick paving in the plaza. After the 
upgrades, the area will be repaved using the removed bricks or, if needed, in-kind replacement 
bricks. In addition, the project will include relocation of the BART/Muni elevator at United Nations 
Plaza. This feature is not a contributing element for the district. The removal of brick paving will 
remove a portion of one of the small-scale features that is also a contributing element, the granite 
inlay that delineates quadrants of United Nations plaza and indicates the city’s latitude and 
longitude. However, only the outermost segments of the inlay near Market Street will be removed; 
therefore, the feature will continue to delineate plaza quadrants and indicate the city’s location. 
Removal of sidewalk brick and construction of new streetscape elements along Market Street will 
remove the continuous surface paving that unifies United Nations Plaza with the adjacent sidewalk. 

Furthermore, the project will introduce new rail spurs from Market Street to McAllister Street and 
Charles J. Brenham Place to create the new F-loop and an associated boarding ramp. The ramp will 
require removal of two trees, a small area of red brick pavers, and a span of the granite curb. These 
changes will be minimal and will not diminish the overall historic character of the district.  

In addition, work proposed in the immediate vicinity of the Civic Center Landmark District includes 
demolishing the public right-of-way as well as designing and constructing various transportation 
improvements and streetscape improvements. In addition, tracks for the new F-loop will be 
constructed within the roadway of Charles J. Brenham Place, an area where no street tracks are 
currently located. Charles J. Brenham Place forms the eastern edge of the Civic Center Landmark 
District; the new F-loop tracks will be located adjacent to the district boundary. The rails will 
require construction of a boarding ramp along the sidewalk adjacent to the southbound lane on 
Charles J. Brenham Place. The ramp will require removal of two non-contributing trees, a small 
swath of red brick pavers, and a span of the granite curb. These project activities will alter the 
broader streetscape outside of the boundaries of the district, but will occur within its setting.  

Assumed contributing elements of the district in the existing setting of the Civic Center Landmark 
District will be permanently altered by new sidewalk and roadway materials, new street trees, and 
reconstructed Path of Gold light standards. The proposed project will not physically damage or alter 
assumed contributing buildings that form the Civic Center Landmark District or introduce other 
visual, atmospheric, or audible elements that have potential to diminish the integrity of the elements 
that qualify the historic district for protection under Section 4(f). 
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The permanent changes to assumed contributing elements in the public right-of-way, as well as 
permanent changes to the historic district’s setting, will result in a Section 106 finding of no adverse 
effect, pending consultation with the SHPO. Because these changes will result in a finding of no 
adverse effect on the property under Section 106, Caltrans has preliminarily determined that the 
impacts on the Civic Center Landmark District are de	minimis and will inform SHPO of its intent to 
make the de	minimis finding during the Section 106 consultation process. 

1.1.4 Kearny‐Market‐Mason‐Sutter Conservation District 

The Kearny-Market-Mason-Sutter Conservation District (MR-26), arranged across approximately 
25 city blocks, contains contributing buildings constructed between 1906 and 1930. It is generally 
bounded by Pine and Bush streets to the north; Kearny Street to the east; Market, Jessie, and 
Stevenson streets to the south; and Taylor Street to the west (Figure 1). The district has a primarily 
retail and commercial character. Its buildings are typically four to six stories high, constructed of 
masonry material, and clad in stone, terra cotta, or stucco. The structures, which fill the entire lot, 
are designed in a Classically influenced architectural style that was popular in the early twentieth 
century. The district is assumed eligible for NRHP listing for the purpose of the current project. 
Accordingly, elements within this district’s boundaries, including elements in the public right-of-
way, are assumed to be contributing elements. 

A portion of the district, 6.1 acres within the public right-of-way, lies within the boundaries of the 
project corridor along Market Street between Mason Street and Kearny Street north of Market Street 
and between 6th Street and 3rd Street south of Market Street. Construction in the district will involve 
modification of the street grid in the project corridor, but no direct modifications to any buildings 
that are assumed to contribute to the district are proposed as part of the project. However, all work 
is proposed in Market Street in the vicinity of contributing buildings to the Kearny-Market-Mason-
Sutter Conservation District and will involve the removal of assumed contributing elements in the 
public right-of-way. Work proposed includes removing and replacing public sidewalks, installing a 
sidewalk-level bikeway, introducing furnishing zones within the sidewalk area, adding curb ramps, 
removing existing street trees and planting new street trees in a new alignment, and reconstructing 
the Path of Gold light standards. This work will take place within a limited portion of the district, 
along its southeastern edge in the public right-of-way. The remaining buildings within the district 
are physically removed from the proposed work and will not experience any change to their 
physical characteristics. These project activities will alter the broader streetscape outside of the 
district but within its setting. Furthermore, the project will not introduce other visual, atmospheric, 
or audible elements that have potential to diminish the integrity of the elements that qualify the 
historic district for protection under Section 4(f). 

The permanent changes to assumed contributing elements in the public right-of-way, as well as 
permanent changes to the historic district’s setting, will result in a Section 106 finding of no adverse 
effect on the historic property, pending consultation with the SHPO. Because these changes will 
result in a finding of no adverse effect on the property under Section 106, Caltrans has 
preliminarily determined that the impacts on the Kearny-Market-Mason-Sutter Conservation 
District are de	minimis and will inform SHPO of its intent to make the de	minimis finding during 
the Section 106 consultation process. 
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1.1.5 LGBTQ Tenderloin Historic District 

The LGBTQ Tenderloin Historic District (MR-17) contains buildings that include businesses, nightlife 
establishments, low-rent residences, and other uses that served members of San Francisco’s LGBTQ 
communities between the end of Prohibition in 1933 and 1990. These buildings are generally within 
the boundaries of the Market Street Theatre and Loft National Register District and Uptown 
Tenderloin National Register Historic District (Figure 1). The district is assumed eligible for NRHP 
listing for the purpose of the current project. Accordingly, elements within this district’s boundaries, 
including elements in the public right-of-way, are assumed to be contributing elements. 

A portion of the district, 4.4 acres within the public right-of-way, lies within the boundaries of the 
project corridor along Market Street between Charles J. Brenham Place and Mason Street north of 
Market Street, and between 8th Street and 5th Street south of Market Street. Construction in the 
district will involve modification of the Market Street streetscape, but these changes are consistent 
with streetscape improvements that began along Market Street during the district’s period of 
significance. No direct modifications to any buildings that are assumed to contribute to the district 
are proposed as part of the project. All project features are proposed to be constructed in the public 
right-of-way and involve the removal of assumed contributing elements. Work proposed includes 
removing and replacing the public sidewalks, installing a sidewalk-level bikeway, introducing 
furnishing zones, adding curb ramps, removing existing street trees and planting new street trees in 
a new alignment, and reconstructing the Path of Gold light standards. In addition, tracks for the new 
F-loop will be constructed within McAllister Street between Market Street and Charles J. Brenham 
Place, an area where no street tracks are currently located. A curbside transit stop will also be 
constructed along McAllister Street west of Jones Street. Both this segment of the F-loop and the 
curbside transit stop will be within the boundary of the LGBTQ Tenderloin Historic District. This 
work will take place within a limited portion of the district, near its southeastern edge. These 
project activities will alter the broader streetscape outside of the boundaries of the district, but will 
occur within its setting. However, the proposed project will not physically damage or alter assumed 
contributing buildings that form the LGBTQ Tenderloin Historic District or introduce other visual, 
atmospheric, or audible elements that have potential to diminish the integrity of the property’s 
elements that qualify the historic district for protection under Section 4(f). 

The permanent changes to assumed contributing elements in the public right-of-way, as well as to 
the historic district’s setting, will result in a Section 106 finding of no adverse effect on the historic 
property, pending consultation with the SHPO. These improvements will result in a permanent 
change to assumed contributing elements. Because these changes will result in a finding of no 
adverse effect on the property under Section 106, Caltrans has preliminarily determined that the 
impacts on the LGBTQ Tenderloin Historic District are de	minimis and will inform SHPO of its 
intent to make the de	minimis finding during the Section 106 consultation process. 

1.1.6 New Montgomery‐Mission‐2nd Street Conservation District 

The New Montgomery-Mission-2nd Street Conservation District (MR-44) is in the eastern portion of 
the South of Market area in downtown San Francisco. It is generally bounded by Market Street to the 
north, Third Street to the west, Howard Street to the south, and Second Street to the east (Figure 1). 
The district is characterized primarily by large masonry commercial loft and light industrial 
buildings that were constructed between 1906 and 1933 and clustered around New Montgomery 
Street, which was planned as an extension to Montgomery Street, leading two blocks south from 
Market Street before terminating at Howard Street. The district is assumed eligible for NRHP listing 
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for the purpose of the current project. Accordingly, elements within this district’s boundaries, 
including elements in the public right-of-way, are assumed to be contributing elements. 

A portion of the district, 0.9 acre within the public right-of-way, lies within the boundaries of the 
project corridor along Market Street between 3rd Street and 2nd Street south of Market Street and 
along 2nd Street between Market Street and Stevenson Street. However, no direct modifications to 
any buildings that are assumed to contribute to the district are proposed as part of the proposed 
project. All project features are proposed to be constructed in the public right-of-way. Work 
proposed in the immediate vicinity of the New Montgomery-Mission-2nd Street Conservation 
District’s assumed contributing buildings adjacent to Market Street includes removing and replacing 
public sidewalks, installing a sidewalk-level bikeway, introducing furnishing zones, adding curb 
ramps, removing existing street trees and planting new street trees in a new alignment, and 
reconstructing the Path of Gold light standards. These elements are assumed to contribute to the 
district’s historic character. Buildings within the district are located at a distance from the proposed 
work, and there will be no change to their physical characteristics. These project activities will alter 
the broader streetscape outside of the boundaries of the district but will occur within its setting. The 
proposed project will not physically damage or alter these assumed contributing buildings that form 
the New Montgomery-Mission-2nd Street Conservation District nor introduce other visual, 
atmospheric, or audible elements that have potential to diminish the integrity of the property’s 
elements that qualify the historic district for protection under Section 4(f). 

The permanent changes to assumed contributing elements in the public right-of-way, as well as to 
the historic district’s setting, will result in a Section 106 finding of no adverse effect on the historic 
property, pending consultation with the SHPO. Because these changes will result in a finding of no 
adverse effect on the property under Section 106, Caltrans has preliminarily determined that the 
impacts on the New Montgomery Mission-2nd Street Conservation District are de	minimis and will 
inform SHPO of its intent to make the de	minimis finding during the Section 106 consultation 
process. 

1.1.7 Crown Zellerbach Complex, One Bush Street 

The Crown Zellerbach Complex (MR-45) is a “Miesian” International-style and Corporate Modern–
style office complex situated on an irregularly shaped lot formed by the intersection of Bush, Market, 
Sansome, and Battery streets. It comprises a 20-story office tower, one-story circular commercial 
bank building, sunken garden plaza between the two buildings, and a triangular median at the 
intersection of Bush and Battery streets (Figure 1). The complex was constructed in 1959. This 
property was evaluated as eligible for listing in the NRHP in the HRER prepared for the proposed 
project, and SHPO concurrence was received on April 22, 2020. 

A portion of the Crown Zellerbach Complex, 0.1 acre, lies within the boundaries of the project 
corridor along Market Street between Sansome Street and Battery Street. Project activities will not 
demolish or alter the resource in an adverse manner. However, the project will require permanent 
alterations to this resource, including closure of the portion of Battery Street east of the Crown 
Zellerbach Complex to vehicle traffic and transition of this area to a pedestrian use. It is possible that 
the proposed modification of the Battery Street bridge could entail alterations to adjacent landscape 
features on a separate parcel, including a small area of river rock paving and two trees on the traffic 
island adjacent to the parking garage exit. These landscape features match landscaping at the 
resource, however, they read as a secondary feature of the property. Any change will not affect the 
contributing elements of the property. In addition, the sequence of street circulation at the eastern 
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edge of the Crown Zellerbach Complex will be modified; private vehicles exiting the sub-surface 
parking garage will be required to turn right onto Market Street. Furthermore, the project will close 
the Battery Street bridge between Bush and Market trees and pave it for pedestrian and bicycle use. 
The Battery Street bridge is not a contributing element to the historic property, nor is the river rock 
paving that covers the traffic island between Battery, Bush, and Market Streets, which may also be 
paved for pedestrian use under the project. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of the Crown 
Zellerbach Complex includes removing and replacing the public sidewalks, installing a sidewalk 
level bikeway, introducing a furnishing zone, removing existing street trees and planting new street 
trees in a new alignment, and reconstructing the Path of Gold light standards. Work proposed in 
Market Street in the vicinity of the Crown Zellerbach Complex includes demolishing the public right-
of-way as well as designing and constructing various transportation improvements and streetscape 
improvements. 

The existing setting of the Crown Zellerbach Complex’s will be permanently altered by including 
new sidewalk and roadway materials, new configurations, new street trees, and reconstructed Path 
of Gold light standards. These changes will occur primarily in the Market Street streetscape; the 
Battery Street bridge will be paved for pedestrian use. The proposed project will not physically 
damage or alter the Crown Zellerbach Complex or introduce other visual, atmospheric, or audible 
elements that have potential to diminish the integrity of the property’s historical features that 
qualify the historic property for protection under Section 4(f). 

There will be permanent changes to the existing setting, including landscaping changes on an 
adjacent parcel and changes to vehicular circulation, that will result in a Section 106 finding of no 
adverse effect on the historic property, pending consultation with the SHPO. Because these changes 
will result in a finding of no adverse effect on the property under Section 106, Caltrans has 
preliminarily determined that the impacts on the Crown Zellerbach Complex are de	minimis and 
will inform SHPO of its intent to make the de	minimis finding during the Section 106 consultation 
process. 

1.1.8 United Nations Plaza 

United Nations Plaza (MR-16) is a Modern-style public plaza in San Francisco’s Mid-Market area 
(Figure 1); the plaza was designed by mid-twentieth-century landscape architect Lawrence Halprin 
and completed in 1975. The 2.6-acre plaza features two primary pedestrian axes. One runs east–
west along Fulton Street; the other runs north–south along Leavenworth Street. Red brick laid in a 
herringbone pattern is found throughout the pedestrian portions of the plaza. A large fountain, 
located at the eastern end of the plaza, is composed of more than 100 granite blocks, which have 
been organized into five primary groups that represent the world’s major continents. United Nations 
Plaza includes landscape features, such as light standards and paired rows of trees parallel to the 
pedestrian mall along the east–west axis on Fulton Street. The plaza is also landscaped with grassy 
areas and scattered seating and provides access to the Civic Center BART and Muni station. This 
property was evaluated as eligible for listing in the NRHP in the HRER prepared for the proposed 
project, and SHPO concurrence was received on April 22, 2020. The United Nations Plaza is also 
being considered as a contributor to the Civic Center National Historic Landmark District (see 
Section 1.1.3 above). 

A portion of United Nations Plaza, 0.7 acre, lies within the boundaries of the project corridor along 
Market Street between Hyde Street and 7th Street north of Market Street. The proposed project will 
include upgrades to the power traction substation at the resource, which will include the removal of 
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a portion of the brick paving in the plaza. After the upgrades, the area will be repaved using the 
removed bricks or, if needed, in-kind replacement bricks. In addition, the project will include 
relocation of the BART/Muni elevator at United Nations Plaza. This feature is not a contributing 
element for the district and will be relocated to an area that is non-contributing for the district. 
However, the removal of brick paving will remove a portion of one of the small-scale features that is 
also a contributing element, the granite inlay that delineates quadrants of the plaza and indicates the 
city’s latitude and longitude. However, only the outermost segments of the inlay near Market Street 
will be removed; therefore, the feature will continue to delineate plaza quadrants and indicate the 
city’s location. Removal of sidewalk brick and construction of new streetscape elements along 
Market Street will remove the continuous surface paving that unifies the resource with the adjacent 
sidewalk. In addition, the on-boarding ramp associated with the F-loop, to be installed in the 
southbound lane of Charles J. Brenham Place, will result in the removal of two trees, a small portion 
of brick paving, and a span of the granite curb. These changes, however, are minimal relative to the 
resource’s 2.6-acre size. These changes will not change the contributing elements such that it will no 
longer be eligible for the NRHP or protection under Section 4(f). 

The project will remove limited amounts of historic materials, including bricks to facilitate traction 
substation work and portions of the inlaid granite bands that extend through the sidewalk 
pedestrian zone adjacent to Market Street. In addition, the project may remove limited amounts of 
historic materials at the internal slope of the BART/Muni station portal to accommodate relocation 
of the elevator to this location. Despite removal of the inlaid granite bands and the original facing 
materials at the BART/Muni station portal, overall, the historic materials and designs throughout 
the approximately 110,000-square-foot plaza will remain intact. 

United Nations Plaza also has a recreational use and is discussed below in Section 1.2.4, United	
Nations	Plaza. 

Permanent changes to the historic property, including upgrades to the power traction substation 
and associated removal of brick paving; relocation of a BART/Muni elevator and associated removal 
of a granite inlay that delineates plaza quadrants and indicates the city’s latitude and longitude; 
removal of sidewalk brick adjacent to the plaza, which will remove unifying elements between the 
plaza and the existing setting; and installation of the on-boarding ramp associated with the F-loop, 
resulting in removal of two trees, brick paving, and a span of granite curb, will result in a Section 
106 finding of no adverse effect with standard conditions on the historic property, pending 
consultation with the SHPO. Because these changes will result in a finding of no adverse effect on 
the property under Section 106, Caltrans has preliminarily determined that the impacts on United 
Nations Plaza are de	minimis and will inform SHPO of its intent to make the de	minimis finding 
during the Section 106 consultation process. 

1.1.9 Fillmore West, 10–12 South Van Ness Avenue 

The resource at 10–12 South Van Ness Avenue (MR-9) (Figure 1) is a two-story commercial building 
that was constructed in 1927; between 1968 and 1971, it housed Fillmore West, a music 
performance venue. The asymmetrical, mostly two-story building sits on a triangularly shaped lot 
with an angular orientation toward Market Street and Van Ness Avenue. The building is assumed 
eligible for NRHP listing for the purpose of the current project. 

A portion of the historic boundary of 10–12 South Van Ness Avenue, < 0.1 acre, lies within the 
boundaries of the project corridor along Market Street between 12th Street and S Van Ness Avenue 
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south of Market Street. No direct modifications to the historic building are proposed as part of the 
project. All project features are proposed to be constructed in the public right-of-way. The project 
proposes modification of Fillmore West’s existing setting, including new sidewalk and roadway 
materials, new street trees, new transit boarding island, and reconstructed Path of Gold light 
standards. These changes will occur primarily in the Market Street streetscape, immediately in front 
of the building’s primary façade. However, Fillmore West has experienced similar types of changes 
to its setting since its period of significance (1968–1971), with almost no alteration to the elements 
that convey the property’s historic character. As such, new project features are part of the 
continuum of change to the visual landscape and setting of the Market Street streetscape over time. 
The proposed project will not physically damage or alter 10–12 South Van Ness Avenue or introduce 
other visual, atmospheric, or audible elements that have potential to diminish the integrity of the 
property’s historical features that qualify the historic district for protection under Section 4(f). 

The permanent change in the historic property’s setting will result in a Section 106 finding of no 
adverse effect on the historic property, pending consultation with the SHPO. Because these changes 
will result in a finding of no adverse effect on the property under Section 106, Caltrans has 
preliminarily determined that the impacts on 10–12 South Van Ness Avenue are de	minimis and 
will inform SHPO of its intent to make the de	minimis finding during the Section 106 consultation 
process. 

1.1.10 Conclusion for Historic Properties 

Of the 9 historic properties discussed in this section, the project will alter contributing elements of 8 
historic properties (AWSS, BART District, Civic Center Landmark District, Kearny-Market-Mason-
Sutter Conservation District, LGBTQ Tenderloin Historic District, New Montgomery-Mission-2nd 
Street Conservation District, Crown-Zellerbach Complex, and United Nations Plaza) and it will not 
alter contributing elements of the remaining 1 property (Fillmore West, 10–12 South Van Ness 
Avenue), although it will extend inside the property’s boundary and will alter its setting. 
Accordingly, Caltrans has preliminarily determined the Section 106 findings of no adverse effect will 
be a de	minimis use under Section 4(f) of the 9 historic properties, pending SHPO concurrence. 
Because the Civic Center Landmark District encompasses the Civic Center National Historic 
Landmark District, concurrence will also be sought from the National Park Service, which serves as 
an official with jurisdiction for Section 4(f) properties that are designated as National Historic 
Landmarks. 

1.2 Parks and Recreational Facilities 

The study area for recreational facilities, defined as the area within 0.25 mile of the project corridor, 
includes publicly owned parks, recreational facilities, and Class 1 trails that qualify for protection 
under Section 4(f). Twenty-eight park and recreational facility resources were identified in the 
study area, one of which is also discussed as a historic property in Section 1.1.8, United	Nations	
Plaza. Figure 2 shows the locations of all parks and recreational facility resources that qualify for 
protection under Section 4(f). The map ID number for each resource is illustrated in the figure, 
numbered from west to east, and is also provided in Tables 2 and 5. 

Table 2 lists the five recreational resources in the study area that are protected by Section 4(f) and 
that are proposed to have a de	minimis impact. The project will not result in a proposed Section 4(f) 
use of the remaining 23 parks and recreational facilities in the study area, which are discussed in 
Section 2, Resources	Evaluated	Relative	to	the	Requirements	of	Section	4(f):	No‐Use	Determinations. 
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The subsections following Table 2 provide a description of the proposed changes to the resources, 
along with an explanation for why a finding of de	minimis is appropriate for each resource. 

Table 2. Parks and Recreational Facilities with De Minimis Impact Determinations 

Map	ID	 Name	 Description	

16 Mark Twain 
Plaza 

Distance	from	Project	Corridor: within project boundaries 
Location:	Annie and Market streets, SF, CA 94105 
Size: 0.1 acre, <0.01 acre within study area 
Features: Shrubs in plaza planting beds, benches, and red brick paving in 
herringbone pattern 
Agency	with	Jurisdiction: San Francisco Public Works 
Section	4(f)	Applicability: Publicly owned park	

19 Mechanics 
Monument 
Plaza 

Distance	from	Project	Corridor: within project boundaries 
Location:	Battery and Market streets, SF, CA 94105 
Size: 0.1 acre, <0.01 acre within study area 
Features: Monument by Douglas Tilden, benches and landscaping 
Agency	with	Jurisdiction: San Francisco Public Works 
Section	4(f)	Applicability:	Publicly owned park	

20 Robert Frost 
Plaza 

Distance	from	Project	Corridor: 0—adjacent 
Location:	Drumm and Market streets, SF, CA 94105 
Size: 0.1 acre, 0.1 acre within study area 
Features: Small plaque dedicated to Robert Frost, as well as a four-faced 
clock, an advertising kiosk, and trees 
Agency	with	Jurisdiction: San Francisco Public Works 
Section	4(f)	Applicability: Publicly owned park	

23 Embarcadero 
Plaza 

Distance	from	Project	Corridor: 0—adjacent	
Location:	Steuart and Market streets, SF, CA, 94105	
Size:	1.2 acres, 1.2 acres within study area 
Features:	Play fountain, seasonal lunchtime concerts, seasonal skating, 
seasonal zip lining, picnic area, benches	
Agency	with	Jurisdiction: San Francisco Recreation and Parks 
Department	
Section	4(f)	Applicability: Publicly owned park 

MR-16 United 
Nations Plaza 

Distance	from	Project	Corridor: within project boundaries 
Location:	Hyde and Market streets, SF, CA 94105 
Size: 2.6 acres, 0.7 acre within study area 
Features: Statues, United Nations Fountain, grassy areas, seating 
Agency	with	Jurisdiction: San Francisco Public Works 
Section	4(f)	Applicability: Publicly owned park	

Sources: City and County of San Francisco 2016, 2019a, 2019b  
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1.2.1 Mark Twain Plaza 

Mark Twain Plaza (map ID #16), managed by Public Works, is located at the intersection of Annie 
and Market Streets (Figure 3). Amenities in the 0.1-acre plaza include landscaping and seating on 
planter walls. 

A small portion of the plaza, <0.01 acre, lies within the boundaries of the project corridor. In this 
area, the existing red brick paving will be removed and replaced with ADA-compliant paving 
materials consistent with San Francisco Public Works Order No. 200369 (City and County of San 
Francisco n.d.). The existing trees will be removed and replaced. The work zone will be temporarily 
fenced for safety reasons and access to the plaza will be maintained around the construction zone. 
Construction activities to replace the sidewalk materials and to construct the portion of the project 
adjacent to this plaza are anticipated to last for a minimum of one year. However, the portion of the 
plaza which will not be affected will remain open to the public during construction activities with 
access maintained from Mission Street. Plaza users in the vicinity of the work zone will also 
experience temporary construction-related noise and visual impacts during sidewalk replacement 
as well as when construction on Market Street is underway. Plaza users will also have views of 
construction, including heavy equipment, staging areas, signage, and closures on Market Street. 

Once construction of this segment of the project is complete, the plaza will reopen to the public and 
continue to function as it does currently. Replacing the sidewalk is a permanent change, even though 
there will be no permanent incorporation of the plaza into the transportation right-of-way on 
Market Street or change in ownership. Since the duration of the impact is not temporary, the use 
does not meet temporary occupancy criteria (23 CFR 774.13 [d]1). This permanent change will not 
adversely affect the protected activities, features, or attributes that qualify the plaza for protection 
under Section 4(f). Therefore, a de	minimis impact is proposed for Mark Twain Plaza, pending public 
comment and concurrence from the officials with jurisdiction. 

1.2.2 Mechanics Monument Plaza 

Mechanics Monument Plaza (map ID #19), managed by San Francisco Public Works, is adjacent to the 
project corridor at Battery and Market streets, in San Francisco (Figure 4). It encompasses 0.1 acre. 
Mechanics Monument Plaza includes a monument by Douglas Tilden, benches, and landscaping.   

A portion of the plaza lies within the boundaries of the project corridor. In this area, the existing red 
brick paving will be removed and replaced with ADA-compliant paving materials consistent with 
San Francisco Public Works Order No. 200369 (City and County of San Francisco n.d.), as shown on 
Figure 4. The monument (discussed below in Section 2.1.1, Built‐Environment	Resources, is outside 
the sidewalk area that will be replaced. The existing trees and any lighting and furnishing in the 
project corridor will be removed and replaced. The work zone will be temporarily fenced for safety 
reasons and access to the plaza will be maintained around the construction zone. Construction 
activities to replace the sidewalk materials and to construct the portion of the project adjacent to 
this plaza are anticipated to last for a minimum of one year. However, the portion of the plaza which 
will not be affected will remain open to the public during construction activities with access 
maintained from Bush or Front streets. The monument will not be affected on a temporary or 
permanent basis. Plaza users in the vicinity of the work zone will also experience temporary 
construction-related noise and visual impacts during sidewalk replacement as well as when 
construction on Market Street is underway. Plaza users will also have views of construction, 
including heavy equipment, staging areas, signage, and closures on Market Street.  
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Once construction of this segment of the project is complete, the plaza will reopen to the public and 
continue to function as it does currently. Replacing the sidewalk is a permanent change, even though 
there will be no permanent incorporation of the plaza into the transportation right-of-way on 
Market Street or change in ownership. Since the duration of the impact is not temporary, the use 
does not meet temporary occupancy criteria (23 CFR 774.13 [d]1). This permanent change will not 
adversely affect the protected activities, features, or attributes that qualify the plaza for protection 
under Section 4(f). Therefore, a de	minimis impact is proposed for Mechanics Plaza, pending public 
comment and concurrence from the officials with jurisdiction. 

1.2.3 Robert Frost Plaza 

Robert Frost Plaza (map ID #20), managed by San Francisco Public Works, is adjacent to the project 
corridor at Drumm and Market streets, in San Francisco (Figure 5). It encompasses 0.1 acre. Robert 
Frost Plaza includes a small plaque dedicated to Robert Frost, a four-faced clock, and trees.   

The majority of the plaza, slightly less than the 0.1 acre plaza size, lies within the boundaries of the 
project corridor. In this area, the existing red brick paving will be removed and replaced with ADA-
compliant paving materials consistent with San Francisco Public Works Order No. 200369 (City and 
County of San Francisco n.d.), as shown on Figure 4. The plaque and clock are outside the sidewalk 
area that will be replaced. The existing trees will be removed and replaced. The work zone will be 
temporarily fenced for safety reasons and access to the plaza will be maintained around the 
construction zone. Construction activities to replace the sidewalk materials and to construct the 
portion of the project adjacent to this plaza are anticipated to last for a minimum of one year. 
However, the portion of the plaza which will not be affected will remain open to the public during 
construction activities with access maintained from Drumm Street. The plaque and clock will not be 
affected on a temporary or permanent basis. Plaza users in the vicinity of the work zone will also 
experience temporary construction-related noise and visual impacts during sidewalk replacement 
as well as when construction on Market Street is underway. Plaza users will also have views of 
construction, including heavy equipment, staging areas, signage, and closures on Market Street.  

Once construction of this segment of the project is complete, the plaza will reopen to the public and 
continue to function as it does currently. Replacing the sidewalk is a permanent change, even though 
there will be no permanent incorporation of the plaza into the transportation right-of-way on 
Market Street or change in ownership. Since the duration of the impact is not temporary, the use 
does not meet temporary occupancy criteria (23 CFR 774.13 [d]1). This permanent change will not 
adversely affect the protected activities, features, or attributes that qualify the plaza for protection 
under Section 4(f). Therefore, a de	minimis impact is proposed for Robert Frost Plaza, pending public 
comment and concurrence from the officials with jurisdiction. 

1.2.4 Embarcadero Plaza 

Embarcadero Plaza (map ID #23), managed by San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department, is 
adjacent to the project corridor at 1 Market Street, at the intersection with Steuart Street, in San 
Francisco (Figure 6). It encompasses 1.2 acres. Embarcadero Plaza is at the end of Market Street and 
The Embarcadero across from the Ferry Building on the San Francisco Bay. Amenities include a 
picnic area, benches, a children’s play area, bocce courts, the Vaillancourt Fountain, and seasonal 
lunchtime concerts, skating, and zip lining. In addition, weekly farmers markets are held on the 
sidewalk areas adjacent to the plaza. Access to the plaza is via Market Street and The Embarcadero. 
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A portion of the plaza, 0.44 acre, lies within the boundaries of the project corridor between Steuart 
Street and The Embarcadero. In this area, the existing brick paving of the sidewalk that extends 
through the plaza center will be removed and replaced, as shown on Figure 5. The sidewalk consists 
of alternating inlaid granite bands that will be replaced with ADA-compliant paving materials 
consistent with San Francisco Public Works Order No. 200369 (City and County of San Francisco 
n.d.). The recreational amenities are located outside the sidewalk area that will be replaced, 
however the farmers market is currently held in an area that will experience some temporary 
closures while the sidewalk materials are being replaced and therefore will need to be relocated to 
another part of the plaza for the duration of construction. The parallel rows of palm trees on either 
side of the sidewalk will remain in place. The work zone will be temporarily fenced for safety 
reasons and access to the other recreational areas of the plaza will be maintained around the 
construction zone. Access to the plaza from The Embarcadero, Sue Bierman Park, and areas to the 
south will not change.   

Access from Market Street to the plaza may be limited or narrowed by construction or work zones 
during some portion of the construction period, which is anticipated to last for a minimum of one 
year. However, at a minimum access to the plaza will be maintained from the north side of the plaza 
and from The Embarcadero to the east of the plaza. None of the existing recreational amenities in 
the plaza will be affected by the project on a temporary or permanent basis. Plaza users in the 
vicinity of the work zone will also experience temporary construction-related noise and visual 
impacts but would not experience any loss of access or usage of recreational amenities. Replacing 
the sidewalk is a permanent change to 0.44 acre of the 1.2-acre plaza, even though there will be no 
permanent incorporation of the plaza into the transportation right-of-way on Market Street or 
change in ownership. Since the duration of the impact is not temporary, the use does not meet 
temporary occupancy criteria (23 CFR 774.13 [d]1). This permanent change will not adversely affect 
the protected activities, features, or attributes that qualify the plaza for protection under Section 
4(f). Therefore, a de	minimis impact is proposed for Embarcadero Plaza because of sidewalk 
replacement, pending public comment and concurrence from the officials with jurisdiction. 

1.2.5 United Nations Plaza 

United Nations Plaza (map ID MR-16), managed by San Francisco Public Works, is located at the 
intersection of Hyde Street and Market Street (Figure 7). The 2.6-acre plaza includes elements with 
historic character (described above in Section 1.1.8, United	Nations	Plaza) that also have 
recreational purposes. Amenities include the United Nations Fountain, statues, grassy areas, and 
seating.  

As described above in Section 1.1.8, United	Nations	Plaza, a portion of the plaza, 0.7 acre, lies within 
the boundaries of the project corridor along Market Street between Hyde Street and 7th Street north 
of Market Street. The street-level plaza has grassy areas with scattered seating areas “display[ing] 
San Francisco history and culture.” The plaza is surrounded by the Asian Art Museum and the San 
Francisco Main Public Library, as well as its multiple historic statues, features, and fountain. The 
"Heart of the City Farmers Market" is a diverse and popular weekly attraction for locals (San 
Francisco Recreation and Park Department 2020). The plaza is popular for walkers and shoppers at 
the farmers markets. During construction, 0.7 acres will be temporarily fenced for safety reasons 
and unavailable to the plaza users for a minimum of one year. The fenced areas will include the 
relocated BART/Muni elevator, the F-loop ADA ramp, and areas where sidewalk removal and 
replacement will occur. The BART/Muni elevator at the Civic Center station on the north side of  
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Market Street will be relocated to the current location of the staircase entrance to the Civic Center 
station in the plaza. As a result, access to portions of the sidewalks and plaza will be limited or 
narrowed but not completely restricted. The landscaped grassy and seating areas are outside the 
construction zone and given the size of the plaza, the weekly market or other activities will be 
relocated to other areas. Once construction is finished, access and public use of the plaza will 
resume. 

None of the existing recreational amenities in the plaza will be affected by the project on a 
temporary or permanent basis. Plaza users in the vicinity of the work zone will also experience 
temporary construction-related noise and visual impacts but would not experience any loss of 
access or usage of recreational amenities. Permanent changes include replacement of sidewalk 
bricks, granite bands, and other features as well as potential relocation of an elevator, these 
permanent changes will not adversely affect the protected activities, features, or attributes that 
qualify the plaza for protection under Section 4(f). Since the duration of the impact is not temporary, 
the use does not meet temporary occupancy criteria (23 CFR 774.13 [d]1). This permanent change 
will not adversely affect the protected activities, features, or attributes that qualify the plaza for 
protection under Section 4(f). Therefore, a de	minimis impact is proposed for United Nations Plaza 
because of sidewalk replacement and elevator relocation, pending public comment and concurrence 
from the officials with jurisdiction. 

1.2.6 Conclusion for Parks and Recreational Resources 

The project will have de	minimis impacts on five recreational resources: Mark Twain Plaza, 
Mechanics Monument Plaza, Robert Frost Plaza, Embarcadero Plaza, and United Nations Plaza. The 
permanent changes to these plazas will not substantially impair the protected activities, features, or 
attributes that qualify the resources for protection under Section 4(f). Accordingly, Caltrans has 
preliminarily determined the impacts will be a de	minimis use under Section 4(f), pending public 
comment and written concurrence from the officials with jurisdiction. 

1.2.7 Coordination with Agencies Having Jurisdiction 

San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department and San Francisco Public Works have jurisdiction 
over the plazas. The City has informed San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department and San 
Francisco Public Works of the impacts of the project, discussed the measures to minimize impacts, 
and Caltrans’ intention to adopt a de	minimis finding. Written concurrence from the San Francisco 
Recreation and Parks Department and San Francisco Public Works that the proposed project would 
result in a de	minimis use of Mark Twain Plaza, Mechanics Monument Plaza, Robert Frost Plaza, 
Embarcadero Plaza, and United Nations Plaza will be sought after the public comment period and 
included in the final EA. 

1.2.8 De Minimis Impact Finding Review Process 

Given the above analysis of the project, a de	minimis impact finding is proposed for the Mark Twain 
Plaza, Mechanics Monument Plaza, Robert Frost Plaza, Embarcadero Plaza, and United Nations 
Plaza. Through the draft EA, the proposed de	minimis findings will be made available for public and 
agency review as required under 23 CFR 774.5(b)(2). Public and agency comments on the proposed 
de	minimis impact findings, either through review of the EA or participation in the public hearing on 
the EA, will be analyzed. If the findings are substantiated based on an analysis of public and agency 
comments, written concurrence will be received from the officials with jurisdiction over the Section 
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4(f) resources. At that point, Caltrans will make the final determination on the de	minimis finding 
and include it in the final EA.  

2 Resources Evaluated Relative to the Requirements 
of Section 4(f): No‐Use Determinations 

Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act of 1966, codified in federal law at 49 USC 303, 
declares that “it is the policy of the United States government that special effort should be made to 
preserve the natural beauty of the countryside and public park and recreation lands, wildlife and 
waterfowl refuges, and historic sites.”  

This section of the document discusses parks, recreational facilities, wildlife refuges, and historic 
properties within or next to the project area that do not trigger Section 4(f) protection because 
1) they are not publicly owned, 2) they are not open to the public, 3) they are not eligible historic
properties, or 4) the project will not permanently use the property and will not hinder preservation
of the property.

2.1 Historic Properties 

As stated in Section 1, background research revealed 146 NRHP-listed or -eligible historic properties 
within the built-environment APE (ICF 2020a). Ten of these properties are historic districts and 136 
are individual historic properties. All qualify for protection under Section 4(f).  

As noted previously, the Market Street Cultural Landscape District is evaluated in Appendix A. Nine 
historic properties with a proposed de	minimis use are discussed in Section 1, and the remaining 136 
historic properties protected by Section 4(f) but for which there will be no use are discussed in this 
section.  

Data collection involved identifying historic properties in the built-environment APE by reviewing 
the HRER (ICF 2020a) and Finding of Adverse Effect (ICF 2020b) as well as archaeological resources 
in the archaeological APE by reviewing the Archaeological Survey Report (ICF 2020c). 

2.1.1 Built‐Environment Resources 

Description of Section 4(f) Historic Properties 

Table 3 presents an inventory of the 135 historic resources in the built-environment APE that would 
have no Section 4(f) use under the proposed project. Figure 1 shows the location of these resources. 
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Table 3. Historic Properties in the Area of Potential Effects with No Use 

APE	
Map	
ID	 Name	of	Historic	Property	and	Location	

Period	of	Significance	and	
Evaluation	Criteria	

NRHP‐Listed	Historic	Districts	

MR-15 Uptown Tenderloin National Register Historic 
District, approximately 16 city blocks in central San 
Francisco, SF, CA 

Period	of	Significance: 1906 to 1957 
Evaluation	Criteria: A and C 

MR-23 Market Street Theatre and Loft National Register 
District, parcels along or near the Market Street 
corridor generally between 7th Street and Turk 
Street, SF, CA 

Period	of	Significance: 1899 to 1930 
Evaluation	Criteria: A and C 

NRHP‐Listed	Individual	Historic	Properties	

MR-22 San Francisco Cable Cars National Historic 
Landmark (NHL), Hyde, Powell, Jackson, 
Washington, Mason, Taylor, and California streets, 
SF CA 

Period	of	Significance: 1873 to 1899 
Evaluation	Criteria: A and C 

MR-32 Lotta’s Fountain, intersection of Market, Geary, and 
Kearny streets, SF CA 

Period	of	Significance: 1875 
Evaluation	Criteria: A, B, and C 

MR-52 Pacific Gas & Electric General Office Building and 
Annex, 245 Market Street, SF, CA 

Period	of	Significance: 1923 to 1947 
Evaluation	Criteria: A and C	

MR-53 Matson Building and Annex, 215 Market Street, SF, 
CA 

Period	of	Significance: 1922 to 1947 
Evaluation	Criteria: A and C 

Assumed	NRHP‐Eligible	Historic	Districts	
MR-6 Market Street Masonry Landmark District—

specific buildings on and near Market Street 
between Franklin and Valencia streets, SF, CA  

Period	of	Significance: 1911 to 1925 
Evaluation	Criteria: A and C 

NRHP‐Eligible	and	Assumed	NRHP‐Eligible	Individual	Historic	Properties	

MR-4 Hotel Andree, 1661–1667 Market Street, SF, CA Period	of	Significance: 1921 
Evaluation	Criterion:	C	

MR-5 Wilson Brothers Company Building, 1632 Market 
Street, SF, CA 

Period	of	Significance: 1911 
Evaluation	Criterion:	C	

MR-6 8 buildings within the Market Street Masonry 
Landmark District (MR-6) assumed NRHP-eligible 
as individual historic properties: 
 20 Franklin Street, SF, CA 
 1666–1668 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1670–1680 Market Street, SF, CA 
 64–78 Gough Street, SF, CA 
 1649–1655 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1693–1695 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1687 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1657 Market Street, SF, CA 

Period	of	Significance: 1911 to 1925 
Evaluation	Criteria: A and C	

MR-7 Lesser Brothers Building, 1629–1637 Market 
Street, SF, CA 

Period	of	Significance: 1925 
Evaluation	Criterion: C	

MR-8 Civic Center Hotel, 1605 Market Street, SF, CA Period	of	Significance:	1915 
Evaluation	Criterion: C	
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MR-11 17 buildings within the Civic Center Landmark 
District (MR-11) assumed NRHP-eligible as 
individual historic properties: 
 2 Hyde Street, SF, CA 
 79 McAllister Street, SF, CA 
 35 Fulton Street, SF, CA 
 40 Leavenworth Street, SF, CA 
 1170 Market Street, SF, CA 
 83–91 McAllister Street, SF, CA 
 30 Grove Street, SF, CA 
 11 Grove Street, SF, CA 
 25–29 Grove Street, SF, CA 
 37–39 Grove Street, SF, CA 
 1240–1242 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1244–1254 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1256–1266 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1272–1276 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1278–1298 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1200 Market Street, SF, CA 
 99 Grove Street, SF, CA 

Period	of	Significance: 1896 to 1975 
Evaluation	Criteria: A and C	

MR-13 Western Furniture and Merchandise Mart, 1301–
1363 Market Street, SF, CA 

Period	of	Significance:	1937 
Evaluation	Criterion: C	

MR-14 Whitcomb Hotel, 1215–1231 Market Street, SF, CA Period	of	Significance: 1911 to 1915 
Evaluation	Criteria:	A and C	

MR-17 37 buildings within the LGBTQ Tenderloin Historic 
District (MR-17) assumed NRHP-eligible as 
individual historic properties: 
 982–988 Market Street, SF, CA 
 982–988 Market Street, SF, CA 
 42 Golden Gate Avenue, SF, CA 
 1 Jones Street, SF, CA 
 1000–1108 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1028–1056 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1066 Market Street, SF, CA 
 20 Jones Street, SF, CA 
 1100–1112 Market Street, SF, CA 
 6–26 7th Street, SF, CA 
 6–12 6th Street, SF, CA 
 1011 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1035 Market Street, SF, CA 
 25 7th Street, SF, CA 
 1089 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1083–1087 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1073–1081 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1067–1071 Market Street, SF, CA 

Period	of	Significance: 1933 to 1990 
Evaluation	Criterion: A	
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 1063 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1059–1061 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1053–1055 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1049–1051 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1041–1045 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1035 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1023 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1017–1019 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1007 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1025–1029 Market Street, SF, CA 
 993 Market Street, SF, CA 
 979–989 Market Street, SF, CA 
 973 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1 6th Street, SF, CA 
 101–127 Eddy Street, SF, CA 
 2–16 Turk Street, SF, CA 
 44 McAllister Street, SF, CA 
 60 Leavenworth Street, SF, CA 
 54–70 McAllister Street, SF, CA 

MR-19 Francesca Theater, 1127 Market Street, SF, CA Period	of	Significance:	1917 
Evaluation	Criterion:	C	

MR-24 925 Market Street, SF, CA Period	of	Significance: 1910 
Evaluation	Criterion:	C	

MR-26 32 buildings within the Kearny-Market-Mason-
Sutter Conservation District (MR-26) assumed 
NRHP-eligible as individual historic properties: 
 2 Geary Street, SF, CA 
 37–45 Geary Street, SF, CA 
 744 Market Street, SF, CA 
 47–55 Geary Street, SF, CA 
 1–31 Geary Street, SF, CA 
 1 Grant Street, SF, CA 
 120–150 Cyril Magnin Street, SF, CA 
 17–25 Stockton Street, SF, CA 
 18 Ellis Street, SF, CA 
 750–780 Market Street, SF, CA 
 790 Market Street, SF, CA 
 800–830 Market Street, SF, CA 
 41 Ellis Street, SF, CA 
 840–842 Market Street, SF, CA 
 844–846 Market Street, SF, CA 
 856 Market Street, SF, CA 
 870–898 Market Street, SF, CA 
 119–139 Ellis Street, SF, CA 
 1 Powell Street, SF, CA 

Period	of	Significance: 1906 to 1930 
Evaluation	Criterion:	C	
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 934–936 Market Street, SF, CA 
 944–948 Market Street, SF, CA 
 83 Eddy Street, SF, CA 
 25 Cyril Magnin Street, SF, CA 
 938–940 Market Street, SF, CA 
 901 Market Street, SF, CA 
 825–833 Market Street, SF, CA 
 845 Market Street, SF, CA 
 801 Market Street, SF, CA 
 799 Market Street, SF, CA 
 783–785 Market Street, SF, CA 
 735 Market Street, SF, CA 
 725–731 Market Street, SF, CA 

MR-27 Samuels Clock, Market between Powell and 
Stockton, SF, CA 

Period	of	Significance: 1915 
Evaluation	Criterion: C 

MR-28 Golden Triangle light standards, bounded by 
Market and Sutter, SF, CA 

Period	of	Significance: 1915 to 1918 
Evaluation	Criteria: A, B, and C 

MR-30 Kamm Building, 715–719 Market Street, SF, CA Period	of	Significance: 1906 to 1940 
Evaluation	Criterion:	C	

MR-31 Call Building, 701–703 Market Street, SF, CA Period	of	Significance:	1896 to 1938 
Evaluation	Criterion: C	

MR-33 Chronicle Building, 690 Market Street, SF, CA  Period	of	Significance: 1890 
Evaluation	Criteria: A, B, and C	

MR-34 648–660 Market Street, SF, CA Period	of	Significance: 1911 
Evaluation	Criterion:	C	

MR-37 Admission Day Monument, intersection of Market 
and Montgomery streets, SF, CA 

Period	of	Significance: 1897 
Evaluation	Criterion: C 

MR-38 44 and 2–8 Montgomery Street, SF, CA  Period	of	Significance: 1966 to 1967 
Evaluation	Criterion: C	

MR-39 Hobart Building, 582–590 Market Street, SF, CA Period	of	Significance: 1914 
Evaluation	Criterion: C	

MR-40 Finance Building, 576–580 Market Street, SF, CA Period	of	Significance: 1923 
Evaluation	Criterion: C	

MR-41 Chancery Building, 562–566 Market Street, SF, CA  Period	of	Significance: 1923 
Evaluation	Criterion: C	

MR-43 Flatiron Building, 540–548 Market Street, SF, CA  Period	of	Significance: 1913 
Evaluation	Criterion: C	

MR-44 9 buildings within the New Montgomery-Mission-
2nd Street Conservation District (MR-48) assumed 
NRHP-eligible as individual historic properties: 
 601–605 Market Street, SF, CA 
 20–30 2nd Street, SF, CA 
 609 Market Street, SF, CA 
 36 2nd Street, SF, CA 

Period	of	Significance: 1906 to 1933 
Evaluation	Criterion: C	
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 681–685 Market Street, SF, CA 
 643–665 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1–29 3rd Street, SF, CA 
 625 Market Street, SF, CA 
 615 Market Street, SF, CA 

MR-46 Standard Oil Building/Chevron Towers, 555–575 
Market Street, SF CA 

Period	of	Significance: 1964 and 
1975 
Evaluation	Criterion: C 

MR-48 Postal Telegraph Building, 2–22 Battery Street, SF, 
CA 

Period	of	Significance: 1908 
Evaluation	Criterion: C 

MR-49 Mechanics Monument, intersection of Bush and 
Market streets, SF, CA  

Period	of	Significance: 1901 
Evaluation	Criterion: C 

MR-55 Hyatt Regency, 22 Drumm Street, SF, CA Period	of	Significance: 1973 
Evaluation	Criterion: C 

MR-56 Southern Pacific Building, 1 Market Street, SF, CA Period	of	Significance: 1917 
Evaluation	Criterion: C	

 

Historic Property Use Assessments, No Section 4(f) Use 

This section presents the preliminary use assessments for the Section 4(f) cultural resources that do 
not have a Section 4(f) use, as discussed in Table 4 (location shown on Figure 1). 

The APE for archaeological resources does not include any archaeological resources that will be 
subject to Section 4(f) (see Section 2.1.2 for a discussion of archaeological resources). The APE for 
built environment resources includes cultural resources that are subject to Section 4(f) analysis but 
will not result in a Section 4(f) use (see Section 2.1.1).  

No permanent use of the historic properties in the APE will occur because the proposed project will 
not include property acquisition. No temporary use would occur because these resources are not 
within the boundaries of the project corridor. A constructive use assessment is provided below.  

Impacts and preliminary use assessments for resources that are not within the boundaries of the 
project corridor are discussed in Table 4. Note that construction and operational noise effects are 
not considered because the historic properties are in downtown San Francisco; a quiet setting is not 
considered to be a character-defining feature or an important aspect of integrity for these 
properties. Temporary increases in noise during construction will not affect features that qualify the 
resource for listing in the NRHP, and project operational noise will increase only slightly (below the 
limits of human perceptibility) in some areas. Traffic noise will increase by up to 2.4 dBA by 2040; 
streetcar noise will increase by up to 2.1 dBA. Therefore, noise impacts are not discussed further for 
historic properties.  
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Table 4. Section 4(f) Historic Properties No Use Determination Summary 

Name	 Use?	

Temporary	
Occupancy	
Resulting	
in	Use?	

Constructive	
Use?	 Explanation	

NRHP‐Listed	Historic	Districts 

Uptown Tenderloin National 
Register Historic District, 
approximately 16 city blocks in 
central San Francisco, SF, CA (MR-
15) 

No No No Approximately 0.4 acre of this district lies within the boundaries of the 
project corridor. However, project activities in the public right-of-way 
will not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, and objects 
located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include any 
activities that demolish or incompatibly alter the contributing elements 
of the district. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of a single 
building that contributes to the historic district includes removing and 
replacing the public sidewalks, adding curb ramps, subsurface utility 
replacement, and replacement of the existing roadway pavement. There 
will be no adverse effect under Section 106. 

Market Street Theatre and Loft 
National Register District, parcels 
along or near the Market Street 
corridor generally between 7th 
Street and Turk Street, SF, CA (MR-
23) 

No No No Approximately 4.0 acres of this district lie within the boundaries of the 
project corridor. However, project activities in the public right-of-way 
will not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, and objects 
located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include any 
activities that demolish or incompatibly alter the contributing elements 
of the district. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of the Market 
Street Theatre and Loft National Register District’s contributing 
buildings includes removing and replacing the public sidewalks, 
installing a sidewalk-level bikeway, introducing furnishing zones within 
the sidewalk area, adding curb ramps, removing existing street trees 
and planting new street trees in a new alignment, and reconstructing the 
Path of Gold light standards. Work proposed in the Market Street 
roadway adjacent to contributing buildings to the Market Street Theatre 
and Loft National Register District includes demolishing the public right-
of-way as well as designing and constructing various transportation 
improvements and streetscape improvements. In addition, tracks for the 
new F-loop will be installed within the public right-of-way on McAllister 
Street between Market Street and Charles J. Brenham Place, an area 
where no tracks are currently located. A curbside transit stop will also 
be constructed along McAllister Street west of Jones Street. Both this 
segment of the F-loop and the curbside transit stop will be placed within 
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Constructive	
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the boundary of the Market Street Theatre and Loft National Register 
District. There will be no adverse effect under Section 106. 

NRHP‐Listed	Individual	Historic	Properties 

San Francisco Cable Cars National 
Historic Landmark (NHL), Hyde, 
Powell, Jackson, Washington, 
Mason, Taylor, and California 
streets, SF CA (MR-22) 

No No No Intersects the boundaries of the project corridor at the tracks and 
below-grade cables at the center of California Street, which terminate 
east of Drumm Street, a linear length of 0.02 miles. These contributing 
elements will be protected in place, and project activities in the public 
right-of-way will occur outside the boundary of the historic property 
such that no contributing elements will be demolished or incompatibly 
altered. The public sidewalk surrounding the tracks along Drumm 
Street and Market Street will be resurfaced; other work proposed in 
the vicinity includes a new furnishing zone, reconstructed Path of Gold 
light standards, and new alignments for street trees along Market 
Street. There will be no adverse effect under Section 106. 

Lotta’s Fountain, intersection of 
Market, Geary, and Kearny streets, 
SF CA (MR-32) 

No No No Located within the project corridor. The property will be protected in 
place, and project activities in the public right-of-way will occur outside 
the boundary of the historic property such that no contributing 
elements will be demolished or incompatibly altered. Project activities 
proposed in the immediate vicinity of Lotta’s Fountain include removing 
and replacing the public sidewalks, adjusting the Market Street curb 
location, adding curb ramps, and reconstructing the Path of Gold light 
standards. There will be no adverse effect under Section 106. 

Pacific Gas & Electric General Office 
Building and Annex, 245 Market 
Street, SF, CA (MR-52) 

No No No Located adjacent to the project corridor. Project activities in the public 
right-of-way will occur outside the boundary of the historic property; 
will not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, and objects 
located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include any 
activities that demolish or incompatibly alter the contributing elements 
of the property. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of the Pacific 
Gas & Electric General Office Building and Annex’s primary Market 
Street façade includes removing and replacing the public sidewalks, 
introducing a furnishing zone, adding curb ramps, removing existing 
street trees and planting new street trees in a new alignment, and 
reconstructing Path of Gold light standards. Work proposed in the 
Market Street roadway in the vicinity of the Pacific Gas & Electric 
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General Office Building and Annex includes demolishing the public right-
of-way as well as designing and constructing various transportation 
improvements and streetscape improvements. There will be no adverse 
effect under Section 106. 

Matson Building and Annex, 215 
Market Street, SF, CA (MR-53) 

No No No Located adjacent to the project corridor. Project activities in the public 
right-of-way will occur outside the boundary of the historic property; 
will not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, and objects 
located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include any 
activities that demolish or incompatibly alter the contributing elements 
of the property. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of the Matson 
Building and Annex’s primary Market Street façade includes removing 
and replacing the public sidewalks, introducing a furnishing zone, 
adding curb ramps, removing existing street trees and planting new 
street trees in a new alignment, and reconstructing Path of Gold light 
standards. Work proposed in the Market Street roadway in the vicinity 
of the Matson Building and Annex includes demolishing the public right-
of-way as well as designing and constructing various transportation 
improvements and streetscape improvements. There will be no adverse 
effect under Section 106. 

Assumed	NRHP‐Eligible	Historic	Districts 

Market Street Masonry Landmark 
District (MR-6) 

No No No Located adjacent to the project corridor. Project activities in the public 
right-of-way will occur outside the boundary of the historic district; will 
not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, and objects 
located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include any 
activities that demolish or incompatibly alter the assumed contributing 
elements of the property. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of 
the Market Street Masonry Landmark District’s contributing buildings 
includes removing and replacing public sidewalks, installing a sidewalk-
level bikeway, introducing furnishing zones, adding curb ramps, 
removing existing street trees and planting new street trees in a new 
alignment, and reconstructing the Path of Gold light standards. Work 
proposed in Market Street in the vicinity of contributing buildings to the 
Market Street Masonry Landmark District includes demolishing the 
public right-of-way as well as designing and constructing various 
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transportation improvements and streetscape improvements. 
There will be no adverse effect under Section 106. 

NRHP‐Eligible	and	Assumed	NRHP‐Eligible	Individual	Historic	Properties 

Hotel Andree, 1661–1667 Market 
Street, SF, CA (MR-4) 

No No No Located adjacent to the project corridor. Project activities in the public 
right-of-way will occur outside the boundary of the historic property; 
will not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, and objects 
located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include any 
activities that demolish or incompatibly alter the contributing elements 
of the property. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of Hotel 
Andree’s Market Street and Gough Street façades includes removing and 
replacing the public sidewalks, installing a sidewalk-level bikeway, 
adding curb ramps, removing existing street trees and planting new 
street trees in a new alignment, and reconstructing Path of Gold light 
standards. Work proposed in the Market Street and Gough Street 
roadways in the vicinity of Hotel Andree includes demolishing the public 
right-of-way as well as designing and constructing various 
transportation improvements and streetscape improvements. There will 
be no adverse effect under Section 106. 

Wilson Brothers Company Building, 
973–977 Market Street, SF, CA (MR-
5) 

No No No Located adjacent to the project corridor. Project activities in the public 
right-of-way will occur outside the boundary of the historic property; 
will not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, and objects 
located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include any 
activities that demolish or incompatibly alter the contributing elements 
of the property. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of the Wilson 
Brothers Company Building’s primary Market Street façade includes 
removing and replacing the public sidewalks, installing a sidewalk-level 
bikeway, removing existing street trees and planting new street trees in 
a new alignment, and reconstructing Path of Gold light standards. Work 
proposed in the Market Street roadway in the vicinity of the Wilson 
Brothers Company Building includes demolishing the public right-of-
way as well as designing and constructing various transportation 
improvements and streetscape improvements. There will be no adverse 
effect under Section 106. 

8 buildings within the Market Street No No No Located adjacent to the project corridor. Project activities in the public 
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Masonry Landmark District (MR-6) 
assumed NRHP-eligible as 
individual historic properties: 
 20 Franklin Street, SF, CA 
 1666–1668 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1670–1680 Market Street, SF, CA 
 64–78 Gough Street, SF, CA 
 1649–1655 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1693–1695 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1687 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1657 Market Street, SF, CA 

right-of-way will occur outside the boundaries of the historic properties; 
will not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, and objects 
located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include any 
activities that demolish or incompatibly alter the contributing elements 
of the properties. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of the 8 
assumed NRHP-eligible buildings within the Market Street Masonry 
Landmark District includes removing and replacing public sidewalks, 
installing a sidewalk-level bikeway, introducing furnishing zones, adding 
curb ramps, removing existing street trees and planting new street trees 
in a new alignment, and reconstructing the Path of Gold light standards. 
Work proposed in Market Street in the vicinity of the 8 assumed NRHP-
eligible buildings within the Market Street Masonry Landmark District 
includes demolishing the public right-of-way as well as designing and 
constructing various transportation improvements and streetscape 
improvements. There will be no adverse effect under Section 106. 

Lesser Brothers Building, 1629–
1637 Market Street, SF, CA (MR-7) 

No No No Located adjacent to the project corridor. Project activities in the public 
right-of-way will occur outside the boundary of the historic property; 
will not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, and objects 
located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include any 
activities that demolish or incompatibly alter the contributing elements 
of the property. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of the Lesser 
Brothers Building’s primary Market Street façade includes removing and 
replacing the public sidewalks, installing a sidewalk-level bikeway, 
removing existing street trees and planting new street trees in a new 
alignment, and reconstructing Path of Gold light standards. Work 
proposed in the Market Street roadway in the vicinity of the Lesser 
Brothers Building includes demolishing the public right-of-way as well 
as designing and constructing various transportation improvements and 
streetscape improvements. There will be no adverse effect under 
Section 106. 

Civic Center Hotel, 1605 Market 
Street, SF, CA (MR-8) 

No No No Located adjacent to the project corridor. Project activities in the public 
right-of-way will occur outside the boundary of the historic property; 
will not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, and objects 
located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include any 
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activities that demolish or incompatibly alter the contributing elements 
of the property. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of the Civic 
Center Hotel’s Market Street and 12th Street façades includes removing 
and replacing the public sidewalks, adding curb ramps, removing 
existing street trees and planting new street trees in a new alignment, 
and reconstructing Path of Gold light standards. Work proposed in the 
Market Street roadway in the vicinity of the Civic Center Hotel includes 
demolishing the public right-of-way as well as designing and 
constructing various transportation improvements and streetscape 
improvements. There will be no adverse effect under Section 106. 
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17 buildings within the Civic Center 
Landmark District (MR-11) 
assumed NRHP-eligible as 
individual historic properties: 
 2 Hyde Street, SF, CA 
 79 McAllister Street, SF, CA 
 35 Fulton Street, SF, CA 
 40 Leavenworth Street, SF, CA 
 1170 Market Street, SF, CA 
 83–91 McAllister Street, SF, CA 
 30 Grove Street, SF, CA 
 11 Grove Street, SF, CA 
 25–29 Grove Street, SF, CA 
 37–39 Grove Street, SF, CA 
 1240–1242 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1244–1254 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1256–1266 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1272–1276 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1278–1298 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1200 Market Street, SF, CA 
 99 Grove Street, SF, CA 

No No No Located adjacent to the project corridor. Project activities in the public 
right-of-way will occur outside the boundaries of the historic properties; 
will not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, and objects 
located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include any 
activities that demolish or incompatibly alter the contributing elements 
of the properties. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of the 17 
assumed NRHP-eligible buildings within the Civic Center Landmark 
District includes removing and replacing public sidewalks at Market 
Street and McAllister Street to create a sidewalk-level bikeway, 
introducing furnishing zones, adding curb ramps, removing existing 
street trees and planting new street trees in a new alignment along 
Market Street, and reconstructing the Path of Gold light standards. Work 
proposed in Market Street in the vicinity of the 17 assumed NRHP-
eligible buildings within the Civic Center Landmark District includes 
demolishing the public right-of-way as well as designing and 
constructing various transportation improvements and streetscape 
improvements. There will be no adverse effect under Section 106. 

Western Furniture and Merchandise 
Mart, 1301–1363 Market Street, SF, 
CA (MR-13) 

No No No Located adjacent to the project corridor. Project activities in the public 
right-of-way will occur outside the boundary of the historic property; 
will not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, and objects 
located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include any 
activities that demolish or incompatibly alter the contributing elements 
of the property. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of the Western 
Furniture and Merchandise Mart’s primary Market Street façade 
includes removing and replacing the public sidewalks, installing a 
furnishing zone, introducing a sidewalk-level bikeway with buffer, 
removing existing street trees and planting new street trees in a new 
alignment, and reconstructing Path of Gold light standards. Work 
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proposed in the Market Street roadway in the vicinity of the Western 
Furniture and Merchandise Mart includes demolishing the public right-
of-way as well as designing and constructing various transportation 
improvements and streetscape improvements. There will be no adverse 
effect under Section 106. 

Whitcomb Hotel, 1215–1231 
Market Street, SF, CA (MR-14) 

No No No Located adjacent to the project corridor. Project activities in the public 
right-of-way will occur outside the boundary of the historic property; 
will not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, and objects 
located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include any 
activities that demolish or incompatibly alter the contributing elements 
of the property. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of the 
Whitcomb Hotel’s primary Market Street façade includes removing and 
replacing the public sidewalks, installing a sidewalk-level bikeway, 
removing existing street trees and planting new street trees in a new 
alignment, introducing a furnishing zone, and reconstructing Path of 
Gold light standards. Work proposed in the Market Street roadway in 
the vicinity of the Whitcomb Hotel includes demolishing the public 
right-of-way as well as designing and constructing various 
transportation improvements and streetscape improvements. There will 
be no adverse effect under Section 106. 

37 buildings within the LGBTQ 
Tenderloin Historic District (MR-17) 
assumed NRHP-eligible as 
individual historic properties: 
 982–988 Market Street, SF, CA 
 982–988 Market Street, SF, CA 
 42 Golden Gate Avenue, SF, CA 
 1 Jones Street, SF, CA 
 1000–1108 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1028–1056 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1066 Market Street, SF, CA 
 20 Jones Street, SF, CA 
 1100–1112 Market Street, SF, CA 

No No No Located adjacent to the project corridor. Project activities in the public 
right-of-way will occur outside the boundaries of the historic properties; 
will not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, and objects 
located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include any 
activities that demolish or incompatibly alter the contributing elements 
of the properties. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of the 37 
assumed NRHP-eligible buildings within the LGBTQ Tenderloin Historic 
District includes removing and replacing the public sidewalks, installing 
a sidewalk-level bikeway, introducing furnishing zones, adding curb 
ramps, removing existing street trees and planting new street trees in a 
new alignment, and reconstructing Path of Gold light standards. Work 
proposed in Market Street in the vicinity of the 37 assumed NRHP-
eligible buildings within the LGBTQ Tenderloin Historic District includes 
demolishing the public right-of-way, as well as designing and 
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 6–26 7th Street, SF, CA 
 6–12 6th Street, SF, CA 
 1011 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1035 Market Street, SF, CA 
 25 7th Street, SF, CA 
 1089 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1083–1087 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1073–1081 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1067–1071 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1063 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1059–1061 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1053–1055 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1049–1051 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1041–1045 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1035 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1023 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1017–1019 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1007 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1025–1029 Market Street, SF, CA 
 993 Market Street, SF, CA 
 979–989 Market Street, SF, CA 
 973 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1 6th Street, SF, CA 
 101–127 Eddy Street, SF, CA 
 2–16 Turk Street, SF, CA 
 44 McAllister Street, SF, CA 
 60 Leavenworth Street, SF, CA 
 54–70 McAllister Street, SF, CA 

constructing various transportation improvements and streetscape 
improvements. In addition, rail tracks for the new F-loop will be 
constructed within the roadway of McAllister Street between Market 
Street and Charles J. Brenham Place, where no street tracks are 
currently located. There will be no adverse effect under Section 106. 
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Francesca Theater, 1127 Market 
Street, SF, CA (MR-19) 

No No No Located adjacent to the project corridor. Project activities in the public 
right-of-way will occur outside the boundary of the historic property; 
will not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, and objects 
located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include any 
activities that demolish or incompatibly alter the contributing elements 
of the property. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of the 
Francesca Theater’s primary Market Street façade includes removing 
and replacing the public sidewalks, installing a sidewalk-level bikeway, 
removing existing street trees and planting new street trees in a new 
alignment, and reconstructing Path of Gold light standards. Work 
proposed in the Market Street roadway in the vicinity of the Francesca 
Theater includes demolishing the public right-of-way as well as 
designing and constructing various transportation improvements and 
streetscape improvements. There will be no adverse effect under 
Section 106. 

925 Market Street, SF, CA (MR-24) No No No Located adjacent to the project corridor. Project activities in the public 
right-of-way will occur outside the boundary of the historic property; 
will not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, and objects 
located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include any 
activities that demolish or incompatibly alter the contributing elements 
of the property. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of 925 Market 
Street’s primary Market Street façade includes removing and replacing 
the public sidewalks, installing a sidewalk-level bikeway, introducing a 
furnishing zone, removing existing street trees and planting new street 
trees in a new alignment, and reconstructing Path of Gold light 
standards. Work proposed in the Market Street roadway in the vicinity 
of 925 Market Street includes demolishing the public right-of-way as 
well as designing and constructing various transportation 
improvements and streetscape improvements. There will be no adverse 
effect under Section 106. 
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32 buildings within the Kearny-
Market-Mason-Sutter Conservation 
District (MR-26) assumed NRHP-
eligible as individual historic 
properties: 
 2 Geary Street, SF, CA 
 37–45 Geary Street, SF, CA 
 744 Market Street, SF, CA 
 47–55 Geary Street, SF, CA 
 1–31 Geary Street, SF, CA 
 1 Grant Street, SF, CA 
 120–150 Cyril Magnin Street, SF, 

CA 
 17–25 Stockton Street, SF, CA 
 18 Ellis Street, SF, CA 
 750–780 Market Street, SF, CA 
 790 Market Street, SF, CA 
 800–830 Market Street, SF, CA 
 41 Ellis Street, SF, CA 
 840–842 Market Street, SF, CA 
 844–846 Market Street, SF, CA 
 856 Market Street, SF, CA 
 870–898 Market Street, SF, CA 
 119–139 Ellis Street, SF, CA 
 1 Powell Street, SF, CA 
 934–936 Market Street, SF, CA 
 944–948 Market Street, SF, CA 
 83 Eddy Street, SF, CA 
 25 Cyril Magnin Street, SF, CA 
 938–940 Market Street, SF, CA 
 901 Market Street, SF, CA 

No No No Located adjacent to the project corridor. Project activities in the public 
right-of-way will occur outside the boundaries of the historic properties; 
will not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, and objects 
located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include any 
activities that demolish or incompatibly alter the contributing elements 
of the properties. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of the 32 
assumed NRHP-eligible buildings within the Kearny-Market-Mason-
Sutter Conservation District includes removing and replacing the public 
sidewalks, installing a sidewalk-level bikeway, introducing furnishing 
zones, adding curb ramps, removing existing street trees and planting 
new street trees in a new alignment, and reconstructing Path of Gold 
light standards. Work proposed in Market Street in the vicinity of the 
Kearny-Market-Mason-Sutter Conservation District includes 
demolishing the public right-of-way, as well as designing and 
constructing various transportation improvements and streetscape 
improvements. There will be no adverse effect under Section 106. 
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 825–833 Market Street, SF, CA 
 845 Market Street, SF, CA 
 801 Market Street, SF, CA 
 799 Market Street, SF, CA 
 783–785 Market Street, SF, CA 
 735 Market Street, SF, CA 
 725–731 Market Street, SF, CA 

Samuels Clock, Market between 
Powell and Stockton, SF, CA (MR-
27) 

No No No Located within the project corridor. The property will be protected in 
place, and project activities in the public right-of-way will occur outside 
the boundary of the historic property such that no contributing 
elements will be demolished or incompatibly altered. The existing 
setting of Samuels Clock will be permanently altered by new sidewalk 
and roadway materials, new street trees, and reconstructed Path of Gold 
light standards. There will be no adverse effect under Section 106. 

Golden Triangle light standards, 
bounded by Market and Sutter, SF, 
CA (MR-28) 

No No No Intersects the project corridor boundary at 13 points. The property will 
be protected in place, and project activities in the public right-of-way 
will occur outside the boundary of the historic property such that no 
contributing elements will be demolished or incompatibly altered. The 
existing setting of the Golden Triangle light standards will be 
permanently altered by the construction of streetscape improvements. 
There will be no adverse effect under Section 106. 

Kamm Building, 715–719 Market 
Street, SF, CA (MR-30) 

No No No Located adjacent to the project corridor. Project activities in the public 
right-of-way will occur outside the boundary of the historic property; 
will not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, and objects 
located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include any 
activities that demolish or incompatibly alter the contributing elements 
of the property. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of the Kamm 
Building’s primary Market Street façade includes removing and 
replacing the public sidewalks, installing a sidewalk-level bikeway, 
removing existing street trees and planting new street trees in a new 
alignment, and reconstructing Path of Gold light standards. Work 
proposed in the Market Street roadway in the vicinity of the Kamm 
Building includes demolishing the public right-of-way as well as 
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designing and constructing various transportation improvements and 
streetscape improvements. There will be no adverse effect under 
Section 106. 

Call Building, 701–703 Market 
Street, SF, CA (MR-31) 

No No No Located adjacent to the project corridor. Project activities in the public 
right-of-way will occur outside the boundary of the historic property; 
will not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, and objects 
located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include any 
activities that demolish or incompatibly alter the contributing elements 
of the property. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of the Call 
Building’s primary Market Street façade includes removing and 
replacing the public sidewalks, installing a sidewalk-level bikeway, 
removing existing street trees and planting new street trees in a new 
alignment, and reconstructing Path of Gold light standards. Work 
proposed in the Market Street roadway in the vicinity of the Call 
Building includes demolishing the public right-of-way as well as 
designing and constructing various transportation improvements and 
streetscape improvements. There will be no adverse effect under 
Section 106. 

Chronicle Building, 690 Market 
Street, SF, CA (MR-33) 

No No No Located adjacent to the project corridor. Project activities in the public 
right-of-way will occur outside the boundary of the historic property; 
will not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, and objects 
located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include any 
activities that demolish or incompatibly alter the contributing elements 
of the property. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of the 
Chronicle Building’s primary Market Street façade includes removing 
and replacing the public sidewalks, installing a sidewalk-level bikeway, 
introducing a furnishing zone, removing existing street trees and 
planting new street trees in a new alignment, and reconstructing Path of 
Gold light standards. Work proposed in the Market Street roadway in 
the vicinity of the Chronicle Building includes demolishing the public 
right-of-way as well as designing and constructing various 
transportation improvements and streetscape improvements. There will 
be no adverse effect under Section 106. 
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648–660 Market Street, SF, CA (MR-
34) 

No No No Located adjacent to the project corridor. Project activities in the public 
right-of-way will occur outside the boundary of the historic property; 
will not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, and objects 
located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include any 
activities that demolish or incompatibly alter the contributing elements 
of the property. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of 648–660 
Market Street’s primary Market Street façade includes removing and 
replacing the public sidewalks, installing a sidewalk-level bikeway, 
introducing a furnishing zone, removing existing street trees and 
planting new street trees in a new alignment, and reconstructing Path of 
Gold light standards. Work proposed in the Market Street roadway in 
the vicinity of 648–660 Market Street includes demolishing the public 
right-of-way as well as designing and constructing various 
transportation improvements and streetscape improvements. There will 
be no adverse effect under Section 106. 

Admission Day Monument, 
intersection of Market and 
Montgomery streets, SF, CA (MR-37) 

No No No Within the boundary of the project corridor. The property will be 
protected in place, and project activities in the public right-of-way will 
occur outside the boundary of the historic property such that no 
contributing elements will be demolished or incompatibly altered. The 
existing setting of the Admission Day Monument will be permanently 
altered by new sidewalk and roadway materials, and reconstructed Path 
of Gold light standards. There will be no adverse effect under 
Section 106. 

44 and 2–8 Montgomery Street, SF, 
CA (MR-38) 

No No No Located adjacent to the project corridor. Project activities in the public 
right-of-way will occur outside the boundary of the historic property; 
will not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, and objects 
located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include any 
activities that demolish or incompatibly alter the contributing elements 
of the property. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of 44 and 2–8 
Montgomery Street’s primary Market Street façade includes removing 
and replacing the public sidewalks, including curb ramps, and 
reconstructing Path of Gold light standards. Work proposed in the 
Market Street roadway in the vicinity of 44 and 2–8 Montgomery Street 
includes demolishing the public right-of-way as well as designing and 
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constructing various transportation improvements and streetscape 
improvements. There will be no adverse effect under Section 106. 

Hobart Building, 582–590 Market 
Street, SF, CA (MR-39) 

No No No Located adjacent to the project corridor. Project activities in the public 
right-of-way will occur outside the boundary of the historic property; 
will not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, and objects 
located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include any 
activities that demolish or incompatibly alter the contributing elements 
of the property. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of the Hobart 
Building’s primary Market Street façade includes removing and 
replacing the public sidewalks, introducing a furnishing zone, adding 
curb ramps, removing existing street trees and planting new street trees 
in a new alignment, and reconstructing Path of Gold light standards. 
Work proposed in the Market Street roadway in the vicinity of the 
Hobart Building includes demolishing the public right-of-way as well as 
designing and constructing various transportation improvements and 
streetscape improvements. There will be no adverse effect under 
Section 106. 

Finance Building, 576–580 Market 
Street, SF, CA (MR-40) 

No No No Located adjacent to the project corridor. Project activities in the public 
right-of-way will occur outside the boundary of the historic property; 
will not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, and objects 
located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include any 
activities that demolish or incompatibly alter the contributing elements 
of the property. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of the Finance 
Building’s primary Market Street façade includes removing and 
replacing the public sidewalks, installing a sidewalk-level bikeway, 
introducing a furnishing zone, removing existing street trees and 
planting new street trees in a new alignment, and reconstructing Path of 
Gold light standards. Work proposed in the Market Street roadway in 
the vicinity of the Finance Building includes demolishing the public 
right-of-way as well as designing and constructing various 
transportation improvements and streetscape improvements. There will 
be no adverse effect under Section 106. 
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Chancery Building, 562–566 Market 
Street, SF, CA (MR-41)  

No No No Located adjacent to the project corridor. Project activities in the public 
right-of-way will occur outside the boundary of the historic property; will 
not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, and objects 
located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include any activities 
that demolish or incompatibly alter the contributing elements of the 
property. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of the Chancery 
Building’s primary Market Street façade includes removing and replacing 
the public sidewalks, installing a sidewalk-level bikeway, removing 
existing street trees and planting new street trees in a new alignment, and 
reconstructing Path of Gold light standards. Work proposed in the Market 
Street roadway in the vicinity of the Chancery Building includes 
demolishing the public right-of-way as well as designing and constructing 
various transportation improvements and streetscape improvements. 
There will be no adverse effect under Section 106. 

Flatiron Building, 540–548 Market 
Street, SF, CA (MR-43)  

No No No Located adjacent to the project corridor. Project activities in the public 
right-of-way will occur outside the boundary of the historic property; will 
not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, and objects 
located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include any activities 
that demolish or incompatibly alter the contributing elements of the 
property. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of the Flatiron 
Building’s Market Street and Sutter Street façades includes removing and 
replacing the public sidewalks, installing a sidewalk-level bikeway, 
introducing a furnishing zone, adding curb ramps, removing existing 
street trees and planting new street trees in a new alignment, and 
reconstructing Path of Gold light standards. Work proposed in the Market 
Street roadway in the vicinity of the Flatiron Building includes 
demolishing the public right-of-way as well as designing and constructing 
various transportation improvements and streetscape improvements. 
There will be no adverse effect under Section 106. 
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9 buildings within the New 
Montgomery-Mission-2nd Street 
Conservation District (MR-44) 
assumed NRHP-eligible as 
individual historic properties: 
 601–605 Market Street, SF, CA 
 20–30 2nd Street, SF, CA 
 609 Market Street, SF, CA 
 36 2nd Street, SF, CA 
 681–685 Market Street, SF, CA 
 643–665 Market Street, SF, CA 
 1–29 3rd Street, SF, CA 
 625 Market Street, SF, CA 
 615 Market Street, SF, CA 

No No No Located adjacent to the project corridor. Project activities in the public 
right-of-way will occur outside the boundaries of the historic properties; 
will not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, and objects 
located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include any 
activities that demolish or incompatibly alter the contributing elements 
of the properties. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of the 9 
assumed NRHP-eligible buildings within the New Montgomery-Mission-
2nd Street Conservation District includes removing and replacing the 
public sidewalks, installing a sidewalk-level bikeway, introducing 
furnishing zones, adding curb ramps, removing existing street trees and 
planting new street trees in a new alignment, and reconstructing Path of 
Gold light standards. Work proposed in Market Street in the vicinity of 
the 9 assumed NRHP-eligible buildings within the New Montgomery-
Mission-2nd Street Conservation District includes demolishing the 
public right-of-way, as well as designing and constructing various 
transportation improvements and streetscape improvements. There 
will be no adverse effect under Section 106. 

Standard Oil Building/ 
Chevron Towers, 555–575 Market 
Street, SF, CA (MR-46) 

No No No Located adjacent to the project corridor. Project activities in the public 
right-of-way will occur outside the boundary of the historic property; 
will not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, and objects 
located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include any 
activities that demolish or incompatibly alter the contributing elements 
of the property. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of the 
Standard Oil Building/Chevron Towers along Market Street includes 
removing and replacing the public sidewalks, installing a sidewalk-level 
bikeway, introducing a furnishing zone, adding curb ramps, removing 
existing street trees and planting new street trees in a new alignment, 
and reconstructing Path of Gold light standards. Work proposed in the 
Market Street roadway in the vicinity of the Standard Oil 
Building/Chevron Towers includes demolishing the public right-of-way 
as well as designing and constructing various transportation 
improvements and streetscape improvements. There will be no adverse 
effect under Section 106. 
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Postal Telegraph Building,  
2–22 Battery Street, SF, CA (MR-48) 

No No No Located adjacent to the project corridor. Project activities in the public 
right-of-way will occur outside the boundary of the historic property; 
will not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, and objects 
located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include any 
activities that demolish or incompatibly alter the contributing elements 
of the property. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of the Postal 
Telegraph Building includes removing and replacing the public 
sidewalks. The existing Mechanics Monument Plaza, which is adjacent to 
the building’s front façade, will not be modified. Work proposed in and 
along Market Street and Bush Street in the vicinity of the Postal 
Telegraph Building includes removing existing street trees and planting 
new street trees in a new alignment, reconstructing Path of Gold light 
standards, demolishing the public right-of-way, and designing and 
constructing various transportation improvements and streetscape 
improvements. There will be no adverse effect under Section 106. 

Mechanics Monument, intersection 
of Bush and Market streets, SF, CA 
(MR-49)  

No No No Within the boundary of the project corridor. The property will be 
protected in place, and project activities in the public right-of-way will 
occur outside the boundary of the historic property such that no 
contributing elements will be demolished or incompatibly altered. 
Project features proposed in the immediate vicinity of Mechanics 
Monument include removing and replacing the public sidewalks, 
installing a sidewalk-level bikeway, adding curb ramps, introducing a 
furnishing zone, removing existing street trees and planting new street 
trees in a new alignment, and reconstructing the Path of Gold light 
standards. There will be no adverse effect under Section 106. 

Hyatt Regency, 22 Drumm Street, 
SF, CA (MR-55) 

No No No Approximately <0.1 acre of the parcel lies within the boundaries of the 
project corridor. Project activities in the public right-of-way will occur 
outside the boundary of the historic property (consisting of the building 
footprint); will not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, 
and objects located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include 
any activities that demolish or incompatibly alter the contributing 
elements of the property. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of 
the Hyatt Regency’s primary Market Street façade includes removing 
and replacing the public sidewalks, installing a sidewalk-level bikeway 
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transitioning to a street-level bikeway, introducing a furnishing zone 
within the sidewalk area, adding curb ramps, removing existing street 
trees and planting new street trees in a new alignment, and 
reconstructing the Path of Gold light standards. There will be no adverse 
effect under Section 106. 

Southern Pacific Building, 1 Market 
Street, SF, CA (MR-56) 

No No No Located adjacent to the project corridor. Project activities in the public 
right-of-way will occur outside the boundary of the historic property; 
will not result in changes to individual buildings, structures, and objects 
located outside the public right-of-way; and will not include any 
activities that demolish or incompatibly alter the contributing elements 
of the property. Work proposed in the immediate vicinity of the 
Southern Pacific Building’s primary Market Street façade includes 
removing and replacing the public sidewalks, installing a sidewalk-level 
bikeway, introducing a furnishing zone, adding curb ramps, removing 
existing street trees and planting new street trees in a new alignment, 
and reconstructing Path of Gold light standards. Work proposed in the 
Market Street roadway in the vicinity of the Southern Pacific Building 
includes demolishing the public right-of-way as well as designing and 
constructing various transportation improvements and streetscape 
improvements. There will be no adverse effect under Section 106. 
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2.1.2 Archaeological Resources 

The boundaries of nine archaeological resources are included in the archaeological APE. These 
resources include CA-SFR-28, CA-SFR-127H, CA-SFR-156H, CA-SFR-157H, Yerba Buena Cemetery 
(no trinomial), the Panama, the Byron, the Callao, the Autumn, the Galen,, the California Street 
Wharf, the Market Street Wharf, the Main Street Wharf, and the Stuart Street Wharf (ICF 2020b). 
Three of these resources (CA-SFR-28, CA-SFR-156H, and CA-SFR-157) are no longer extant due to 
removal during field investigations. A feature associated with CA-SFR-127H (P-38-000126) 
intersects a portion of archaeological APE. This feature is the Gold Rush-era ship Rome, which was 
identified 30 feet (9 meters) below ground surface. Project-related ground disturbance in the 
vicinity of this feature will not exceed approximately eight inches and therefore the resource is 
located outside of the vertical archaeological APE. The Rome, a feature associated with CA-SFR-127H 
(P-38-000126) was identified at 30 feet below ground surface. While this resource is within the 
horizontal extent of the archaeological APE, it is not within the vertical extent of the archaeological 
APE. Project-related ground disturbance in the vicinity of the Rome will not extend beyond 8 inches 
and will not encounter the resource.  

The locations of the latter nine historic-era resources above are listed as possible and they have not 
been subject to archaeological investigation (San Francisco National Maritime Historical Park 2017). 
These resources may still be present within the horizontal extent of the archaeological APE at an 
unknown depth. However, previous disturbance along the archaeological APE in the vicinity of six of 
these potential resources (the Panama, the Byron, the Callao, the Autumn, the Galen, and the Market 
Street Wharf) include the cut and cover excavation associated with the Embarcadero BART Station. 
The construction of the station included excavation up to 80 feet (24 meters) below ground surface; 
construction extended along Market Street from Spear to First streets and included subsurface 
sidewalk easements. It is likely that portions or all of these potential resources, if they once existed 
within the archaeological APE, were removed during construction of BART. However, their presence 
within the archaeological APE is unknown. Additionally, the California Street Wharf, the Main Street 
Wharf, and the Stuart Street Wharf have not been subject to archaeological investigation and may 
exist within the archaeological APE at an unknown depth. Therefore, project-related ground 
disturbance has the potential to encounter these potential resources. Caltrans assumes that these 
resources are eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion D.   

The boundary of the Yerba Buena Cemetery intersects the archaeological APE in two locations: at 
United Nations Plaza and along the length of Charles J. Brenham Place. No intact portions of the 
Yerba Buena Cemetery are believed to exist within the archaeological APE at United Nations Plaza 
due to the 1970s construction of the Civic Center BART station, which excavated an 80- to 100-foot-
deep by 61-foot-wide trench along Market Street and into United Nations Plaza. However, historic 
documentation indicates that intact deposits associated with Yerba Buena Cemetery could be 
present within the archaeological APE along Charles J. Brenham Place between 10 to 25 feet below 
ground surface. Artificial fill has been identified up to 8 feet below ground surface. Project-related 
excavation proposed within the resource boundary will extend to up to 15 feet below ground 
surface, which could extend beyond the previous level of disturbance. Thus, ground disturbance 
associated with the proposed utility rehabilitation/replacement along the proposed F-loop (on 
Charles J. Brenham Place) could encounter intact portions of Yerba Buena Cemetery. Caltrans 
assumes that this resource is eligible for listing in the NRHP under Criterion D.   
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An archaeological resource that is eligible under only Criterion D is generally considered to be 
valuable, primarily for the data that can be recovered from it. It is generally assumed that there is 
minimal value to preserving such resources in place. In other words, Section 4(f) does not apply if a 
site is important chiefly because of what can be learned from data recovery, with minimal value for 
preservation in place (Federal Highway Administration n.d.). Based on the above, no known 
archaeological resources in the archaeological APE qualify for protection under Section 4(f).  

2.1.3 Conclusion for Historic Properties 

One hundred and thirty-five of the historic properties discussed in this section are Section 4(f) 
properties, but no use will occur.  

No known archaeological resources in the archaeological APE qualify for protection under Section 
4(f). Therefore, the provisions of Section 4(f) do not apply. 

2.2 Parks and Recreational Facilities 

Data collection, to identify parks and recreational facilities that are potentially eligible for 
Section 4(f) protection, consisted of a review of facilities managed by the following agencies: 

 San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department facilities (San Francisco Recreation and Parks 
Department 2019) 

 San Francisco Public Works recreational facilities (San Francisco Public Works n.d.) 

 Port of San Francisco recreational facilities (City and County of San Francisco n.d.b) 

 Association of Bay Area Governments and Metropolitan Transportation Commission (San 
Francisco Bay Trail 2019) 

 School yards available for public recreational use (City and County of San Francisco 2015; San 
Francisco Shared Schoolyard Project 2019) 

Analysts evaluated the following resources for qualification but determined that they were not 
Section 4(f) resources, based on the applicability criteria, specifically, Section 4(f) does not apply in 
the following circumstances:  

1. Land that is privately owned, even if it is designated in a formal plan including privately owned 
public spaces 1 

2. Public or private school recreational facilities where no joint use agreement for public use exists 

3. Publicly owned facilities where park, recreational, or refuge activities will be incidental, 
secondary, occasional, or dispersed 

 
1  Privately-owned public open spaces are publicly accessible spaces in forms of plazas, terraces, atriums, small 

parks, and snippets which are provided and maintained by private developers. 
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The criteria that form the basis for why the following resources are not Section 4(f) resources 
appear in parentheses in the following:  

 One Bush Plaza (1) 

 McKesson Plaza (1)  

 Crocker Plaza (1) 

 Beale Street Plaza (1) 

 Larkin Street Youth Services Academy, San Francisco (2)  

2.2.1 Description of Parks and Recreational Facilities 

Table 5 lists the 23 parks and recreational facility resources in the study area that qualify for 
protection under Section 4(f) that will result in no use. Mark Twain Plaza, Mechanics Monument 
Plaza, Robert Frost Plaza, Embarcadero Plaza, and United Nations Plaza, which will result in de	
minimis impacts, are discussed in Section 1.2. Figure 2 shows the locations of all parks and 
recreational facility resources that qualify for protection under Section 4(f). The map ID number for 
each resource is illustrated in the figure, numbered from west to east, and is also provided in Tables 
2 and 5.  
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Table 5. Parks, Recreational Areas, and Class 1 Path Resources Evaluated for Potential Section 4(f) Use  

Map	ID	 Name	 Description	

1 Duboce Avenue Bike Path Distance	from	Project	Corridor	(mile): 0.23	
Location:	Between Church and Market streets/Buchanan Street intersection, SF, CA 94117 
Size:	Total of 0.2 mile total; < 0.1 mile within study area along Duboce Avenue 
Features:	Class 1 multi-use trail, mural of bicycles 
Agency	with	Jurisdiction:	San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency	
Section	4(f)	Applicability: Publicly owned path	

2 Koshland Park Distance	from	Project	Corridor	(mile): 0.17 
Location:	Page and Buchanan streets, SF, CA, 94102 
Size:	0.8 acre, 0.8 acre within study area 
Features:	Play structures, sand pit, community learning garden, basketball half-court, dog park, benches 
Agency	with	Jurisdiction:	San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department	
Section	4(f)	Applicability: Publicly owned park	

3 Page and Laguna Mini Park Distance	from	Project	Corridor	(mile): 0.12	
Location:	Page and Laguna streets, SF, CA, 94102 
Size:	0.2 acre, 0.2 acre within study area 
Features:	Community gardens with ornamental beds and apple trees, winding path, benches 
Agency	with	Jurisdiction:	San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department 
Section	4(f)	Applicability:	Publicly owned park	

4 SoMa West Dog Park Distance	from	Project	Corridor	(mile): 0.06 
Location: Between Valencia and Otis streets under Central Freeway, SF, CA 94103 
Size:	0.6 acre, 0.6 acre within study area 
Features:	Dog play area with artificial lawn 
Agency	with	Jurisdiction:	San Francisco Public Works 	
Section	4(f)	Applicability:	Publicly owned park	

5 SoMa West Skate Park Distance	from	Project	Corridor	(mile): 0.10 
Location: Between Valencia and Otis streets under Central Freeway, SF, CA 94103 
Size:	0.7 acre, 0.7 acre within study area 
Features:	Skate park with skateboarding structures 
Agency	with	Jurisdiction:	San Francisco Public Works 	
Section	4(f)	Applicability:	Publicly owned park	
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Map	ID	 Name	 Description	

6 Patricia's Green in Hayes 
Valley 

Distance	from	Project	Corridor	(mile): 0.21	
Location:	Octavia Boulevard and Hayes Street, SF, CA, 94102 
Size:	0.4 acre, 0.4 acre within study area 
Features:	Playground, picnic tables, benches, lawn, walkways 
Agency	with	Jurisdiction:	San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department 
Section	4(f)	Applicability:	Publicly owned park	

7 Joseph L. Alioto Performing 
Arts Piazza 

Distance	from	Project	Corridor	(mile): 0.07	
Location:	Grove and Larkin streets, SF, CA, 94102 
Size:	4.4 acres, 4.4 acres within study area 
Features:	Performing arts area, soccer fields, fountain 
Agency	with	Jurisdiction:	San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department	
Section	4(f)	Applicability:	Publicly owned park	

8 Helen Diller Civic Center 
Playgrounds 

Distance	from	Project	Corridor	(mile): 0.07	
Location: 55 Larkin Street, SF, CA 94102 
Size:	4.4 acres, 4.4 acres within study area 
Features:	Play structures, fountain, walkways 
Agency	with	Jurisdiction:	San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department	
Section	4(f)	Applicability:	Publicly owned park	

9 Howard and Langton Mini 
Park 

Distance	from	Project	Corridor	(mile): 0.22	
Location:	Howard and Langton streets, SF, CA, 94103 
Size:	0.2 acre, 0.2 acre within study area 
Features:	Community garden with 40 plots for vegetables or ornamentals and walkways	
Agency	with	Jurisdiction:	San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department	
Section	4(f)	Applicability: Publicly owned park	

10 Turk and Hyde Mini Park Distance	from	Project	Corridor	(mile): 0.16	
Location:	Turk and Hyde streets, SF, CA, 94102 
Size:	0.1 acre, 0.1 acre within study area 
Features:	Play structures for young children, benches, picnic tables 
Agency	with	Jurisdiction:	San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department	
Section	4(f)	Applicability:	Publicly owned park	
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Map	ID	 Name	 Description	

11 Father Alfred E. Boeddeker 
Park 

Distance	from	Project	Corridor	(mile): 0.12	
Location:	246 Eddy Street, SF, CA, 94102 
Size:	1.0 acre, 1.0 acre within study area 
Features:	Community clubhouse, a basketball half-court, swings, slide and play structures, adult exercise 
equipment, basketball hoop, picnic area 
Agency	with	Jurisdiction:	San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department 
Section	4(f)	Applicability: Publicly owned park	

12 Hallidie Plaza Distance	from	Project	Corridor	(mile): adjacent to project corridor	
Location:	Market and 5th Street, SF, CA 94102 
Size:	0.3 acres, 0 acre within study area 
Features:	sign with the names and distances to San Francisco’s sister cities 
Agency	with	Jurisdiction:	San Francisco Public Works 
Section	4(f)	Applicability:	Publicly owned park	

13 Union Square Distance	from	Project	Corridor	(mile): 0.11	
Location:	Post and Stockton streets, SF, CA 94108 
Size:	2.6 acres, 2.6 acres within study area 
Features:	Performance stage, seasonal ice skating, restaurant and café, picnic areas 
Agency	with	Jurisdiction:	San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department	
Section	4(f)	Applicability: Publicly owned park	

14 Yerba Buena Gardens Distance	from	Project	Corridor	(mile): 0.12	
Location:	750 Howard Street, SF, CA 94103 
Size:	5.0 acres, 5.0 acres within study area 
Features:	Open space, performance facilities, public art, cafés 
Agency	with	Jurisdiction:	Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure 
Section	4(f)	Applicability:	Publicly owned park	

15 Jessie Square Distance	from	Project	Corridor	(mile): 0.1	
Location:	Mission Street between 3rd and 4th Streets, SF, CA ZIP 
Size:	0.1 acres, 0 acre within study area 
Features:	event space, gathering space used for public dances 
Agency	with	Jurisdiction:	Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure 
Section	4(f)	Applicability:	Publicly owned park	
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Map	ID	 Name	 Description	

17 St. Mary's Square Distance	from	Project	Corridor	(mile): 0.22	
Location:	California and Grant streets, SF, CA, 94108 
Size:	1.4 acres, 0.7 acre within study area 
Features:	Play structures, picnic areas, outdoor movie space 
Agency	with	Jurisdiction:	San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department	
Section	4(f)	Applicability:	Publicly owned park	

18 Transit Center Park Distance	from	Project	Corridor	(mile): 0.08 
Location:	Mission Street from Second to Beale streets, SF, CA, 94105	
Size:	5.0 acres, 5.0 acres within study area 
Features: Open-air amphitheater, public space with active and quiet areas, children’s play spaces, bike 
storage	
Agency	with	Jurisdiction: Transbay Joint Powers Authority	
Section	4(f)	Applicability:	Publicly owned park	

21 Maritime Plaza Distance	from	Project	Corridor	(mile): 0.14	
Location:	285 Washington Street, SF, CA, 94111 
Size:	2.0 acres, 2.0 acres within study area 
Features:	Landscaped plaza, connected to Golden Gateway and Embarcadero Center by pedestrian 
bridges, walking trails 
Agency	with	Jurisdiction:	San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department 
Section	4(f)	Applicability: Publicly owned park	

22 Sue Bierman Park (formerly 
Ferry Park) 

Distance	from	Project	Corridor	(mile): 0.07	
Location:	Clay Street and The Embarcadero, SF, CA, 94111	
Size:	4.3 acres, 4.2 acres within study area 
Features: Benches, walking trails, play structures	
Agency	with	Jurisdiction:	San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department	
Section	4(f)	Applicability:	Publicly owned park	

24 Harry Bridges Plaza/Ferry 
Building Square 

Distance	from	Project	Corridor	(mile): 0.04 
Location:	The Embarcadero, SF, CA 94111	
Size:	1.85 acres, 1.85 acres within study area 
Features: Public art, bicycle rentals, war memorial, open-air market	
Agency	with	Jurisdiction: Port of San Francisco	
Section	4(f)	Applicability:	Publicly owned park	
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Map	ID	 Name	 Description	

25 Bay Trail Distance	from	Project	Corridor	(mile): 0.06	
Location:	The Embarcadero, SF, CA  
Size:	Total of	500 miles planned to extend around San Francisco Bay; > 350 miles currently built, and 0.7 
mile built along The Embarcadero within the study area 
Features:	Class 1 multi-use trail  
Agency	with	Jurisdiction:	Association of Bay Area Governments, Metropolitan Transportation 
Commission	
Section	4(f)	Applicability:	Publicly owned trail	

26 Rincon Park Distance	from	Project	Corridor	(mile): 0.13	
Location:	Howard and Folsom streets, SF, CA 94105 
Size:	1.5 acres, 0.7 acre within study area 
Features:	Bayfront promenade, walking paths, public art 
Agency	with	Jurisdiction:	Port of San Francisco	
Section	4(f)	Applicability:	Publicly owned park	

27 Ferry Plaza Distance	from	Project	Corridor	(mile): 0.10	
Location:	The Embarcadero and Market Street, SF, CA 94111 
Size:	2.9 acres, 0 acre within study area 
Features:	Views of San Francisco Bay, event space, farmers’ market 
Agency	with	Jurisdiction:	Port of San Francisco 
Section	4(f)	Applicability:	Publicly owned park	

Sources: City and County of San Francisco 2015, 2016, 2019a, 2019b; Metropolitan Transportation Commission 2016; San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency 
2019; San Francisco Public Works n.d.; San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department 2019; Yerba Buena Gardens 2019a, 2019b; Transbay Joint Powers Authority 
n.d.a, n.d.b. 
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2.2.2 Parks and Recreational Facilities Use Assessments, No Section 4(f) 
Use 

A constructive use assessment is provided in Table 6 for the Section 4(f) resources adjacent to the 
project corridor, the area where the most severe visual and noise impacts will be experienced. Note 
that the distance for analysis of proximity impacts is different from and larger than the study area 
identified in Section 2.1-2 of the EA. With distance, potential visual and noise impacts are 
exponentially reduced because of the structures and landscaping that occur between the source of 
the noise or visual impact and the resource.  

Impacts and preliminary use assessments for Section 4(f) parks and recreational resources that are 
not directly adjacent to the project corridor and do not involve a Section 4(f) use are discussed only 
in Table 6.  

Table 6 presents the resources, along with an explanation as to why no permanent use, temporary 
occupancy, or constructive use will occur at each resource. Figure 2 shows the locations of all parks 
and recreational resources that qualify for protection under Section 4(f). 
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Table 6. Section 4(f) Parks and Recreational Facilities No Use Determination Summary 

Map	
ID	 Name	 Use?	

Temporary	
Occupancy	
Resulting	in	
Use?	

Constructive	
Use?	 Explanation	

1 Duboce Avenue Bike Path No No No Located 0.23 mile from project corridor; no potential for use. 

2 Koshland Park No No No Although the park is 0.17 mile from the project corridor, the closest 
views of the project will be obscured by mixed-use residential and 
commercial buildings between the park and project corridor. 
Depending on the location in the park, there could be intermittent 
and short-lived views of the project corridor from Page and Haight 
streets. Construction is anticipated to last approximately one year 
at this location, but the closest line-of-sight view is 0.3 mile away. 
Construction noise will be muffled by intervening commercial and 
residential buildings.  
There will be no impacts from operational noise because changes in 
noise levels will be below levels of human perceptibility.  
The proposed project will not interrupt or change access to the 
park. 

3 Page and Laguna Mini Park No No No Although the mini park is 0.12 mile from the project corridor, the 
closest views of the project will be obscured by mixed-use 
residential and commercial buildings between the park and project 
corridor. Depending on the location in the park, there could be 
intermittent and short-lived views of the project corridor from 
Page and Haight streets. Construction is anticipated to last 
approximately one year at this location, but the closest line-of-sight 
view is 0.2 mile away. Construction noise will be muffled by 
intervening buildings. There will be no impacts from operational 
noise because changes in noise levels will be below levels of human 
perceptibility. The proposed project will not interrupt or change 
access to the park. 
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Map	
ID	 Name	 Use?	

Temporary	
Occupancy	
Resulting	in	
Use?	

Constructive	
Use?	 Explanation	

4 SoMa West Dog Park No No No Although the park is 0.06 mile from the project corridor, the closest 
views of the project will be completely obscured by the elevated 
Central Freeway. Construction noise will be masked by freeway 
noise. 
There will be no impacts from operational noise because changes in 
noise levels will be below levels of human perceptibility. The 
proposed project will not interrupt or change access to the park. 

5 SoMa West Skate Park No No No Although the park is 0.10 mile from the project corridor, the closest 
views of the project will be completely obscured by the elevated 
Central Freeway. Construction noise will be masked by freeway 
noise. 
There will be no impacts from operational noise because changes in 
noise levels will be below levels of human perceptibility. The 
proposed project will not interrupt or change access to the park. 

6 Patricia's Green in Hayes 
Valley 

No No No Located 0.21 mile from project corridor; no potential for use. 

7 Joseph L. Alioto 
Performing Arts Piazza 

No No No Although the resource is 0.07 mile from the project corridor, views 
in most parts of the park will be obscured by multi-story 
commercial buildings. Depending on the location in the park, there 
could be intermittent and short-lived views of the project corridor 
from park margins along Larkin Street, Grove Street, and McAllister 
Street. Construction is anticipated to last approximately one year at 
this location. In addition, it will be possible to view project 
construction from the middle of the park, along Fulton Street, 
through United Nations Plaza. However, views of construction will 
not interrupt enjoyment of the park. AMMs will minimize 
construction noise. 
There will be no impacts from operational noise because changes in 
noise levels will be below levels of human perceptibility. The 
proposed project will not interrupt or change access to the park. 
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Map	
ID	 Name	 Use?	

Temporary	
Occupancy	
Resulting	in	
Use?	

Constructive	
Use?	 Explanation	

8 Helen Diller Civic Center 
Playgrounds 

No No No Although the resource is 0.07 mile from the project corridor, views 
in most parts of the park will be obscured by multi-story 
commercial buildings. Depending on the location in the park, there 
could be intermittent and short-lived views of the project corridor 
from park margins along Larkin Street, Grove Street, and McAllister 
Street. Construction is anticipated to last approximately one year at 
this location. In addition, it will be possible to view project 
construction from the middle of the park, along Fulton Street, 
through United Nations Plaza. However, views of construction will 
not interrupt enjoyment of the park. AMMs will minimize 
construction noise effects. 
There will be no impacts from operational noise because changes in 
noise levels will be below levels of human perceptibility. The 
proposed project will not interrupt or change access to the park. 

9 Howard and Langton Mini 
Park 

No No No Located 0.22 mile from project corridor; no potential for use. 

10 Turk and Hyde Mini Park No No No Although the park is 0.16 mile from the project corridor, the closest 
views of the project will be obscured by commercial buildings 
between the park and project corridor. Depending on the location 
in the park, there could be intermittent and short-lived views of the 
project corridor along Turk and Hyde streets. Construction is 
anticipated to last approximately one year at this location; the 
closest line-of-sight view is 0.3 mile away. Construction noise will 
be muffled by intervening buildings.  
There will be no impacts from operational noise because changes in 
noise levels will be below levels of human perceptibility. The 
proposed project will not interrupt or change access to the park. 
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Map	
ID	 Name	 Use?	

Temporary	
Occupancy	
Resulting	in	
Use?	

Constructive	
Use?	 Explanation	

11 Father Alfred E. Boeddeker 
Park 

No No No Because the resource is 0.12 mile from project construction, at the 
intersection of Mason and Eddy streets, intermittent and short-
lived views of construction equipment are possible from the 
southwest margin of the park, along Jones Street. Construction is 
anticipated to last approximately one year at this location. 
However, views will be obscured by commercial buildings. Any 
such views will be short lived and will not interfere with use or 
enjoyment of the facilities. Construction noise will be muffled by 
intervening buildings.  
There will be no impacts from operational noise because changes in 
noise levels will be below levels of human perceptibility. The 
proposed project will not interrupt or change access to the park. 

12 Hallidie Plaza No No No Because Hallidie Plaza is adjacent to the project corridor, there will be 
views of construction during the period of project construction. 
Construction is anticipated to last approximately one year at this 
location. However, views of construction will not interrupt 
enjoyment of the park. AMMs will minimize construction noise. 
There will be no impacts from operational noise because changes in 
noise levels will be below levels of human perceptibility. The 
proposed project will not interrupt or change access to the park. 

13 Union Square No No No Although the park is within 0.11 mile of the project corridor, views 
will be obscured by commercial buildings. Depending on the 
location in the park, there could be intermittent and short-lived 
views of the project corridor along Post, Geary, Powell, and 
Stockton streets. Construction is anticipated to last approximately 
one year at this location, but the closest line-of-sight view is 0.1 
mile away. Construction noise will be muffled by intervening multi-
story commercial buildings.  
There will be no impacts from operational noise because changes in 
noise levels will be below levels of human perceptibility. The 
proposed project will not interrupt or change access to the park. 
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Map	
ID	 Name	 Use?	

Temporary	
Occupancy	
Resulting	in	
Use?	

Constructive	
Use?	 Explanation	

14 Yerba Buena Gardens No No No Although the park is within 0.12 mile of the project corridor, views 
will be obscured by intervening multi-story commercial buildings 
between the facility and the project corridor. Depending on the 
location in the park, there could be intermittent and short-lived 
views of the project corridor along Third and Fourth streets. 
Construction is anticipated to last approximately one year at this 
location; the closest line-of-sight view is 0.12 mile away. 
Construction noise will be muffled by intervening commercial 
buildings.  
There will be no impacts from operational noise because changes in 
noise levels will be below levels of human perceptibility. The 
proposed project will not interrupt or change access to the park. 

15 Jessie Square No No No Although Jessie Square is within 0.1 mile of the project corridor, the 
closest views of the project will be obscured by commercial buildings 
between the park and project corridor. Construction is anticipated to 
last approximately one year at this location. Construction noise will 
be muffled by intervening commercial buildings.  
There will be no impacts from operational noise because changes in 
noise levels will be below levels of human perceptibility. The 
proposed project will not interrupt or change access to the park. 

17 St. Mary's Square No No No Located 0.22 mile from project corridor; no potential for use. 

18 Transit Center Park No No No Because the resource is 0.08 mile from the project corridor, along 
Fremont and First Streets, intermittent and short-lived views of 
construction equipment are possible from the park, depending on 
the location in the park. Construction is anticipated to last 
approximately one year at this location. However, generally, views 
will be obscured by intervening multi-story commercial buildings. 
Any such views will be short lived and will not interfere with use or 
enjoyment of the facilities. Construction noise will be muffled by 
intervening commercial buildings.  
There will be no impacts from operational noise because changes in 
noise levels will be below levels of human perceptibility. The 
proposed project will not interrupt or change access to the park. 
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Map	
ID	 Name	 Use?	

Temporary	
Occupancy	
Resulting	in	
Use?	

Constructive	
Use?	 Explanation	

21 Maritime Plaza No No No Because the resource is 0.14 mile from the project corridor, at 
Drumm and Davis streets, intermittent and short-lived views of 
construction equipment are possible from the margins of the park 
along Davis and Drumm streets. Construction is anticipated to last 
approximately one year at this location. However, views will be 
obscured by intervening multi-story commercial buildings. Any 
such views will be short lived and will not interfere with use or 
enjoyment of the facilities. Construction noise will be muffled by 
intervening commercial buildings.  
There will be no impacts from operational noise because changes in 
noise levels will be below levels of human perceptibility. The 
proposed project will not interrupt or change access to the park. 

22 Sue Bierman Park 
(formerly Ferry Park) 

No No No Because the resource is 0.07 mile from the project corridor at 
Drumm Street, intermittent and short-lived views of construction 
equipment are possible from the park. Construction is anticipated 
to last approximately one year at this location. Generally, views will 
be obscured by multi-story commercial buildings. However, views 
of the project corridor will be possible from the eastern portion of 
the park, across Embarcadero Plaza. Any such views will be short 
lived and will not interfere with use or enjoyment of the facilities. 
Construction noise will be muffled by intervening buildings.  
There will be no impacts from operational noise because changes in 
noise levels will be below levels of human perceptibility. The 
proposed project will not interrupt or change access to the park. 
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Temporary	
Occupancy	
Resulting	in	
Use?	

Constructive	
Use?	 Explanation	

24 Harry Bridges Plaza/Ferry 
Building Square 

No No No Although Harry Bridges Plaza/Ferry Building Square is 0.04 mile 
from the project corridor and has a direct line of sight, 
Embarcadero Plaza and The Embarcadero lie between it and the 
project corridor. Therefore, potential views of construction 
activities and equipment will be intermittent and short lived. 
Construction is anticipated to last approximately one year at this 
location. In addition, noise from The Embarcadero, a four-lane 
facility, will diminish the effect of construction noise.  
There will be no impacts from operational noise because changes in 
noise levels will be below levels of human perceptibility. The 
proposed project will not interrupt or change access to the park. 

25 Bay Trail No No No Although the Bay Trail is within 0.06 mile of the project corridor, 
Embarcadero Plaza, Harry Bridges Plaza/Ferry Building Square, 
and The Embarcadero lie between it and the project corridor. 
Therefore, potential views of construction activities and equipment 
will be intermittent and short lived. Construction is anticipated to 
last approximately one year at this location. In addition, noise from 
The Embarcadero, a four-lane facility, will diminish the effect of 
construction noise.  
There will be no impacts from operational noise because changes in 
noise levels will be below levels of human perceptibility. The 
proposed project will not interrupt or change access to the Bay 
Trail. 
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26 Rincon Park No No No Although Rincon Park is within 0.13 mile of the project corridor, the 
closest views of the project will be obscured by commercial buildings 
between the park and project corridor. Depending on the location in 
the park, there could be intermittent and short-lived views of the 
project corridor from the northern border of the park. Construction is 
anticipated to last approximately one year at this location; the closest 
line-of-sight view is 0.1 mile away. In addition, noise from The 
Embarcadero, a four-lane facility, will diminish the effect of 
construction noise.  
There will be no impacts from operational noise because changes in 
noise levels will be below levels of human perceptibility. The 
proposed project will not interrupt or change access to the park. 

27 Ferry Plaza No No No Although Ferry Plaza is within 0.1 mile of the project corridor, the 
closest views of the project will be obscured by commercial buildings 
between the park and project corridor. Construction is anticipated to 
last approximately one year at this location. Noise from The 
Embarcadero, a four-lane facility, will diminish the effect of 
construction noise.  
There will be no impacts from operational noise because changes in 
noise levels will be below levels of human perceptibility. The 
proposed project will not interrupt or change access to the park. 

Sources: California Protected Areas Database 2019; City and County of San Francisco 2016; San Francisco Bay Trail 2019. 
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2.2.3 Conclusion for Parks and Recreational Facilities 

The 23 parks and recreational facilities in the study area described in Table 6 are Section 4(f) 
properties, but no use will occur. Therefore, the provisions of Section 4(f) do not apply. 

3 Measures to Minimize Harm 
The following measures are proposed to minimize harm to the Section 4(f) properties along the 
project corridor. 

 The temporary construction zone(s) will be fenced to ensure the exclusion and safety of 
recreational users and/or visitors. 

 In the event that any inadvertent damage occurs to the park or recreational facilities in the 
project corridor, the property will be restored to the condition that existed prior to the 
construction activities or better. 

To minimize construction noise along the project corridor, avoidance, minimization, and/or 
mitigation measures will be implemented.  

 AMM‐NOI‐1:	Caltrans	Standard	Specifications	Section	14‐8.02:	

Standard Caltrans procedures include implementation of the following measures to minimize 
temporary noise effects from construction (California Department of Transportation 2018): 

 Control and monitor noise resulting from work activities. 

 Do not exceed 86 dBA at 50 feet from job site activities between 9:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. 

4 Resources Evaluated Relative to the Requirements 
of Section 6(f) of the Land and Water Conservation 
Fund Act 

The Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF) Act was established by Congress in 1964 to fulfill a 
bipartisan commitment to safeguard natural areas, water resources and cultural heritage, and to 
provide recreation opportunities to all Americans. The LWCF program provides matching grants to 
States and local governments for the acquisition and development of public outdoor recreation 
areas and facilities. Section 6(f) of this Act prohibits the conversion of property acquired or 
developed with these grants to a non-recreational purpose without the approval of the Department 
of Interior’s National Park Service. 

No Section 6(f) resources occur in the parks and recreation study area (California Department of 
Parks and Recreation 2019). 

5 References 
See Appendix A for the references associated with this document. 



 



Appendix C 
Title IV Policy Statement 



“Provide a safe, sustainable, integrated and efficient transportation system to enhance California’s economy and livability’ 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA------- CALIFORNIA STATE TRANSPORTATION AGENCY Gavin Newsom, Governor 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 
P.O. BOX 942873, MS-49 
SACRAMENTO, CA  94273-0001 
PHONE  (916) 654-6130 
FAX  (916) 653-5776 
TTY  711 
www.dot.ca.gov 

Making Conservation 
a California Way of Life. 

November 2019 

NON-DISCRIMINATION 
POLICY STATEMENT 

The California Department of Transportation, under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act 
of 1964, ensures “No person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, 
color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the 
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity 
receiving federal financial assistance.” 

Related federal statutes, remedies, and state law further those protections to 
include sex, disability, religion, sexual orientation, and age. 

For information or guidance on how to file a complaint, or obtain more 
information regarding Title VI, please contact the Title VI Branch Manager at 
(916) 324-8379 or visit the following web page:
https://dot.ca.gov/programs/business-and-economic-opportunity/title-vi.

To obtain this information in an alternate format such as Braille or in a language 
other than English, please contact the California Department of Transportation, 
Office of Business and Economic Opportunity, at 1823 14th Street, MS-79, 
Sacramento, CA 95811; (916) 324-8379 (TTY 711); or at Title.VI@dot.ca.gov. 

Toks Omishakin 
Director 

mailto:Title.VI@dot.ca.gov
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Past, Present, and Reasonably Foreseeable Land Use Projects, Plans, and 
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Project	Name	 Proposed	Uses	 Status	
Land	Use	Projects	 	 	

706 Mission Street The project will renovate the existing Aronson Building and construct a new 
47-story, 550-foot-tall tower, including a mix of residential, museum, 
restaurant/retail, and possibly office uses.  

Under Construction 

1040/1036 Mission  The project will create a 100 percent affordable residential mid-rise building, 
consisting of 106 dwelling units with ground-floor retail.  

Construction is complete 

570 Jessie Street Demolish existing 15,000 square feet of office/printing shop and construct 
47 dwelling units and 24 parking spaces.  

Construction is complete 

2 New Montgomery Street The project will convert 25 hotel rooms to residential use and construct a new 
17-story addition (680 feet tall with 125 dwelling units).  

On hold since October 2014 

1390 Market Street (Assessor’s 
Block 0813/006) 

The project will demolish an existing two-story retail and office building and 
construct a new 120-foot-tall, 11-story building with up to 250 dwelling units 
and approximately 20,000 gross square feet of ground-floor retail use. There 
will be no change to the existing Fox Plaza mixed-use tower.  

CEQA clearance issued in 
2009 

1401–1415 Mission Street The project will allow construction of a 15-story, 150-foot-tall mixed-use 
development, including 190 units, 4,400 gross square feet of commercial/retail 
space, and approximately 38,000 gross square feet of 
mechanical/storage/circulation/service areas. The project received CEQA 
clearance in 2015. 

Construction is complete 

50 First Street The project will include a new 61-story, 850-foot-tall building with 34 stories of 
office and a potential 5-story street-level urban room or atrium below 22 
stories containing 124 dwelling units. The project received CEQA clearance in 
2016.  

Under Construction 

1145 Mission Street  The project will include a new 6-story building with 25 dwelling units and 
ground-floor retail.  

CEQA clearance issued in 
2017 
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Project	Name	 Proposed	Uses	 Status	
One Oak Street (formerly 1500–
1540 Market Street) (Assessor’s 
Block 0836/002) 

The project will demolish two buildings and construct a 40-story mixed-use 
residential building. The project will include 310 residential units with ground-
floor commercial space, one off-street loading space, and a subsurface parking 
garage for residents.  

CEQA clearance issued in 
2017 

925 Mission Street (5M) The project will include substantial development of office, retail, residential, 
cultural, educational, and open space uses in the southwest quadrant of Fifth 
and Mission streets, including buildings of up to 470 feet in height.  

CEQA clearance issued in 
2017 

1400 Mission Street (Assessor’s 
Block 3507/042) 

The project will include an approximately 150-foot-tall, 10- to 15-story mixed-
use building on an approximately 25,000-square-foot lot. It will provide 
approximately 242,000 gross square feet of space for approximately 190 
affordable housing units over approximately 4,400 gross square feet of ground-
floor retail space, with 42 off-street parking spaces.  

Construction is complete 

101 Polk Street (Assessor’s Block 
0811/002 and 003) 

The project will construct a 13-story, 162-dwelling unit residential building with 
51 subgrade parking spaces on a site that currently contains a surface parking lot. 

Construction is complete 

19–25 Mason Street and 2–16 Turk 
Street 

The project will include replacement of a parking lot with a 12-story, 120-foot-
tall building with 155 dwelling units, ground-floor retail, and 68 off-street 
parking spaces.  

CEQA clearance issued in 
2015 

351V Turk Street and 145 
Leavenworth Street 

The project will include the construction of two 8-story, 80-foot-tall, group 
housing buildings with 238 group housing rooms.  

CEQA clearance issued in 
2014 

1100 Market Street (Assessor’s 
Block 0351/001) 

The project will include exterior improvements to the existing building. Construction is complete 

1546–1564 Market Street 
(Assessor’s Block 0836/007) 

The project will construct 110 dwelling units.  Construction is complete 

Moscone Center Expansion This project will include an increase in the size of Moscone Center from about 
945,200 gross square feet to 1,156,300 gross square feet. 

Construction is complete 

350 Mission Street The project will include a six-story addition to a 24-story, 375-foot-tall 
building, resulting in 420,000 square feet of office space plus retail and parking. 

Construction is complete 

1700 Market Street (Assessor’s 
Block 0855/016) 

The project will demolish an existing two-story building and construct an eight-
story mixed-use residential building (up to 48 dwelling units) with 
approximately 1,500 gross square feet of ground-floor retail. 

Under Construction 

1066 Market Street (Assessor’s 
Block 0350/003) 

The project will construct up to 330 dwelling units. Under Construction 

1075 Market Street (Assessor’s 
Block 3703/062) 

The project will construct 90 dwelling units. Construction is complete 
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Project	Name	 Proposed	Uses	 Status	
950–974 Market Street (Assessor’s 
Block 0342/001) 

The project will demolish the buildings and parking lot/structure and construct 
a 12-story mixed-use building with 242 dwelling units, a 232-room hotel, and 
approximately 16,600 gross square feet of commercial retail space. As part of 
the project, the sidewalk along the south side of Turk Street between Taylor 
and Mason streets will be reconstructed and widened (except at the pedestrian 
loading area) to remove conflicts and existing sidewalk elevators and 
accommodate new sidewalk transformer vaults at the western end of the Turk 
Street frontage. 

Under Construction 

72 Ellis Street (Assessor’s Block 
0327/011) 

The project will demolish a surface parking lot and construct an 11-story, 125-
foot-tall hotel, consisting of approximately 192 rooms, a lobby, accessory 
meeting rooms, and retail.  

CEQA clearance issued in 
2018 

22–24 Franklin Street (Assessor’s 
Block 0836/011-012) 

The project will demolish the existing commercial building and construct an 
eight-story, 85-foot tall mixed-use building. The building will include 35 
dwelling units and 2,100 gross square feet of retail space.  

Under Construction 

198 Valencia Street This project will demolish existing one-story, 1,900 square foot oil change 
facility and a surface parking lot with seven off-street parking spaces and 
construct a five-story, 55 foot-tall, 33,795 gross square foot mixed-use building 
(6,269 gross square feet of ground-floor commercial space and a subterranean 
garage to accommodate 19 off-street parking spaces on, with 28 residential 
units (16 one-bedroom units and 12 two-bedroom units) on the first through 
fourth-floor levels.  

CEQA clearance issued in 
2016. 

1125 Market Street (Assessor’s 
Block 3702/047) 

The project will construct a 160-room mixed-use hotel.  Environmental Review Stage 

150 Van Ness Avenue The project will construct a 13-story over-basement-level mixed-use 
residential building.  

Construction is complete 

1532 Howard Street The project will construct a six-story single-room-occupancy building.  Construction is complete 

1870 Market Street The project will demolish a vacant single-story, 600-gross-square-foot 
commercial building and a four-vehicle surface parking lot and construct an 
approximately eight-story, 85-foot-tall (with an additional 16 feet for the 
mechanical and staircase penthouses) mixed-use development. The 
approximately 16,300-gross-square-foot building will be comprised of 
approximately 12,900 gross square feet of residential space and 400 gross 
square feet of ground-floor commercial space. The proposed project will 
provide approximately 10 dwelling units. No off-street parking is proposed.  

Construction is complete 
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Project	Name	 Proposed	Uses	 Status	
1228 Folsom Street The project will merge three lots into one lot, demolish a 16,450-square-foot 

building, and construct a new 41,440-square-foot mixed-use building with 24 
residential units and 1,110 square feet of ground floor commercial use. The 
building will be 65 feet tall (79 feet tall with elevator penthouse) and six stories 
on its Folsom Street frontage and 45 feet tall and four stories on its Clementina 
Street frontage.  

CEQA clearance issued in 
2016 

1699 Market Street (Assessor’s 
Block 3504/030) 

The project will construct 160 dwelling units.  Under Construction 

1740 Market Street (Assessor’s 
Block 0855/010) 

The project will demolish an existing 25,000-gross-square-foot commercial 
building and construct a nine-story, 85-foot-tall mixed-use building with 110 
group housing units and approximately 7,600 gross square feet of ground-floor 
retail space.  

CEQA clearance issued in 
2016 

1028 Market Street (Assessor’s 
Block 0350/002) 

The project will construct 186 dwelling units.  CEQA clearance issued in 
2017 

1053 Market Street (Assessor’s 
Block 3703/066) 

The project will construct a 155-room tourist hotel.  CEQA clearance issued in 
2017 

1095 Market Street (Assessor’s 
Block 3703/059) 

The project will construct a 202-room tourist hotel/motel with 3,992 gross 
square feet of retail space.  

Construction is complete 

1270 Mission Street The project will replace a single-story commercial building and surface parking 
lot with 13-story, 120-foot-tall mixed-use building with 199 dwelling units.  

CEQA clearance issued in 
2016 

1500 Mission Street (Assessor’s 
Block 3506/006, 3506/007, 
3506/008-011 [4 lots])) 

The project will construct 767,200 gross square feet of residential uses 
(including 560 dwelling units) and 567,300 gross square feet of City office uses.  

Under Construction 

1601 Mission Street (Assessor’s 
Block 3514/043)  

The project will demolish gas station facilities and construct a 120-foot-tall, 12-
story mixed-use building with up to 220 dwelling units, 6,756 gross square feet 
of retail space, 145 bicycle parking space, and 102 below-grade vehicle parking 
spaces that will be accessed from South Van Ness Avenue. The building will 
include a publicly accessible mid-block alley and public realm improvements.  

CEQA clearance issued in 
2016 

1 Franklin Street (Assessor’s Block 
0837/003) 

The project will replace a 32-space surface parking lot with a mixed-use building, 
consisting of residential, retail, and parking spaces.  

Construction is complete 
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Project	Name	 Proposed	Uses	 Status	
Parcel M (300 Octavia Street) 
(Assessor’s Block 0832/025) and 
Parcel N (350 Octavia Street) 
(Assessor’s Block 0832/025) 

The project site consists of two discontinuous vacant lots along the east side of 
Octavia Street, between Fell and Oak streets. Parcel M is an approximately 
2,200-square-foot lot with frontages on Fell, Octavia, and Hickory streets; 
Parcel N is an approximately 2,300-square-foot lot with frontages on Oak, 
Octavia, and Hickory streets. The project includes construction of two 55-foot-
tall (70 feet with elevator penthouse), five-story mixed-use buildings. No off-
street parking is proposed. In total, the project will involve construction of 32 
residential units, approximately 1,400 gross square feet of commercial uses, 
and 32 bicycle parking spaces.  

CEQA clearance issued in 
2016 

Parcel R and Parcel S (Assessor’s 
Block 0838/034, 035, 093-096) 

The project will develop a vacant lot by constructing an approximately 34,504-
gross-square-foot mixed-use development, consisting of two dwellings with 
approximately 19,492 gross square feet of affordable housing and approximately 
4,925 gross square feet of neighborhood-serving retail.  

On hold as of December 2016 

Parcel T/188 Octavia (Assessor’s 
Block 0853/033, 034, and 022) 

The project will construct a five-story, 55-foot-tall (71 feet with elevator 
penthouse) mixed-use building with up to 27 dwelling units above ground-
floor commercial space. No off-street parking is proposed.  

Under Construction 

10 South Van Ness Avenue 
(Assessor’s Block 3506/004) 

The project will demolish an existing two-story building and construct a mixed-
use residential building with up to 984 residential units, retail space on the 
ground floor, and two below-grade levels for parking and loading activities (up 
to 518 vehicle parking spaces and seven freight loading spaces), which will be 
accessed from a single curb cut and driveway on 12th Street. Two project design 
options are being considered: the “project,” a two-tower design with two 
separate 41-story, 400-foot-tall towers (420 feet to the top of the elevator 
penthouses) on top of podiums, and the "single tower project variant," a single 
55-story, 590-foot-tall tower (610 feet to the top of the elevator penthouses) on 
top of a podium. The project will include approximately 48,000 gross square 
feet of usable open space, including an approximately 3,000-square-foot mid-
block alley that will provide a pedestrian connection between South Van Ness 
Avenue and 12th Street; the single tower project variant will include 
approximately 47,000 square feet of open space and the mid-block pedestrian 
alley.  

Environmental Review Stage 

30 Otis Street (Assessor’s Block 
3505/016) 

The project will demolish buildings and construct an approximately 27-story, 
250-foot-tall mixed-use building. It will include up to 423 dwelling units and 
approximately 5,600 gross square feet of retail space. In addition, 17,000 gross 
square feet of arts activity space will be used by the City Ballet School, which 
currently operates onsite.  

Under Construction 
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1629 Market Street (1601–1637 
Market Street, 1125 Stevenson 
Street, 53 Colton Street [Plumbers 
Union site]) (Assessor’s Block 
3505/001, 007, 008, 027, 028, 029, 
031, 031A, 032, 032A, 033, 033A, 
035), 1601–1937 Market Street/53 
Colton Street (Assessor’s Block 
3505/001) 

The project will demolish the existing UA Local 38 building (1621 Market 
Street), demolish the majority of the Lesser Brothers Building (1629–1645 
Market Street), rehabilitate the Civic Center Hotel (1601 Market Street), and 
demolish the 242-space surface parking lots. In total, the project will construct 
five new buildings (ranging from four to 10 stories, 58 to 85 feet tall). The 
project will include 477 market-rate residential units and 107 affordable 
supportive housing units. The project will also include construction of the 
18,300-square-foot Brady Open Space at the northeast corner of Brady and 
Colton streets. Within the new buildings, there will be approximately 13,000 
gross square feet of ground-floor retail/restaurant space. The project will 
construct 584 dwelling units. 

CEQA clearance issued in 
2017 

111 Turk Street (57 Taylor Street) 
(Assessor’s Block 0343/001) 

The project will demolish a portion of the existing structure (vacant retail 
space) and construct of a 12-story over-basement mixed-use residential group 
housing and retail building with 190 dwelling units.  

Environmental Review Stage 

996 Mission Street (Assessor’s 
Block 3704/025) 

The project will demolish a two-story residential hotel building and construct 
of an eight-story hotel (two floors for residential hotel units and five floors for a 
tourist hotel) with ground-floor retail.  

On Hold 

200-214 Van Ness Avenue The project will demolish two buildings, a three-story building with 27 
dwelling units (200 Van Ness Avenue) and a two-story building, approximately 
12,000 gross square feet. The project will merge the two parcels and construct 
a 12-story mixed-use building to provide housing and other facilities for the 
San Francisco Conservatory of Music. The proposed building will have 
approximately 113 units (420 beds), three faculty housing units, 27 housing 
units to replace the 27 existing units at 200 Van Ness Avenue, approximately 
50,000 gross square feet of institutional uses, approximately 4,300 gross 
square feet of broadcast studio space, and 2,600 gross square feet of restaurant 
space.  

Under Construction 

30 Van Ness Avenue (Assessor’s 
Block 0835/004) 

The project’s approximately 790,000 gross square feet will include 21,000 
gross square feet for retail, 350,000 gross square feet for general office, and 
520,000 gross square feet for residential uses (including 610 residential units).  

Environmental Review Stage 

33 Gough Street Project (Assessor’s 
Block 3504/029) 

The project’s approximately 420,000 gross square feet will include a mix of 
approximately 304,000 gross square feet for market-rate and affordable 
residential uses (518 residential units), approximately 5,600 gross square feet 
for commercial uses (retail), and 8,400 gross square feet for common indoor 
spaces.  

Environmental Review Stage 
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98 Franklin Street (Assessor’s Block 
0836/008, 009, and 013) 

The project’s approximately 469,100 gross square feet will include a mix of 
approximately 349,200 gross square feet of market-rate and affordable 
residential uses (354 total apartment units), approximately 3,100 gross square 
feet of commercial uses (retail), and approximately 75,000 gross square feet of 
school uses.  

Environmental Review Stage 

1245 Folsom Street (3756/041) The project will demolish existing one story of Alt School and construct a 
seven-story at Folsom street and five-story at Ringold Street mixed-use 
building. The building will include 37 residential units above a two-story 
commercial space at the ground floor, with parking space at basement level.  

CEQA clearance issued in 
2018 

1695 Folsom Street The project will construct a building that includes five stories, one basement, 
and four dwelling units.  

Environmental Review Stage 

42 Otis Street (Assessor’s 
Block3505/020) 

The project will replace the existing building with a 15,805-gross-square-foot, 
five-story, 55-foot-tall mixed-used building. The proposed building will include 
24 single-occupancy residential units on the upper floors and 1,900 gross 
square feet of ground-floor commercial space fronting Otis Street. No off-street 
parking will be provided.  

Environmental Review Stage 

973 Mission Street (Assessor’s 
Block 3725/078) 

The project will build out a currently open (warm shell) space of approximately 
16,000 gross square feet to configure it for use by Proof School.  

Environmental Review Stage 

5 Third Street (Hearst Building) 
(Assessor’s Block 3707/057) 

The project will include a change of use for the existing Hearst Building to 
include hotel, roof deck, office, and retail space.  

Environmental Review Stage 

1500-1528 15th Street The project will demolish existing automotive sales office and smog check 
facility and parking area to construct an eight story, 62,100-gross-square-foot 
building with approximately 1,300 square feet of ground floor retail and 184 
group housing units. No off-street parking is proposed.  

Environmental Review Stage 

301 Mission Street Project The project will involve a structural update consisting of the installation of 
approximately 52, 24-inch diameter piles, which will be placed underneath a 
portion of the sidewalk areas surrounding 301 Mission Street on Fremont and 
Mission streets and connecting to the existing mat foundation of 301 Mission 
Street. These piles will be extended into bedrock, approximately 235 feet 
beneath the sidewalk, and the piles and mat foundation will be located 
approximately 15 feet beneath the sidewalk, with a vault located approximately 
12 feet beneath the sidewalk.  

Environmental Review Stage 
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Plans	 	

Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning 
and Area Plans 

The Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans will involve the introduction 
of new use (zoning) districts, including districts that will permit at least some PDR 
uses in combination with commercial uses, districts mixing residential and 
commercial uses, residential and PDR uses, and new residential-only districts. The 
new districts will generally replace existing industrial, commercial, and residential 
single-use districts. In addition to zoning changes, the project will include revisions 
to the existing Central Waterfront and South of Market Area Plans within the San 
Francisco General Plan and the preparation and adoption of new area plans for 
East SoMa, the Mission, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill and the Central Waterfront.  

CEQA clearance issued in 
2008 

Market and Octavia Area Plan The Market and Octavia Area Plan proposes new and amended zoning and 
height and bulk districts throughout the area as well as transit preferential, 
bicycle and pedestrian-oriented street and public space improvements.  

CEQA clearance issued in 
2007 

Western SoMa Community Plan The Western SoMa Community Plan consists of three separate components: (1) 
adoption of the Western SoMa Community Plan; (2) the rezoning of 46 parcels, 
comprising 35 lots, two proximate to the draft plan boundary, to reconcile their 
use districts with those of the neighboring properties; and (3) a mixed-use 
project at 350 Eighth Street, within the Western SoMa Community Plan Area, 
consisting of approximately 444 dwelling units, approximately 34,000 gross 
square feet of commercial space, approximately 8,150 gross square feet of light 
industrial/artist space, and approximately 1,400 gross square feet of community 
space.  

CEQA clearance issued in 
2012 

Central SoMa Plan The Central SoMa Plan (formerly, Central Corridor Plan) is a comprehensive 
plan for the area surrounding much of the southern portion of the Central 
Subway transit route, a 1.7-mile extension of the Third Street light-rail line, 
which will link the Caltrain depot at Fourth and King streets to Chinatown and 
provide service within the SoMa area. The Central SoMa Plan area includes 
roughly 230 acres, comprising 17 city blocks, as well as the streets and 
thoroughfares that connect SoMa to its adjacent neighborhoods: Downtown, 
Mission Bay, Rincon Hill, and the Mission District. The Central SoMa Plan will 
rezone the area for a variety of land uses, including residential and retail, and 
increase height limits in some areas. The Central SoMa Plan will also propose 
improvements for streets and open spaces in the area.  

CEQA clearance issued in 
2018 
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Civic Center Public Realm Plan The Civic Center Public Realm Plan will create a unified vision for medium- and 

long-term improvements to Civic Center’s plazas, streets, and other public spaces. 
The plan is an interagency effort managed by the planning department and part 
of the City’s larger Civic Center initiative to improve the area by creating both a 
neighborhood gathering space and a public commons for all San Franciscans.  

Environmental Review Stage 
anticipated to start in 2019 

The Hub Plan, 30 Van Ness Avenue 
Project, 98 Franklin Street Project, 
and Hub Housing Sustainability 
District (HSD) 

The Hub Plan, which is an amendment to the 2008 Market and Octavia Area 
Plan, is a comprehensive plan for the easternmost portions of the Market and 
Octavia Area Plan as well as two individual development projects within the 
Hub Plan area at 30 Van Ness Avenue and 98 Franklin Street. The Hub HSD will 
be designated within all or portions of the Hub Plan area. The Hub Plan seeks to 
encourage housing, especially affordable housing; create safer and more 
walkable streets as well as welcoming and active public spaces; increase transit 
capacity and make transit services more reliable; and create a complete 
neighborhood with adequate services and amenities. The Hub Plan will pursue 
this vision through changes to current zoning controls in the area to meet plan 
objectives. This will include changes to building heights for select parcels to 
allow more housing, including more affordable housing. Modifications to 
zoning controls will also allow more flexibility for development of 
nonresidential uses, specifically, institutional uses, art uses, and public uses. 
The plan also calls for public realm improvements to streets and alleys within 
and adjacent to the Hub Plan area. Requirements for micro retail will ensure a 
mix of retail sizes and uses. Parking requirements will be lowered to decrease 
the number of vehicles parked within the Hub Plan area, a transit-rich location.  

Environmental Review Stage 
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Transportation	Projects	 	 	

Muni Forward Muni Forward (previously referred to as the Transit Effectiveness Project [TEP]) 
presents a thorough review of San Francisco’s public transit system, initiated by 
SFMTA in collaboration with the City Controller’s Office. Muni Forward is aimed at 
improving reliability, reducing travel times, providing more frequent service, and 
updating Muni bus routes and rail lines to match current travel patterns. 
Implementation of Muni Forward was initiated in 2015. Muni Forward 
recommendations include new routes and route realignments, increased service 
frequency and speed on busy routes, and elimination or consolidation of certain 
routes or route segments with low ridership. In addition, the TEP identified the 
need for “rapid,” or “travel time reduction,” networks, which are currently being 
planned or incorporated as a part of Muni Forward. For example, the 14 Mission 
Rapid Project (between the Daly City Bay Area Rapid Transit [BART] station and 
The Embarcadero) has been approved and implemented between 13th and Randall 
streets. It has reduced Muni collisions by 85 percent, improved reliability, and 
reduced travel time for 67,000 daily Muni riders.  

CEQA clearance issued in 
2014 

Polk Street Streetscape Project 
 

The SFMTA, Public Works, and San Francisco Public Utilities Commission are 
implementing streetscape and utility improvements on Polk Street between 
Beach and McAllister streets. The aim of the project is to create a thriving and 
active corridor, enhance the pedestrian experience, complement bicycle and 
transit mobility, and support commercial activities. Interim safety 
improvements, part of overall streetscape improvements, have been 
implemented and include leading pedestrian intervals, daylighting at signalized 
and stop-controlled intersections, loading zone improvements, new accessible 
parking spaces, new shared lane markings (sharrows), and a new right turn on 
northbound Polk Street at Broadway.  

Construction is complete 
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Van Ness BRT Project/Van Ness 
Improvement Project 

The Van Ness BRT Project is a program to improve Muni bus service (i.e., the 
90 San Bruno Owl, 47 Van Ness, and 49 Van Ness/Mission bus routes, 
including the planned 49R Van Ness-Mission Rapid route) along Van Ness 
Avenue between Mission and North Point streets through the implementation 
of operational improvements and physical improvements. The project will 
construct transit-only lanes in each direction of Van Ness Avenue within a 
median right-of-way. Other physical improvements will include high-quality 
and well-lit bus stations to improve passenger safety and comfort and 
streetscape improvements and amenities to make the street safer and more 
comfortable for pedestrians and bicyclists who access the transit stations. 
Operational improvements will include adjusting traffic signals to give buses 
more green-light time at intersections and providing real-time bus arrival 
and departure information to passengers to allow them to manage their time 
more efficiently. Construction of the project within the Van Ness Avenue 
right-of-way is currently underway; the current travel lane configuration 
during construction (i.e., two mixed-flow travel lanes in each direction, 
reduced from three mixed-flow travel lanes in each direction pre-
construction) is consistent with the final number of mixed-flow travel lanes. 
The project also includes eliminating all left turns on Van Ness Avenue, 
except for the northbound left turn at Lombard Street and the southbound 
left turn at Broadway. To date, all planned left-turn restrictions have been 
implemented. Following completion of construction in 2019, bus service will 
be relocated to the median transit-only lanes, and the existing curbside bus 
stops on Van Ness Avenue at Market Street will be discontinued. New BRT 
stations in the southbound and northbound directions of Van Ness Avenue 
will be located at Market Street.  

Under Construction 

Geary Rapid Project/Geary 
Boulevard Improvement Project 

The Geary Rapid Project will provide transit and pedestrian infrastructure 
improvements along the corridor from Market Street to 34th Avenue, 
including improvements similar to those proposed under the Van Ness BRT 
Project. Phase 1 of Geary Rapid construction began in summer 2018, which 
will extend transit and pedestrian improvements from Market Street west to 
Stanyan Street, including enhanced bus stops, side-running bus-only lanes, 
and related streetscape improvements.  

Under Construction 
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Vision Zero The City adopted Vision Zero in 2014. Vision Zero is a road safety policy that 

focuses on eliminating traffic deaths in San Francisco by 2024. To commence, 
SFMTA, in collaboration with other City agencies, prioritized more than 24 
street engineering projects, which are to be completed within the first two 
years of adopting the policy; pedestrian improvements at more than 170 
locations (identified through the WalkFirst pedestrian safety planning process) 
along high-injury corridors; and bicycle-related safety improvement projects. 
The key Vision Zero projects applicable to the proposed project include signals 
at the following alleyway locations: Mission and Ecker streets, Mission and 
Mint streets, Sixth and Stevenson streets, and Sixth and Jessie streets.  

 

Active Beale Street Project The project is part of the South Downtown Design + Activation (Soda) Plan. 
Along Beale Street, the project will convert a general travel lane to a Muni and 
Golden Gate Transit–only lane between Market and Natoma streets to improve 
operations of Muni buses accessing the new Transbay Transit Center. To 
improve the transition to this new Muni and Golden Gate Transit–only lane, the 
westernmost lane on Davis Street at the approach to Market Street will be right 
turn only, except for Muni and Golden Gate Transit buses. In addition, a new 
southbound right-turn pocket will be created on Beale Street at Mission Street 
by eliminating some freight and passenger loading spaces to minimize conflicts 
between transit buses and vehicles queuing to make a right turn. Furthermore, 
a protected bikeway (class IV) will be built along the eastern side of Beale 
Street between Market and Folsom streets. This will be accomplished by 
eliminating parking and loading along the east side of Beale Street between 
Mission and Folsom streets and by converting the left-turn lane between 
Market and Mission streets into a left-turn pocket. The sidewalk bulb-out on 
the east side of Beale Street south of Market Street will be extended by 
approximately 65 feet to provide additional width for pedestrians.  

Construction anticipated to 
start in 2020 
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Eleventh Street Improvement 
Project 

The project will include the following near-term improvements: Mission Street 
to Market Street northbound protected bikeway, Division Street to Harrison 
Street northbound protected bikeway, and continental crosswalks across alleys 
and intersections. Specifically, the project will convert the existing bicycle lane 
(class II facility) on 11th Street to a class IV separated bikeway. The project will 
include the following proposed long-term improvements: overhead wiring 
relocation and pole replacement, two travel lanes on 11th Street (one in each 
direction) between Market Street and Division Street, new bike lane 
configuration between Mission Street and Harrison Street, maintaining the 
existing left- and right-turn lanes, and two new Ford GoBike bike share stations 
at the intersections of 11th and Minna streets.  

Construction anticipated to 
start in 2025 

Central Subway Project The Central Subway Project is the second phase of the Third Street light rail 
line (i.e., T Third), which opened in 2007. Construction is currently under way. 
The Central Subway will extend the T Third line northward from its current 
terminus at Fourth and King streets to a surface station south of Bryant Street, 
then go underground through a portal at I-80. From there, it will continue 
north to stations at Moscone Center (i.e., on the west side of Fourth Street 
between Folsom and Clementina streets); Union Square, providing passenger 
connections to Powell Street Station and BART; and Chinatown, with the line 
terminating at Stockton and Clay streets. Construction associated with utility 
relocation and tunneling has been completed. Work is under way to outfit the 
alignment with an overhead contact system, rails, telecommunications, 
signaling, and stations.  

Construction of the Central 
Subway is scheduled to be 
complete in 2019 

San Francisco Bicycle Plan The San Francisco Bicycle Plan includes planned short-term improvements to 
Fifth Street, including class II bicycle lanes and class III bicycle routes in both 
directions between Market and Townsend streets. San Francisco Bicycle Plan 
improvements on Fifth Street will reduce the number of travel lanes and 
prohibit northbound and southbound left turns; other minor changes to lane 
geometry and on-street parking will be implemented.  

Plan is currently being 
implemented 

San Francisco Bicycle Strategy  The SFMTA 2013–2018 Bicycle Strategy sets new directions and policy targets 
to make bicycling a part of everyday life in San Francisco. The key actions are 
designed to meet the SFMTA 2013–2018 Strategic Plan’s mode share goal (i.e., 
50 percent of all trips made using sustainable modes [walking, bicycle, public 
transit, vehicle sharing]). 
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Ford GoBike In May 2015, Ford GoBike announced an expansion of the existing pilot system 

in San Francisco. New bike share stations were rolled out in phases through 
2017, throughout SoMa and north of Market Street. Further expansion is 
planned in several locations, including Upper and Lower Haight, Japantown, 
North Beach, Westwood Highlands, the Marina District, Excelsior and Outer 
Mission, and farther west. 

 

Upper Market Street Safety Project	 The Upper Market Street Safety Project is a substantial, multi-phased effort to 
improve the safety and comfort of Market Street between Octavia Boulevard 
and Castro Street for all roadway users. The project is based on a data-driven 
approach to identifying collision hot spots and factors, and includes 
engineering recommendations for the corridor's complex 6-legged 
intersections, dedicated bike lane upgrades, and public realm improvements 
to enhance safety and comfort for people walking, driving, and 
bicycling. Project goals are to improve safety and comfort for all users by 
reducing the potential for conflict and by making travel along the corridor 
more predictable and intuitive. 	

Implementation of near-
term improvements was 
initiated in 2015 and is 
anticipated to be complete 
by 2020. 
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SFMTA Mission Street/South Van 
Ness Avenue/Otis Street 
Intersection Improvements	

SFMTA Mission Street/South Van Ness Avenue/Otis Street Intersection 
Improvementsb – The SFMTA is planning implementation of various 
improvements at the intersection of Mission/South Van Ness/Otis as well as 
along Otis and Mission Street in the vicinity of this intersection. This will be 
constructed by the Van Ness BRT Project. Key improvements will include: 
 Extending and/or creating a bulb out at the northeast corner of the 

intersection by up to 25 feet into the roadway to shorten the northern 
crosswalk, and potentially include landscaping/sidewalk furniture and 
bicycle racks and benches;  

 Conversion of the existing class III route (sharrows) along westbound 
(outbound) Mission Street to a class II bicycle route located adjacent to the 
planned right-turn only lane; 

 Redesign of the existing median on the east edge of the intersection of South 
Van Ness Avenue and Mission Street and relocate the median to the south to 
accommodate the westbound (outbound) right-turn only lane, the planned 
westbound (outbound) class II bicycle lane and allow for two-stage 
pedestrian crossing along the east crosswalk with a new pedestrian refuge 
island; 

 Extending the sidewalk (or bulb out) on the west side of the intersection 
between westbound (outbound) Otis Street and eastbound (inbound) 
Mission Street north into the roadway up to 12 feet to shorten the crossing 
distance between this sidewalk and the northwest corner of the 
intersection; 

 Widen the north sidewalk along westbound (outbound) Otis Street by five 
feet, from 10 feet to 15 feet wide. The sidewalk widening will extend from 
South Van Ness Avenue to Brady Street;  

 Installation of an eight-foot-wide transit island that will be five to six feet 
from the widened sidewalk on the north side of Otis Street and the transit 
island will be approximately 120 feet long; and 

 Relocating the existing parking on the north side of Otis Street from 
approximately 200 feet east of Brady Street to Gough Street from the curb to 
9 to 12 feet south of the curb to allow for a parking-separated bikeway.	

 

Transbay Terminal and Transit 
Center District Plan	

The project will include road diets, transit facilities, and bike facilities 
consistent with the Transit Center District Plan. 	

The SF Transit Center was 
completed in 2018 and began 
service in August 2019. 
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Second Street Improvement Project	 Second Street Improvement Project includes a road diet from two to one 

through lane with right-turn pockets in each direction, cycle tracks in each 
direction, and new protected right-turn phases on Second Street.  

Under Construction 

Sixth Street Road Diet Project	 The Sixth Street Road Diet Project will reduce the number of vehicle lanes in 
each direction from two to one; it will also provide wider sidewalks, corner 
bulb-outs, new traffic signals, and new crosswalks at targeted intersections. 	

Construction is expected to 
begin in Spring 2020 

BART Market Street Canopies and 
Escalators Modernization Project 

The project will include the installation of canopy covers over 22 of the 
Downtown San Francisco BART/Muni station entrances/exits along Market 
Street leading to the underground Embarcadero, Montgomery Street, Powell 
Street, and Civic Center/UN Plaza station concourses, as well as replacement 
and refurbishment of existing street-level escalators.  

Under Design Review 

Safer Taylor Street The project will identify streetscape improvements on the section of Taylor 
Street between Market and Sutter streets to improve transportation safety and 
livability for all users of this corridor. Preliminary design options have been 
developed for Taylor Street, which include sidewalk widening, travel lane 
reductions, traffic signal modifications, and improved loading zones.  

Engineering and Design 
Phase 

Turk Street Safety Project The project identified transportation network improvements on the section of 
Turk Street between Market and Gough streets to provide a safer and more 
comfortable walking and bicycling environment as well as a more predictable 
and safer driving environment. As part of the project, the bicycle lane network 
on Turk Street was completed. 	

Implementation Phase 

Powell Streetscape Project The project will design and construct a new permanent streetscape layout for 
Powell Street between Geary and Ellis streets to enhance the quality and use of 
the public realm, improve safety for all street users, improve cable car safety 
and performance, and renew transportation infrastructure. Changes could 
include wider sidewalks, restrictions to vehicle access, and improved loading 
for businesses and hotels. 	

Engineering and Design 
Phase 

The Embarcadero Enhancement 
Project 

The project will develop and implement improvements along The Embarcadero 
between Townsend and North Point streets. The project will focus on providing 
a physically protected two-way waterside bikeway to reduce conflicts with 
other modes, including shorter, more accessible pedestrian crossings; more 
efficient traffic signals and intersections; improved loading zones; and 
enhancements to streetcar operations. The project is completing the planning 
and conceptual design phase, which will be followed by environmental review 
and preliminary engineering.  

Near-term improvements 
implemented in December 
2018. 
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27 Bryant Transit Reliability Project The project will identify improvements to enhance the reliability of the 

27 Bryant bus route, particularly north of Market Street, as well as 
improvements to the transportation network for people walking and bicycling.  

Planning Phase 

Bike Lane Pilot on Valencia Street 
from Market Street to 15th Street 

The project will include changes in parking and loading as well as other 
pedestrian safety improvements. The purpose of the project is to improve 
safety for cyclists and pedestrians. The project is a pilot program in that data 
will be collected as part of a study leading to the development of a long-term 
streetscape project along the corridor. Extensive evaluation of the pilot will 
help inform long-term streetscape changes. The project will include a parking-
protected bike lane on Valencia from Market to 15th streets. Left turns off 
Valencia Street to Duboce Avenue will be restricted to accommodate separated 
signal phasing for right turns and through bicycles; eastbound left turns off 
Clinton Park will be restricted during school hours. Concrete parking 
buffers/accessible paths for portions of the corridor with school loading will be 
included.  

Under Construction 

Notes: 
a. Project summaries are based on the best available information as of August 2019. 
b. SFMTA – Mission Street/South Van Ness Avenue/Otis Street Certificate of Determination Exemption from Environmental Review. A copy of this report is available 

for review at the San Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street Suite 400, San Francisco as part of Case File No. 2014.002258ENV. 
Source: San Francisco Planning Department 2019. 
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Correspondence 



Documentation from MTC following the September 27, 2018 AQTF meeting confirming the Better 
Market Street Project is not a POAQC.  





From: Blackmore, Helen@DOT
To: Boyce, Gretchen
Cc: Deunert, Boris (DPW)
Subject: FW: Assumptions for Eligibility for Better Market Street - STPL-5934 (180)
Date: Tuesday, November 26, 2019 8:39:09 AM

Hi Gretchen,
 
Please find attached CSOs approval of the assumptions of eligibility for Better Market Street.
 
Let me know if you have any questions.
Thanks,
 
Helen Blackmore
 
Architectural History Branch Chief
Office of Cultural Resource Studies
510-286-6477
 

From: Neeb, Alexandra@DOT 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2019 12:58 PM
To: Blackmore, Helen@DOT <Helen.Blackmore@dot.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: Assumptions for Eligibility for Better Market Street - STPL-5934 (180)
 
Hi Helen,
Thank you for the information. CSO approves the assumption of eligibility for the historic districts
listed in Table B-1 with contributors listed in Table B-2, as well as individual properties listed in Table
B-3, for purposes of the project due to limited potential to affect, pursuant to Stipulation VIII.C.4 of
the 2014 PA. Please retain this email as confirmation for your files.
 
--------------------------
Alexandra Bevk Neeb
Section 106 Coordinator
(916) 654-3567
 

From: Blackmore, Helen@DOT 
Sent: Friday, October 4, 2019 2:18 PM
To: Neeb, Alexandra@DOT <Alexandra.Neeb@dot.ca.gov>
Subject: Assumptions for Eligibility for Better Market Street - STPL-5934 (180)
 
Hi Alex,
 
As we discussed, Caltrans District 4, in coordination with the San Francisco Public Works
Department, proposes to construct the Better Market Street Project, Federal Identification Number:
STPL-5934 (180). The project consists of improvements to bicycle, pedestrian and transit rider’s
environment. All the work will be within the City of San Francisco Right-of-Way. There are six historic
districts and 125 individual resources within the Area of Potential Effect that District 4 would like to

mailto:Helen.Blackmore@dot.ca.gov
mailto:Gretchen.Boyce@icf.com
mailto:boris.deunert@sfdpw.org
mailto:Alexandra.Neeb@dot.ca.gov


assume eligible for inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) for the purposes of
the undertaking as outlined under Stipulation VIII.C.4 of the Section 106 PA. The attached pdf lists
the resources, and within the zip files are the supporting documents for each resource, and finally
the draft APE map showing the location of the resources.
 
Because of the large number of properties within the APE, the undertaking does not have the scope
to evaluate them all, and the scope of work has limited potential to effect the buildings and districts
along Market Street, Caltrans District 4 proposed to assume the 131 resource eligible for the NRHP
for the purposes of the undertaking.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thanks,
 
Helen Blackmore
 
Architectural History Branch Chief
Office of Cultural Resource Studies
Caltrans District 4, Oakland
510-286-6477
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Viramontes, Jessica

From: Rivas, Dan@DOT <Dan.Rivas@dot.ca.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 12:26 PM
To: Deunert, Boris (DPW); Iberien, Oliver (DPW); Viramontes, Jessica; Carter, Aaron
Cc: Holstein, Thomas@DOT
Subject: FW: Assumption for Eligibility for Better Market Street - STPL-5934 (180) - Yerba Buena Cemetery

Hi everyone, 
 
CSO has approved the assumption of eligibility for the Yerba Buena Cemetery (see below).  
 
Regards, 
 
Dan Rivas 
Associate Environmental Planner 
Caltrans Office of Local Assistance, District 4 
dan.rivas@dot.ca.gov  
510‐286‐5743 
 

From: Alahan, Kelli@DOT  
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 11:28 AM 
To: Rivas, Dan@DOT <Dan.Rivas@dot.ca.gov> 
Subject: FW: Assumption for Eligibility for Better Market Street ‐ STPL‐5934 (180) ‐ Yerba Buena Cemetery 
 
Hi Dan,  
 
I received the approval on the assumption of eligibility from CSO due to large resource size and limited access. 
Regardless of the reasoning for assumption of eligibility (limited potential to effect, access, resource size) the 
documentation and effect discussion will need to be presented in the FOE; meaning: the assumption of eligibility under 
limited potential to effect does not carry any weight in the process.  
 
Please see the forwarded email below and send along to the local agency. If you have any questions, please let me 
know. 
 
Thank you, 
 
KELLI ALAHAN, MA 
 
Associate Archaeologist, PI Prehistoric Archaeology 
Office of Local Assistance 
Caltrans District 4, Oakland 
(510) 286‐5530 
Kelli.Alahan@DOT.CA.GOV 

 

From: Price, David@DOT  
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 4:42 PM 
To: Alahan, Kelli@DOT <Kelli.Alahan@dot.ca.gov> 
Subject: RE: Assumption for Eligibility for Better Market Street ‐ STPL‐5934 (180) ‐ Yerba Buena Cemetery 
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Hi Kelli, 
 
Thank you for the information and for the extended discussion.  CSO approves the assumption of eligibility for the 
Yerba Buena Cemetery under Criterion D for the purposes of this project only, due to large resource size and limited 
access, pursuant to Stipulation VIII.C.4 of the Section 106 PA.  Please keep a copy of this email for your documentation.   
 
Regards, 
 

David Price 
Section 106 Coordination Branch Chief 
Cultural Studies Office 
Caltrans Division of Environmental Analysis 
1120 N Street, MS 27, Sacramento, CA 95814 
(916) 653‐0516 
 

From: Alahan, Kelli@DOT  
Sent: Monday, January 13, 2020 10:57 AM 
To: Price, David@DOT <David.Price@dot.ca.gov> 
Subject: Assumption for Eligibility for Better Market Street ‐ STPL‐5934 (180) ‐ Yerba Buena Cemetery 
 

Hi David,  

 

Caltrans District 4, in coordination with the San Francisco Public Works Department, proposes to construct the Better 
Market Street Project, Federal Identification Number: STPL‐5934 (180). The project consists of improvements to bicycle, 
pedestrian and transit rider’s environment. All work will be within the City of San Francisco Right‐of‐Way. The Yerba 
Buena Cemetery (no trinomial) is immediately adjacent to/lies within the Area of Potential Effects (see attached APE 
map). District 4 would like to assume eligible the Yerba Buena Cemetery for inclusion on the National Register of Historic 
Places (NRHP) for the purposes of the undertaking as outlined under Stipulation VIII.C.4  of the Section 106 PA for a 
limited potential to effect. The portions of the site that is within/adjacent to the APE has been previously disturbed 
through the construction of BART and MUNI infrastructure down to 80 feet. Although the Yerba Buena cemetery's 
formal boundary lies slightly within the APE boundary, due to the extreme degree of previous construction, there is a 
limited potential to effect the resource.  

 

Archaeological testing conducted in 2018 as part of the Asian Art Museum Expansion and Improvements Project identified 
seven archaeological features within a deposit of dune sands that extended 3 to 10 feet (0.9 to 3meters) below the ground 
surface. These features consisted of five intact burials, isolated bone fragments, and a wooden board, all of which were 
discovered within a 3‐to 4‐foot‐thick deposit of dune sands. Of the seven features, six were recorded and removed; one intact 
burial (Feature 6) was encased in concrete and preserved in‐situ with an informational plaque to allow for future identification 
(Russell et al. 2018). Formal evaluation of the burials associated with the Yerba Buena Cemetery, which were recently 

discovered during work at the Asian Art Museum, is still in process. The Yerba Buena Cemetery can be assumed eligible 
under Criterion D for data potential.  

  

If you have any questions or need further information, please let me know.  
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KELLI ALAHAN, MA 

  

Associate Archaeologist, PI Prehistoric Archaeology 

Office of Local Assistance 

Caltrans District 4, Oakland 

(510) 286‐5530 

Kelli.Alahan@DOT.CA.GOV 
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Viramontes, Jessica

From: Rivas, Dan@DOT <Dan.Rivas@dot.ca.gov>
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 3:16 PM
To: Deunert, Boris (DPW); Iberien, Oliver (DPW); Viramontes, Jessica; Carter, Aaron
Cc: Holstein, Thomas@DOT
Subject: FW: Assumption for Eligibility for Better Market Street - STPL 5934(180)

Hi everyone, 
 
CSO has approved the assumption of eligibility for the five shipwrecks and four wharves (see below).  
 
Regards, 
 
Dan Rivas 
Associate Environmental Planner 
Caltrans Office of Local Assistance, District 4 
dan.rivas@dot.ca.gov  
510‐286‐5743  
 

From: Alahan, Kelli@DOT  
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 2:46 PM 
To: Rivas, Dan@DOT <Dan.Rivas@dot.ca.gov> 
Subject: Fw: Assumption for Eligibility for Better Market Street ‐ STPL 5934(180) 
 

Hi Dan,  
 
Please see below for the assumption for eligibility for BMS wharves and shipwrecks. Can you please forward it 
on to the Local Agency and consultants? 
 
Thanks so much! 
 

KELLI ALAHAN, MA 

  

Associate Archaeologist, PI Prehistoric Archaeology 

Office of Local Assistance 

Caltrans District 4, Oakland 

(510) 286‐5530 

Kelli.Alahan@DOT.CA.GOV 
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From: Price, David@DOT <David.Price@dot.ca.gov> 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 2:19 PM 
To: Alahan, Kelli@DOT <Kelli.Alahan@dot.ca.gov> 
Subject: RE: Assumption for Eligibility for Better Market Street ‐ STPL 5934(180)  
  
The Galen Shipwreck is so assumed.   
  

David Price 
Section 106 Coordination Branch Chief 
Cultural Studies Office 
Caltrans Division of Environmental Analysis 
1120 N Street, MS 27, Sacramento, CA 95814 
(916) 653‐0516 
  
  

From: Alahan, Kelli@DOT  
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 11:39 AM 
To: Price, David@DOT <David.Price@dot.ca.gov> 
Subject: Re: Assumption for Eligibility for Better Market Street ‐ STPL 5934(180) 
  

Hi David,  
  
Thank you for your email. We would also like to add on the Galen Shipwreck to the others assumed eligible 
under the same criterion and for the same reasons outlined in the original email.  
  
If you have any questions or need more information, please let me know. 
  

KELLI ALAHAN, MA 

  

Associate Archaeologist, PI Prehistoric Archaeology  

Office of Local Assistance  

Caltrans District 4, Oakland 

(510) 286‐5530 

Kelli.Alahan@DOT.CA.GOV 

  

From: Price, David@DOT <David.Price@dot.ca.gov> 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2020 9:21 AM 
To: Alahan, Kelli@DOT <Kelli.Alahan@dot.ca.gov> 
Subject: RE: Assumption for Eligibility for Better Market Street ‐ STPL 5934(180)  
  
HI Kelli, 
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Thank you for the detailed information.  CSO approves the assumptions of eligibility for the Panama Shipwreck, Byron 
Shipwreck, Callao Shipwreck, and Autumn Shipwreck, as well as the Market Street Wharf, California Street Wharf, Stuart 
Street Wharf, and Main Street Wharf.  These resources are being assumed eligible under Criterion D for the purposes of 
this project only because evaluation is not possible due to limited potential to effect and restricted access, pursuant to 
Stipulation VIII.C.4 of the Section 106 PA.  Please retain a copy of this email for your records.   
  
Thank you, 
  

David Price 
Section 106 Coordination Branch Chief 
Cultural Studies Office 
Caltrans Division of Environmental Analysis 
1120 N Street, MS 27, Sacramento, CA 95814 
(916) 653‐0516 
  

From: Alahan, Kelli@DOT  
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2020 3:35 PM 
To: Price, David@DOT <David.Price@dot.ca.gov> 
Subject: Assumption for Eligibility for Better Market Street ‐ STPL 5934(180) 
  

Hi David,  

Caltrans District 4, in coordination with the San Francisco Public Works Department, proposes to construct the Better 
Market Street Project, Federal Identification Number: STPL‐5934 (180). The project consists of improvements to bicycle, 
pedestrian and transit rider’s environment along the Market Street corridor from Castro Street to The Embarcadero. All 
work will be within the City of San Francisco Right‐of‐Way.  

Four shipwrecks (the Panama Shipwreck, Byron Shipwreck, Callao Shipwreck, and Autumn Shipwreck) and four wharves 
(Market Street Wharf, California Street Wharf, Stuart Street Wharf, and Main Street Wharf)  are located within the APE 
as shown on the SF Maritime National Historical Park Map (July 2017), see attached, with contributions by Dr. James 
Allan, Dr. James Delgado, Al Harmon. Karl Kortum, Dr. Allen Pastron, Rhonda Robichaud, and Harlan Soeten. District 4 
would like to assume eligible the four shipwrecks and four wharves for inclusion on the National Register of Historic 
Places (NRHP) for the purposes of the undertaking as outlined under Stipulation VIII.C.4  of the Section 106 PA for a 
limited potential to effect and restricted access. The Panama Shipwreck, Byron Shipwreck, Callao Shipwreck, Autumn 
Shipwreck, Market Street Wharf, California Street Wharf, Stuart Street Wharf, and Main Street Wharf can be assumed 
eligible under Criterion D for data potential.  

The shipwrecks and wharves are believed to be located approximately 30 feet below ground surface based on 
stratigraphic profiles from previous bore study locations throughout the project corridor in addition to known depths of 
other shipwrecks in the vicinity. Excavations in this area should reach a maximum of 15 feet; thus, the limited potential 
to effect. In addition, these resources lie beneath Market Street in San Francisco; therefore, their evaluation would not 
meet the scope of the project, thus having restricted access. We plan on outlining the ground disturbance and potential 
locations of the resource in the ASR and FOE documents. There will also be a treatment plan for the wharves, 
shipwrecks, Yerba Buena Cemetery, and potential prehistoric sensitivity, should any resources be encountered during 
construction. 

If you have any questions or need further information, please let me know. 

  
KELLI ALAHAN, MA 
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Associate Archaeologist, PI Prehistoric Archaeology 
Office of Local Assistance 
Caltrans District 4, Oakland 
(510) 286‐5530 
Kelli.Alahan@DOT.CA.GOV 
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DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION 
OFFICE OF HISTORIC PRESERVATION 
Julianne Polanco, State Historic Preservation Officer 
1725 23rd Street, Suite 100,  Sacramento,  CA  95816-7100 
Telephone:  (916) 445-7000             FAX:  (916) 445-7053 
calshpo.ohp@parks.ca.gov         www.ohp.parks.ca.gov 

Lisa Ann L. Mangat, Director 

 
April 23, 2020 
  
VIA EMAIL 
 

 In reply refer to:  FHWA_2020_0312_001 
 

Mr. Christopher Caputo, Chief 
Office of Cultural Resources Studies 
Caltrans District 4 
PO Box 23660, MS 8-A 
Oakland, CA 94623-0660 
 
Subject:  Determinations of Eligibility for the Proposed Better Market Street Project, San 

Francisco, San Francisco County, CA  
 
Dear Mr. Caputo: 
 
Caltrans is initiating consultation regarding the above project in accordance with the 
January 1, 2014 First Amended Programmatic Agreement Among the Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA), the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, the California 
State Historic Preservation Officer, and the California Department of Transportation 
Regarding Compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, as it 
Pertains to the Administration of the Federal-Aid Highway Program in California (PA).  
As part of your documentation, Caltrans submitted a Historic Property Survey Report 
(HPSR), a Historical Resources Evaluation Report (HRER) and an Archaeological 
Survey Report for the proposed project. 
 
San Francisco Public Works (SFPW), in coordination with Citywide Planning Division of the 
San Francisco Planning Department, The San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency, the 
San Francisco Public Utilities Commission, the San Francisco County Transportation Authority, 
and the Caltrans propose to redesign and provide various transportation and streetscape 
improvements to Market Street between Steuart Street and Octavia Boulevard in San 
Francisco, CA. The project includes changes to and replacement/modification of roadway 
configuration and private vehicle access, traffic signals, surface transit, bicycle facilities, 
pedestrian facilities, commercial and passenger loading, vehicular parking, and utilities. A 
more detailed description starts on Page 1-1 of the HRER. 
 
Pursuant to Stipulation VIII.C.6 of the PA, Caltrans determined that the following properties, 
located in the City of San Francisco, are not eligible for the National Register of Historic Places 
(NRHP): 
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• Valmar Apartments, 1745-1755 Market Street 
• 1640-1658 Market Street 
• 1525 Market Street 
• Fox Plaza, 95 Hayes Street 
• National Hotel, 1133-1139 Market Street 
• William B. Wagnon Building, 1115-1119 Market Street 
• Hallidie Plaza 
• McKesson Building, 1 Post Street 
• 550 Market Street 
• San Francisco Municipal Railway Substation 
• Native Sons of the Golden West Shoreline Markers 
• 1 California Street 
• Market Street Traffic Control Boxes 
• Embarcadero Plaza 
 
Caltrans has also determined that the following properties are eligible for the (NRHP) for the 
following reasons: 
 
• Path of Gold Light Standards – eligible under various Criteria and contexts depending on 

construction date 
 

• United Nations Plaza (UN Plaza) – eligible under Criteria A and C and Criteria 
Consideration G.  Under Criterion A the UN Plaza is eligible at the national level of 
significance for civic engagement activities related to the LGBTQ rights and the AIDS 
epidemic.  The periods of significance are 1977-1978 for Gay Freedom Day Parades (Gay 
Pride) and creation of the rainbow flag as a LGBTQ symbol; and 1985-1995, corresponding 
to the first use of civil disobedience against the AIDS epidemic at the 10-year vigil in UN 
Plaza. Under Criterion C the UN Plaza is historically significant at the local level of 
significance as a designed landscape associated with master landscape architect 
Lawrence Halprin and one of the most emblematic post-modern landscapes in San 
Francisco. The period of significance in 1975. 

 
• Market Street Cultural Landscape District (MSCLD) – eligible under Criteria A and C and 

Criteria Consideration G. Under Criterion A the MSCLD is eligible at the local level for its 
historic role as San Francisco’s main circulation artery and facilitator of urban development 
based on its association with urban and economic growth in San Francisco.  The period of 
significance is 1847-1968.  It is also eligible under Criterion A at the national level for its 
historic role as venue for civic engagement based on association with public 
demonstrations associated with LGBTQ civil rights and on a local level for association with 
social history themes including labor rights and civil right movements, war protest and 
peace celebration, and women’s suffrage. The period of significance is 1870-1979.  
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The MSCLD is also significant under Criterion C at the national level for its association with 
the work of master architects John Carl Warnecke and Mario J. Ciampi, and master 
landscape architect Lawrence Halprin.  The period of significance is 1979, the date when a 
critical volume of the Market Street Redevelopment Plan components were present to 
physically express the design intent of the Market Street Joint Venture Architects for this 
project. 
 

• San Francisco Auxiliary Water Supply (AWSS) – The AWSS is significant under Criterion A 
at the local level with a period of significance of 1908-1913. This is the period when city 
engineers drafted a preliminary plan for the AWSS and city voters overwhelmingly 
supported a bond measure funding its construction. The period of significance ends when 
the Board of Public Works and the Board of Fire Underwriters certified that construction of 
the system was complete.  The AWSS is also significant under Criterion C as a unique 
example of an emergency water supply system adapted to the specific geographic and 
seismic conditions of San Francisco, which required innovative design and engineering to 
meet the specific needs of the city after the 1906 earthquake and fires.  Contributors to the 
district are listed in the 2018 DPR 523 form for the property. 
 

• Admission Day Monument – eligible under Criterion C and Criteria Consideration B and F.  
The monument is the work of two artists, Douglas Tilden and Willis Polk, who are now 
recognized as masters in their craft. The object exemplifies high artistic values of the 
Beaux-Arts during the period when the City Beautiful Movement was sweeping over San 
Francisco. The period of significance is 1897. 

 
• Crown Zellerbach Complex, 1 Bush Street – eligible under Criterion C as an example of 

“Miesian” International and Corporate Modern styles, represents the work of several 
masters (Charles Bassett of SOM and Hertzka & Knowles, and possesses high artistic 
value. The period of significance is 1959. 

 
• Standard Oil Building/Chevron Towers, 555-575 Market Street – eligible under Criterion C 

as a significant example of a Corporate Modern high-rise complex associated with master 
architects Wayne Soloman Hertzka and William Howard Knowles. The period of 
significance is 1964 for 555 Market Street and 1975 for 575 Market Street, their dates of 
construction respectively. 

 
• Mechanics Monument – eligible under Criterion C and Criteria Consideration B and F at the 

local level of significanace, as a product of master sculptor Douglas Tilden, and also for its 
high artistic value. The period of significance is 1901. 

 
• Hyatt Regency Hotel, 22 Drumm Street – eligible under Crieterion C at the local level of 

significance, for its association with noteworthy architect John C Portier, Jr., as a 
recognized example of his atrium-type hotel designs, and as an exceptional example of the 
Late Modern architectural style in San Francisco. The period of significance is 1973. 
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Based on review of the submitted documentation, I have the following comments: 
 
• I concur the following properties are not eligible for the NRHP either individually or as 

contributors to a historic district: 
 

o 1640-1658 Market Street 
o San Francisco Municipal Railway Substation 
o Native Sons of the Golden West Shoreline Markers 

 
• I concur the following properties are not eligible for the NRHP as individual properties: 

 
o Valmar Apartments, 1745-1755 Market Street 
o 1525 Market Street 
o Fox Plaza, 95 Hayes Street 
o National Hotel, 1133-1139 Market Street 
o William B. Wagnon Building, 1115-1119 Market Street 
o Hallidie Plaza 
o McKesson Building, 1 Post Street 
o 550 Market Street 
o 1 California Street 
o Market Street Traffic Control Boxes 
o Embarcadero Plaza 
 

• I concur the following properties are eligible for the NRHP for the reasons stated above: 
 

o San Francisco Auxiliary Water Supply  
o Admission Day Monument 
o Crown Zellerbach Complex, 1 Bush Street 
o Standard Oil Building/Chevron Towers, 555-575 Market Street 
o Mechanics Monument 
o Hyatt Regency Hotel, 22 Drumm Street 

 
• The SHPO is unable to concur on the eligibility of the Path of Gold Light Standards. As 

currently presented Caltrans has a historic district with more non-contributors than 
contributors. Based on the information presented it appears that there are two distinct set of 
resources with different construction dates and different contexts.  The original lights 
appear to be an eligible historic district in their own rights but do not contribute to the 
Market Street Cultural Landscape District. The replica lights do not contribute to a Path of 
Gold Light Standards Historic District but do contribute to the MSCLD.  
 
I recommend that Caltrans split these distinct resources into separate DPR 523s. The 
current DPR 523 is very confusing to follow and it would be very easy to misinterpret the 
distinctions between the resources. While putting together these DPR 523s it is vital that 
Caltrans detail what elements of these resources are important to the integrity of the 
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resources and date to their respective periods of significance.  As Caltrans moves into 
assessing effects, these details will be critical. 
 

• I concur that the UN Plaza is eligible for the NRHP for the reasons listed above. Please 
note that the UN Plaza is listed in the NRHP as a contributor to the San Francisco Civic 
Center Historic District. In order to be considered a non-contributor the NRHP nomination 
for this Historic District must be formally amended through the Keeper of the National 
Register. 
 

• Before I can comment on the eligibility of the MSCLD I will require additional information.  
 

Currently the period of significance under Criterion C is 1979. Please explain why 1979 was 
chosen versus a range of dates under which construction on the project was completed. It 
is currently unclear if properties need to be constructed in 1979, be extant in 1979, or be in 
construction in 1979.  Please provide additional information on if a 1979 period of 
significance accurately represents all of the properties in the district that would contribute 
under this context. 
 
Please provide specific information with regards to contributors and non-contributors and 
their association and levels of integrity to the periods of significance.  The DPR 523 uses 
very general terms to describe contributors and non-contributors.  As Caltrans moves into 
the effects phase of this consultation it will be critical that everyone reading these 
documents be able to understand what it is about the different contributing elements that 
make them important to the historic significance of the historic district. This is critically 
important for landscape elements that might be affected by the project. 
 

• Caltrans submitted,  “Archaeological Survey Report Better Market Street Project, March 
2020, J.T. Elder, ICF, San Francisco, CA” (ICF Report), which provides information for a 
buried site sensitivity analysis. Based upon this analysis, pursuant to Stipulation VIII.C.4 of 
the Section 106 PA, Caltrans is assuming eligibility, under Criterion D, for previously 
documented sub-surface resources (historic archaeological sites) that are and may be 
within the area of potential effect (APE). They are the Yerba Buena Cemetery, five 
shipwrecks (Panama, Byron, Callao, Galen, and Autumn) and four wharf structures (Market 
Street, California Street, Stuart Street and Main Street). In addition, it is noted that, due to 
the presence of sub-surface dune and tidal marsh flat formations, there may also be a 
sensitivity for encountering buried prehistoric archaeological sites. While the ICF Report 
documents that there is the potential to encounter these sites, it also states that their 
presence is currently unknown and has not yet been defined in relation to the APE 
boundaries. However, their posited presence is based upon historical documentation and 
although there is the potential that they were either partially or fully destroyed during 
previous construction activity along Market Street, Caltrans has determined there is still the 
“potential to encounter” these sub-surface resources during the proposed Better Market 
Street Project construction activities. 
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The report notes several areas within the APE that have heightened sensitivity due to the 
potential for excavations to extend below previously disturbed areas or to be outside areas 
of previous disturbance. They are: 691 Market Street sub-sidewalk basement, where deep 
excavations (35 feet) have the potential to extend into intact dune sands; Charles J. 
Brenham Place (F-Loop), near the Asian Art Museum, where fill is about eight feet deep 
and the vertical APE is 15 feet at this location and documents indicate burials were 
previously discovered between 3 and 25 feet deep in this locale; and the APE area along 
Market Street, from Valencia Street to the southwest end of the project at Octavia 
Boulevard, lacks Geotech information and the stratigraphic profile indicates that the dune 
sands may deepen towards Octavia Boulevard (Figure 1- Stratigraphic Profile from the 
Embarcadero to Valencia Street). 
 
Although Caltrans is assuming archaeological sites eligible for purposes of the project, it 
has not yet provided justification of why the project will not adversely affect these 
resources. Typically, this is because there is an Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA) 
established (either horizontal or vertical) that ensures the project will not impact the 
resources. Particularly with the Yerba Buena Cemetery, burials were encountered recently 
during construction near the Asian Art Museum and historical documentation suggest the 
burials extend close to the APE at nearby Charles J. Brenham Place. Please provide 
information to explain why Caltrans is confident that burials will not be encountered. From 
the information submitted it appears that fill is about 8 feet and the vertical APE is 15 feet at 
this location and documents indicate burials were discovered between 3 and 25 feet deep. 
This information should be a critical component of any additional information Caltrans 
provides as part of any future finding of effect, treatment plan, or data recovery plan 
documents. 
 

 If you have questions, please do not hesitate to contact State Historian II Natalie Lindquist at 
(916) 445-7014 or at natalie.lindquist@parks.ca.gov or State Archaeologist Jeanette Schulz at 
(916) 445-7031 or at jeanette.schulz@parks.ca.gov . 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Julianne Polanco 
State Historic Preservation Officer 
 
 

mailto:natalie.lindquist@parks.ca.gov
mailto:jeanette.schulz@parks.ca.gov
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May 22, 2020 
  
VIA EMAIL 
 

 In reply refer to:  FHWA_2020_0312_001 
 

Mr. Christopher Caputo, Chief 
Office of Cultural Resources Studies 
Caltrans District 4 
PO Box 23660, MS 8-A 
Oakland, CA 94623-0660 
 
Subject:  Determinations of Eligibility for the Proposed Better Market Street Project, San 

Francisco, San Francisco County, CA  
 
Dear Mr. Caputo: 
 
Caltrans is continuing consultation regarding the above project in accordance with the 
January 1, 2014 First Amended Programmatic Agreement Among the Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA), the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, the California 
State Historic Preservation Officer, and the California Department of Transportation 
Regarding Compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, as it 
Pertains to the Administration of the Federal-Aid Highway Program in California (PA).  
As part of your supplemental documentation, Caltrans submitted a revised DPR 523 
form for the Market Street Cultural Landscape District as well as DPR 523s for the 
original Path of Gold Light and a separate DPR 523 for the replica Path of Gold Light 
Standards. 
 
Pursuant to Stipulation VIII.C.6 of the PA, Caltrans determined that the following properties, 
located in the City of San Francisco, are eligible for the National Register of Historic Places 
(NRHP): 
 
• Market Street Cultural Landscape District (MSCLD) – eligible under Criteria A and C and 

Criteria Consideration G. Under Criterion A the MSCLD is eligible at the local level for its 
historic role as San Francisco’s main circulation artery and facilitator of urban development 
based on its association with urban and economic growth in San Francisco.  The period of 
significance is 1847-1968.  It is also eligible under Criterion A at the national level for its 
historic role as venue for civic engagement based on association with public 
demonstrations associated with LGBTQ civil rights and on a local level for association with 
social history themes including labor rights and civil right movements, war protest and 
peace celebration, and women’s suffrage. The period of significance is 1870-1979. The 
MSCLD is also significant under Criterion C at the national level for its association with the 
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work of master architects John Carl Warnecke and Mario J. Ciampi, and master landscape 
architect Lawrence Halprin.  The period of significance is 1968-1979, these dates span the 
interval between the approval of the design to the completion of construction. 
 

• Path of Gold Light Standards, Castro Street to Octavia Boulevard - The original Path 
of Gold light standards are significant under Criteria C/3 at the local level because they 
represent the work of multiple master designers and engineers and possess high artistic 
value. They also meet the requirements of Criteria Consideration B. Although the original 
Market Street light standards were reinstalled in their current locations on upper Market 
Street in the 1980s, their period of significance remains 1908–1925 because they meet the 
requirements of Criteria Consideration B. These light standards are significant as the work 
of multiple master designers and possess high artistic value, and their period of 
significance reflects the period they were designed, created, and first installed, rather than 
the year they were reinstalled in a new location.  

 
Caltrans has also determined that the replica Path of Gold Light Standards, Octavia Boulevard 
to the Embarcadero, constructed in 1979, are not individually eligible for the NRHP. 
 
In addition Caltrans, as indicated in an e-mail on May 21, 2020 from David Price, will consider 
United Nations Plaza as a contributor to the Civic Center Historic District, a historic district 
listed on the NRHP.  
 
Finally, with regards to archaeology, Caltrans determined that there may be an effect to 
archaeological resources within the area of potential effect (APE). Future submittals for this 
undertaking will provide detailed information in support of an assessment of effects, which 
demonstrate the nature and extent of specific project impacts as they relate to the 
archaeological context within the APE. 
 
Based on review of the submitted documentation, I concur with the above determinations. 
 
 If you have questions, please do not hesitate to contact State Historian II Natalie Lindquist at 
(916) 445-7014 or at natalie.lindquist@parks.ca.gov or State Archaeologist Jeanette Schulz at 
(916) 445-7031 or at jeanette.schulz@parks.ca.gov . 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Julianne Polanco 
State Historic Preservation Officer 
 
 

mailto:natalie.lindquist@parks.ca.gov
mailto:jeanette.schulz@parks.ca.gov
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Appendix F 
Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Summary 

In order to be sure that all of the environmental measures identified in this document are executed at 
the appropriate times, the following mitigation program (as articulated on the proposed 
Environmental Commitments Record [ECR] which follows) would be implemented. During project 
design, avoidance, minimization, and /or mitigation measures will be incorporated into the project’s 
final plans, specifications, and cost estimates, as appropriate.  All permits will be obtained prior to 
implementation of the project.  During construction, environmental and construction/engineering 
staff will ensure that the commitments contained in this ECR are fulfilled.  Following construction and 
appropriate phases of project delivery, long-term mitigation maintenance and monitoring will take 
place, as applicable.  As the following ECR is a draft, some fields have not been completed, and will be 
filled out as each of the measures is implemented.  Note:  Some measures may apply to more than one 
resource area.  Duplicative or redundant measures have not been included in this ECR.  

 
Community	Impacts	and	Environmental	Justice	

AMM-CI-1: Loading areas within active construction zones will be relocated as close to the 
construction zone as practical. Temporary loading zones may be possible under some circumstances. 

AMM-CI-2: A Construction Management Plan will be developed and implemented by the City and San 
Francisco Public Works (Public Works) to manage detours for vehicles, transit, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 
Temporary detours for bicyclists, pedestrians, and transit will be provided to maintain access to existing 
businesses for the duration of construction. Pedestrian access throughout the corridor will be preserved at 
all times. Periodic sidewalk, plaza, or crosswalk closures may occur during sidewalk reconstruction and 
utility work and detours will be provided. For all pedestrian facilities, the alternate path of travel will meet 
the minimum width required to maintain Americans with Disabilities Act compliance. 

AMM-CI-3: Caltrans Standard Specification Section 14 will be implemented. Caltrans’ Standard 
Specification Section 14, Environmental Stewardship, addresses the construction contractor’s 
responsibility for many items of concern, such as air pollution; the protection of lakes, streams, reservoirs, 
and other water bodies; the use of pesticides; safety; sanitation; public convenience; and property damage 
or personal injury as a result of any construction operation. Section 14-9.02 includes specifications related 
to air pollution control for work performed under contract, including compliance with air pollution control 
rules, regulations, ordinances, and statutes provided in Government Code Section 11017 (Public Contract 
Code Section 10231). Section 14-9.03 is directed at controlling dust.  

AMM-CI-4: Additional Control Measures for Construction Emissions of Fugitive Dust will be implemented. 
Additional measures to control dust will be borrowed from BAAQMD’s recommended list of dust control 
measures and implemented to the extent practicable when measures have not already been incorporated 
and do not conflict with the requirements of Caltrans’ Standard Specifications and Special Provisions, a 
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit, biological opinions, a Clean Water Act Section 
404 permit, Clean Water Act Section 401 certification, or other permits issued for the proposed project. 
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AMM-CI-5: Implement the following measures, per Caltrans Standard Specifications Section 14-8.02, to 
minimize temporary noise effects from construction (California Department of Transportation 2015): 

 Control and monitor noise resulting from work activities. 
 Do not exceed 86 dBA at 50 feet from job site activities between 9:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. 

AMM-CI-6: Nighttime Construction Vibration Control Measures will be implemented. Prior to issuance 
of a construction permit, a detailed pre-construction vibration assessment and monitoring plan shall 
be prepared for all construction activities conducted between the hours of 8 p.m. and 7 a.m. This plan 
will evaluate and select the smallest equipment feasible that can be used during this construction 
period and recommend a specific location for equipment within the construction area to maximize the 
distance between the vibration-generating sources and vibration-sensitive receptors. This plan will 
also require vibration levels at vibration-sensitive receptors along the project corridor not to exceed 
the strongly perceptible level of 0.10 PPV in/sec for continuous sources and 0.90 PPV in/sec for 
transient sources. 

AMM-CI-7: Advanced notice and coordination with emergency service providers and school officials 
will minimize potential temporary impacts from access changes, routing and scheduling. 

AMM-CI-8: Utility lines will be relocated by the utility companies, in coordination with the City. Potentially 
affected utility customers will be notified of potential service disruptions before relocation. 

AMM-CI-9: Targeted outreach to businesses in the project corridor will take place to accommodate the 
loading/unloading needs of each business. 

AMM-CI-10: San Francisco Public Works will conduct targeted outreach to homeless persons along the 
project corridor to notify them at least three days in advance of construction activities. 

AMM-CI-11: San Francisco Public Works will work with local or nonprofit groups that assist the homeless, 
such as the Department of Homelessness and Supportive Housing – Homeless Outreach Team, to move 
homeless persons from construction zones to shelters, transitional housing, or supportive housing to the 
extent feasible. 

Utilities/Emergency	Services 

AMM-UT-1: Utilities will be relocated by the utility companies, in coordination with the City. 
Potentially affected utility customers will be notified of potential service disruptions before relocation. 

AMM-ES-1: Advanced notice and coordination with emergency service providers and school officials 
will minimize potential temporary impacts from access, routing, and scheduling changes. 

AMM-ES-2: Streets will be reviewed by the Transportation Advisory Staff Committee, including review 
by the fire and police departments so that emergency-vehicle access is not impaired. Pursuant to the 
SFMTA Blue Book, Public Works or its contractor(s) will be required to work with the SFMTA to 
identify detour routes and locations where detour signs will be implemented and incorporate detour 
plans into the project’s construction management plan. 

Cultural	Resources 

AMM-CUL-1: Data Recovery Plan 

The project has the potential to adversely affect one known archaeological resource (the Yerba Buena 
Cemetery) and nine resources whose presence have not been field-verified (the Panama, the Byron, 
the Callao, the Autumn, the Galen, the California Street Wharf, the Market Street Wharf, the Main Street 
Wharf, the Stuart Street Wharf). In addition, there are  five areas that are considered sensitive for 
containing archaeological deposits.  

Public Works will ensure that adverse effects of the project on these resources are resolved by 
implementing the Data	Recovery	Plan	for	the	Better	Market	Street	Project (DRP). The DRP identifies 
archaeologically sensitive areas; presents a research design and describes data requirements for 
archaeological sites; describes monitoring and data recovery methods, procedures, and protocols; 
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describes procedures for unanticipated discoveries; describes procedures and protocols for data 
recovery; and describes reporting requirements.  

Archaeological monitoring will occur in the vicinity of Yerba Buena Cemetery, the Panama, the Byron, 
the Callao, the Autumn, the Galen, the California Street Wharf, the Market Street Wharf, the Main Street 
Wharf, the Stuart Street Wharf, as well as in the five locations determined to have increased sensitivity 
to contain archaeological deposits. 

AMM-CUL-2: Unanticipated Archaeological Discoveries Procedures 

In the event of an unanticipated archaeological discovery all ground disturbance and equipment will 
cease within a 60-foot radius of the discovery, and if possible, be redirected to another portion of the 
project corridor. The area surrounding the discovery will be secured and the resource will be 
protected while appropriate assessment occurs. In the event of a potential discovery, the resident 
engineer and the Caltrans Archaeologist will be notified immediately. As appropriate, the Caltrans 
Archaeologist will notify the Caltrans Cultural Studies Office (CSO), who in turn will notify SHPO. 
Evaluation and treatment options will be determined in direct communication with stakeholders, as 
applicable.  

If human remains are encountered, then the procedures outlined by the Native American Heritage 
Commission (NAHC), in accordance with Section 7050.5 of the California Health and Safety Code (HSC) 
and Section 5097.98 of the Public Resources Code, will be followed. If the discovery is determined to 
include human remains: 

1.  All ground-disturbing work within the immediate vicinity (60 feet) of the find will halt. 

2.  The San Francisco County Coroner will be notified: 
San Francisco County Medical Examiner 
1 Newhall Street 
San Francisco, CA 94124 
Phone: (415) 641-3600 
Web: https://sf.gov/departments/city-administrator/office-chief-medical-examiner 

3.  NAHC will be notified: 
Native American Heritage Commission 
915 Capitol Mall, Room 364 
Sacramento, California 95814 
Phone: (916) 653-4082  
Email:  nahc@nahc.ca.gov  

4.  The coroner will have 2 working days to examine the remains after being notified in accordance 
with HSC Section 7050.5. If the coroner determines that the remains are Native American and are 
not subject to the coroner’s authority, the coroner has 24 hours to notify NAHC of the discovery. 

5.  NAHC will immediately designate and notify the Native American Most Likely Descendant (MLD), 
who will have 48 hours after being granted access to the location of the remains to inspect them 
and make recommendations for treatment of them.  

All Native American coordination will be done in direct communication with the Caltrans 
Archaeologist assigned to the project. 

AMM-CUL-3: Prepare and Submit a Historic Preservation Treatment Plan 

Public Works shall retain a professional who meets the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional 
Qualifications Standards to prepare a Historic Preservation Treatment Plan (HPTP) for the following 
contributing elements of the Market Street Cultural Landscape District: Embarcadero Plaza, Hallidie 
Plaza, and United Nations Plaza. Public Works shall coordinate with the San Francisco Department of 
Recreation and Parks on the timeline, cost share, and overall implementation of this measure.  
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The HPTP shall incorporate rehabilitation recommendations for maintaining and protecting the paving 
materials at the three plazas and shall include the following elements: 

 The HPTP shall be prepared and implemented to aid in protecting the physical elements of the 
plazas that contribute to the character of the Market Street Cultural Landscape District, as 
identified and described in the State of California Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) 
district record appended to the Historic Resource Evaluation Report that was completed as part of 
the Section 106 review and technical documentation for this project. The HPTP shall focus on the 
district’s association with the Market Street Redevelopment Plan design led by architects John Carl 
Warnecke and Mario Ciampi and landscape architect Lawrence Halprin with specific guidance on 
the treatment of historic materials, including the red brick herringbone paving present in all three 
locations.  

 The HPTP shall provide a baseline conditions assessment of the contributing elements in each of 
three plazas, including documentation of areas that illustrate typical conditions and degradation 
that will be addressed through rehabilitation recommendations. 

 The HPTP will also include best practices guidelines and rehabilitation recommendations to guide 
future projects associated with ongoing maintenance and repair of the red brick and other 
contributing elements of the plazas to ensure that replacement materials are compatible with the 
character of historic materials.  

 If deemed necessary upon assessment of the resources’ condition, the plan shall include guidance 
for preliminary stabilization measures to be carried out before construction to prevent damage to 
the three plazas as a result of construction activities. Specifically, the protection measures shall 
incorporate construction specifications to be implemented by the construction contractor(s) to 
ensure all feasible means of avoiding damage to the resources.  

Public Works will not authorize the execution of any Undertaking that may affect historic properties 
until the HPTP has been completed and approved by Caltrans.  

AMM-CUL-4: Develop and Implement Community-led Programs 

Public Works will administer the selection of a minimum of three community-led public programs to 
celebrate and commemorate the history of Market Street. Proposals will be solicited through an RFP 
submission process and will be proposed, managed and implemented by California-based non-profit 
organizations with an interest in the history and/or cultural properties of the Market Street Cultural 
Landscape District. The selection process may be coordinated with the San Francisco Planning 
Department to fulfill the interpretive and commemorative mitigation measures that were developed to 
meet the requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (see the Better	Market	Street	
Environmental	Impact	Report, which was certified by the San Francisco Planning Commission on 
October 10, 2019), or they can be completed as independent programming.  

With funding support from Public Works, a minimum of three community-led programs will be 
awarded. Interpretive or commemorative programs may include temporary events such as dances, 
lectures, or walking tours, or they may take the form of permanent installations such as interpretive 
signage or an on-site exhibition. Organizations with a demonstrated interested in the history of Market 
Street may apply through the RFP process. Preference will be given to organizations located within the 
project APE. Program selection will be made by a committee that will include a minimum of five 
persons, and include at least three members with professional experience in arts and cultural 
programming. The committee may include professionals from the following fields and organizations: a 
representative of Public Works; a representative of Caltrans; professionals from the fields of history, 
historic preservation, performing arts, visual arts, or design. Organizations with representation on the 
committee will not be eligible to apply for award consideration. 

Where responses to the RFP include proposals for temporary programming, a plan for documentation 
or recordation of the program will be included. The documentation or recordation materials will be 
appended to the annual reporting detailed in Stipulation G of the MOA and will also be hosted by the 
organizations so that the information included in the programs are made available to the public as part 
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of the permanent historical record on the history of Market Street. Additionally, the programs, both 
temporary and permanent, must be accessible to the public through in-person or digital participation.  

Public Works will not authorize the execution of any Undertaking activity that may affect historic 
properties in the APE until awards are made for three community-led programs, and draft work plans 
have been submitted by the awardees and approved by the selection committee. 

Water	Quality	and	Storm	Water	Runoff 

AMM-WQ-1: The project will implement the temporary BMPs included in Table 2.2.1-1 (see Table 
2.2.1-1 in Section 2.2.1, Water	Quality	and	Stormwater	Runoff). 

AMM-WQ-2: The project will implement the operational source control BMPs included in Table 2.2.1-2 
(see Table 2.2.1-2 in Section 2.2.1, Water	Quality	and	Stormwater	Runoff). 

Hazardous	Waste/Materials 

AMM-HAZ-1: If excavation or earth-disturbing activity is planned along the project corridor as well as 
within areas near the PRECs and HRECs, additional soil and groundwater investigation will be 
conducted (based on depths of proposed excavation after the completion of the project’s engineering 
conceptual design) to evaluate the following: 

 Potential human and environmental risks from PRECs and HRECs. 
 Potential waste classification for soil that will be excavated for disposal during the construction of 

the project. Waste disposal characterization analyses should include CAM17 metals, pesticides, 
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), volatile organic compounds (VOCs), and semivolatile organic 
compounds (SVOCs). 

 Potential for aerially deposited lead (ADL) and lead striping paint. Shallow soils anticipated to be 
excavated during the project will be sampled and analyzed for lead. Caltrans standard special 
provisions for removal of yellow paint will also be followed. 

 If excavation is anticipated to extend below the groundwater table at any part of the project 
corridor, groundwater will be sampled in the vicinity prior to obtaining dewatering and discharge 
permits to San Francisco Public Utilities Commission’s combined storm and sewer system. 

AMM-HAZ-2: Public Works will develop and implement the necessary plans and measures required 
federal and state regulations, including a health and safety plan, best management practices, and/or an 
injury and illness prevention plan. The plans will be prepared and implemented to address worker 
safety when working with potentially hazardous materials, including potential asbestos-containing 
materials, lead-containing paint lead or chromium in traffic stripes, ADL, and other construction-
related materials within the right-of-way during any soil-disturbing activity. 

AMM-HAZ-3: Soils in the project limits identified as having hazardous levels of ADL will be disposed of 
or reused according to federal and state regulations. Soils within the right-of-way that contain 
hazardous waste concentrations of ADL may be reused under the authority of variances issued by 
California Department of Toxic Substances Control. These variances include stockpiling, transporting, 
and reusing soils with concentrations of lead below maximum allowable levels in the project right-of-
way. Stockpiling, transporting, and reusing of soil will also be conducted following Caltrans’ standard 
special provisions. 

AMM-HAZ-4: As required by Caltrans’ standard special provisions, the construction contractor will 
sample and test yellow and white traffic striping scheduled for removal to determine whether lead or 
chromium is present. All aspects of the project associated with removal, storage, transportation, and 
disposal will be in strict accordance with appropriate regulations of the California Health and Safety 
Code. The stripes will be disposed of at a Class 1 disposal facility. The responsibility of implementing 
this measure will be outlined in the contract between the project proponent and the construction 
contractor. Implementing this measure will minimize potential effects from these hazardous materials. 
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Air	Quality 

AMM-AQ-1: Implement Caltrans Standard Specification Section 14. Caltrans’ Standard Specification 
Section 14, Environmental Stewardship, addresses the construction contractor’s responsibility for 
many items of concern, such as air pollution; the protection of lakes, streams, reservoirs, and other 
water bodies; the use of pesticides; safety; sanitation; public convenience; and property damage or 
personal injury as a result of any construction operation. Section 14-9.02 includes specifications 
related to air pollution control for work performed under contract, including compliance with air 
pollution control rules, regulations, ordinances, and statutes provided in Government Code Section 
11017 (Public Contract Code Section 10231). Section 14-9.03 is directed at controlling dust.  

AMM-AQ-2: Implement Additional Control Measures for Construction Emissions of Fugitive Dust. 
Additional measures to control dust will be borrowed from BAAQMD’s recommended list of dust 
control measures and implemented to the extent practicable when measures have not already been 
incorporated and do not conflict with the requirements of a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination 
System permit, a Clean Water Act Section 404 permit, Clean Water Act Section 401 certification, or 
other permits issued for the proposed project. 

The following measures are taken from BAAQMD’s 2017 California Environmental Quality Act Air 
Quality Guidelines: 

 Reduce the amount of disturbed area where possible.  
 Use water trucks or sprinkler systems to apply sufficient quantities of water and prevent airborne 

dust from leaving the site. An adequate water source must be identified. Increased watering 
frequency will be required whenever wind speeds exceed 15 mph. Reclaimed (non-potable) water 
should be used whenever possible.  

 All dirt stockpile areas should be sprayed daily, as needed, then covered, or a district-approved 
alternative method should be used.  

 Permanent dust control measures identified in the approved project revegetation and landscape 
plans should be implemented as soon as possible following completion of any soil-disturbing 
activities.  

 Exposed ground areas that will be reworked more than 1 month after initial grading should be 
sown with a fast-germinating non-invasive grass seed and watered until vegetation is established.  

 All disturbed soil areas not subject to revegetation should be stabilized using approved chemical 
soil binders, jute netting, or other methods approved in advance by the district.  

 All roadways, driveways, sidewalks, etc., to be paved should be completed as soon as possible. In 
addition, building pads should be laid as soon as possible after grading, unless seeding or soil 
binders are used.  

 Speeds for all construction vehicles shall not exceed 15 mph on any unpaved surface at the 
construction site.  

 All trucks hauling dirt, sand, soil, or other loose materials should be covered or should maintain at 
least 2 feet of freeboard (minimum vertical distance between top of load and top of trailer), in 
accordance with San Francisco County regulations.  

 Wheel washers should be installed where vehicles exit from unpaved roads onto streets or trucks 
and equipment leaving the site should be washed.  

 Streets should be swept at the end of each day if visible soil material is carried onto adjacent paved 
roads. Water sweepers with reclaimed water should be used where feasible.  

 A sign should be posted in a prominent location that is visible to the public and include the 
telephone numbers of the contractor and San Francisco Public Works for questions or concerns 
about dust from the project. 
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Noise	and	Vibration	 

AMM-NOI-1: Caltrans Standard Specifications Section 14-8.02. Standard Caltrans procedures include 
implementation of the following measures to minimize temporary noise effects from construction 
(California Department of Transportation 2018): 

 Control and monitor noise resulting from work activities. 
 Do not exceed 86 dBA at 50 feet from job site activities between 9:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. 

AMM-NOI-2: Nighttime Construction Vibration Control Measures. Prior to issuance of a construction 
permit, a detailed pre-construction vibration assessment and monitoring plan shall be prepared for all 
construction activities conducted between the hours of 8 p.m. and 7 a.m. This plan shall evaluate and 
select the smallest equipment feasible that can be used during this construction period and 
recommend a specific location for equipment within the construction area to maximize the distance 
between the vibration-generating sources and vibration-sensitive receptors. This plan shall also 
require vibration levels at vibration-sensitive receptors along the project corridor not to exceed the 
strongly perceptible level of 0.10 PPV in/sec for continuous sources and 0.90 PPV in/sec for transient 
sources. 

The project contractor shall: 

 Retain the services of a qualified professional to prepare a pre-construction assessment and 
vibration monitoring plan. This assessment and vibration monitoring plan shall identify all 
vibration-sensitive receptors adjacent to the project corridor that could be exposed to vibration 
from nighttime construction activities exceeding a vibration level of 0.10 PPV in/sec for continuous 
sources and 0.90 PPV in/sec for transient sources. The qualified professional shall submit the plan 
to Public Works for review and approval prior to issuance of a construction permit.  

 Inform vibration-sensitive receptors of upcoming construction activities that may generate high 
levels of vibration a minimum of one week in advance of such construction activities. Methods of 
notification shall include mailed notices as well as notifications hand-posted on doorways. The 
notification shall include the name and contact information for a person that can be reached during 
nighttime construction hours. 

 Perform real-time vibration monitoring during all construction activities conducted between the 
hours of 8 p.m. and 7 a.m. at a location representative of the nearest vibration-sensitive receptor. If 
vibration levels exceed a vibration level of 0.10 PPV in/sec for continuous sources and 0.90 PPV 
in/sec for transient sources, the vibration monitor shall immediately alert the construction 
manager, who shall immediately cease construction activity. Construction activity shall resume 
only after the vibration-generating equipment is adjusted or relocated such that the vibration level 
no longer exceeds 0.10 PPV in/sec for continuous sources and 0.90 PPV in/sec for transient sources 
or such activity is otherwise conducted between the hours of 7 a.m. and 8 p.m. 

Biological	Environment	

AMM-BIO-1: To avoid effects from tree removal on migratory nesting birds, stump removal will be 
conducted after August 31 and before February 1, outside the nesting season. To avoid effects of all 
other construction activities on active bird nests, including special-status bird species, a qualified 
biologist will conduct a preconstruction survey for nesting birds prior to any construction activities 
scheduled during the nesting season (February 1 to August 31). The survey will occur no more than 7 
days prior to the initiation of ground-disturbing activities, including clearing, grubbing, and staging. 
The survey area will include the disturbance footprint and a 50-foot area around the footprint (buffer) 
for songbirds protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. 
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AMM-BIO-2: If active nests are found during the survey, the biologist will establish exclusion zones 
around each nest. No work will be allowed in exclusion zones until the biologist has determined that 
the young have fledged or the nest is no longer active. The size of the exclusion zones will be based on 
the species’ sensitivity to disturbance and planned work activities in the vicinity. The buffer size may 
be reduced if the biologist, after monitoring the nest and nearby construction activities, determines 
that no disturbance that would result in nest abandonment or premature fledging (e.g., young being 
startled by construction noise or visual disturbance and jumping out of the nest before they are able to 
fly) is likely to occur. 

AMM-BIO-3: If a lapse in project-related activities of 10 days or more occurs, another preconstruction 
survey will be conducted. 

AMM-BIO-4: One survey will be required prior to the initiation of construction in each segment of the 
project if construction within the segment is initiated during the nesting bird season (February 1 to 
August 31). In addition, one nesting bird survey will be required between April and May (at the 
discretion of the qualified biologist, depending on construction activities) of each year. 
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Many technical studies were used to analyze the impacts of the proposed project (including the 
design option) and the No-Build Alternative. These studies include: 

 Air Quality Report, December 2019

 Air Quality Conformity Analysis, December 2019

 Archaeological Survey Report, March 2020

 Biological Resources Technical Memorandum, November 2019

 Community Impact Assessment Technical Memorandum, March 2020

 Finding of Adverse Effect, May 2020

 Hazardous Material Initial Site Assessment, October 2019

 Historic Property Survey Report, March 2020

 Historical Resources Evaluation Report, February 2020

 Location Hydraulic Study and Floodplain Report Summary Forms, September 2019

 Moderate Visual Impact Assessment, December 2019

 Noise Technical Memorandum, February 2020

 Draft Section 4(f) Evaluation, May 2020

 Draft Section 4(f) De Minimis Determinations and Resources Evaluated Relative to the 
Requirements of Section 4(f): No-Use Determinations, May 2020

 Staging Technical Memorandum, November 2019

 Transportation Report, March 2020

 Water Quality Technical Memorandum, October 2019 
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Acronyms and Abbreviations 
µg/m3 micrograms per cubic meter  

ACHP Advisory Council on Historic Preservation  

ADA Americans with Disabilities Act  

ADL aerially deposited lead  

APE Area of Potential Effects 

ARB California Air Resources Board  

ARDTP Archaeological Research Design and Treatment Plan  

ARPA Archaeological Resources Protection Act  

ASA Archaeological Sensitivity Study  

ASR Archaeological Survey Report  

ASTs aboveground storage tanks  

AWSS Auxiliary Water Supply System  

BART Bay Area Rapid Transit  

Bay San Francisco Bay  

Caltrans California Department of Transportation  

CASQA’s California Stormwater Quality Association’s  

CCAA California Clean Air Act  

CEQA California Environmental Quality Act  

CERCLA Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act  

CERFA Community Environmental Response Facilitation Act  

CFR Code of Federal Regulations  

CHRIS California Historical Resources Information System  

City City and County of San Francisco  

CNDDB California Natural Diversity Database  

CNEL Community Noise Equivalent Level  

CO, carbon monoxide  

CTs Census tracts  

CWA Clean Water Act  

dB decibels  

DPFs diesel particular filters  

DPR Department of Parks and Recreation  

DRP Data Recovery Plan 

EA Environmental Assessment  

EDR Environmental Data Resources, Inc.  

EIR Environmental Impact Report  

EIS Environmental Impact Statement  

EO Executive Order  

EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency  
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FAE Finding of Adverse Effect 

FCAA Federal Clean Air Act  

FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency  

FHWA Federal Highway Administration  

FIFRA Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act  

FIRMs Flood Insurance Rate Maps  

FOE Finding of Effect  

FONSI Finding of No Significant Impact  

FTIPs ederal Transportation Improvement Programs  

H2S hydrogen sulfide  

HABS Historic American Building Survey  

HALS Historic American Landscape Survey  

HPSR Historic Property Survey Report  

HRE Historic Resource Evaluation  

HRECs historical recognized environmental conditions  

Hz Hertz  

I-280 Interstate 280  

ISA Initial Site Assessment  

kHz kilohertz  

Ldn Day-Night Level  

LED light-emitting-diode  

LEDPA least environmentally damaging practicable alternative  

Leq Equivalent Sound Level  

LID low-impact development  

Lmax Maximum Sound Level  

Lxx Percentile-Exceeded Sound Level  

MOU Memorandum of Understanding  

mPa micro-Pascals  

MPO Metropolitan Planning Organization  

MS4s Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems  

Muni San Francisco Municipal Railway  

NAAQS National Ambient Air Quality Standards  

NAC noise abatement criteria  

NAHC Native American Heritage Commission 

NEPA National Environmental Policy Act  

NEPA Assignment MOU Memorandum of Understanding pursuant to 23 USC 327  

NHPA National Historic Preservation Act  

NO2 nitrogen dioxide  

NRHP National Register of Historic Places  
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NWIC Northwest Information Center  

O3 ozone 

OCS overhead contact system  

OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Act  

OWSs oil/water separators  

PA Programmatic Agreement  

PAC Preliminary Archaeological Checklist  

PCBs polychlorinated biphenyls  

POAQC project of air quality concern  

POP Proof of Payment  

PPV peak particle velocity  

PQS Professionally Qualified Staff  

PRECs potential recognized environmental conditions  

Public Works San Francisco Public Works  

RCRA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act  

RECs recognized environmental conditions  

ROGs reactive organic gases  

RSA Resource Study Area 

RTPs Regional Transportation Plans  

RWQCBs Regional Water Quality Control Boards  

SFFD San Francisco Fire Department  

SFMTA San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency  

SFPD San Francisco Police Department  

SFPUC San Francisco Public Utilities Commission  

SHPO State Historic Preservation Officer  

SHS State Highway System  

SLF Sacred Land File  

SO2 sulfur dioxide  

SOX sulfur oxides  

SPL sound pressure level  

SVOCs semivolatile organic compounds  

SWPPP Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan  

SWRCB State Water Resources Control Board  

TMDLs Total Maximum Daily Loads  

TSCA Toxic Substances Control Act  

U.S. EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency  

US 101 U.S. Highway 101  

USACE U.S. Army Corps of Engineers  

USC United States Code  
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USDOT United States Department of Transportation  

VAUs visual assessment units  

VIA Visual Impact Assessment  

VMT vehicle miles traveled  

VOCs volatile organic compounds  

WDRs Waste Discharge Requirements  

WPCP Water Pollution Control Program  
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